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announces
y kit under $1,

Now SWTPC offers complete best-buy computer system with $995
dual minifloppy, $500 video terminal/monitor, $395 4K computer.

$995 MF-68 Dual Minifloppy
You need dual drives to get full benefits
from a minifloppy. So we waited to offer a
floppy until we could give you a dependable dual system at the right price.
The MF-68 is a complete top-quality
minifloppy for your SWTPC Computer. The
kit has controller, chassis, cover, power
supply, cables, assembly instructions, two
highly reliable Shugart drives, and a
diskette with the Floppy Disk Operating
System (FDOS) and disk BASIC. (A floppy
is no better than its operating system, and
the MF-68 has one of the best available.)
An optional $850 MF-6X kit expands the
system to four drives.

$500 Terminal/Monitor
The CT-64 terminal kit offers these
premium features: 64-character lines,
upper/lower case letters, switchable control character printing, word highlighting,
full cursor control, 110-1200 Baud serial
interface, and many others. Separately
the CT-64 is $325, the 12 MHz CT-VM
monitor $175.

Enclosed is:
__
$1,990 for the full system shown above

__
__

$250 for the PR-40 Line Printer
$79.50 for AC-30 Cassette Inferface

__
__
__
__

Additional 4K memory boards at $100
Additional 8K memory boards at $250
Or BAC #
Exp. Date
Or MC #
Exp. Date

__
__
__
__

(MF-68 Minifloppy, CT-64 Terminal with
CT-VM Monitor).
$995 for the Dual Minifloppy
$325 for the CT-64 Terminal
$175 for the CT-VM Monitor
$395 for the 4K 6800 Computer

Name
City

Address
State

_
_
_

Zip __

$395 4K 6800 Computer
The SWTPC 6800 comes complete with
4K memory, serial interface, power supply,
chassis, famous Motorola MIKBUG®
mini-operating system in read-only
memory (ROM), and the most complete
documentation with any computer kit. Our
growing software library includes 4K and
8K BASIC (cassettes $4.95 and $9.95;
paper tape $10.00 and $20.00). Extra
memory, $100/4K or $250/8K.
Other SWTPC peripherals include
$250 PR-40 Alphanumeric Line Printer
(40 characters/line, 5 x 7 dot matrix,
75 line/minute speed, compatible with
our 6800 computer and MITS/IMSAI);
$79.50 AC-30 Cassette Interface System
(writes/ reads Kansas City standard tapes,
controls two recorders, usable with other
computers); and other peripherals now
and to come.

b I' II rd

Southwest Technical

.._•••••••••••••••
ooI_
•••••
_iiiiI Products Corp.

219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216
London: Southwest Technical Products Co., Ltd.
Tokyo: Southwest Technical Products Corp.! Japan

ONE MEGABYTE ON LINE
FOR YOUR ALTAIR/IMSAI
$685 COM Pl.ETE
Available Now from Listed Dealers
• Load Named

Files Under MITS Basic.

• Access any File within 34 Seconds.
• Load Basic in , 0 Seconds.
• Cassettes'
00 percent interchangeable
with no adjustments.
• Applications
Programs Available on
MECA Format Cassettes.
• Powerful Operating System
• Update Files / Data in Place
• Separate Audio Track allows
Computer Control of Voice
Responses.
• Eliminates Need for ROM/PROM
Monitors
• Presently in use with MITS, IMSAI,
POL Y 88, Z-2, ZPU

Business Applications:

Ideal for Mailing Lists, Payroll,

Educational
Applications:
Language Training, etc.
Development
Management
Program.
Hobbyist
Prices:

Using

the

Unique

Billing, and Backing Store for Disk-Based

Audio

Capability

is ideal for

Spelling

Tutor,

System: Ideal as the Heart of a Low Cost Development
System. Operating
Capabilities plus an Assembler, Editor, Debug Routine, Tape Copy Routine,

System:

Allows creation

of talking games, intelligent

phone answering

ALPHA·' /2 * as shown, Complete with Controller Card, Two Drives,
Power Supply, Enclosure, Cable, Manual and Operating System.
*Single to Quad Drive Systems
See a Demonstration

System,

Systems.
Vocabulary

Training,

System includes Powerful File
and Directory Reconstruction
Audio Burglary
Kit

$685

Deterrent.
Assembled
& Tested

$965

Available.
of the ALPHA·'

System

Today at the Following

Dealers:

THE COMPUTER STORE
820 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 451-0713

ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTER
611 N. 27th St., Suite 9
lincoln, NE 68503
(402) 474-2800

THE COMPUTER STORE OF ANN ARBOR
310 East Wash ington St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(313) 995·7616

THE COMPUTER MART
633-B Katella Ave.
Orange, CA 92667
(714) 633-1222

GATEWAY ELECTRONICS,
OF COLORADO
2839 W. 44th Ave.
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 458·5444

COMPUTER STORE OF DETROIT
505-507 West 11 Mile St.
Madison Heights, MI 48071
(313) 545-2225

COMPUTER KITS
1044 University Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 845-5300

ALTAIR COMPUTER CENTER
110 The Annex
5345 East Forty First St.
Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 664·4564

THE COMPUTER SYSTEMCENTER
3330 Piedmont Road
Atlanta, GA 30305
(404) 231-1691

COMPUTER STORE OF
SAN FRANCISCO
1093 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-0640

ALTAIR COMPUTER
5750 Bintliff Drive
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 780·8981

CHICAGO COMPUTER
517 Talcott Rd.
Park Ridge, I L 60068
(312) 823-2388

COMPUTER SHACK
3120 San Mateo N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 883-8282, 883·8283

Or Write / Phone:

INC.

CENTER

COMPUTER PRODUCTS UNLIMITED
2412 S. Broadway
little Rock, AR 72206
(501) 371-0449

STORE

COMPUTERS·TO-GO
4503 West Broad St.
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 335-5773

IIICea), 7344 Wamego Trail, Yucca Valley, CA 92284 • (714) 365-7686
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RULISHER'8
REMARKS
Wayne Green
Computermania
Though the attendance
at Computermania was not
up to my expectations, it
, was one of the largest
microcomputer shows so
far. The exhibitors were
happy with the attendance,
and the people who came to
the show were happy with
the exhibits. We'll do it
again.
This was the first computer show to be widely
advertised on radio, on television, in the newspapers
and in business magazines
. .. so it was the first show
where a high percentage of
the people were more interested in business uses
than fun and games for
microcomputers.
The conflict with PC-77
in Atlantic City was unfortunate as far
hibitors were concerned,
though it had little observable effect on the crowds
attending Computermania.
The record seems to be
getting cloudy on this, so
perhaps it is time to remind
everyone that Computermania was the first show to
announce for the August

Dick Brown, one of the
owners of The Computer
Store chain, giving a talk
before a full house on how
to open and 0 perate a
computer store.
4

dates; PC-77 kept their
selection of the same weekend a secret until after
Computermania had been
announced.
A curiously
identical
situation has developed with
the Personal Computing
Magazine show in Chicago
in October and the show in
New York, which was
announced later by another
magazine
(also involved
with PC-77). It is unfortunate that this infighting
between magazines is going
on.

Firms selling to businessmen
were overwhelmed. One
dealer came away with sales
leads for over 500 businessmen interested in systems.
If only ten percent of those
buy, that still means about
$500,000 in sales - plus the
chain letter effect when a
businessman with a new
microcomputer
tells ten
friends ... etc.
Another dealer estimated
over $200,000 in sales

directly attributable to the
show. The crowds? Dealers
couldn't have handled more
. .. they were kept busy
every minute of the three
days.
One barometer that I use
is sales from the Kilobaud
booth. With most hobbyists
already getting Kilobaud,
we've been finding the
magazine subscriptions a
little slow at recent shows.
Co mputermania was the

Did Computermania
Sell Stuff?
I t varied. Firms
pending on hobbyists
sales made ends meet,
were not
overwhelmed.

Dick Brown and Paul Connover ofCCM (Consumer Computer Marketing) answer questions
on how to start a computer store, how to finance it and how to keep it going. This session
alone was worth the trip from anywhere in the world to Computermania.

biggest we've ever had, even
though we made no serious
effort to push the magazine
at the show ... our booth
was toward the back and
unadorned
with no
special come-ons. Even so,
sales were better than at
PC-76 last year, when Kilobaud was first announced
. .. about four times those
at the Cleveland Computerfest, three times those at the
Atlanta Computerfest and
five times those at Seattle a
few weeks ago.
Our gals handling the
Kilobaud booth reported
that the people attending
the show were all excited
about microcomputers and
were looking for a magazine

Al Smith of Adelco had
quite a spread and found
enough hobbyists present to
make ends meet.

Here's Wayne with the proprietor of Jefftronics, Jeff,
the youngest entrepreneur
in the microcomputer field.
Jeff is 16 and has his own
company selling accessories,
parts and gadgets for hobbyists. Look for Jeff at
many of the co mputerfests.

to help them learn more ...
obviously Kilobaud fits the
bill best on this.

Heath - Radio
Shack
The new systems by
these firms are of great
interest to all of us, so we'll
be looking forward to
reader reports on them ...
modifications ... ways to
adapt them to the Altair bus
so we can start adding some
of the hundreds of boards
already available in that
standard ... etc. Any discussions on the pros and
cons of the Radio Shack bus
. .. the Heath bus vs the
Altair bus will be of interest
too.
Perhaps
even
more
important will be programs
for these systems - and
remember that the more
interesting and valuable programs may be put on
cassette by Kilobaud and
distributed
through the
stores to help with sales of
systems. Royalties will be
paid on all such sales ...
and they could mount up
rapidly. This program-sale
business has the possibilities
of making far more money
for software houses than
they've ever dreamed of
making from the old system
of selling
software. A
number of them are already
interested in the Kilobaud
distribution plan ... and
several software houses have
been formed recently just
for the purpose of supplying

well-documented programs
for distribution.
We'll all be interested in
any accessories designed for
..the Heath or Radio Shack
computers ... so keep me
informed if you are going
this route.

Home Protection
One
of
the
most
common suggestions for use
of a microcomputer in the
home is as a security system. The Digital Group
features this as part of their
exhibit at shows. Fine - but
I'd like to see some articles
on this application. Do we
have to run a myriad of
wires around the house,
connected to every window
and door, heat, smoke and
movement
sensors? Or
what?
I think we could simplify
our systems somewhat by
applying supersonic techniques - like the remote
television controls. Thus,
you might be able to get
a way with one control
system for each room and
have each of the sensors
send a small supersonic
sound to the control, rather
than having to have a bunch
of wires all over the place.
Or maybe you have a better
idea?
If anyone can come up
with a relatively simple
system for keeping track of
doors,
windows, lights,
movement, water, smoke,
continued on page 22
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EDITOR'S

REMARKS
John Craig

Magazines ... and more
magazines
Do you
know how many magazines
there are in the personal
computing
field
now?
Would you believe an even
dozen? Well, I'll list 'em for
you: Kilobaud, Byte, Interface
Age,
Dr.
Dobb's
Journal,
SCCS
Interface,
Personal
Computing,
Creative
Computing,
ROM,
People's Computers,
Calculators & Computers,
Computer Music Journal,
and
Computer Notes (Mits).

In addition to all of
those, we can find computer
hobbyist
articles in 73
Magazine
(when's the last
time you saw the I/O
section?),
Popular
Electronics
and Radio
Elec-

Bob Mullen, of Mullen Computer Boards,
came down
from Hayward
CA with a
tru c k load
of
interesting
wares, such as the Dura in
the foreground,
which went
for an unbelievable
price.
He also had an eye-catching
demo
of his Relay [OptoIsolator
Controller
Board,
which,
strangely
enough,
caused people to buy them.
(Bob was telling me about a
cross assembler for an 8080
that assembles
code for a
National
SC/MP. I guess it
was just a matter of time
but
that's
the first
micro-to-micro
cross assembler I've heard 0[.)
6

We even find that
many
computer
trade
journals (for the biggies)
now have sections devoted
to computer
hobbyists
(EDN, Datamation, MiniMicro
Systems,
etc.).
Needless
to say, your
pocketbook could get one
hell of a strain if you tried
to buy all, or even most, of
these
publications.
But
wait! There are even more!
Can you read Japanese?
If so, run, don't walk, to the
nearest post office and send
off your check for 6000 yen
(or $30) for a subscription
to ASCII (305 HI TORIO,
5-6-4
Minami-Aoyama,
Minato-KU, Tokyo 107,
Japan). Real state-of-the-art
material.
If
you
can
read
Australian (oops, make that
English) then let me suggest
you part with $A17.00
(that's 17 Australian dollars) for a subscription to
Electronics Australia. J amieson Rowe, the editor, has
been writing and getting
some really top-notch material on microcomputers.
(EA, Sub Dept., John Fairfax & Sons, GPO Box 506,
Sydney 2001.)
Last, but not least, we

have England's entry in the
field, Practical Electronics.
They haven't had a heck of
a lot on micros lately, but
they'll hold a candle to PE
and RE any day when it
comes to electronic construction projects (Prac tica I
E Ie c tronics,
Fleetway
House, Farringdon St., London EC4A 4Ad).

tronics.

DataSync/Norman Hunt
N orman Henry Hunt,
alias Col. David W. Winthrop, had two court appearances
recently, one
minor and one very major.
The major one had to do
with his arraignment and
guilty plea to three counts
of fraud.
The district
attorney dropped a count of
of perjury and a count of
misappropriation of funds,
which
occurred
while
Winthrop was head of DataSync. (Speaking of "the
Colonel" ... TDL ought to
consider removing him from
the
"recommended
by"
portion of their ads.)
The second appearance
was minor for him ... and
m aj or for me. Several
months ago he had rather
craftily
obtained
my
ASR-33. I got it back in a
brief two-round small-claims
court "battle." (They say
you never really appreciate
something until you've lost
it. I will never part with that
33 again, believe me.)
While over in Santa
Maria, I stopped by the

Gene Christianson,
of Alpha
Data Systems
in Santa
Barbara,
has developed
some of the most significant
small-business
software
(with North Star BASIC) that I've
seen in some time. He was demonstrating
his latest: a cash
register/inventory
control program.

offices of DataSync, and
they proudly showed me
their new baby, the DS-16K
RAM II board. It was running without a hitch in their
Imsai (they brought up
Icom's FDOS as a demonstration). They should begin
shipping
within a few
weeks. I hope so ... I've got
one on order. (By the way,
this all took place on
August 29th.)
Footnote: Many things
are possible ... if you want
them bad enough. The folks
at DataSync started from
scratch
designing
that
memory board on July 5th
(Winthrop was arrested on
July 1st). Fifty-six days
later, they got the PC board

Bob Martin, famous
softwa r e-ty pe
(vice-president)
with Poly morphics Systems,
is shown
here doing
his
"eyes-closed"
trick.

Jim Atwood,
of Kathryn
A twood Enterprises (Orange
CA), was in need of a throat
lozenge at the end of the
day. The price and design of
his 4K memory board drew
a lot of interest (and sales, I
hope). We're going to have
an article on interfacing his
board to a KIM in an upcoming issue of KB.

back
from
the manufacturer, stuffed the board,
plugged it in ... and fired it
up! Hell, I guess if a farm
boy named Luke Skywalker
can suddenly, without any
apparent training, become
an ace starship fighter pilot
then anything is possible,
right? (May the Force be
with you.)

Plugs
I've recently racked up a
list of places where I'm
going to be giving talks in
the future . " and thought
I'd give them (and me) a
plug.
The subject will be "Introduction
to Microprocessors"
at the Southwestern
Division
1977
ARRL Convention in Santa
Maria CA, October 7th, 8th

Dr. Ed Reilley's table is
typical of the many noncommercial sellers with gobs
and gobs of miscellaneous
goodies that make swap
meets so much fun!

and 9th. I sure hope I can
convert a number of those
hams over to computers.
Second on the agenda is
the
IEEE
COMPCON
(Spring 1978), which will be
held in San Francisco from
February 28th to March
2nd. They will have a personal computing session, to
be moderated by Dennis
Allison of People's Computers.
Finally, I'm going to be
teaching a one-day course
on personal computing at
the University of California
at Santa Barbara on Saturday, February 25th, 1978.
Boy, am I looking forward
to that!

The California
Happening
While the rest of the
country was busy getting
ready to take off for Boston
and Atlantic City, we had
our own little shindig out
here in California ... a swap
meet. Last December I
organized a local swap meet
for computer hobbyists,
hams and electronic experimenters in the central California area. There was such
a response, and folks had
such a good time, that I
decided to do another, and
even bigger one, in August.
This one was a statewide
event ... and just as much
fun! It all took place on
August 20th in Beautiful
Downtown Lompoc, the
flower capital of the world.
We had sellers come from as
far east as Denver, as far
north as San Francisco and

Vandenberg Data Products, ~nd
board, were represented by the company's founder and
president, Nelson Henderson. Nelson's entire family was
there, including his wife Barbara (on the right), who wrote
"Computer Widow" in issue No.1 of Kilobaud.

as far south as San Diego.
I think anytime a bunch
of people with common
interests get together you'll
find a good time. That's one
of the reasons I enjoy
putting together something
like this ... it's really just
an excuse for a get-together.
Needless to say, it's also a
great opportunity to find
that little something you've
been wanting or that something you'll probably never
need ... but you buy anyway!
I'm going to do it again.
This time it will be a twoman effort, however. Art
Childs (the ex-editor of
SCCS Interface) and I are
organizing the Third Semiannual Hobbyist Swap Meet
for December l Oth, 1977.
This time, we'll be moving
south to the big city in the
San
Fernando
Valley
(doesn't that sound better
than saying, Los Angeles?).
Mark your calendars ...
December l Oth. Details will
follow next month.

The sellers who traveled
to Lompoc brought some
fascinating goodies, but,
without a doubt, one of the
highlights of the event was
continued on page 22

That's Hal Singer, editor of
the famed Micro-8 Newsletter, on the left getting
ready to open his pocketboo k for Larry Page of Page
Digital Electronics
(Pasadena CA).

Even yours truly managed to crack the 01' pocketbook
(once too often, actually).
7

8-Bit
Computer

$375

Kit

Also Available: the famous LA36
DEC Writer II Keyboard Printer Terminal only $1495 (Assembled)!

till
16-Bit
Computer

$1295

Kit

Video
Terminal

$530

Kit

Paper Tape
Reader/Punch

$350

Kit
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HEATHKIT CATALOG

Read all about our exciting computer systems and nearly 400 other
fun-to-build, money-saving electronic products in kit form.
Prices are mail-order FOB, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Heath Company, Dept. 351-340 Benton Harbor, Mi 49022
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Heath Company, Dept. 351-350
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog.
I am not on your mailing list.
Name

_

Address
City

CP-126

_
'State
Zip

_
...,.-

ere.
the new HEATHKIT®low~cost
.

','

-

..

personal computing systems
The new VALUE-STANDARD in personal
computing systems! Heathkit computers
give you the power and performance to
go wherever your imagination and programming prowess take you. They're designed to get you up and running fast,
interface with 1/0 devices easily and
quickly, accept additional memory and
I/O devices, store and retrieve data with
speed and accuracy, respond to your requests with lightning speed. They offer
complete mass storage capabilities, power
and reliability for any programming application, and they're priced low enough to
give you real VALUE for your computer
dollar! We've told you they're the ones
you've been waiting for - here's why!
These Heathkit computer products are
"total system" designs with powerful system software already included in the purchase price. They're the ones you need
to get up and running fast. And they're
backed by superior documentation including easy-to-follow step-by-step assembly and operations manuals, and
service support from the Heath Company, the world's largest and most experienced manufacturer of electronic kits.
NEW H8 8-Bit Digital Computer. This 8"
bit computer based on the famous 8080A
microprocessor features a Heathkit exclusive "intelligent" front panel with octal
data entry and control, 9-digit readout, a
built-in bootstrap for one-button program
loading, and a heavy-duty power supply
wi;th power enough for plenty of memory
and interface expansion 'capability. It's
easier and faster to use than other personal computers and it's priced low
enough for any budget.
NeW H11 16-bit Digital Computer. The
most sophisticated and versatile personal

computer available today - brought to
you by Heath Company and Digital Equipment Corporation, the world leader in
minicomputer systems. Powerful features
include DEC's 16-bit LSI-1'1CPU, 4096 x
16 read/write MOS memory expandable
to 20K (32K potential), priority interrupt,
DMA operation and more. PDP-11systems
software for fast and efficient operation
is included!
NEW H9 Video Terminal. A full ASCII terminal featuring a bright 12" CRT, long and
short-form display, full 80-character lines,
all standard serial interfacing, plus a fully
wired and tested control board. Has autoscrolling, full-page or line-erase modes,
a transmit page function and a plot mode
for simple curves and graphs.
NEW H10 Paper Tape Reader/Punch.
Complete mass storage peripheral uses
low-cost paper tape. Features solid-state
reader with stepper motor drive, totally
independent punch and reader and a copy
mode for fast, easy tape duplication.
Reads up to 50 characters per second,
punches up to 10 characters per second.
Other Heathkit computer products include a cassette recorder/player and tape
for mass storage, LA36 DEC Writer II keyboard printer terminal, serial and parallel
interfaces, software, memory expansion
and I/O cards, and a complete library of
the latest computer books. The Heath
User's Group (HUG) provides a newsletter, software library and lots more to help
you get the greatest potential from your
Heathkit computer products. We've got
everything you need to make Heath your
personal computing headquarters, send
for your FREEcatalog today!
9

NEW'
PRODUCTS

of most hi-fi systems, a
digital electronic scale for
the home, and new test
equipment
including an
FET multimeter and oscilloscope.

.••'1.

personal computing enthusiast can experiment with
the three processors to no
The Ohio Scientific Chal- limit with software prolenger III contains a new grams of all three types.
triple-processor CPU board Personal finances, strategic
that can run virtually all games, home and business
published software available applications are just a few
today for microprocessors of the Challenger III appliat a very small cost increase cations.
For advanced users, a
over comparable single-processor computers. Equipped software processor status
with three microprocessors, switch is available so that
Challenger III runs 6800, multiple processor programs
6502, 8080 and Z-80 pro- can be written. This option
also includes a one megagrams.
Challenger
III comes byte pager and user-prostandard with the OS-65D grammable vectors for both
Disk Operating System and the 6502 and 6800 allowing
is ideal for educational ap- real-time multitasking operp Ii cations. Students can ation.
Challenger III is fully
study the three microprocessors for programming compatible with all Challenger hardware and softand engineering analysis.
OSI Challenger III

Disk Operating System comes standard with OS! Challenger

New
Fall
Heath.

catalog

from

He at h -recommended
assembled products include
a microcomputer-based electronic chess game, a videocassette recorder, telephone
answerer/recorder, two new
cassette recorders and an
electronic
indoor greenhouse.
The
catalog
also
describes other kit form and
assem bled products, including
automotive and
marine accessories, amateur
radio equipment and a computerized, digital, programmable color TV. The catalog
is available free from Heath
Company, Dept. 350420,
Benton Harbor MI 49022.

Wire-WrappingKit

III.

Small business application is an ideal use for the
Challenger III. Businessmen
can utilize software packages written for any of the
three microprocessors while
conducting everyday business functions on the computer.
Industrial development is
another area where Challenger III can be utilized for
the investigation and comparison of the three processors. A 74-megabyte disk
option makes mass data
storage a reality for the experienced user.
Still another application
of the Challenger III is for
personal computing. The
10

ware, and is available from
Ohio
Scientific,
11681
Hayden, Hiram OH 44234.

OK's new wire-wrapping
kit features selected items

New Heathkit Catalog
The latest Heathkit catalog lists nearly 400 electronic products in kit form,
plus a variety of Heathrecommended
assembled
electronic products.
Among the new kit products in the catalog are: an
entire line of personal comp u ter systems, including
software and peripherals, an
active audio signal processor
to enhance the performance

OK Machine and Tool's new
wire-wrapping kit.

of particular value to the
prototype
engineer and
hobbyist. The kit includes a
unique new wire-wrapping
tool, a 50 ft. (I5m) roll of
wire, two l4-pin dip sockets
and two l6-pin dip sockets.
Specially featured is a new
high-quality
PC board
Model H-PCB-l.
The tool, model WSU-30,
wraps and unwraps 30 AWG
(0,25mm) wire on .025
(0,63mm) square pins, and
has a built-in stripper. The
wire is top-quality Kynar
insulated
silver-plated
copper. The H-PCB-l is the
first in a new series of top
quality PC boards and has
22/22 edge-connector cont acts on standard .156
spacing. The kit (Model
WK-3B) is $15.95.
Also available is the
finest
industrial-quality
AWG 30 (0,25mm) wire on
compact, convenient 50 ft.
(15 m) rolls. The wire,
silver-plated OFHC copper
with Kynar insulation, comb ines excellent electrical
and
mechanical
characteristics with easy strippability, and is available in
four colors: red, white, blue
and yellow. OK Machine
and Tool Corporation, 3455
Conner Street, Bronx NY
10475.

Radio Shack TRS-80
Microcomputer System
Radio Shack has just introduced their new TRS-80
Microcomputer System. Not
a kit, the TRS-80 comes
completely
wired
and
tested, ready to plug in and
use.
The TRS-80 System consists of a 53-key professional-type keyboard and
microcomputer plus regulated power supply, a data
cassette recorder, which is
computer
controlled
through an interface, and a
12 inch
video display
monitor.
A comprehensive owner's
manual that explains everything necessary for its operation from plugging it in
through
programming is
supplied with the TRS-80.
Radio Shack will also
supply prerecorded cassette
programs for such applica-

TRS-80 Microcomputer

System.

tions as a small-business signed to house a personal
payroll,
general
ledger or business microcomputer
accounting, accounts receiv- system is now available
able and inventory control. from Computer Systems DeFor
ed ucational pur- sign. The Microdesk can be
poses, the microcomputer
easily assembled without
can be used to teach mathe- tools in five minutes. The
matics, music theory and desk is constructed of highvirtually
any subject
density vinyl-clad board and
through
programmed
measures 48 by 24 by 28
teaching methods.
inches. A sliding shelf at
Just for fun, a variety of convenient typing height is
game programs will be avail- provided for a keyboard.
able, including blackjack Also included for equipand backgammon. Other ment and books are two
home uses are personal shelves, one of which is adfinance management, stor- justable. Additional shelves
age of recipes, menu plan- or rails for rack-mounted
equipment are available as
ning and message center.
Provisions
have been options. The Microdesk is
made in the TRS-80 for available for $96.50, FOB
later addition of accessory Wichita, from Computer
or peripheral items such as Systems Design, 1611 E.
an additional tape recorder, Central, Wichita KS 67214.
disk programming and a
printer, which would create
a permanent, typed record
of the computer output.
At the heart of the Radio
Shack
TRS-80
Microcomputer System is a Z-80
microprocessor chip, which
serves as the central processing unit, or "brain," of the
microcomputer.
This remarkable device, about the
size of a watermelon seed, is
The Microdesk in use.
one of the more advanced
microprocessor chips available today.
The TRS-80 MicrocomTLF Data 12 Is
puter System is priced at
PDP-8E Compatible
$ 5 9 9.95, complete with
video display monitor and
The Data 12 is a comdata cassette recorder. The
microcomputer alone will plete, self-contained 12-bit
microcomputer with an insell for $399.95.
tegral 262,000 word random-access tape drive. In
addition to executing the
Microcomputer Desk
instruction set of the Digital
Equipment
Corporation
A desk specifically de- PDP-8E minicomputer, it

Keyboard and main PC board for Radio Shack's TRS-80
Microcomputer.
also has instructions for
floating-point decimal arithmetic, numeric and character string input and output, block memory move
and search, and push-pop
instructions for recursive
subroutine handling.
Fully
assembled, the
system sells for $1695 including 4096 words of
user memory, serial terminal
interface, tape controller
with one drive and a comprehensive
tape-operating
system that includes both
an unattended batch mode
of operation and real-time
task scheduling capability.
The random-access tape
drive uses a preformatted
digital cassette, and has an
average access time of less
than 25 seconds with bidirectional search speeds of
over 100 inches per second.
The software supplied
with the system is completely keyboard oriented.
I t includes an invisible
system
executive
that
handles all input/output
scheduling, buffering and
vectoring. It can intercept

I/O from any standard peripheral device, and route it
to any other device. As an
example, this allows software written for a papertape system to operate to/
from the system files without any modification.
Two high-level languages
are included with the Data
12 - extended BASIC and
PHOCAL. The BASIC used
is a true compiler giving
very fast execution times,
and will execute a program
approximately 6000 characters (about 300 lines) long
in 4K of memory. It can
save and recall named programs from the system tape,
has a "chain" statement for
linking programs to an almost unlimited length, has
multidimensioned
arrays,
string handling, multiple
statements per line, and
allows up to 26 multiline
user-defined functions.
PHOCAL is a versatile,
FO RT RA N-like language
with an optional immediate
mode of operation. It can
continued on page 22

TLF Data 12 with built-in mass storage.
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cally to one manufacturer's
BASIC, the problem extends to all versions currently available to the hobbyist.
Let's hear from Jim and
then we will have more to
say ....
"I didn't realize how
using uppercase only has
affected my typing till now.
John Arnold/Dick Whipple Vive la computer!
"I
read
the BASIC
optimum
algorithm
to
Forum
with
great
interest
employ, I started writing
computer programs. (My and wish it would come out
first paid assignment was an more often. I'm sure you're
working on it.
application of the solution
"Something new hapof oblique triangles. Try
that with only addition and pened to me this year ... a
computer came into my life.
subtraction available!) .
"I learned ALGOL in Being involved with ham
1952 and BASIC a dozen or radio, I was introduced to
so years later. In between, this subject by 73 Magazine,
and since, I have used a and the interest turned into
variety of languages. None is a passion till I ordered a
perfect. However, for the Digital Group Z-80. I extype of interactive program- panded it until it now has
ming that the majority of 26K, and two Phl-decks are
on order. I have thoroughly
hobbyists
will probably
write, BASIC is a wise enjoyed building it and
choice. It is as powerful as getting it to work, but I
the majority will ever re- knew from the beginning
quire.
Moreover, BASIC that the "software" part
may be learned by evert wasn't going to be easy. But
those with the most ex- boy! I didn't expect what is
happening to me to happen
treme
anthropomorphic
view of computers (what as it has. While I was buildwe, here, call 'suffering ing up to the 26K and using
Tiny BASIC, I kept dreamfrom a terminal illness.')
"I am probably not ing of the day when I could
qualified to enter a dis- run full BASIC (what with
cussion comparing com- delivery on the 8K boards,
puter languages. My in- etc., it took from January
terests, personally, are in to May to get it all toapplying numerical tech- gether). Finally, the bugs
out, I loaded Maxi-BASIC
niques and, commercially,
in deriving a profit from . .. READY ... (I pur101
Computer
those applications. There chased
may be a universally appli- Games. I figure I'll see how
they write a program and
cable, logically consistent
computer language, but, in steal a little from this and a
another context, if I were lot from that and surely I'll
an author I would not be be able to write my own.)
"The
program
DIAtoo excited by offers to
translate my works into MOND is my first choice.
Esperanto" (Webster's New After typing it all in, it
World Dictionary defines doesn't run ... CONTROL
Esperanto as: "an artificial STACK ERROR nn. So I
tape it and try another
language for international
BOAT. No run.
[chiefly
European]
use, called
based
on word
bases *&%@!! Looking through
listing, Maxi-BASIC
common
to the main the
doesn't have an ARC TAN.
European languages ").
Our next letter comes It doesn't even have a TAN!
from a newcomer to com- Well, I'll be! Then someputers and BASIC. Jim thing useful comes up. KiloFaliveno, Box 56, Cherry baud prints a pass-the-buck
Valley NY 13320, was program. I load it, and guess
what? No string arrays!
introduced to computing
through his interest in ham Now come on! I've got all
this money tied up in this
radio and 73 Magazine.
and I can't run what I want?
Although you will note that
his comments refer specifiWell, I bought some

~FORUM
Letters to the BASIC
Forum are beginning to
reach us at a more regular
pace. In fact, we are seeing a
small backlog start to develop. Lots of interesting
comments have come our
way, and we want to give as
many as possible the "floor
at the Forum."
Let's take the letters this
month in roughly the order
of Forum columns to which
each i:efers. Comments are
still being received concerning the issue of BASIC
language
standardization;
commenting readers tend to
address the problem from
two different points of
view. Those with a background in programming see
standardization as a conceptual stepping-stone to
assure the future success of
BASIC as a general-purpose
c om p u t e r
language.
Comments from newcomers
to computing take standardization as a matter of great
practical importance - they
have a new hobby computer
and want it to do something
interesting,
if not tremendously
usefuL The
differences between BASICs
tend to make entering programs from available books
and magazines a difficult
task for those without wide
experience with the language.
Letters in past
columns have reflected both
points of view. This month
we offer two more. The first
comes from Clive Grant,
Airport Road, R.F.D. #3,
Laconia NH 03246. Although Clive must be classified with the experienced
group, he takes a somewhat
diff erent stand on the issue
of standardization.
"Before the days when
trigonometric
functions
were available by specifying
the function, and before the
days when something as
simple as finding a square
root required a decision to
be
taken
about
the
'12

books on BASIC and have
done a lot of reading, and
I'm convinced that somehow a standard has to be
established
somewhere.
Imagine ham radio today if
everyone had his own version of Morse code! BASIC
is what we compute and
communicate with. Now
every ham has his own type
of equipment; his own
method of building antennas, feed lines, etc. But,
We all speak English, use the
same Morse code, work in
the same frequency bands
arid use the same conventions
(taking
turns,
courtesy, etc.). But try to
speak French on the ham
bands, and you've just come
up with
an automatic
scrambler. Why does it have
to be this way with BASIC?
Why doesn't my computer
speak the same languages as
yours. Sure, there is room
for dialects and accents, but
shouldn't the language I run
essentially be able to do the
same as yours?
"This is the same thing a
language interpreter runs
into when there is no
English translation of the
word. My BASIC doesn't
have an ARC TAN ... or a
TAN, $(12), MID$, MAT
and who knows what else I
haven't discovered yet. And,
worse yet - I don't know
what to do about it. I know
the Z-80 is capable, but I'm
not a programmer or an
expert in machine codes.
I'm a hobbyist ... amateur
... I don't know anything
. . . I'm learning. Where do I
go? There are no books that
address this problem. The
manufacturers seem to be
enjoying this confusion. My
instruction
manual presumes I have a knowledge of
BASIC. Well, now, I do, but
my BASIC doesn't have
what their BASIC has.
Somewhere, there have to
be some answers.
"The Forum in issue No.
4 was great. It was the only
place I got a good understanding of CHR$, STR$,
and got an idea of what
MID$ is all about, even
though I don't have it (wish
I did). I appreciate your
efforts.
"Don't get me wrong.
I've talked with Chuck and
Dianne
at DGSS, and

they're real nice people; but
I've got a lot of hardware
here that is doing nothing at
the moment and won't run
the program of my choice
. .. and that is making me
MAD (not the language).
"I would like to suggest
that you and Kilobaud get
together and establish a
category system for rating
BASICs. Words like 'full
BASIC' are meaningless.
For example, Category 1
BASIC has the fundamental
commands. Category 2 has
the Category 1 commands
plus these extras. Category
3 has Category I and 2 plus
these additional commands.
Extended
BASIC, MaxiBASIC, Tiny BASIC and all
this is for the birds. Set the
standard, publish it, republish it, say it long and
loud enough, and people
will start to believe it. When
that happens, you will find
the manufacturers claiming
they have the only Category
6 BASIC plus these functions available. The terms
8K, 12K and whatever version of BASIC aren't any
good anymore. Memory is
now cheap! Performance is
now
important!
My
memory was scrounged. It is
better than 450 ns, and all
26K cost me $150 for the
boards and sockets, and a
total of $107.50 for the
chips. What do I care if my
BASIC takes up 12K, 13K,
15K?
"Thanks for letting me
beat back your ears. Keep
up the good work in your
column."
Jim has touched (perhaps
"crashed into" is more like
it l) one of the practical
realities of this newest of
hobbies. Before anyone gets
the idea that Maxi-BASIC is
the culprit in Jim's problem,
let's look at the situation
more closely. Jim picks up a
copy of 101 Computer
Games - a very natural
thing for a new computer
hobbyist to do. It is full of
interesting games, but here's
the catch: It was written on
Digital Equipment Corporation machines in DEC's version of BASIC. Even if Jim
had had Mits BASIC to start
with, he would have had
difficulty translating some
statements. Neither he nor
anyone else could have

simply
sat down and
entered the program line by
line and gotten it to work.
Now, admittedly, an experienced
BASIC programmer could have studied
the differences and rewritten the program where
necessary.
A similar situation would
have arisen if Jim had
bought PCC's nice game
book, What To Do After
You Hit Return. It was
written in Hewlett-Packard
BASIC - again not a onefor-one equivalent of DEC,
Maxi-BASIC, Mits or any
other. An experienced programmer could probably
make the necessary changes,
but what about other folks

best advice is to buy a good
book, sit down at your
machine and start hacking
away - that's about the
only way we know.
We should point out that
there are limitations in some
BASICs that are difficult to
overcome even in the hands
of an experienced user. For
instance, the absence of
string arrays may require
substantial revision or a
complete rewriting of a
given program. As another
example, recall a couple of
months back when we mentioned chaining of programs
in disk BASIC (permitting
one program to load and
execute still another program on disk). Jim Drebert,

100
200
300

PRINT "WHAT IS 2 + 2"
INPUT (5,400)A$
IF A$="4"

400

REM HERE IS PROMPT
REM 5 SECONDS

IF DELAY

EXCEEDS

Example 1.
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

INPUT A1,A2,A3,A4,A5
INPUT B1,B2,B3,B4,B5
INPUT C1,C2,C3,C4,C5
INPUT D1,D2,D3,D4,D5
INPUT E1,E2,E3,E4,E5
Sl=A1+A2+A3+A4+A5
S2=B1+B2+B3+B4+B5
S3=C1+C2+C3+C4+C5
S4=D1+D2+D3+D4+D5
S5=E1+E2+E3+E4+E5
AVERG=(Sl +S2+S3+S4+S5)/25
PRINT AVERG
GOTO 10

Example 2.

10 COUNT = 0
15 SUM = 0
20 READ":G~R-A""'D"""'E---"'"
25 IF GRADE<O
THEN 45 •...
30 SUM = SUM+GRADE
35 LET COUNT = COUNT+
40
45
50
100
110
120

Iterative
calculations

GOTO~~
~
A VERG = SUM/COUNT
PRINT A VERG
DATA 98,80,92,88,75,60
DATA 100,94,95,85,92,98
DATA-1

Example 3.

who are just looking for a
way to get their new toy to
do something - anything.
The only answer to that
question is, "Dig it out for
yourself." We would like to
say, buy such-and-such a
book on BASIC, but we
don't know one that covers
DEC, HP, DG, Mits ... all
under the same cover. Our

2447 Alvin St., Mt. View
CA 94043, called to tell us
that his disk BASIC just
didn't have provision for
chaining
programs.
He
needed it for his business
package, but it just couldn't
be done. We could take each
version in turn and discuss
specific limitations and it
still would not solve all the

problems associated with
converting a program in
BASIC X to make it run in
BASIC Y. The confusion is
real and it is beginning to
gnaw at our readers and us
as well.
Jim's idea of a classification system seems a good
thing to consider. We have
talked about this before and
plan to look into it further.
We have thought of devising
a questionnaire to send to
each BASIC supplier. Based
on the results, we would
classify the available versions and at the same time
attempt to establish an overall picture of what the
standards should be. It
would be self-defeating to
submit questions that are
tied closely to the syntactical structure of one current BASIC. For instance,
we should not ask if the
version has, say, the STR$
function. We should ask the
more general question: Does
your BASIC permit conversion of numeric values to
character strings? Only in
this way can we really get a
proper overview of the
BASIC language's capability
as it is today. Let's have
some comments to the
Forum. If this idea has
merit, we would like to
pursue it; if not, we will let
it drop by the wayside.
In a previous Forum, we
included some letters with
ideas for new BASIC statements. Two additional notes
have come to us recently,
which we will now insert in
the data stream.
David
Schwan, 1629
Gary Grove, Quincy IL
62301, writes: "In reply to
your asking for new BASIC
functions (statements),
I
would like to recommend
the following: ARC COS
and ARC SIN. At the present I have yet to see a
BASIC compiler used on a
mini that has these functions.
They are indispensable for engineering and
scientific work. Both can be
generated through the use
of a series. At the present
I'm building an OSI 400,
and when I get their BASIC
running in my system, I'll
send Kilobaud the source
listings for the above funccontinued on page 23
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Kenneth S. Widelitz
A ttorney at Law
First, a few housekeeping
matters. The long lead time
necessary for writing a
column of this nature makes
for slow reactions to reader
response. It was pointed out
to me that in the first
Legal/Business
Forum
(August 1977), in discussing
the mail-order laws, I failed
to include the address of the
Federal Trade Commission.
Write to: Director, Bureau
of Consumer Protection
(MO-P), Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
20580. You should include
a copy of the advertisement
if it states a promised delivery date and a copy of
your canceled check with
your complaint.
One other cleanup item.
The cutoff date for retailers
wishing to become founding
members of the Computer
Retailers Association has
been
moved
up
to
November 15, 1977.

Should Copyright
Protect Computer
Programs?
That is the question addressed by the software subcommittee of the National
Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU).
That subcommittee's latest
report, issued in June 1977,
concludes that the answer
should be yes. The report,
a vailable
from CONTU,
Washington, D.C., 20558,
telephone (202) 557-0996,
makes for some interesting
reading, as does the report
of the data base subcommittee. Those reports, if
adopted by the full CONTU
commission, will be submitted to Congress and
14

form the basis for additions
to or changes in the Copyright Law.
Congress has recently
made substantial changes in
the Copyright Law to be
effective January 1, 1978.
However, in so doing, Congress explicity recognized
that questions surrounding
the protection of software
required a more extensive
review. CONTU was charged
with conducting such a
review.
I'm not going to get into
the nuts and bolts of the
new law or discuss copyright in detail. I am going to
discuss some of the philosophical issues raised by the
CONTU Software Subcommittee report and the dissent that accompanies it.
The report first sets forth
its goals: how to balance
traditional individual and
societal interests that conflict. Those interests include
the broad dissemination of
works so as to benefit
society,
the ability of
authors to make a living
from their efforts and the
protection
of works of
authorship against misappropriation. Concerning the
latter, there currently exist
three potential vehicles for
prote ction:
co py r igh t,
patent and trade secrecy.
There have been additional
proposals, most of which
are, in reality, hybrids.
A brief discussion of the
three existing vehicles is in
order. As the software subcommittee report states,
" ... copyright is designed
to protect the expression of
ideas while patent's purpose
is to protect what are generally understood to be inventions - in a sense the
ideas themselves." To be
eligible for patent, an invention must be useful, novel

and not obvious to those
familiar with the related
technology. Copyright does
not look to the quality of
the work, but rather its
originality. The independent
creation of a work identical
to a preexisting work does
not infringe the copyright
of the prior work. Under
the patent system, the independent development of
the same work is termed
infringement.
Trade secrecy involves
protection by exacting contractual promises that the
"idea" to be revealed by an
entrepreneur to his customers will not be further
communicated. Obviously,
trade secrecy does not lend
itself to the broad dissemination and interchange
of information. It is also
easy to lose, not only
through laxity on the part
of its owner, but also when
a lawsuit for breach of the
Trade Secrecy Agreement is
brought. The record of the
trial renders the "secret"
public.
The following excerpts
from the subcommittee report go to the meat of the
issue and will give you a
good taste of the report's
flavor.
"In discussing computer
programs,
attempts are
often made to explicate
various problems by the use
of analogies in which the
statement 'computer programs are more or less like
.. .' is frequently used ....
Programs, unfortunately or
otherwise, are 'like' little
else. They are, however,
writings which set forth instructions
or sets of
instructions. As simple as
this
sounds,
it bears
emphasis: They are not
'like' books, paintings or
television sets. They are instructions fixed in a tangible
form of expression ....
"A computer program is
a writing that sets forth
instructions that can direct
the operation of an automatic system capable of
storing,
processing, retreiving [sic 1 or transferring
information. It is an explanation of a process and not
the process itself. This distinction
between
the
process and the writing that
describes it is of critical

importance
to understanding
how copyright
applies to computer programs. With a computer program as with all forms of
creative endeavor, there are
three different phenomena:
1. A description of the
activity (process);
2. The activity (process) itself; and
3. The results of the
activity (process).
"Descriptions of a process are protectable through
copyright without regard to
whether they are narrative
descriptions or lists of instructions.
Processes or
principles of operation indicated by the second
category - are protect able,
if at all, through patents or
trade secrecy ....
At all
events, the program is not
the process itself but is a
writing that sets forth a set
of instructions permitting
the process to occur."
The last statement is the
critical one. In an excellently written dissent, John
Hersey points out a technical fallacy in the software
subcommittee's
thinking.
He states, " ... the computer program is something
strikingly
new in our
culture. Something which is,
at different times, both a
writing and a mechanical
device."
How is this so? Hersey
states, "In the case of computer programs, the instructions themselves become an
essential
part
of the
machinery that produces
the results. They may become (in chip or hard wire
form) a permanent part of
the actual machinery; or
they may become interchangeable parts, or tools,
insert able and removable
from the machine. In whatever material form, the object phase of the program
enters into the mechanical
process.
The former
language of the instructions
is converted into a device
commanding a series of electrical impulses which - to
use a slightly inexact layman's image - set and
operate the switches of the
computer in such order as
to produce the desired recontinued on page 48

WAVE MATE

(shown with Jupiter disk)

LOOKING

BETTERALL THE TIME

But we offer you more than just a beautiful new cabinet. The Wave Mate Jupiter IIA and Jupiter IliA
systems come to you fully assembled and tested, with backplane, plug-in terro-resonant power
supply, and your choice of either 6800 or Z80 CPUmodules. All for lessthan the price of
the two best selling 8080 systems!
Plusyou can choose from the fastest growing selection of memories and
peripherals available from any manufacturer.
Our 2KBEPROM/4KBRAM/Serial interface module can start you
on your way to high-quality, full capability, low cost personal
computing. As your needs for computing power grow, add
our video modules, our audio cassette interface, or even a
high-speed matrix printer or floppy disk - all built with the same
quality and dependability the Wave Mate name has come to
stand for.

All Wave Mate products meet the
highest quality industrial standards,
with rugged construction unmatched
by anyone. If you are serious about
personal computing, call Wave Mate.
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FORUM
Rick Simpson
KIM is having an identity
crisis. Is it just a very good
system for the microcomputer novice? Or does it
have the capability to compete with the "big boys" as
a full-blown microcomputer
system? Can a small board
designed to familiarize the
engineer with the MCS6502
microprocessor grow up to
be a real computer? Is
putting a floppy disk on a
KIM like attaching water
skis to a canoe? Where, in
short, do we go from here?
My visit to the MACC
convention in Cleveland in
mid-June let me witness a
variety of ways people are
trying to answer these basic
questions about KIM. I
went to the show to see if
users
were
seriously
interested in large-scale software for KIM. I didn't expect a huge response since
KIM systems with 8K or
more of memory are still
pretty rare. I shared a booth
with Eric Rehnke, editor of
the KIM User Group Newsletter. There were plenty of
visitors to the show, and the
exhibitors represented most
of the larger computer
stores in the Midwest. When
I decided to attend, I never
dreamed
that the KIM
would be one of the most
widely represented systems
at the show, but it was.
Seven of the 40 booths in
the show had one or more
KIMs on display (there
wasn't an Altair to be
seen!).
One of the most ambitious offerings was at the
Riverside Electronics booth,
where they were showing a
KIM-l mated to a motherboard of their own design.
Their board accepted Altair
modules, their own video
interface board, and had
16

sockets for several 2708
EROMs, as well as several K
of RAM. They should be
delivering by the time you
read this.
Newman Computer Exchange, of Ann Arbor MI,
was showing the KIMSI
motherboard for the KIM-1,
which also accepts Altair
modules; and Johnson Computing was exhibiting both
KIM and the new OSI
system,
which
is
6502-based. Johnson was
also taking orders for Commodore Business Machines'
new PET computer for
delivery in late fall.
United Microsystems has
come up with an ingenious
answer to the perennial
question, "How do I package a KIM when I build a
system around it?" Their
KIM-ALPHA is a molded
plastic case, which looks
like a computer terminal,
complete with full keyboard
and integral video monitor.
Inside are a KIM-I, expanded memory and video
interface.
Newman Computer was
also showing a "barefoot"
KIM running Peter Jennings'
MICROCHESS - still the
best program I know of to
con vince people who've
spent four times the price of
a KIM-Ion a larger system
that they may have made a
mistake in brushing off KIM
as "too basic to do anything
really complex."
From my point of view,
the most fascinating use of
KIM was in a noncommercial booth - that of
SEMCO,
the
Southeast
Michigan Computer Organization. SEMCO will host the
next
MACC convention
June 23-25 at the Detroit
Plaza Hotel. SEMCO is obviously a hotbed of KIM

activity - they purchased a
copy of FOCAL at the
show, had it up and running
in about fifteen minutes and
loved it so much they took
it up to their room to play
with it all evening. Rene
Vega showed me some of
the software they've written
for their KIMs. It included a
cassette operating system
and the start of a full
operating system for KIM.
They had also written an
excellent
keyboard-video
RAM monitor, which had
the game of LIFE implemented as well.

A Different Kind
of "Software"
Eric
Rehnke,
Stan
Ockers and Jim Butterfield
have gathered their considerable KIM experience together and produced The
First Book of KIM ($9 from
ORB,
P.O.
Box
311,
Argonne IL 60439). Eric
needs no introduction; Stan
is best known for his "Hunt
the Wumpus" program for
KIM, and Jim has produced
an endless stream of games
and utility programs for
KIM, including the "Supertape" routines. (See Jim's
article on "Hypertape" on
page 66.) They describe the
book as "a collection of
dozens of programs - some
useful, some recreational, all
tested and documented ....
Also included is a beginner's
guide and other information
useful to current and prospective KIM 0 wners."
As a sneak preview, I'll
also mention that Caxton
Foster of the Computer and
Information Science Dept.
at the
University
of
Massachusetts is the author
of a college textbook for
use in microprocessororiented classes. All programming
examples use
KIM. This should be a
natural
for the many
colleges that now use KIM
in their computer science
curriculum.
The book
should be ready by next
spring.
A Case for KIM!
Another

KIM problem

has been solved. The Enclosure Group, 55 Stevenson St., San Francisco CA
94105, has come out with a
very neat enclosure for a
"naked" KIM-I. Their solution makes KIM look like an
oversize calculator, with
cutouts in the side for the
two
connectors.
There
doesn't appear to be room
inside for a power supply or
any expansion boards. The
case comes in a choice of
four
colors
and costs
$24.95. When you order,
tell them whether your KIM
has its single-step switch on
the right or left side of the
keypad since MOS has used
two different keypads and
each requires slightly different cutouts.

A User Comments on
a KIMath Problem
"I am writing concerning
an error in the KIMath routines. The routine USTRES
(FEBA) is supposed to
unpack the RZ register and
store the results at address
specified by (RES, RES+l).
The routine actually leaves
an empty cell between the
last ASCII digit of the
mantissa and the first digit
of the exponent.
This is caused by using
the
INY instruction at
FED 1. The Y index is correctly positioned by the
INY instructions at FECI,
but once all digits of the
mantissa have been moved
the Y index is incremented
twice. This points the index
to one cell past the end of
the mantissa." (John Eaton,
Vincennes IN)

PET vs KIM
Unless this is the first
issue of a personal-computing magazine you've ever
looked at, you must have
heard about Commodore's
(MOS Technology's parent
company)
PET personal
computer
(even though
Commodore has never run
an ad for it anywhere l). The
PET has a built-in video
monitor, keyboard, cassette
drive and BASIC, and an
operating system in 13K of

ROM (yes, 13K!). It also
includes 4K of RAM and is
expected to retail for $598.
I'm often asked, "Should I
buy a KIM now or wait for
the PET?" The answer, as
usual, depends. If you have
$600 to spend all at once,
only want to work in
BASIC and want to do your
interfacing, if any, through
the IEEE-488 bus structure
and are willing to wait till
after Christmas (yes, they'll
be introduced
around
November, but the supply
will be mighty short), then
perhaps the PET is for you.
If you want to expand your
system modularly, get your
system in a month, use
BASIC, FOCAL, or assembly language, depending on
the job to be done, and start
with an investment of $250,
then KIM may be better for
you.
My final observation on
this subject is that most
owners seem to enjoy seeing
how far they can stretch the
capabilities of their KIM.
Everyone I've seen seems to
have some user-supplied
(and often user-designed)
circuitry trailing behind it.
LEDs, speakers, A/D converters, relays, all seem to
gravitate to KIM, and there
is no doubt that the built-in

timers, keypad, and I/O
lines
encourage
these
efforts. What have you put
on your KIM?

User Comment on
KIM-l
Cassette Tape
PLL Adjustment
"The
statement 'This
adjustment has been factory
preset and should only require adjustment due to
component replacement,' in
reference to the KIM-l PLL
free-running frequency
is
not correct! In less than a
year's time, and on at least
two occasions, I have had to
readjust the VR l-5K trimmer pot in order for the
cassette interface to work at
all! Both failures were due
to a change in humidity or
temperature-pressure when
the interface went from an
air-conditioned environment
to either a low-pressure,
very dry condition, or to a
moist
muggy-hot atmosphere in field use of KIM.
"The
low-quality 5K
carbon-paper
composition
trimmer pot is the source of
difficulty here. The resistance value may change as

AROUND
THE INDUSTRY

John Craig
Isaacson Nominated to Chair
Store Owners'
Association Committee
Dallas
TX
Portia
Isaacson, vice-president of
Binary Systems Corporation, was nominated June
17 to be chairperson of a
committee to form the first
national association of independent computer store
owners.
The initial exploratory
meeting of some 40 store
owners was held in Dallas at

the National Computer Conference convention.
In addition
to Dr.
Isaacson, who represented
the Dallas area Micro Stores,
which are retail affiliates of
Binary Systems, Inc., others
elected to the committee
included: Ray Borrill, the
Data Domain, Bloomington
IN; Dick Heiser, the Computer Store, Santa Monica
CA; Larry Stein, Computer
Mart of New Jersey, Iselin
NJ; Joseph Kappl, Byte
Shop of Thousand Oaks,
Thousand Oaks CA; Hollis

much as ten percent for a
humidity change of 60 to
95 percent, and similarly
the temperature coefficient
of this type of cheap carbon
trimmer can be as high as
2000 ppmtC.
Use of a
better-quality metal film or
carbon film trimmer here
would undoubtedly reduce
the number of factory service requests for those who
are timid and heed the
warning on page E-2 of the
KIM-J User Manual.
"Adjustment of the VRI
pot is actually rather easy.
A jumper is connected
between pins A-P and A-L.
A test monitor program
located at address 1A6B is
initiated and a dc voltmeter
connected from pin E-X
(PLL test) to ground. The
YOM should read between
0.7 and +3.0 V when VRI is
properly adjusted. A reading
of zero or +5 V is incorrect
and usually indicates the
center frequency is off for
proper tracking of the PLL
on playback. I try to trim
this to about +1.4 V for
best operation; however, the
adjustment is very critical
relative to the rotation of
the trimmer. pot. The very
smallest turning of the trimmer produces a big change
in the threshold adjustment

again indicating that a
better quality potentiometer would make life much
easier for .the KIM-l user."
(R. W. Burhans, E. E. Dept.,
Ohio University, Athens
OH)

Rogers, Computers Etc.,
Houston, TX; Cary Fitch,
The Computer Store of
J ac ksonville, Jacksonville,
FL; and Sam Knecht, Computer
Systems
Design,
Wichita, KS.
An organizational plan
covering
bylaws, goals,
services and budgetary considerations for the association, which will be known
as the "Computer Retailer's
Association," was presented
by Los Angeles attorney
Kenneth Widelitz.
Widelitz also suggested a
plan for getting the association " off the ground." An
interest-bearing
trust account will be established.
Store owners interested in
forming a national association should send a $ lOO
check made out to the account, and include comments and ideas along with
t heir remittance.
Checks
should be made payable to

Computer Retailer's Association and sent to Kenneth
Widelitz, 10960 Wilshire
Boulevard
# 1504, Los
Angeles CA 90024.
If less than 20 computer-store owners respond
- the minimum number required to form a trade association in California, according to Widelitz - each
$ 100
contribution,
plus
interest, will be refunded.
Contributors to the trust
account will be charter
members of the association.
No later than November
15, Widelitz will report on
the status of the trust account
listing the contributors and including a
ballot for selecting a committee of owners to finalize
the articles of incorporation
and the bylaws.
These committee members will likely serve as the
initial directors of the association.

At Long Last 8K BASIC
I mentioned that BASIC
is now available for KIM.
Following close on the heels
of the BASIC for OSI
systems,
Johnson Computers, 123 W. Washington
St., Medina OH 44256, has
announced the availability
of a version of the famous
Micro-Soft BASIC specially
configured for KIM. Once
again, the 6502 is proved to
be one of the fastest processors available; BASIC on
KIM runs faster than any
BASIC reported in the
recent Kilobaud benchmark
tests, beaten only by the
integer BASIC running on
the APPLE I - another
6502-based machine. Take
that, Z-80 owners!
Preliminary information
states that the BASIC is
available on KIM cassettes
continued on page 48
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THE
HEATHKIT
_FORUM
Charles Plato
I didn't have long to wait
for an opimon
exactly
opposite of that expressed
by John M. Blalock in last
month's Forum. Rik Nilsson
of Antioch CA laments:
"I don't care how noisy
the S-lOO bus is; I was
disappointed almost to tears
when, after a two-year wait,
Heathkit produced an otherwise very attractive micro,
but with a unique bus system!
"I realize this was a
smooth
marketing
approach, since customers will
have to buy Heath memory
and I/O cards plus their
rather limited CRT terminal
to get a system up and
running.
"If Heathkit really had
the consumer in mind why
couldn't they have made the
H8 capable of accepting the
nearly two hundred S-lOO
compatible
circuit cards
now available?
"The H8's really attractive feature is the slick front
panel. I also am glad they
were able to produce a
paper-tape
peripheral of
such sophistication for an
affordable
price. Maybe
we'll see some competition
in this area from others.
"Once an admirer of
Heath's engineering expertise, I am now going reluctantly elsewhere for my
system. Sorry guys!"
I think Rik is premature
in assuming the Heath
Company
will have a
monopoly on selling to H8
owners. A quick check reveals at least five other
companies that supply circuit cards to fit the SWTPC
6800; we can expect a
similar situation to develop
with the H8.

Comments on
Heath and DEC

A Request for Aid
Our
18

first

request

assistance comes from the
sta te . of Washington.
Wouldn't be surprised if he
reads 73, too, as he signed
the letter with his radio call,
K7DPO.
Tom McKenna
starts by disagreeing with
Rik:
"The H8 computer is for
me, as a longtime Heathkit
user. This will be my introduction to the hobby, and I
am counting on the Heathkit helpfulness previously
encountered. I am not much
for games but want to get
practical with accounting
and data-handling problems
as soon as possible - so the
sooner the better for their
floppy disk and printer.
"As a beginner it would
be foolish of me to buy the
whole
package without
some hands-on experience,
although I am tempted. I
plan to start with the H8
computer, H8-l memory,
H8-5 serial I/O interface,
cassette recorder and sufficient software, and will
utilize my Model 15RO
TTY printer, Model 14TD
and reperforator, I know it
will be slow, but speed is
not a factor until I become
more proficient. Besides, I
need the hard copy for the
problem solving I have in
mind. For me the Model 15
will have to do, at least till
Heathkit comes up with the
printer, but it does leave me
with a quandary - what is
the best way to interface
with the 45 baud of the
Model 15 (Heathkit H8-5
serial I/O interface's lowest
baud is 11O)?"
If you have a Model 15
hooked to your computer,
let's hear from you.

for

From

the

West Coast

view of the H8, let's go to
some Virginia observations
on the H11. Richard W.
Schugardt writes of Heath
Company:
"1. I have previously
built a color TV and found
their manuals to be clear,
complete,
and easy to
understand since they make
no assumptions about the
background and skill level
of the reader.
"2. They offer (me anyway) a local outlet for
national sales and service.
"3. If they
are consistent I expect to get a
good (not superior) product
for a moderate price. I do
not feel that I am saving
money by building the kit,
but it might cut down on
the maintenance expense."
Then he turns to Digital
Equipment
Corporation,
maker of the. LSI-11 board
on which H11 is based:
"1. A strong company
that is, and will continue to
be, a leader in the minicomputer market.
"2. I work in a company
that has a DEC 11/70, and I
have noted what seems to
be a good reliability factor.
"3. The LSI-11 is bigger
than I need, but I hope to
turn this into a commercial
venture, and the thought
that this software is upwardly compatible makes it
worth high initial cost.
"I am anxious to find
out what you think of the
Heath computer line and
what some of the other
comments are that people
sent in."
Heath Company sources
indicate
there'll
be a
stripped-down kit version of
Heath's X-V plotter; their
extended BASIC includes
commands for this application. Demonstrations I
saw used a digital-to-analog
converter built on the solderless prot otyping board
coming
out in a few
months.

To Sum Up
Next month, I hope to
have some comments from
Kilobaud readers who have
built an H8. Here's a letter
from Brian O'Connell of
Woodland Hills CA.
"I have been following,

with great interest, the
development
of microcom p u ter systems since
December 1976. Since that
time, there have been many
new products announced,
and it has been fascinating
to see a new industry evolve
so rapidly.
"1 have had my favorite
systems, starting with the
Poly-88. I liked their philosophy of making the computer a welcome part of a
home, and liked the powerf ul video terminal-based
programming.
"With the advent of the
Zilog Z-80, I sort of put the
Intel 8080A out of the
picture, because of the
claims of the Z-80's superiority, and became very
interested
in Z-80-based
systems
such as the
Digital Group and the TDL
Xitan system.
"Meanwhile, I read articles and letters in the computer magazines and talked
to some people in computer
shops around Los Angeles,
and it seemed like there
were some major problems
for a first-time kit builder
with very minimal electronics
experience
to
successfully get 'up and
running' without a lot of
hassles. Even the better
k n o w n : companies
were
having quality-control and
delivery problems.
"Knowing that microcomputers were a natural
for Heath Company, it was
only a matter of time before
they would enter the market. I figured that Heath
would spend a great deal of
time and money to thoroughly research the market
and then design their own
systems from the ground
up.
"When the first rumors
about their selling the DEC
LSI-11 came around, it
became very exciting just
thinking about the power
and possibilities of that
machine. I was disappointed
to find that the H11 will
only work with paper-tape
I/O. Besides that, I talked to
a Byte Shop employee, who
warned about the complexity of interfacing that
machine with home brew
I/O devices.
continued on page 22
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Chapter two digresses
from the main theme to
provide us with a condensed
catalog of some of the more
commonly used integrated
circuits.
We are then introduced
to the fascinating world of
dot-matrix character generation. A variety of options is
explored, as well as the
memory required to put
them into operation. There
is even a printed-circuit pattern for a 1024 by 8 RAM,
which can be .ho bbyistduplicated on a single-sided
PC board. Here is an ideal
opportunity
to save a
bundle on the high cost of
memory.
Chapters four and five
cover timing, cursor, and
update circuitry techniques.
This is where it begins to get
sticky, so you may want to
read this part twice. In any
case there is a complete
cursor and update circuit
shown at the end of the
chapter, which helps to put
all the pieces together.
The sixth chapter invites
us to explore several keyboard possibilities. There's
more than one way to get
from here to there, and this
section gives a brief treatment of the advantages of
different keyboard styles.
The mysterious UART is
dissected in chapter seven,
shedding some much-needed
light on everything from
baud rate to bit boffer.
Chapter eight brings us
back once again to the
standard everybody-has-one
TV set. There are two basic
methods for getting information from the microcomputer to the TV - direct
video and RF entry. As FCC
approval is required for RF
entry (video games use this
technique), this method is
mentioned only briefly. Instead, we are shown how to
easily modify our TV sets
for direct video, while still
maintaining our capacity for
watching "The Waltons."
the
ninth and final
chapter deals with hardcopy peripherals (printers).
There is an interesting section on an easy and relatively cheap way of converting an office Selectric
typewriter into a workable
Teletype substitute. The last
part toys with the idea of

~~~BOOKS
.Mathemattcal Elements
for Computer Graphics
David F. Rogers
J. Alan Adams
McGraw Hill, Inc.
1976 .

of the graphics manipulations described; and with
the help of these and the
information in this book,
you can develop an extremely
complete
and
sophisticated graphics' program for your computer.
Glenn S. Meader
Reston VA

I have always been intrigued by the possibilities
of computer graphics. We
have all seen the pictures in
books such as A rtist and
TV Typewriter
Computer by Ruth Leavitt,
Cookbook
but how are these pictures
Don Lancaster
made? How can we pursue
Howard W. Sams
such applications as comand Co., 1976
puter-aided
design?' As$9.95
suming that hardware consisting of a plotter or CRT
There's only one thing
vector display is available,
one only needs suitable soft- worse than having to listen
ware. Those of us with to the rickity-clak-clak of a
limited math backgrounds paper-pounding Teletype can produce a simple two- not being able to afford one
dimensional
picture by in the first place. Perhaps
using coordinates in an x-y you too have had the ocplane, but we can forget casion to ask yourself,
about generating and manip- "How can I provide myself
ula ting three-dimensional with the type of input/outpictures.
put equipment I deserve
Here is where Mathe- without having to take out a
matical Elements for Com- second mortgage on my
puter Graphics comes in. home?"
This book presents a fairly
In his TV Typewriter
comprehensive background Cookbook, Don Lancaster
in the mathematical theory comes to the rescue with
behind computer graphics, some fascinating answers.
but don't let it scare you And what's more, he does it
away. The explanations are in conversational English,
extremely clear and simple, which can be very refreshing
beginning with the represen- to those of us who instinctation of a point in a tively shy away from the
matrix. A discussion of tiringly technical.
He focuses on low-cost
techniques for representing
display techlines, curves and surfaces in television
a computer follows. The niques, covering methods
book goes on to describe f or dot-matrix character
ways of manipulating the generation and computer
data representing the figures graphics, and shows how
made up of various lines and they can be implemented
curves. These manipulations using ordinary TV sets.
The first chapter outlines
include: rotation, reflection,
the basics of how the dots
translation,
projection,
s calin g, perspective and get where they're going and
clearly defines terms that
stereo views.
The appendix contains may be new to the comBASIC subroutines for most puter hob byist.

inexpensive color graphics.
But somehow I think the
software would be something else.
I have to say that the TV
Typewriter
Cookbook
is
one of the best books I've
seen as far as the hobbyist is
concerned. It is a great
introduction for those who
are still struggling with all
the weird words. All in all,
it's one of the best books
I've ever borrowed.
Carl A. Wenrich
Shillington PA
The BASIC Workbook
Creative Techniques
For Beginning
Programmers
Kenneth Schoman, Jr.
Hayden Book Co., Inc.
$4.25
.
The BASIC Workbook is
not a textbook that will
teach you all about BASIC.
H is a student workbook,
designed to' be used with a
regular series of lectures. It
covers only a fundamental
subset of BASIC statements,
which are probably universal to most BASIC interpreters, and covers them
very well indeed. Once a
student has learned these
statements, he will be able
to write almost any BASIC
program and should be able
to learn any other BASIC
statements on his own with
no difficulty.
The BASIC Workbook
consists of ten chapters and
three appendices. The chapters deal with computers
and problem solving,' elementary statements, the art
of programming,
loops,
functions,
arrays, I/O,
strings, developing larger
programs and simulation.
Appendix A is a "cheat
sheet"
showing all the
BASIC statements used in
the book. Appendix B tells
how to correct mistakes at
the terminal and briefly
mentions
debugging.
Appendix C gives three programs to plot graphs on a
standard terminal. Finally,
there is a comprehensive
index.
Since
the workbook
assumes that the student has
continued on page 22
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computer hobby publications (like Kilo baud) are to
the problems of ho bby com"The KIM Forum" is puter manufacturers. In my
great. It satisfies a need opinion, there has not been
caused by the fact that comparable concern for the
telling us that something is computer hobby consumer.
possible on microcomputers There should be! ! I will
in general does not tell us admit that most of the
how to accomplish that manufacturers
and comthing on a particular micro- puter store dealers are not
computer. The more infor- crooks, but the extremely
mation you can supply in long delays between prodKilobaud about what can be uct
announcement
and
done, how to do it and product delivery (in my
where to learn how to do it, opinion)
encourages unthe
better.
Since I'm scrupulous activity.
interested in the KIM-I, I'm
For example, I ordered a
really pleased that you're Helios II system from Prorunning articles on KIM and cessor Technology in early
that you've started the KIM December 1976, and it still
Forum. Please keep giving has yet to arrive. A friend of
us how-to articles on the mine ordered a Digital
KIM-I and other 6502 pro- Gro up printer in early
cessors, and on hardware January, and he is now
and software. And please being
told
to expect
include articles on projects delivery
sometime
in
simple enough even for me, September or October.
but print the more complex
Then there's Peripheral
stuff, too; I'll save it for Vision's advertisement for
later. The advertisements in their $750 floppy. The
Kilobaud are informative, Computer Store in Santa
too, but don't let Kilobaud
Monica ordered several of
degenerate into nothing but these in January, and eight
a pile of commercials. What m 0 n ths later they still
we crave is articles with haven't seen them.
content - articles that tell
Of course, I shouldn't
us what we can do, how to
leave out Imsai's advertisedo it and how to learn
ments last year for their
more.
color graphics boards. Has'
Thanks, and keep it up.
anyone seen or received any
G. David Kuhlman of these "phantom boards?"
San Diego CA Or what about the problems
people were having with the
I really don't have much Mits dynamic memory?
Please try to be more
control over the fact there is
a continuing
supply
of consumer oriented and help
articles on the KIM. KIM prospective microcomputer
own ers like their little enthusiasts (as well as the
old-timers) find the best
machines with a fervor ...
products to buy and the
and they like to write about
what they're doing with best people to deal with.
Also, please try to inform us
them. I think it's great. of the lousy products and
John.
bad dealers so that the harm
they cause is minimized,
Kenneth Young
Los Angeles CA
Consumer Unrest
KIM Forum

ment from a company the
other
day (Forethought
Products
in Coburg,
Oregon) that wasn't really
for a new product. It was
actually for a product they
had already been shipping
. .. they just wanted to
make sure that production
was established
before
sending out new product
announcements.
Naturally,
this isn't always going to be
an easy thing for small companies, just getting started,
to do . .. but this business
of advertising (in any way)
three or four months before
the product is finalized has
to stop.
Interestingly
enough, you didn't mention
small companies in your
letter ... they're all heavyweights. I can't see how any
of them can have an excuse.
It's a difficult problem, and
one for which we're trying
to come up with some solutions. - John.
Publisher's note: Though
so m e manufacturers
get
very uptight over efforts by
Kilobaud and 73 Magazine
to help with consumer complaints, we do persist. But
unless we hear about these
problems, there is nothing
we can do ... and you have
little complaint about magazines not doing anything if
you don't let them know.
Here is what you do when
you have a problem with a
product or a manufacturer
. .. whether it be a bum
product
or a seemingly
imaginary product: Write a
letter to the manufacturer
giving all details of the problem. Send the letter to the
manufacturer and a copy to
Kilobaud.
The problems
mentioned in your letter
may have upset you, but
not enough for you to let
me know about them ...
and little mail has come
from anyone about these
problems.
As long as
customers shrug off these
things, I doubt that manufacturers will be responsive.
The ball is your court ...
not the manufacturers' , . ,
Wayne.

Thanks, But No Thanks
It really burns me up to
see how understanding the
20

Thank you, Ken. I received
a new product announce-

The publisher's remarks

in the September issue regarding the number of come
puter hobbyists leveling off
touched a nerve. Would you
be interested in the reaction
of someone who was all set
to buy a personal computer
but is now at least temporarily turned off? I know of
two others like me, and
there must be thousands
more.
Let's start with what a
home computer will do. All
I can find out from magazines, books and four computer stores is that its uses
are "limited only by my
imagination." I must have
heard or read these words a
dozen times. Beyond that, I
am told that a home computer is good for recipes,
appointments, tax returns
and games. What about
these?
1. Recipes. My wife cannot understand why it is
easier or more fun to consult a computer (which may
not be in the kitchen) than
to pull a 3 x 5 card out of
her carefully indexed box.
2. Appointments. Why
should I punch appointments into a computer and
then have to erase them as
days go by, rather than continue to write them in my
handy three-year calendar
book, where postponements
and cancellations are easier
to record?
3. Tax returns. A possible plus for computers,
but a very small one for 90
percent of all taxpayers.
4. Games. With Fairchild
and others offering so many
games for the home television set, it seems that
various versions of Star Trek
are the chief attraction for
computers.
Here again,
people keep saying, "Invent
your own games." My guess
is that there will be a continuing flow of ever-moresophisticated games for the
home TV, leaving me with
the conclusion that this,
too, is a questionable computer benefit.
I understand the attraction that playing with computers has for electronic and
technical experts, but, as
the remarks imply, that
group does not seem to
offer much hope for rapidly
expanding the market. I
have built amplifiers from

kits, but I am not remotely
interested in assembling a
computer, particularly when
I don't know what it will do
when it is finished.
Suppose, when television
was first .offered for the
home market, we were told
to buy the chassis at one
place, the picture tube at
another and the tuner (keyboard) someplace else. Or,
by the time these were all
offered in one cabinet, we
were told we would have to
learn to speak with the
tuner in its own incomprehensible language before we
could get programs. And,
finally, after we bought the
set and had it working, we
learned that there were lots
of programs we could not
receive because our set was
incompatible.
In my quest, I visited
four retail computer stores
in California. Without exception they gave me the
clear impression that unless
I wanted to buy a basic
computer, a stack of books,
and work hard at learning at
least some programming, I
did not belong in computing. When I asked how I
could acquire a computer
already set up and programmed so that all I did
was plug it in, I was given
vague estimates all the way
from $3000 to $15,000.
The chief selling point was
how much hobby-type fun
it is to put together and
then expand a personal
computer. Is this work and
experimentation the end in
itself, or should the real
objective be to learn to use
it in some productive and
enjoyable way?
Even demonstrations of
complete systems were unconvincing because there
was no answer to what they
were capable of doing. They
would do nothing until I
programmed them to do
something.
Your
remarks
about
standardization are very sensible, but I think are understated. Of course the smallcomputer
industry will
grow, but only at a fraction
of its true potential until a
buyer can take home a complete
set
already programmed, and can purchase
virtually unlimited additional programs without

SOFTWARE---...
All programs include: Complete assembler source listing,
sample output, hex dump, sortedsymbol
table, plus cornplete instructions and thorough documentation.

6800 Development

System Software.
Text Editing System. The best text editor available
for 6800 microprocessors.
SL 68·24 $23.50
Mnemonic Assembler System. Many options, including
sorted symbol table. SL 68·26 $23.50

NEW for 8080!
Space Voyage. TSC's famous Star Trek program now
available for 8080. SL 80·9 $12.00
Blackjack.
All of the standard features including double
down and splitting pairs! SL 80·8 $6.50
K1ingon Capture. An exciting space simulation program
requiring only 2K. SL 80-7 $6.50
NEW Io •.6800!
6800 Disassembler.
Finally, a reasonably priced
disassembler
- including source. SL 68·27 $9.00
TSC Multi-User System - Write for details.
6502 Game Package I - Lots of fun! PD65-1 $19.95
8080 Game Package 1PD80-1 $19.95
Complete Catalog of all of our programs.
$ .25
Program-of-the-Month-Club
,. Join the hundreds of
hobbyists already enjoying this service. No obligation
and no time valued cards to return. Discounts offered.
One year for $2.00
To Order: Include 3% postage, $1.00 handling on
orders under $10.00. Indiana residents add 4% sales tax.
Check your dealer!
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learning any language other
than English - all for the
price of a good television
set. The only accessories I
visualize would be a printer
and additional disks or
cartridges.
Marketing experts had
better come up with specific
and attractive purposes for
home computers if they are
to compete successfully in
the mass market. The day
when we pay bills and transact other business through a
home computer will be a lot
longer coming if computers
are not first accepted as
desirable home appliances.
realize
that
the
hobbyists and the small
manufacturers are laying the
groundwork for the industry's future, but I believe
that unless the goals of the
industry are clearly understood those ten million
home computers everybody
is predicting are going to be
a long time coming.
Carl K. Revelle
Sun Lakes AZ
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The End of "The
Computerist"
have received many
letters, requests for information and subscriptions to
The Computerist since publication of my article, "Is
the KIM-l For Every-I?" in
the August issue of K ilobaud. While all of this is
generally good, it does present a few problems that
perhaps a short note in your
magazine could help alleviate.
1. I will try to answer
specific questions raised in
letters, but do not have the
time to go into long philosophical, speculative discussions.
2. If individuals wishing
information
about the
KIM-related product line
offered by The Computerist
would enclose a businesssize SASE, we will be happy
to send them our summer
catalog
and
a free
6502/KIM
Programmer's
Reference Card.

INC.
47906

3. Even though our publication, The Com puterist ,
had become a commercial
success and had given me
great personal satisfaction,
we stopped publication with
the August issue. This was
because we were not getting
enough meaningful input
from
individuals, clubs,
stores or businesses in the
New England region to produce what we considered a
meaningful publication. So,
please ask your readers not
to send in any more subscriptions. It really hurts to
have to return the money!
Robert M. Tripp
PO Box 3
S. Chelmsford MA 01824

Comments on
"Heavy Duty Altair
Power Supply"
Issue No 8 ...
It's rare that I put down
a new issue of Kilobaud
continued on page 49
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EDITOR'S

REMARKS
from page 7
the special demonstration
booth set up by Marcia
Swampfelder. Marcia is a
world-renowned author for
Popular Electronics magazine. If you didn't catch her
classic "Hobby Scene" in
the April '77 issue, I
strongly suggest you steal a
copy (if necessary) and read
it. I hope we'll be able to
get Marcia to come back for
the next "big event," and
she'll very likely be joined
by some other top names in
the field. We'll also have
demo systems set up for
home and small-business
applications, and invite nonhobbyists to come out for a
look-see.

THE
HEATHKIT

_FORUM
from page 18

"Because of my preoccupation with the Z-80 I
hadn't thought much about
buying the 8080-based H8,
but after I read the specs a
few times, my ideas soon
changed. The 8080 contains
a very nice instruction set,
and for purposes of learning
and most household uses I
have come to the conclusion
that the extra goodies on
the Z-80 may not be that
big a deal.
"One of the best features
of the H8 system is the
front panel. Having immediate access to memory and
dynamic display of memory
contents during execution
makes learning and debugging much easier. The
Benton Harbor Extended
BASIC,
featuring frontpanel I/O, will be very useful in certain applications,
such as games for two
players.
"The fact that Heathkit
doesn't use the S-lOO bus
doesn't bother me since I
22

have no immediate needs
for any 'toys' like the·
Dazzler and music boards.
Electrically, that bus isn't
the most efficient and, anyway, it won't be long before
new
products
will be
created for the Benton
Harbor bus.
"I think that the Heathkit H8 will prove to be a
very popular system and
attract a lot of people, such
as myself, who have been a
little apprehensive about
plunging into the microcomputer jungle."
Brian certainly sums up a
lot of concerns and expect ations. So that future
forums can reflect whether
these hopes are justified, I'd
like to hear from you.
Write:
The Heathkit® Forum
c/o Charles Floto
267 Willow Street
New Haven CT 06511
Heathkit
is a registered
trademark of the Heath
Company, Benton Harbor
MI.
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from page 19
attended a lecture, it does
not go into great detail
about any of the BASIC
statements. The text of each
chapter contains a summary
of the BASIC statements
covered, a sample statement
and a sample program using
the statement. There are
over 40 sample programs in
the workbook, ranging from
a three-line program to
assign a value to a variable
and then print the variable,
to a program that simulates
the waiting time of customers at an auto-repair
shop.
Except for chapter one,
the text of each chapter is
followed by a set of suggested problems. Each problem is a program that the
student is to write. Most
have
notes
giving
any
mathematical
formulas
needed, suggested test data
or other comments about

the types of input you
should
allow
for,
or
methods to use for the solution. Each problem is on a
separate page, with a large
blank area in which the
student may take notes.
There are over 60 of these
problems in the workbook.
They are well chosen, both
to test the student's skill
with the various BASIC
statements and for their usefulness. Problems include
sorting,
searching
and
merging
routines, math
routines,
games and a
stock-market simulation!
I have only one complaint with the workbook:
Of ten chapters, only one is
devoted to strings, and this
contains only two pages of
text and doesn't mention
many of the common string
fun ctions. For example,
there is no mention of Mits
BASIC RIGHT$, LEFT$ or
MID$ functions. The ability
to handle strings is one of
the features that makes a
computer more than an
overgrown calculator, and I
think it deserves more space
than it was given. In defense
of the workbook, I must say
that this minimal treatment
of strings is common to
most
of the
teaching
materials on BASIC.
In all, I think The BA SIC
Workbook has filled a gap in
the teaching of BASIC. A
student
already familiar
with programming in other
languages
can probably
learn BASIC quite speedily
from the workbook, without the need for lectures.
With the workbook, such a
student will not have to
waste time sifting through
lengthy discussions on how
to program in order to learn
the statements of the BASIC
language, but can read the
summaries and be writing
BASIC programs in a short
time. The rank beginner, on
the other hand, will need
some sort of lecture or additional
instruction.
For
him, the workbook will be a
very good set of class notes,
which are even indexed!
This will free the student to
concentrate on the lecturer
in class. I certainly plan to
use The BASIC Workbook
in the next class I teach!
Glen Charnock
Oxnard CA

NEW
PRODUCTS
from page 11
be used as a sophisticated
desk calculator or can execute
complex
programs
stored on the system tape.
Delivery is 30 to 45 days
from TLF, P.O. Box 2298,
Littleton
CO 80161.

Easy-to-Install
Altair Card Guides
The Computer Store,
Inc., has recently introduced a new card guide,
which is extremely easy to
install. Instead of the usual
two screws to secure the
guide, these guides use only
one screw and a plastic stud
(which helps with alignment
also). They are priced at 96
cents and are available
from: The Computer Store,
120 Cambridge
street,
Burlington MA.

RBLISHER'8
REMARKS
from page 5
heat, etc., I think it would
be very interesting to our
readers.

Business Systems

I

More and more readers
are working on microcomputer systems for business,
and I'd like to see some
articles on this. What configurations have you worked
out ... and where did you
get the software? Is it available? Keep in mind that a
$12,000
microcomputer
system leases to a business
for about $300 per month,
about half the cost of an
additional
employee. A
system like this could be
quite a package.
I should think most
businesses would want at

least a dual floppy-disk
system, with one good typewriter for business correspondence and perhaps an
inexpensive
printer for
labels, inventory, in-house
records, daily sales and
things like that, which
wouldn't
require
the
beautiful printing of letters,
but would ask for speed and
low cost.
Most readers are interested in business applications ... and the software
involved. As I've said before, we will be making
programs available that have
been submitted to Kilobaud
. .. and we will pay full
royalties to such programmers, even though the programs may have been published in the magazine. It's
something to think about
when you are trying to
decide
which magazine
should get your new hot
program.

the most powerful programming tools involves solving
calculation problems by the
use of iterative techniques,
that is, by repeating the
same series of operations
again and again. For some
reason, the novice programmer
does
not
come
equipped for iterative calculations. He soon learns
how these techniques lead
to simpler and often more
efficient program structures.

Take the problem of averaging a list of grades. An
acquaintance and newcomer
to BASIC brought me the
program shown in Example
2, with the complaint that
he was tired .of handling so
many
different
variable
names.
His program lacked versatility since it would only
work for 25 grades. In
addition, my friend complained that if he goofed up

one INPUT, he had to go
back and do the whole thing
over. Iteration to the rescue! We suggested that he
devise a scheme whereby
the same basic, calculation
could be done over and over
again. With our help, he
wrote the program in Example 3 using an iterative
calculation.
Note how much more
continued on page 48

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SOROe IQ 120
VIDEO TERMINAL
FullyAssembled

$995

Price includes 24x80 characters, upper & lower case and
RS·232 auxilia

~BASIC
~FORUM

Terminals as above with block
mode & screen printer'

from page 13
tions. Keep up the good
work."
From Joseph C. Sharp,
3396
Middlefield Road,
Palo
Alto
CA 94306:
"Educational
applications
need time out for replies, so
further
elaboration
or
prompting is possible.
"I suggest use of parenthesis on INPUT to specify
time in seconds and interrupt label number (see Example l )."
We offered a programming problem for our readers to solve. Being new at
this business, however, we
failed to realize that we
would be going to press
with this column before
getting any feedback on the
problem. The problem only
appeared in issue No. 9
(September),
so we are
going to hold off until next
time publishing a solution
so that you can have a go at
solving it.
Meanwhile, we offer a
little programming tip for
your consideration. One of

~~S·
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Everything about
Assemblers!
• • •

sure beats hand-coding

Lance A. Leventhal
P.O. Box 1258
Rancho Santa Fe CA 92067

A

ssembly
language is a
widely used method for
writing programs for both
large and small computers.
Assemblers are inexpensive
and available from many
sources. The user can read an
assembler into memory from
paper tape or cassette, store it
on a floppy disk system like
the popular ICOM (Photo 1),
or even save it on a PROM
board like the Computer
Automation
PROM board
shown in Photo 2. This article
will discuss the basic functions of a simple assembler
and describe a few of the
advanced features of more
complex assemblers. A later
article will discuss such features as pseudo-operations,
macros,
and
conditional
assembly.
The assembler is the first
major piece of systems software that most users encounter. Writing an assembler is
fairly complicated (we will
discuss some of the procedures involved in later
24

a rticles], and most users
prefer to buy or borrow one.
The assembler is a systems
program since it aids the user
in writing actual working programs. As described in a
previous article, an assembler
is intermediate in complexity
between an octal or hexadecimal
loader
and
a
compiler. Assembly language
programming is not simple,
but it is certainly easier than
writing directly in machine
language, and the programs

are more efficient than those
written in BASIC or other
high-level languages. Figs. 1
and 2 show how assembly
language compares to the
other options in terms of ease
of programming and efficient
use of memory.
Translating Operation Codes
The basic function of the
assembler
is to translate
mnemonic operation codes
into their binary equivalents.
The mnemonic codes are the

ADD, SUB, JMP and OR,
which the programmer can
understand, rather than the
binary numbers that the
co mputer
can
execute
directly. Most assemblers use
the mnemonics that the CPU
manufacturer provides; these
mnemonics usually are far
from perfect but are at least
standard.
The assembler
translates
the mnemonic
codes by looking them up in
a fixed table and searching
until it either finds the correct code or determines that
the operation code is not
there (i .e., the user has
misspelled the code or made
some other error). The table
is moderately
large. For
example, an Intel 8080-based
computer like the Imsai 8080
(Photo 3) has 78 operation
codes
while
a Zilog
Z-80-based computer like the
Cromemco Z-2 (Photo 4) has
158. The assembler will need
some RAM to hold the input
code and use for temporary
storage. It may also do some
preprocessing to avoid having
to search the entire table
(e.g., it might determine
which half of the table would
contain the operation code).
Occasionally,
the
mnemonic code table is not
fixed. In that case, the user
can
make the assembler
handle any set of operation
codes or instruction formats.
Such generalized assemblers
are called meta-assemblers.
They can easily be configured

I

NO.OF
STATEMENTS

PER
DAY
Machine
Language

Assembly
Language

High-Level
Language

LANGUAGE LEVEL
Fig. 1. Ease of programming
vs language level. Experts generally agree that a programmer
working in a
high-level language (such as BASIC) can produce ten times as many machine instructions
per day as can a
programmer
working in assembly language. The ratio for machine language is still larger.

Photo 1. The ICOM Frugal Floppy, a popular floppy disk system for
use with small computers. Courtesy of lCOM Microperipherals,
Canoga
Park CA.

to handle assembly for a new
computer or CPU, or for a
custom
instruction
set
devised
by microprogramming. The meta-assembler is
very flexible but may not
offer as many features as a
specialized
assembler.
Furthermore, the user has to
define the instruction
set
properly for each CPU.
Note that there is no
par tic u Ia r s tandardizaticin
among assemblers. The mere
fact that computers use the
same CPU as the Mits Altair
680b and the Southwest
Technical Products SWTPC
6800 (Photos 5 and 6) does
not mean that those computers must or can use the
same assemblers. Most manu-

NO.OF
WORDS
OF
MEMORY
REQUIRED

facturers write their own
assemblers for their own
particular
configurations.
There is no reason why they
even have to use the mnemonic codes suggested by the
CPU manufacturers (although
most do). Assemblers can and
do vary greatly, and the
beginner should not assume
that any two work in exactly
the sa me way. There are no
standards as there are for
high-level languages such as
FORTRAN
or PL/I. Of
course, most assemblers only
work for one CPU, so they do
hot have the generality of
high-level languages.
Finding the Address
Even a simple assembler

Machine
Language

Photo 2. The Computer Automation
NAKED MILL! EPROM Board; it
can hold either applications
or systems software in permanent storage.
Courtesy of Computer Automation,
lnc., Irvine CA.

must do a little more than
just translate operation codes
into machine language instructions. It will also have to
determine what data or addresses
each
instruction
requires. Here, the assembler
will divide the instruction set
into groups and use a differe nt subroutine
for each
group. Some instructions, like
HALT, CLEAR ACCUMULATOR,
or
ENABLE
INTERRUPTS, do not need
any data or addresses. Others,
like JUMP, CLEAR (a memory location), or ADD usually
require one address or data
item. Instructions like LOAD,
MOVE, or COMPARE may
require two addresses. Consider, for example, the varia-

Assembly
Language
LANGUAGE

High-Level
Language
LEVEL

Fig. 2. Memory usage vs language level. Programs written in high-level languages typically require 50 to 300
percent
more memory
than those written
in assembly or machine language. Furthermore,
many tasks
involving precise control and complex I/O manipulations
may be almost impossible to perform in a high·level
language.

tions in the Intel 8080 instruction set: RAR, RAL, EI,
XCHG, and CMA, among
others, require no data or
addresses; ADD, SUB, ORA,
INR, and DCR, among others
require a register address;
ADI and ANI require eight
bits of data; JMP, STA, and
LDA require a 16-bit memory
address; LXI requires 16 bits
of data; and MOV requires
two register addresses.
Here, again, the assembler
also searches for errors such
as wrong number or type of
operands, incorrect formats
(such as a character that is'
not a digit iri a decimal number), and addresses too large
for the system. The assembler
usually marks each error with
a code (letter or number) in
the listing. It also completes
the line as best it can and
proceeds to the rest of the
program. The user thus gets
the maximum benefit from
the assembly.
Note that the main task of
the assembler is text analysis.
It does very little arithmetic
(not
much
more
than
counting) and does not do
complex input/output.
Most
of the assembler's time is
spent looking for the right
symbol in the right place. For
example, the assembler must
know that a digit accidentally
typed into an operation code
is an error, and that anything
except a digit typed into a
number is also an error. The
25

assembler
must determine
where names and numbers
begin and end, whether a
name has been defined or
not, and what the actual
binary meaning of the name

or number is. Many of these
operations are typical of the
tasks involved in systems soft·
ware. You do not need to be
a mathematician or an electrical engineer to write such

Photo 3. The IMSA I 8080, a computer based on the Intel 8080
microprocessor. It has 78 separate operation codes. Courtesy of IMS
Associates, San Leandro CA.

Photo 4. The Cromemco Z·2, a computer based on the Zilog Z·80
microprocessor.
It has 158 separate operation codes. Courtesy of
Cromemco lnc., Mountain View CA.

Photo 5. The Mits Altair 680b, a computer based on the Motorola 6800
microprocessor.
Its systems software
will be different
from that
available with other 6800·based computers.
Courtesy of Mits, lnc.,
Albuquerque, NM.
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programs; you do have to be
able to plan well and think
logically.
The combination of operation code and address or data
forms an assembly language
statement. The assembler will
translate each statement into
a single computer instruction
(which may, however, occupy
several bytes of memory).
This
one-to-one
c orr espondence
between
state·
ments and instructions
is
characteristic of assemblers;
assembly language is there·
fore a low-level language. The
programmer
has complete
control over exactly how the
program uses the registers,
flags, and other resources of
the computer. However, the
programmer also is responsible for handling all the
resources properly.
Getting the Output
Of course, the user must
start the whole process by
loading the assembler into
memory if it is not in PROM,
Since the assemblers are
typically
several thousand
words long, a cassette system
like the one shown with the
Microkit 8/16 in Photo 7 is
convenient. Even better is a
floppy disk like the Micro·
polis MetaFloppy shown in
Photo 8.
Note that the assembler
generally provides output on
paper tape, cassette, or a disk
file. We call the result object
code and the input a source
program. The user will still
need a loader program to
enter the object code into the
computer
memory. Assemblers that run under a floppy
disk or cassette operating
system may place the object
code on the disk or in memory. The system will have
commands that run the program immediately or save it
in a file.
The form of the object
code varies. So each assembler needs a special, compatible loader. The instructions are the same if the CPU
is the same, but the format,
code, record length, and
special symbols will vary.
Besides the actual instruc-

tions, the assembler must also
include in the object code
information
as to where
sections of the code begin,
the length and type of records, and error checks, so
the user can be sure that the
program has been read correctly.
Some
assemblers
provide even more informa·
tion, which allows the loader
to place the program anywhere in memory or fill in
references to library routines.
Adding More Features
Older assemblers and some
small assemblers do little
more than translate operation
codes and handle addresses.
Users can at least write programs with the mnemonics
rather than with binary, hexadeci mal, or octal instruction
codes. However, data and
addresses still must be in
binary, hexadecimal, or octal.
The user must set aside all the
memory locations, keep track
of addresses, and enter fixed
data such as messages or
tables directly into memory.
Newer and larger assemblers, however, can do much
more than these simple tasks.
In fact, some assemblers have
so many features that they
are really more like compilers. We should note that
the more features the assembler has, the larger it will be.
It will occupy more memory
and may run slower and require more peripherals. The
user must decide if the extra
features are worth the extra
cost. Computers like the PDP
11/45 in Photo 9 have extensive assemblers with many
convenient features; however,
such assemblers can easily
occupy
16K of memory
instead of the 4K required by
simpler assemblers.
Dividing
Statements
into
Fields
The larger assemblers are
field-organized;
each statement is divided into several
sections or fields. The user
will have to separate the
fields in some way so the
assembler can tell where one
field ends and the next
begins. Typically, a space is

sufficient
separation,
although
some
assemblers
r eq u i re commas,
periods,
slash marks, colons, or semicolons.
The idea is to use
characters
that
are always
available
but are not cornmonly
part
of instruction
codes, addresses, or data. The
use of explicit
separators
means that the user does not
have to worry about where
the characters
are placed on
the line but does have to
remember
the proper separator or delimiter.
Usually an assembly
language statement
consists of
four fields in the following
order: 1. Label field. 2. Operation code field. 3. Address
field. 4. Comment
field. The
operation
field,
of course,
contains the mnemonic operation code; it is an essential
part of each statement
and
cannot be omitted.
The label field assigns a
name to the location in memory of a particular
instruction. So, you refer to that
address by name rather than
by its numerical
value. The
assembler,
of course,
must
translate the name back into
a numerical
value. As usual,
this feature is convenient for
the
programmer
but
not
necessary for or useful to the
computer.
If the instruction
occupies
more
than
one
word, the assembler defines
the label as the address of the
first word involved.
The label field is optional.
Most statements
do not have
labels; in fact, you generally
don't
put anything
in the
label field unless you have a
specific reason for doing so.
A typical reason is that the
statement
is the address of a
jump
instruction
or some
other operation.
In that case,
we generally prefer to use a
label rather than a numerical
address
for
the
following
reasons:

• Various number systems i.e., binary,
decimal,
hexadecimal, or octal.
• Character
codes
such
as
ASCII or EBCDIC.
• Offsets
from the present
value of the program counter
($ or *).
• Symbolic names and labels.
• Arithmetic
and logical combinations of other options.

1. We can place the program
anywhere in memory without
changing
each address. The
assembler
will replace each
reference with the new value.
Th is is particularly
convenient
if you
add
more

The programmer
may have to
determine
exactly
what the
assembler does with some of
these
options.
The
results
may be far from obvious.
In many cases, these 0 ptions not only save the pro-

memory
to your system or
buy a new computer
with a
different arrangement.

2. We can move the label (in
case of an error or change in
the program) without chanqing any of the references.
3. We can insert statements
or make other
corrections
without
problems
since the
label distinguishes
references
to the speci fie address from
data that might happen
to
have the same value.

grammer
work,
they
also
make the program easier to
read.
A comparison
that
checks to see if a character is
an E is surely sim pier to
understand
than
one that
looks for 45 hexadecimal,
69
decimal, or 01000101 binary.
Similarly,
arithmetic
com-

binations such as START + 1
or PAGE* 256 can make the
programmer's
intent
much
clearer.
Remember that the assembler must perform
all the
required conversions.
It must
recognize any special conventions such as number systems,

4. The label is easier to remember, particularly
if it jogs
the memory (i.e., it is a rnnemonic).
There are, of course, some
problems
involved
in using
labels. Most assemblers place
restrictions
on the length,
characters
allowed, and first
character
permitted
(it
usually must be a letter). The
user must be careful to abide
by these rules, spell the label
correctly,
not use any undefined
labels, and not use
any labels twice. One practice
that users must watch out for
is deleting
a statement
that
has a label; the statement
may not be necessary but the
label will have to go somewhere.
The address field contains
the data or addresses that the
instruction
requires.
Advanced assemblers
will provide the programmer
with
many
optional
forms
for
describing
the contents
of
this field. These options may
include:

Photo 6. The Southwest
Technical Products SWTPC 6800 Computer
System, another computer based on the Motorola 6800 microprocessor.
It will need a different assembler and loader than will the Mits Altair
680b. Courtesy of Southwest
Technical Products, lnc., San Antonio
TX.

Photo 7. The Microkit-8/16 Microcomputer
Development
assembler can be quickly loaded from an audio cassette.
Microkit, Inc. Los Angeles CA.

System. Its
Courtesy of

Photo 8. The Micropolis MetaFloppy family of floppy disk systems.
Systems software and user programs can reside in disk files. Courtesy of
Micropolis Corporation, Northridge CA.
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Photo 9. The Digital Equipment PDP 11/45, a large minicomputer
with
a very complex and powerful assembler. Courtesy of Digital Equipment
Corporation,
Maynard MA.

character codes, arithmetic
operators,
etc. It must
actually evaluate arithmetic
and logical expressions that
may involve operations like
multipl ication and division,
which the computer cannot
perform with a single instruction. Each added feature is a
convenience but means that
the assembler will be larger
and slower. The user will have
to decide if extra features are
really worth the price.

DSTRT:
DRUN:
DSPLY:

The comment
field is
strictly for the user; it can be
left blank if desired. The
assembler does nothing with
this field except print it out
in the listing. It is just explanatory material and doesn't
result in any actual machine
language instructions.
The
comments, however, can be a
tremendous aid in program
documentation.
Proper commenting will help the user in
debugging, testing, and ex-

INTEL
LXI
MVI
SHLD
STA
MVI
MOV
CALL
INX
DCR
JNZ
LHLD
INX
LDA
DCR
JNZ
HLT

DRUN
DSPLY

LDAA
STAA
LDX
STX
LDAB
LDAA
JSR
INX
DECB
BNE
LDX
INX
DEC
BNE
WAI

H,MESSG
A,NMESS
PTR
CTR
B, NDSPLY
A,M
SEND
H
B
DSPLY
PTR
H
CTR
A
DRUN
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PTR,DPTR
= START OF MESSAGE
CTR = LENGTH
OF MESSAGE
SAVE STARTING
POINTER
SAVE RUN COUl\ITER
DCTR = NUMBER
OF DISPLA YS
GET A CHARACTER
FROM ARRAY
SEND CHARACTER
TO DISPLAYS
DPTR = DPTR + 1
DCTR = DCTR - 1
SEND NDSPLY CHARACTERS
UPDATE

PTR TO START

COUNTDOWN

NUMBER

AT NEXT
OF DISPLA

CHARACTER
Y RUNS

6800
#NMESS
({,TR
t/MESSG
PTR
#NDSPLY
X
SEND

DSPLY
PTR
CTR
DRUN

Fig. 3. Examples of assembly language programs. Starting or repeating
formats the data for the displays and provides the proper timing.
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*For more details about the programs, see L. A. Leventhal, "Take

assembly language programs
create a moving display by
incrementing
the starting
address of the output data
after each iteration. All the
fields are used. Note that
many statements do not have
labels and some do not rEiquire addresses. -

8080

MOTOROLA
DSTRT

tending the program. It will
also make the program easier
to use later (when the programmer may have forgotten
many of the details) and
simpler to explain to others.
Goo d docu mentati on can
make
many programming
tasks simpler and can allow
users to share their programs.
Poor
documentation
can
make programs useless, even
for the originator.
What
does
the final
product look like? Fig. 3
shows examples of assembly
language programs for Intel
8080
and
Motorola
6800-based computers. These
programs create a moving
"newspanel"
display,
in
which the characters appear
to move across the lights.
Note the use of all the fields
and the special delimiters
(colon, semicolon, number
sign, and comma) required to
separate fields or entries and
mark special usages. * These

CTR = LENGTH
OF MESSAGE
SAVE RUN COUNTER
PTR, DPTR = START OF MESSAGE
SAVE STARTING
POINTER
DCTR = NUMBER
OF DISPLA YS
GET A CHARACTER
FROM ARRAY
SEND CHARACTER
TO DISPLAYS
DPTR = DPTR +1
DCTR = DCTR - 1
SEND NDSPLY CHARACTERS
UPDATE PTR TO START AT NEXT CHARACTER
COUNTDOWN
NUMBER
0 F DISPLA Y RUNS

the moving

display simply

requires a jump

to DSTRT.

Subroutine

SEND

'»i, bu,
wben 'Iou cCJn

micro,
bu'l CJ mini Jor %eaal

MOST OF TODA Y'S PERSONAL
COMPUTERS are microcomputers.
Compared to our minicomputer they are slow
and expensive.
Our mini "the MINI 12™'' has been
around for three years. We've been steadily
seIling it to industrial customers who have
proven its reliability. Only recently have we
paid much attention to the personal
computing market. We've discovered that our
computer is simply better, and most interestingly, LESS EXPENSIVE.
NONE OF THE MICROCOMPUTERS
can offer you the range of software available
to the MINI 12. Compatibility with the most
popular minicomputer, DEC's PDP-8E, gives
you a vast library of programs. You will also
be pleasantly surprised when you experience
the speed and sophistication of our
EXTENDED BASIC compiler, or FORTRAN,
ALGOL and FOCAL.
Unlike today's microcomputers, our
Mini 12 is fully software supported by an
advanced operating system, including ... file
handling text editor, symbolic assembler,

lr L F Post Office Box 2298, Littleton,
T20

CJ

loaders, ODT
(octal debugging technique),
batch processor, and system utilities.
The MINI 12 comes with 8K of memory
and is easily expandable to 32K. Because the
MINI 12 processes 12 bit words {instead of 8
bit bytes} you need far less memory. For most
applications ... using our optional MINI
STORE digital cassette system with the
BASIC compiler, you will never need add
another single byte!
Because we want you to have the
pleasure of using your minicomputer
right
away, our MINI 12 comes fully assembled,
debugged and ready to plug in. It includes a
full front panel, controller for eight digital
tape drives, and built-in serial interface plus
other technical niceties like a binary loader
and monitor bootstrap in ROM memory.
Frankly, when compared with microcomputers, we're surprised at how good a
deal we are. Write ... or better yet, give us a
call @303-794-1634 and let us help you get it
all together!
Colorado 80161, Telephone

POP-BE and Focal are Trademarks

of Digital Equipment

Corporation

303-794-1634

Sheila Clarke
Cybergrafix
P.O. Box 430
Glendale CA 91206

Your Image Counts!
• • •

y

ou may be among the
hobby ists-tu r ned-professionals who got tired of
programming
gratis
for
friends, or who developed a
product the hobbyist could
really use. So you've decided
to ease out of that secure,
full-time job and start a
business of your own.
There's a lot to consider
now, what with business permits and licenses, location,
overhead ...
so much to
think about that one area
very often becomes obscured.
Your image, or how you appear
on paper to total
strangers, can well make the
difference
between
your
initial success, or failure, in
co m municating
what you
have to offer. Because graph ic
arts for the microcomputer
industry is my stock-in-trade,
I would
like to share
with
you some personal
feel ings and some advertising
facts you should consider before going much further.
Introducing a Product

A recent experience I had
with a new client illustrates
how one can get caught in
current involvements to the
extent that one fails to plan
ahead. My client had a new
30

polish it before turning pro

product that he was very excited about, and for which he
wanted a full-page ad. So, I
asked him what the name of
his product was. "Wow, we
haven't thought about that
yet," he responded.
Another
new
manufacturer had hurriedly typed
an information sheet, complete with strikeovers and
corrections, and sent photostatted copies to magazine
editors. Few of the editors
who received the copy were
willing to wade through the
typographical errors and edit
the copy for print. His product received little notice.
A third party sent many
letters to potential customers
in his community announcing
his new data processing
service. His letter, typed on
plain
white
paper
and
Xeroxed, did not even reflect
a company name. He received
no responses.
Why did these, and perhaps your attempts to receive
notice, fail? Maybe there's no
market for what you're trying
to sell. Maybe your product
or service is overpriced. And
maybe you just don't look
like you're serious. When
taking a look at these, and
other possible reasons for

failure, you may decide to
begin again with your image.
You'll soon discover that
when
beginning
a new
endeavor, it's just as important to have an advertising
professional in your service as
it is to have an attorney, a tax
accountant
and
maybe
United Parcel Service. What
your advertising consultant
should be able to help you
achieve when starting a new
business is included in the
following checklist.
Company
name:
Many
don't think a company name
is important and have elected
to do business under personal
names. "John Doe, Microcomputer Consultant,"
and
your home phone number on
a business card may be
sufficient to convey how
your clients can reach you,
but it isn't sufficient when
writing away for product
literature or applying for
open credit with a supplier.
Individuals are often overlooked in favor of established-looking firms. A company name gives the image of
having been established.
Logo:
Your company
name should have a distinctive look. It may involve an
abstract graphic design, but

that isn't necessary. It may
simply be your name in logotype, or attractive lettering
that identifies your firm.
Take a look at some estabIished firm names. IBM,
Sears, McDonald's and The
Byte Shops all have logos.
Anyone
can.
Everyone
should.
Business stationery:
Put
that logo on everything. Your
correspondence, press releases
and promotional material all
represent your image. The fellow who received no response
for his data processing announcements did not present
an established-firm look. So, I
suspect, his letter was not
taken
seriously. A wellworded letter printed on formal
business
stationery
should receive a five to ten
percent response. That response may be achieved by
following up with phone
calls. If you appear to be
solidly in business however,
you will be treated with respect and credibility.
Free publicity: Before you
anticipate
an advertising
budget that you don't think
you can yet afford, consider
the
possibilities
of free
publicity. When you have
developed a product, the first

thing you must do is obtain a
good,
professional
photograph of it, Then have someone prepare an announcement to the press. Your press
release should appear to have
been written by an unbiased
party who only points out
the facts of your product.
Those facts must include
what the product is, who
would be most interested in it
and why, cost and availability. If you offer a warranty, say so. If you only
distribute
through dealers,
say so. When you read a few
of the product releases that
appear in this issue, you'll
note that none of them read
like ads, but more like
articles.
Include an 8 x 10 glossy
photograph with your press
release, which is well written
and cleanly printed for distribution. Mail a set to every
publication
in your field.
Expect 60 to 90 days to pass
before you see it in print.
Another effective method
of receiving free publicity is
to have someone write an
article that is featured in one
of the well-read magazines.
Whoever writes your article
should be a user of your
product and should know
how to write. Your author
must be prepared to accept
correspondence
and answer

bribe magazine editors. Most
honestly
look for good
material and products to
write about. If an editor
offers to write about your
product with the help of a
borrowed unit, do take him
seriously. In this case, graft is
probably playing a lesser part
than a sincere desire to help
you expose your product.
Literature: Now that you
have reason to believe you'll
receive publicity in 60 to 90
days, you have sufficient time
to produce the necessary
literature you'll need with
which to respond when inquiries start pouring in. There
are a number of ways to go
from
here. A single or
dou ble-sided 8% x 11 sheet
with full product information
might be sufficient. Later,
we'll
discuss whether
it
should be in color or black
and white. The quality of
your brochure or information
sheet may vary widely, from
smudgy Xerox copies to a
slick glossy sheet. The use of
lots of photos may call for a
glossy
stock because of
superior printing capability.
Somewhere
between lousy
and
terrific
will involve
moderate
expenditure
and
handle photos well enough,
so look for a 60-pound or
70-pound offset stock to do
an adequate job.

Another effective method of receiving
free publicity is to have someone write
an article that is featured in one
of the well-read magazines.

inquiries, so this effort must
not be contrived.
Product reviews: Don't fall
prey to department editors
who promise a product review if you will provide them
with one or two freebies.
Whether or not they'll keep
their promises is doubtful,
and it just isn't necessary to

Regardless of how many
pages and the quality of stock
you decide to print, the information should be straightforward, detailed and fully
out line product
specifications.
Include prices and
del ivery.
Information
on
possible applications can be
helpful to potential buyers.

Everyone finds pictures easier
to read than heavy text, so
use as many pictures as it
takes to get your message
across. And make your product easy to buy. Include an
order blank as part of your
literature.

third appearance gives you
the status of being a member
of the community.
Beginning an advertising
campaign that will have effective results requires the help
of an expert. The expert you
select will come to you as one

You've decided that production
is yielding sufficient product ... you
are now ready to advertise in one or
more of the major magazi nes.

Advertising
You've decided that production is yielding sufficient
product for you to be able to
ship in quantity off the shelf,
a nd are now ready to
advertise in one or more of
the major magazines. Whether
you decide to go one time
only in a single magazine, or
several times, or hit all the
major magazines at once is up
to you. Your decision will be
based, first, on your budget
and, second, on your ability
to supply a heavy demand. It
is suggested that one time in a
magazine just won't do much
of anything for you. Readers
must become familiar with
seeing your display, and it
takes more than once or
twice for your message to
take effect.
If your budget is limited,
pick
a magazine
whose
readership, in your estimation, is closest to your market
and contract for at least three
months of advertising. The
mor.e months you contract to
advertise, the lower your
monthly rate will be, and the
more you'll realize for your
advertising dollar. Your return will be greater, too, if
you advertise consistently. At
first
readers
will
not
recognize you and may be
suspicious. The second appearance of your ad lends
greater cred ibilitv, and the

of two possible character
types. The first type knows
exactly how he or she likes to
work, and will tell you without requesting much feedback. You may be better off
with this type of graphics
designer if you don't know
your byte from an x-acto
knife.
Others prefer to work with
a method similar to mine and
my associates'. We want as
much feedback from new
clients as possible because it's
important to give the client as
close to what he wants as he
can communicate. Some of
the questions I ask a new
client include:
1. Tell me all about you,
your company
and your
product.
2. What do you wish to
achieve
with
your
advertising?
3. Thumbing
through
the
pages of this magazine, which
ads strike you as being the
most outstanding? Why?
The answers to two of these
questions provide a great deal
of necessary
information.
Question number two may
appear ridiculous until you
give thought to what your
market target and sales goals
are. The answer can reveal a
wide variety of responses
from client to client. After
answering
all three suf31

f icientlv,

enough can be
gleaned to produce the type
of layout that will be most
effective for your product or
service and will give you the
feeling of having received the
most for your money.

Watch Those Pitfalls
Advertisers want to get the
most for their money. That's
reasonable.
BUT! Buying
space for a quarter-page ad
and then trying to fill that
small space with all the bits
of information you feel are
essential
does not mean
you're getting the most for
your money.
Consider, after all, that
what you're trying to achieve
is attention to your product.
The purpose of your ad may
not necessarily be to sell your
product or service but, if
good, to attract attention and
bring you inquiries. What you
do with those inquiries is
what will sell your product.
So, filling that space with a
good-looking photograph that
says more about your prod-

uct than words ever could ...
that's an eye-appealing ad.
Sufficient
information
in
headline and subheads can
qualify both your product
and your customer. Copy information
should include
what the product is, what it
will do (briefly, pleasel) and
what it costs.
What About Color?
Even if your product is a
black and white item, you
should still add color to your
ads (if budget permits). A
black and white ad with the
addition of one color will
increase your readership; a
full-color ad will produce ten
times the response of a black
and white ad.
At this point, when talking
about an ad, we are also
talking about any printed
material that sells your product,
including
brochures.
Color tells your readers that
you are a company of substance, willing to compete for
attention with the best of
them. Other factors that

come into play at a psychological level raise the readership when you use color in
your advertising.
Simplicity
It's been said before, but
to repeat ... do resist the
temptation
to cram everything into a small amount of
space. This tires the eye, and
unless your reader has been
looking for that very product
or service, your chances of
holding his attention
long
enough to wade through
heavy text are minimal.
C lever
copy
usually
doesn't come across as well as
str aightforward
statements.
Sex does not necessarily sell
computers.
All Circuit Boards Look Alike
Personally, I would like to
see circuit
board manufacturers move away from the
photo of the board alone. No
matter how well it's done, to
most readers one board looks
like another.
Though the
photography
costs more,

seeing a board at work in a
system would be a more effective approach. Seeing a
person operating that system
will give your reader someone, rather than something,
to identify with, and should
get better reader response.
Though these extra elements
tend to increase your initial
advertising costs, your readers
should become buyers, thus
producing
sales that will
eventually give you a fine
return on your investment.
Individuality
All remarks made in this
article
are
general ized.
Certainly exceptions may be
made to every "rule" posed
here. The final design of your
logo,
business stationery,
advertising and brochures will
be individual and distinct. So
the above is offered as a
guideline for newcomers to
the game. I do hope they help
you toward the right direction for achieving an effective
image for your new company,
product or service. •

The best selection
of computer related
publ ications in the
country.

Compucolor Corporation
Cromemco • The Digital Group
ICOM • Lear Seigler. North
Star Computers.
Otiver
Audio Engineering.
Polymorphic Systems.
Sanyo
Seals. Smoke Signal Broadcasting. Southwest Technical
Products.
Tarbell.
TDL
Texas Instruments
Vector Graphics

KANSAS CITY AREA
6 East St.
Parkville, Mo. 64152
816/741-5055
SAC & MASTER CHARGE
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Don Lancaster's _ngenius design provides software
controllable options including: ..
•Scrolling
•Over 2K on-screen characters with only
3MHz bandwidth
• Full performance cursor
•Variety of line/character formats including
16/32, 16/64 .... even 32/64
• User selectable line lengths
.

...........................................................
.
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:

( ) Send instruction manual for the TVT-6 Kit
with full operational details. $1 enclosed.
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-
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Name:
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_

Address:

SEND FREE CATALOG

.

_

.

MAIL TODAY To:

City:

State: __

Zip:_

ELECTRONICS, INC.DEPT. lO-K, 1020W.WILSHIRE BLVD.,OKLAHOMACITY, OK 73116
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Terrence Lukas
University of Illinois Medical Center
Center for Educational Development
833 S. Wood St.
Chicago /L 60612

Lifetime Proqram
• • •

P

resently no one can predict with any accuracy
exactly how long you will
live. Longevity is the result of
a complex interrelationship
of many known and unknown factors, some fixed
and some variable. However,
research has shown statisticall y that there are a nu mber
of detectable factors related
to how long you will live.

will you make it?

These include the general
areas of heredity, health, diet,
exercise, education, occupation and life-style.
Starting with individuals at
least 20 years old, this program first determines your
base life expectancy from
your sex and present age.
You are then presented with
questions from the previously
mentioned general areas. The

Program listing (continued

<<

>,

on following

questions may vary depending On your sex, present age
and responses to previous
questions.
A fter
each
significant
question, a value is added to
or subtracted from your previous subtotal, and at certain
points an opportunity is given
for a further explanation of
key items. Although this
program gives you a numeripages).

10 PRINT"
LIFETIME>
15 PRINT:REM
WRITTEN BY TERRENCE
LUKAS 4/2/77
20 PRINT" THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES
YOUR LIFE EXPECTANCY"
30 PRINT:PRINT"DO
YOU WANT BACKGROUND
INFORMATION";
40 INPUT A$
50 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N"
THEN 130
55 PRINT
60 PRINT"THE
FOLLOWING,
THOUGH NOT VALIDATED,
IS BASED ON THE"
70 PRINT"BEST
SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE AVAILABLE
TODA Y. WHILE"
80 PRINT"SCIENTISTS
STILL DON'T KNOW ALL OF THE VARIABLES"
90 PRINT"CAUSING
LONG LIFE, THEY ARE AWARE OF SOME OF THE"
100 PRINT"PHENOMENA
THAT SEEM TO BE CORRELATED
WITH LONG-"
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cal answer, more attention
should be paid to the various
areas that you can control to
improve your longevity.
This program was written
in Mits 8K 3.1 BASIC but can
be easily changed to run in
any version of BASIC.
A Tarbell cassette interface tape of this program is
available by contacting: Mr.
Lloyd Smith, CACHE Software Library, 530 Pierce St.,
Dyer IN 46311 .•
References
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110 PRINT"EVITY. THIS PROGRAM IS BASED ON THAT DATA AND"
120 PRINT"STARTS WITH INDIVIDUALS AT LEAST 20 YEARS OLD."
130 DIM BA(101)
140 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT IS YOUR AGE IN YEARS";
150 INPUT AY
160 IF AY <20 THEN PRINT"SORRY, YOU MUST BE AT LEAST 20 YEARS OLD.":END
170 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT IS YOUR SEX";
180 INPUT S$
190 FOR 1=0 TO 101
200 READ BA(I)
210 NEXT I
220 C=AY-20
230 IF LEFT$(S$,l)="F" THEN C=C+51
240 DATA 69.9,70.0,70.1,70.2,70.3,70.4,70.5,70.6,70.7,70.8
250 DATA 70.9,70.9,71.0,71.1,71.2,71.3,71.4,71.5,71.6,71.
7
260 DATA 71.8,71.9,72.0,72.2,72.3,72.5,72.6,72.8,73.0,73.2
270 DATA 73.4,73.6,73.8,74.1,74.3,74.6,74.9,75.2,75.5,75.8
280 DATA 76.2,76.5,76.9,77.3,77.7,78.1,78.6,7.9.0,79.5,79.9
290 DATA 80.4,77.0,77.0,77.1,77.1,77.2,77.2,77.3,77.3,77.4
300 DATA 77.4,77.5,77.5,77.5,77.6,77.6,77.7,77.8,77.8,77.9
310 DATA 78.0,78.0,78.1,78.2,78.3,78.4,78.5,78.6,78.7,78.9
320 DATA 79.0,79.1,79.3,79.4,79.6,79.7,79.9,80.1,80.3,80.5
330 DATA 80.7,80.9,81.2,81.4,81.6,81.9,82.2,82.4,82.7,83.0
340 DATA 83.3,83.6
350 PRINT:PRINT"YOUR BASE LIFE EXPECTANCY AGE IS";BA(C)
360 PRINT:T=BA(C)
370 GOSUB 3000
380 PRINT" PART I
HEREDITY"
390 GOSUB 3000
400 PRINT:PRINT"DID AT LEAST TWO OF YOUR GRANDPARENTS LIVE TO AGE"
410 PRINT"80 OR MORE";
420 INPUT A$
430 IF LEFT(A$,l)="N" THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+0=";T:GOTO 460,
440 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2
450 T=T+2
460 PRINT
470 PRINT"WHAT IS/WAS YOUR MOTHER'S AGE";
480 INPUT A
490 IF A <80 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ O=";T:GOTO 510
500 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 1.5 =";T+1.5:T=T+1.5
'
510 PRINT
520 PRINT"WHAT IS/WAS YOUR FATHER'S AGE";
530 INPUT A
540 IF A <80 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 0 =";T:GOTO 560
550 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2:T=T+2
560 PRINT
570 PRINT"DID ANY OF YOUR GRANDPARENTS, PARENTS, BROTHERS OR"
580 PRINT"SISTERS DIE OF A HEART ATTACK OR STROKE BEFORE AGE"
590 PRINT"50";
600 INPUT A$
610 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N"THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 0 =";T:GOTO 640
620 PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 4 =";T-4
630 T=T-4
640 PRINT
650 PRINT"DID ANY OF THE ABOVE DIE OF HEART ATTACK OR STROKE"
660 PRINT"BEFORE AGE 60";
670 INPUT A$
680 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N"THEN PRINTT AB(10)T;"- 0 =";T: GOTO 710
690 PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 2 =";T-2
700 T=T-2
710 PRINT
720 PRINT"WHAT IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES OF DIABETES,"
730 PRINT"THYROID DISORDER, BREAST CANCER (WOMEN), DIGESTIVE"
740 PRINT"SYSTEM CANCER, ASTHMA, EMPHYSEMA AND/OR CHRONIC
750 PRINT"BRONCHITIS FOUND IN YOUR PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS"
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760 INPUT A
770 PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 3 X";A;" =";T-3*A
780 T=T-3*A:PRINT
790 GOSUB 3000
800 PRINT" PART II
HEALTH AND DIET"
810 GOSUB 3000
820 PRINT
830 PRINT"HOW MANY POUNDS OVERWEIGHT ARE YOU";
840 INPUT A
850 IF A=OTHEN B=O:GOTO 870
860 B=A/10
870 PRINTTAB(10)T;"-";B;" =";T-B
880 T=T-B
890 PRINT
900 PRINT"HOW MANY PACKS OF CIGARETS DO YOU SMOKE ADA Y";
910 INPUT A
920 IF A=OTHEN B=O:GOTO 1000
930 IF A <1 THEN B=2:GOTO 1000
940 IF A=l THEN B=4:GOTO 1000
950 IF A < 1.5 THEN B=5.5:GOTO 1000
960 IF A<2 THEN B=7:GOTO 1000
970 Ilf A=2 THEN B=8:GOTO 1000
980 IF A < 3 THEN B=10:GOTO 1000
990 IF A= > 4 THEN B=12:GOTO 1000
1000 PRINTTAB(10)T;"-";B;" =";T-B
1010 T=T-B
1020 PRINT
1030 PRINT"HOW MANY DRINKS DO YOU HAVE EACH DAY";
1040 INPUT A
1050 IF A=OTHEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"-1 =";T-1:T=T-1:GOTO 1080
1060 IF A <=2 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 3 =";T+3:T=T+3:GOTO 1080
1070 IF A> 2 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 8 =";T-8:T=T-8:GOTO 1080
1080 PRINT:E$="DO YOU WANT AN EXPLANATION OF THIS":PRINT E$;
1090 INPUT A$
1100 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 1170
1110 PRINT
1120 PRINT"MODERATE DRINKING (UP TO TWO DRINKS PER DAY) REDUCES"
1130 PRINT"STRESS AND AIDS DIGESTION. HEAVY DRINKING, HOWEVER,"
1140 PRINT"PRODUCES PHYSIOLOGICAL DAMAGE. AS FOR TEETOTALERS,"
1150 PRINT"THEY MAY HAVE RATHER RIGID VALUE SYSTEMS AND MAY"
1160 PRINT"UNDERGO STRESS IN MAINTAINING THEM."
1170 PRINT
1180 PRINT"DO YOU EXERCISE MODERATELY -JOG, BIKE RIDE,TAKE"
1190 PRINT"LONG WALKS, SWIM- AT LEAST 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK"
1200 INPUT A$
1210 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N"THEN PRINTTAB(10)T~'+ 0 =";T:GOTO 1230
1220 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 3 =";T+3:T=T+3
1230 PRINT
1240 PRINT"HOW MANY HOURS DO YOU SLEEP EACH DAY";
1250 INPUT A
1260 IF A <9 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 0 =";T:GOTO 1290
1270 IF A=9 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 4 =";T-4:T=T-4:GOTO 1290
1280 IF A= > 10 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 6 =";T-6:T=T-6
1290 PRINT:PRINT E$;
1300 INPUT A$
1310 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 1360
1315 PRINT
1320 PRINT"ADULTS THAT SLEEP TOO MUCH USE TOO MANY HOURS"
1330 PRINT"IN NONPHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND MAYBE UNHAPPY AND"
1340 PRINT"SLEEP AS AN ESCAPE OR MAYBE ILL. DEPRESSED"
1350 PRINT"PEOPLE HAVE SHORTER LIFE EXPECTANCIES."
1360 PRINT
1370 IFLEFT$(S$,l)="F"ANDA Y <=300RLEFT$(S$,l)="M"ANDAY
< =40GOT01490
1380 IF LEFT$(S$,l)="M" GOTO 1440
1390 PRINT"DO YOU HAVE A BREAST EXAMINATION AND PAP SMEAR"

1395PRINT"AT LEAST ONCEA YEAR";
1400 INPUT A$
1410 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+
0 =";T:GOTO 1420
1415 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2:T=T+2
1420 PRINT
1430 GOTO 1490
1440 PRINT"DO YOU HAVE A PHYSICAL AND PROCTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION"
1445 PRINT"AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR";
1450 INPUT A$
1460 IF LEFT$(A$,1)="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+
0 =";T:GOTO 1480
1470 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2:T=T+2
1480 PRINT
1490 GOSUB 3000
1500 PRINT" PART III
EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION"
1510 GOSUB 3000
1520 PRINT
1530 PRINT"STARTING FROM FIRST GRADE, WHAT ARE THE TOTAL"
1540 PRINT"NUMBER OF YEARS YOU ATTENDED SCHOOL";
1550 INPUT A
1560 IF A < 12 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 2 =";T-2:T=T-2:GOTO 1600
1570 IF A <14 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 0 =";T:GOTO 1600
1580 IF A <17 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 1 =";T+1:T=T+1:GOTO 1600
1590 IF A= > 17 THEN PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 3 =";T+3:T=T+3
1600 PRINT:PRINT E$;
1610 INPUT A$
1620 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N"GOTO 1650
1625 PRINT
1630 PRINT"ALTHOUGH ATTENDING SCHOOL DOES NOT MAKE YOU LIVE"
1640 PRINT"LONGER,MORE EDUCATION CORRELATES WITH INCREASED"
1642 PRINT"INCOME, OPPORTUNITY AND ACCESS TO BETTER HEALTH"
1645 PRINT"CARE."
1650 PRINT
1660 PRINT"IS YOUR OCCUPATION CLASSIFIED AS PROFESSIONAL";
1670 INPUT A$
1680 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 1730
1690 PRINT"ARE YOU A MUSICAN, ARCHITECT OR PHARMACIST";
1700 INPUT A$
1710 IF A$="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2:T=T+2:GOT01780
1720 PRINTTAB(10)T;"-1 =";T-1:T=T-1:GOTO 1780
1730 PRINT"DO YOU WORK IN RUGGED HEAVY WORK OR AS A COOK,"
1 735 PRINT" CHEF OR BAKER";
1740 INPUT A$
1750 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 1770
1760 PRINTTAB(10)T;"-2=";T-2:T=T-2:GOTO 1780
1770 PRINTTAB(10)T;"+0=";T
1 780 PRINT:PRINT E$;
I
1790 INPUT A$
1800 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 1880
1805 PRINT
1810 PRINT"PROFESSIONALS USUALLY LIVE LONGER EXCEPT MUSICIANS,"
1820 PRINT"ARCHITECTS AND PHARMACISTS. WHY THIS IS TRUE IS"
1830 PRINT"UNKNOWN AT THE PRESENT TIME. YOU HAVE A GREATER"
1840 PRINT"CHANCE OF BEING INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT IF YOU"
1850 PRINT"WORK AT RUGGED HEAVY LABOR. PEOPLE WHO WORK AT"
1860 PRINT"JOBS ASSOCIATED WITH OVEREATING ALSO HAVE A LOWER"
1870 PRINT"LIFE EXPECTANCY."
1880 PRINT
1890 PRINT"IS YOUR ANNUAL INCOME OVER $40,000";
1900 INPUT A$
2000 IFLEFT$(A$,1)="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"0 =";T:GOTO 2020
2010 PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 2 =";T-2:T=T-2
2020 PRINT:PRINT E$;
2030 INPUT A$
2040 IF LEFT$(A$,l)="N" GOTO 2070
2045 PRINT

2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2315
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2545
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2999
3000
OK

PRINT"PEOPLE WITH HIGHER INCOMES USUALLY EXPERIENCE MORE"
PRINT"STRESS EARNING THEM AND CONSUME MORE RICH FOOD."
PRINT
PRINT"IS YOUR JOB ACTIVE OR SEDENTARY"
INPUT A$
IF LEFT$(A$,1)="A"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 3 =";T+3:T=T+3:GOT02120
PRINTTAB(10)T;"- 3 =";T-3:T=T-3
PRINT
IF AY < 61 GOTO 2180
PRINT"ARE YOU STILL WORKING";:INPUT A$
IFLEFT$(A$,1)="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 0 =";T:GOTO 2170
PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 2 =";T+2:T=T+2
PRINT
GOSUB 3000
PRINT"PART IV
LIFESTYLE"
GOSUB 3000
PRINT
PRINT"DO YOU LIVE IN A RURAL OR AN URBAN AREA";
INPUT A$
IFLEFT$(A$,1)="R"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+
1 =";T+1:T=T+1:GOT02260
PRINTTAB(10)T;"-1 =";T-1:T=T-l
PRINT
PRINT"ARE YOU MARRIED OR LIVING WITH SOMEONE ON A"
PRINT"PERMANENT BASIS";
INPUT A$
IFLEFT$(A$,I)="Y"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+
3 =";T+3:T=T+3:GOT02360
A=AY-25
IF A < =0 THEN A=O:GOTO 2350
PRINT"HOW MANY OF THE PAST";A;"YEARS WERE YOU SINGLE";
INPUT A
A=A/I0
PRINTT AB(10)T;"-";A;"=";T=A :T=T-A
PRINT
PRINT"ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 3, HOW MUCH OF A CALM, PASSIVE"
PRINT"PERSON ARE YOU (3 IS THE MOST CALM)";
INPUT A
PRINTTAB(10)T;"+";A;"=";T+A:T=T+A
PRINT
PRINT"ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 5, HOW MUCH OF AN AGGRESSIVE,
PRINT"INTENSE AND COMPETITIVE PERSON ARE YOU (5 IS THE"
PRINT"MOST AGGRESSIVE, INTENSE AND/OR COMPETITIVE)";
INPUT A
PRINTTAB(10)T;"-";A;"=" ;T-A:T=T-A
PRINT
PRINT"DO YOU USE YOUR CAR'S SEAT BELTS AND FOLLOW SPEED"
PRINT"LIMITS REGULARLY";
INPUT A $
IFLEFT$(A$,1)="N"THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 0 =";T:GOTO 2530
PRINTTAB(10)T;"+ 1 =";T+1:T=T+l
PRINT
PRINT"ON THE FOLLOWING SCALE HOWWOULD YOU RATE YOURSELF?"
PRINT
PRINT"
HAPPY: 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 :UNHAPPY"
PRINTTAB(12);
INPUT A
IF A = >0 THENPRINTTAB(10)T;"+";A;"=";T+A:T=T+A:GOTO 2600
PRINTTAB(10)T;A;"=";T+A:T=T+A
PRINT:PRINT
GOSUB 3000
PRINT"
YOUR LIFE EXPECTANCY IS";T;"YEARS"
GOSUB 3000
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
END
FOR X=l TO 59:PRINT"-";:NEXT X:PRINT"-":RETURN
~
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to decide for yourself what
combine to make the best system for you.

it's
with
with
a 53-key

sockets are already included for
you). Or the heavy duty filtered
power supply and 75 CFM
cooling fan. Or the power switch
and cord on the rear panel. Or
the space available for a floppy
disk system. Or the expansion
capabilities on the back panel for
the addition of sockets.
You'll
receive
The
VERSATILE
CRT
fully

assembled
with
a 90-day
warranty, about 20 days after we
get your order. Or you can buy
one at your nearest dealer.
Dealers can have super fast delivery from stock to 20 days.
You'll also receive complete documentation
and
operating
manual. Total price for The
VERSATILE CRT is $699.95.
Dealer inquiries are welcomed.

Compact and Expandable, The VERSATILE CRT lets you do it your own way.

COMPUTER DATA SYSTEMS
5460 Fairmont Drive. Wilmington DE 19808
(302) 738 - 0933
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Photo 2. Layer two - parallel solenoid driver card.

Photo 1. Layer one - keyboard, UART, power supply.

R. W. Burhans
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Ohio University
Athens OH 45701

Consider a MITE Printer
• • •
A low-cost impact printer
(not dot matrix) is something
we've all been looking for. At
$276
the MITE-Expandor
may start showing up in a lot
of pleces:
Ralph makes several references to special forms for
use with the printer. Wehave
an upcoming article that will
discuss the different smallbusiness forms that are available for printers - John.

T

here is something satisfying about the noisy,
overworked,
ASR-33 TTY
machine as an input/output
device for microcomputer
systems. One aspect is high
rei iabi Iitv, well beyond its
recommended useful lifetime.
A similar but more compact
and much lower cost printer
with full aO-column width
has been in use as a portable
communications
terminal
(PORTACOMl, and also in
various
military airborne
RTTY systems. This is the
MITE printer made by the
MITE Corporation of New
38

alternative to the ASR-33
Haven CT. Previously, the
printer mechanism has only
been available to OEM users.
Recently, Expandor lnc.,
612 Beatty Road, Monroeville PA 15146, has made a
bare-bones version of the
model 123P MITE, along
with a parallel/solenoid driver
interface card available to
microcomputer users, all for
$276.
With this printer
mechanism,
a standard
ASR-33
keyboard
and a
UART serial adapter board, a
stand-alone printer can be

fabricated for a parts cost of
$375 or less. Such a serial
terminal unit is about as
noisy without any covers as
an ASR-33, but has the satisfying clunking noises of a
well-designed mechanical de·
vice that operates at standard
110 BPS rates. The MITE
printer is capable of printing
all 64 characters of the ASC II
dense sub-set on friction or
sprocket feed paper. Beautiful carbon copies can be obtained because the print drum
is located behind the paper
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Fig. 1. Expandor parallel interface board block diagram.

with a hammer mechanism
striking the ribbon in front
(see example of carbon copy
of printer output).
Layer one of the terminal
consists of a power supply, a
UART serial adapter board,
and a standard ASR-33 style
keyboard, all assembled on
the bottom frame of an old
portable typewriter case (see
Photo 1). Layer two is the
parallel/solenoid driver interface card, which is driven
from 5 V TTL but has a
built-in 110 V dc supply to
drive the solenoids on the
MITE 123P (see Photo 2).
Layer three is the printer
mechanism and paper transport (see Photo 3).
Theory of Operation
The printer is rugged and
operates on a closed loop
solenoid positioning system
which positions a set of six
solenoids for rotary motion
of a print drum and another
set of six for lateral drum
position. There are no return
springs for the solenoids; a
logic 0 and 1 are applied to

Photo 3. Layer three - MITE·Expandor printer mechanism.

solenoid
pairs for positive,
re I iable
print
head
positioning. Additional
solenoids
provide drum lock, character
advance, carriage return, line
feed, ribbon feed, and print
command.
The parallel interface card, designed
by Expandor Inc. (see Photo 2 and
Fig. 1) drives all the solenoids
from a standard ASCII 7 data
line and a key-pressed strobe
(see Fig. 2 for chart of ASCII
codes). The interface also has
a data ready
output.
The
strobe input can be jumpered
to print either on a positive
or negative-going
edge. The
ready
line output
can be
similarly strapped to provide
position
or negative
enable
signals to external devices if
desired.
The interface
card
requires 8 V raw dc at about
750 mA maximum, and has a
built-in
LM309K 5 V regulator. The solenoid power is
an additional
750 mA maximum, but obtained
directly
from rectified 110 V ac line
switched
through
isolating
dry-reed relays driven by the
5 V TTL parallel interface
card. The driver circuitry
is
inherently limited to 110 BPS
as in standard ASR-33 equipment.

Accessories

tions given for an ASR-33
TTY). The printer looks as if
it will give a lot of service time will tell. When it arrived
(about 3'h months late due to
some parts problems at Expandor,
which
are
now
solved).
the print
hammer
struck a bit too hard. How-

A
complete
(military
style)
mechanical
servrcinq
manual comes with the MITE
printer.
They
suggest
a
250-hour
or six-month oiling
and operational
inspection,
and a 1500-hour
overhaul
(similar to the recommenda-
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ever,
detailed
adjustment
methods given in the printer
manual allow the user to adjust
any
part
of
the
mechanism
by
carefully
following instructions.
The printer uses standard
B'h inch wide paper with
sprocket
hole punches every
'h inch. A pressure roller drive
is a standard feature allowing
use of 8 inch or narrower
strips of paper, including carbon
copies.
A pin-prick
adapter sprocket is also available from MITE. Expandor
does not say anything in their
literature about availability or
price of special oil and grease
mentioned
in the
MITE
serv ice manual, but they do
sell
extra
ribbons,
and
standard
paper
at about
1 ci per page in continuous
1000-page
gatefold,
sprocket-hole
packages.
We
store
100 sheets or so of
paper in a fiberboard expandable envelope
glued to the
typewriter
case top cover.
This feeds paper directly into
the printer with no difficulty.
Interface
The
serial
interface
adapter (Fig. 3 and Photo 1)
is straight out of Lancaster's
TVT Cookbook, but optical
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Fig. 2. Chart showing ASCII codes available on MITE printer.
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Fig. 4). We have tried up to
three carbon copies as might
be used in printing invoices
on rather thin paper. A problem with
carbon
copy
is
inserting the paper properly
for pressure
roll drive, to
avoid
jamming.
Specially
made carbon copy paper with
sprocket
holes
is available
from some business form and
office supply firms. Another
type
of
(more
expensive)
copy
paper is the impact
printing
type with the ink
already
imbedded
in the
paper.
A Few Problems

Photo 4. Checking out the UART and keyboard.

isolators were added for use
with the 20 mA current loop
ports of KI M in my system.
This prevents printer powerline noise from upsetting the
computer
or vice versa. The
only feature lacking is a paper
tape
reader
and
punch
common
to many ASR-33
units. However, the KIM and
many microcomputer
systems
have a cassette tape interface,
which serves just as well in
most appl ications.
The
MITE
printer
mechanism
sometimes
has
missed printing
a character,
particularly
after a CR LF and
the first column of the next
Iine is caught on the fly between
characters.
This also
happens
sometimes
with
ASR-33 . machines.
Another
problem we found with KI M
is that a failure to use the
reset and rubout commands
prior to using the terminal
often results in a few missed
characters
because
KIM has
not had a chance to exactly
match the speed of the external
clock
in the
UART
adapter
board.
Particularly,
this
happens
when
both
computer
and terminal
have
been turned on but are not
being used. So, it is a good
idea to always initial ize the
terminal with a fresh rubout
command
to KIM to take
care
of any
clock
drift
between uses of the terminal.
A synchronous
UART clock
derived from the KIM 1 MHz
40

crystal would probably
take
care of this problem in place
of using a simple 555 oscillator on the UART adapter
board.
Ribbons

and Forms

When a new ribbon is first
used, the print will be very
dark
and often
somewhat
blurred until the ribbon wears
off the fuzz on the printing
side. This may take 25 pages
or so of copy before the lines
become sharp. On the other
hand, this drum-behind-thepaper
method
has the advantage of always producing
very sharp carbon copies (see

KIM and Tiny BASIC: The
first model of the Expandor
parallel
interface
decoding
board was designed for terminal use without
paper tape
reader-punch.
The
rubout
command
for a conventional
ASR-33
keyboard
is not
uniquely
decoded
so that
operation
of
either
the
shifted
?/ key or RO both
produce a printed ? symbol.
This can be annoying
to
KIM-1 owners when RO is
used to initialize the serial
I/O port. The problem is that
either
all 6 or all 7 bits
produce a ? command. This is
also of concern in using Tiny
BASIC by Pittman, where the
pad
delay
character
is
normally all 1s RO. Location

X011 in Tiny BASIC should
be changed from a (hex)82 to
a (hex)02 for KI M with the
M ITE·Expandor
printer
terminal. The pad character then
becomes a nonprinted
null, or
all zeros.

Rubout-question

mark fix:

Professor
Hal Clock of Oh io
University
has suggested
a
hardware fix for the ruboutquestion
mark
problem
as
shown in Fig. 5. The control
I ine
for
all printing
is
inhibited
for bits 6 and 7,
preventing
printing
of a ?
symbol on operating the RO
key.
Expandor
is also
working
up a fix for those
users who need the RO key in
their system.

Cassettes

with

Tiny

BASIC: Another
fact of life
in using the terminal without
a tape-punch-reader
is in
saving BASIC programs. This
problem
is solved by using
zero page locations
0020 to
0023 where the low and high
address of the memory locations
used in a particular
BASIC program
are found.
These
locations
may
be
entered in the KI M tape cassette dump routine to preserve the program, along with
saving locations 0020 through
0027 to preserve the program
status.
Parity error character: The
printed - character for parity
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Fig. 3. Partial wiring diagram of serial interface adapter board (also seePhoto 1).

SERIAL
DATA
INPUT

error is on the MITE printer
drum, but not accessible from
the parallel interface because
this is printed for an ASC II
0100000, which is decoded as
a space
with
printing
inhibited. A decoding fix
would have to be devised for
those who wish to use this
character with an added 8-bit
pari tv error system.
Printer clock: When the
printer first arrived, the 555
clock part of the parallel card
was set for 97 Hz. There was
no discussion in the early
manual of this, and I had to
puzzle over the circuit diagram furnished to figure out
that the trimpot on the interface board had to be adjusted
to match the speed of the
UART in my serial adapter
board. The interface is capable of operating from about
95 Hz to 115 Hz, corresponding to 9.5 to 11.5
characters per second, with
10 characters per second or a
100 Hz internal clock recommended. Thus, one should set
his
UART clock for a
nominal 1760Hzor16x110
for a normal 110 baud, 10
character per second input
rate, and the printer interface
card clock should be set at
about 100 Hz.
Hardware
Failures: A
major problem I had with the
interface was an early failure
of the dry reed relay armature for the space or character advance relay. This
created all sorts of problems
in blowing fuses on the interface card. Fortunately, fuses
are installed on the interface
card to protect against these
catastrophic failures. The relay armature is sealed in a
glass tube that had been
soldered in place under tension. When it failed, the glass
popped up to reduce the tension caused by poor assembly
or a board-warp problem.
Military and airborne hardware manufacturers
always
assemble boards with these
reed relays by heating both
ends of the relay mount
s i m ultaneously,
such that
they cool in place when the
solder solidifies with a uniform position and no tension

THIS IS A SAI"PLE OF THE ~ITE
(WI TH ONE CARBON COPy)

123P PRINTER

OUTPUT

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD CO~PUTERS
TO SHAPE UP ••••••• • •••• ••••••••••••••••••
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOGS RACK 1234567890
TIMES ••••• ••••••••
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789~
(80 COLUMNS)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ12345678901"N$%&'()*=:-+-[\+;,J<>?/
(ASG I I 64 CHARAG TER SET.!:)
R. W. BURHANS

(PARTICULARLY

6/20177

••

NOTE SHARPNESS

OF CARBON
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displacement tendency.
There are 18 relays on the
Expandor interface board. It
turns out there is an extra
one, originally intended for
the ribbon feed solenoid. But
the board design had been
slightly changed by Expandor
in this first model, so that the
space command and ribbon
feed are operated from the
same relay, as suggested in

D £0[:::::'
IC9-13

(ADDED

7400)

IC17-9

Fig. 5. Modification of Expander parallel interface board for? fix.
Break line from pin 6 of IC4 (J?7400) going to ICt7 etc. but not to
IC5. Substitute above with 07, 06 obtained from 7475 latch. Also
necessary to break clear of 7474 delay shift registers IC9, 10 and clear
with this same signal. This mod prevents printing of any character with
both 06 and 07 bits on (circuit suggested by Hal Clock, Ohio
University).

(Program first published
in Byte, Vol. 2, No.4, April 1977,
Richard Rosner, euthor.)

10 INPUT X
20 LIST1000,1010
301FX=1GOT0100
401FX=2GOT0200
501FX=3GOT0300
100 END
200 INPUT T,V
205 X=T
210 PR"X","Y"
215 PR "- - - -" ,"- - - -"

220
230
240
250
270
290
300
310

GOSUB1000
PRX,Y
X=X+5*V
IFX < T+55*VGOT0220
IFY < OGOT0490
END
INPUT T,V,U,W
PR

320 PR"

Y

=" U

"" "" U+25*W

'."!.

"" "" U+50*W

.

.

330PR"","!
".
'!
340 PR"
X=
---------------------- ----- ----- ----- -------- ---350 X=T
360 GOSUB1000
365 Y=(Y-U+W/2)/W
370 IFY <OGOT0490
375IFY=OGOT0500
380 PR"
"·X "1"·
390 IFY < =50GOT0430
400 PR
410 GOT0510
430 Y=Y-1
440IFY=OGOT0470
450 PR"

":

460 GOT0430
470 PR"+"
480 GOT0510
490 PR"

";X,"

<.»

495 GOT0510
500 PR"
";X,"+"
510 X=X+V
520 IFX < T+51 *VGOT0360
590 END
1000 REM THE EQUATION TO BE PLOTTED IS
1010 Y=X*X*X/10
1999 RETURN
Program A. Tiny BASIC plotting program.
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the MITE mechanical
service
manual. Anyway, I ended up
substituting
the
unused
ribbon
relay to drive the
space and ribbon solenoids in
parallel.
However,
this
created
a new problem
in
cross talk back to the print
strobe lines, which are close
to this extra relay. This was
cured by adding a .01uF low
pass filter capacitor from pin
J6 to ground
(the jumper
connection
for reversing the
strobe
input)
on the
Expandor board. I spent a frustrating
weekend
during the
midwest
heat waite in July
(around the time of the New
York blackout
of 1977) debugging this noise problem. I
was ready to chuck the whole
mess, but cooled
down to
realize
that
this was Expandor's
first
cut,
and
actually the problem is relatively minor. Expandor
has
since changed
board design,
and now also has available a
complete
serial
interface
board unit that should have
no problems compared to my
kludge of home brew hardware.
Summary
In general,
I have been
very
pleased
with
this
terminal
system. The printer
is at least as rugged as an
ASR-33,
and the interface
card made by Expandor
Inc.
appears to work reasonably
well.
The
limitations
are
mostly in my particular keyboard-serial adapter-computer
system and not in the basic
printer mechanism. The speed
limitation, compared to more
modern
(and usually
more
expensive)
printers,
is probably an advantage
for those
of us who have not graduated
beyond the $4K stage. The
sound level might be objectionable to some, but this can
be reduced
with a suitable
cover.
Expandor
sells
a
molded plastic cover that fits
directly over the printer for
an additional
$29.95.
This
provides
a much
quieter
machine
with a more contemporary
look, compared to
the antique appearance of my
assembly. 42
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Sample run of Program A.
(My example using Rosner's pr oqrarn.)

.., CENTRALAB MONOPANEL KEYBOARDS

The TOUCH Switch System •••

•.•
Now available from'
Centralab Distributors
You'll meet keyboard requirements
faster, easier and at surprisingly low
cost with MONOPAN EL - Centralab's
touch-sensitive keyboards. They help
solve design problems, simplify and
reduce cost in assembly and production and give your product a competitive edge in' appearance, design and
function. And now, 16 standard keyboards are in stock for immediate delivery from Centralab Distributors.
Don't confuse MONOPANEL with
other keyboards. Even though they're
priced about the same, MONOPAN EL
keyboards are superior in construction, reliability, quality and value. First
of all, they're backed by Centralab's
more than half-century of experience
in switch manufacturing. They're 100%
tested. They're tough - designed for
long, trouble-free life; have no mechanical parts to wear out. And they've
been proven in use. The basic Monopanel key switch has undergone more
than 70,000,000 switching cycles
without failure.
Your Centralab Distributor can furnish
16 standard keyboards. Select from 12
or 16 positions; with alpha-numeric or
Ceramic capacitors

e Filters.

telephone format numeric nomenclature; white or black bezel; with or without mounting flange. All units have
.025" square terminals that are suitable for solder, wirewrapped or plugon quick connects. One side common
or X-Y switch interconnections are
available.
For complete product and price information contact your Centralab
Distributor. Or, for the name of your
distributor, call Centralab Distributor
Products, Milwaukee (414)228-2911.

Products you need
from people who care.
DISTRIBUTOR

PRODUCTS

CENTRALAB
Electronics Division
GLOBE-UNION INC.
5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN 53201

Thick Film Circuits • Switches.

To Give You Long-Life,
Trouble-Free Keyboards.
MONOPANEL is a thin, light,
flat, front panel subassembly
with micro - motion touch
switches already mounted and
interconnected. Each MONOPANEL is a multilayer assembly containing (A) a flexible,
tough, moisture proof polyester
membrane with graphics and
flexible conductors screened
upon the rear surface; (B) a thin
spacer with holes for each
switch provides an .007" airgap; (e) a circuit board with
switch circuits on its face, joined by plated through-holes to
interconnections on its back.
The basic switch closure is momentary, normally open. Light
touch pressure (2 oz. typical)
on the smooth, flexible front
panel closes the contact. Releasing pressure allows the
front panel membrane to return, opening the contact.

C52 ••••
----------

Potentiometers.

Trimmer Resistors

__

••••

Tired of
Substituting Chips?

. .. probe your problems

Pat O'Connor
6315 W. Raven
Chicago IL 60646

The logic probe in use. The clips are attached to Vcc and ground for the circuit being tested.
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This looks like one of those
fun projects we all enjoy. Pat
pointed out after the article
was finished that the probe
could also be used as a signal
injector by putting a shorting
switch across the 1k resistor.
- John.

- '.Fill
.4ii1"

,--~

F

or less than $5 you can
build a test instrument
that can tell you "everything
you ever wanted
to know
about
integrated
logic, but
were too discreet to ask."
What can you build for
. less than five bucks? You can
build a logic probe, which is a
test instrument
capable
of
identifying
loqic
levels
at
various test points in your
circuit, and works with TTL
logic devices and the TTLcompatible
signals available
from most microprocessors.
You will need to know a little
about what the logic probe is
supposed to do, how the circuit we use will make these
things happen, how to build
the probe, and how to use the
probe when it is completed.
What Does It Do?
A digital logic probe is a
device
designed
to display
(usually
by lighting
lamps)

.-,4~t,_-

Components for making the TTL Tri-state logic probe. The ICs are shown with their leads already folded,
prepared for the mounting of parts.

the logic level of a point in a
circuit.
One lamp could be
used to represent
the high
logic level, and another
to
represent the low. In a minimum circuit, all you need is
two lamps, some drive power
to light them, and a circuit
that can tell the difference
between high and low for the
type of logic under test.
The most straightforward
way to get these requirements
for a TTL logic circuit would
be to drive the lamps from a
circuit which is made of TTL

+5V SUPPLY

VOLTAGE

loon

0, bAND
cARE
HEX-INVERTER
PROBE

-

r:- pm,

1/2

tc

OF A 7404

logic devices themselves (Fig.
1). The problem of being able
to discriminate
between
a
logic level 1 and a logic level
is solved, because the input
is a TTL gate; the drive-power
requirement
is taken care of
because any low TTL output
is capable of sinking enough
current
into
the
circuit
ground
to
light
a lightemitting diode (LED) at very
nearly
its
maximum
bri ghtness.

o

Theory

of Operation

The circuit of Fig. 1 contains three inverters.
When
the input of each inverter is
high, its output
is low, and
vice versa.
Each LED can
light only if its cathode
is
more negative than its anode
by a voltage of about +1.8 V.
The high and low output

levels from the TTL inverters
are about +3.8 V and zero
volts, respectively.
In the circuit, the anodes
of the LEDs are attached
through a 100k resistor to +5
V, and it is the cathode voltage that determines
whether
the diodes will light or not.
When the output
of an inverter
is attached
to the
cathode
of the LED, a low
level will light the LED and a
high level will turn it off. The
low level is near zero, so it is
almost 5 V lower than the +5
V supply. This is enough voltage to Iight the diode. The
high level is only 1.2 V lower
than the +5 V supply, and is
not enough to light a diode
attached to the output. Gate
a will be low at its output
when "the probe tip contacts a
high logic level, and LED 1

TIP

Fig. 1. A minimum logic probe circuit.

+51/ SUPPLY

1.6K

VOLTAGE

usn

4"

Fig. 2. Internal schematic of a TTL inverter.

The fiber pen has been opened, cleaned out, sawed off and pu t together
with a logic probe inside. The cap was retained as a protective cover for
the probe tip.
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will light. Gates band c invert
the signal twice; the output
of c is high when the probe
tip contacts a high logic level,
and LED 0 will be off. By
similar reasoning, you will get
the LED 0 lamp to light and
the LE D 1 lamp to go out
when the probe tip contacts a
low logic level. Since TTL
gates respond
to an input

tip may touch a point which
is neither a high logic level
nor a low logic level. What
will happen?
Let's examine
the input of the TTL gate to
see what happens when the
probe tip does not contact
anything (Fig. 2).
The transistor Q1 is unable
to conduct
current when its
emitter (the input) is discon-

TTL input. The circuit reacts
to a disconnected
input in the
same way as it would to a
high logic level at its input.
This means that the logic
probe will be reading 1 when
nothing
is connected
to its
input. We say that the TTL
input is "floating."
While this
is normal behavior for TTL
gates, is it desirable
in our

Another housing for the logic probe. Although it is a tight squeeze, the components can be assembled in a
package which fits into the barrel of a Bic four-color pen. There's even some room left over at the end of the
barrel.

voltage above +2 V as a high
logic level, any voltage above
a threshold of +2 V should be
displayed
as a logic 1, and
any voltage below that value
should be displayed as a logic
O. As a result, we get a
reading in which LED 1 is lit
when the probe contacts
a
high, and LED 0 is lit when
the probe
contacts
a low.
Apparently,
it would seem
that th is ci rcu it satisfies the
needs of a logic probe.
Unfortunately,
there is a
third possibility.
The probe

nected
from
any contact.
That transistor
is also unable
to conduct any current when
its input is attached to a high
logic level, because the supply
voltage is also a high logic
level and current has no direction to go in. When the input
is low current
can flow
through
the
transistor
between the supply and the
ground (the low logic level).
This leads us to the conclusion that a high logic level
and
a disconnected
input
cannot
be told apart by the
.5V

logic probe?
A less-than-minimal
logic
probe should have a display
which tells the observer if it is
making contact with a floating condition.
You should be
able to see a third readout
when the logic probe is not
touching anything.
In Fig. 3 the inputs to the
TTL gates, which are floating
high, are pulled down periodically
by the square
wave
generator
through
the
1k
resistor. This causes the LEDs
to alternate
at the square
wave frequency.
If the frequency
is fast enough,
the

LEDs will appear to be lit
simultaneously,
but
at
a
lower brightness than before.
The 1 k resistor was carefu lIy
chosen so that the lower portion
of the
square
wave
would be barely enough to
pull the floating gate inputs
below their +2 V threshold.
If
the probe tip is touched to a"
legitimate
logic 1 in the circuit under test, it will also be
pulled down periodically,
but.
not far enough to go below
the +2 V threshold. Similarly,
when the probe tip touches a
logic 0, the high portion of
the square wave will pull the
signal up a Iittle, but not
enough to go over the +2 V
threshold
and be interpreted
as a logic 1. Another way to
look at th is is to say that the
square wave generator and 1k
resistor put out enough current to drive the two inverters
inside the probe,
but not
enough to drive three TTL
devices, the two in the probe
and the one in the external
circuit. We can say that the
generator
has a fan-out of
two, but not three.
Our logic probe can now
indicate three different conditions: LED 1 on indicates a
high logic level, LED 0 indicates a low, and both LEDs
on at a lower brightness indicates that the probe is not
connected
to
anything.
Actually, the third indication
may also show a circuit test
point where there is a very
high impedance
between the
test point and either Vcc or
ground. This condition
exists
in a family of logic known as
Tri-state
logic, and is called
"floating the outputs."
Since
the probe tip is effectively
disconnected
from the rest of
the circuit by the high imped-

ioon

PROBE TIP

Q-TO-5V

'--------.v.-------4

~~~~RE
GENERATOR

Fig. 3. A Tri-state logic probe circuit.
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Fig. 4. Complete schematic and parts list for the logic probe.

ance of the output, this state
will also be indicated by both
LEDs
on
at
diminished
brightness.
Construction
Fig. 4 shows the complete
schematic of the logic probe,
including pin numbers for the
ICs and values for the other
components.
The
only
component
whose
value is
critical to the circuit is the 1 k
resistor.
The other cornponents can be varied somewhat
without
significantly
altering
circuit performance.
The 10k,
100k and the capacitor deter·
mine the frequency and duty
cycle (percent
of the time
during which the waveform is
high) of the square wave generator.
In general, the smaller the
value of these components,
the faster the frequency.
To
keep the duty cycle at about
50%, so that both LEDs are
equally
bright
in the high
impedance
state, R2 should
be at least ten times as large
as R 1. The 100k resistor used
as a pull-up for the LEDs may
be smaller or larger without
significantly
altering
the
brightness
of these lamps. A
value of 68k would be about
the lower limit, though, for
the safety of the driving logic.
Of course, you can construct the probe in any way
you choose, but if you would
Iike to make as compact
a
package as the ones shown in
the
photos,
some
special
tricks will be needed. Rather
than
using PC connection,
direct
point-to-point
wiring
to the IC can shrink package
size to dimensions
that will
fit into a large ballpoint pen
barrel (such as a Bic 4-color
pen).

14

13

12

II

10

LED 1

LEDO

Condition Indicated

OFF
OFF
ON
ON*
ON"

OFF
ON
OFF
ON*
OFF

ON

OFF

Insufficient Vcc' no Vcc or internal short.
Low logic-state.
High logic-state.
Floating or high-impedance, or no contact.
Input, floating high (TIll.
(If you can't tell this from a high-logicstate indication, don't worry)
When not touching any test-point, this is
an indication of excessiveVccWhen not touching any test-point,
a weak logic-1 or loqic-O indicates
insufficient Vcc-

OFF

ON"
or

ON"

OFF

*weak or dim LED indicator.
Table 1. Indications which can be read from the logic probe.

Part
of
the
scheme
depicted
in Fig. 5 includes
folding the IC leads over the
DI P package. The 7404 hex
inverter
and the 555 timer
(square
wave
generator)
should be epoxyed
together
for anchoring
and unused
pins on both ICs cut off. The
pin (whatever is handy for a
probe tip point) should be
secured to the front of the
package. I drilled a small hole
(a millimeter
or so) in the
front of the DIP to accept the
end of the pin before epoxying it in place.
Folding the IC leads over
the top and bottom
of the
packages as shown in Fig. 5
prepares
the
probe
for
mounting
LE Ds, resistors and
the capacitor.
Fig. 6 shows
the placement
of these parts
on
the
package.
A lowwattage
soldering
iron tip
should be used to solder each
component
to its lead, as
indicated in the diagram. Add
the wires with the alligator
clips after
all components
have been mounted,
and the
probe is ready to test.
Checkout
The positive clip (normally
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Fig_5. Diagram for folding IC leads.

Fig. 6. How to mount components on the IC leads.

attached to Vcc in the circuit
being
tested)
should
be
clipped onto a +5 V terminal,
and the ground clip to the
ground
terminal
of a de
power supply. When power is
turned on, both lamps should
light. Bring the probe tip into
contact with the + terminal.
The LED 1 lamp should get
brighter, and the LED 0 lamp
should go out. Now, bring the
probe tip over to the ground
terminal
and make contact.
The LED 0 lamp should light
and the LED 1 lamp go out.
Breaking contact with either
terminal
should
resu It in a
readout with both lamps lit.
Edge the voltage up sl ightly
(to 6 or 7 volts). The probe,
still not touching
anything,
should
switch to a logic 1
indication.
This is an indication of excessive Vcc. If your
probe
has been doing this
anyway,
when not attached
to 1 or 0, the 1 k resistor may
be slightly off, or the 555
timer may be malfunctioning.
In Conclusion

_ ..

If everything
went
as
described above, the probe is
finished, except for mounting

in its case. This will depend
on your choice of housing, so
I won't attempt
to give any
directions
here.
You
now
have
a test
instrument
capable of showing logic 1,
logic 0 and open-collector
or
floating
(Tri-state)
logic
conditions.
Table
1 is included to show what indications are possible using the
probe.
There
is actually
a
fairly large number of things
that can be "seen"
by the
probe
in a circuit
being
tested, some of which do not
even involve touching a probe
tip to a pin. Clipping
the
probe to Vcc and ground in
the circuit being tested, and
touching the tip to a foil or
IC pin to see what is at that
point, is a complete description of the testing procedure.
As a super-cheap version TTL
tester,
this circuit
doesn't
include the little niceties like
pulse-stretching
short glitch
pulses, or detecting
high frequency
pulse-trains,
but it
can still be remarkably useful
in checking out the action of
almost any TTL, DTL, RTL
or other family of logic with
positive-logic signals. 47
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from page 23

efficient the coding is. Lines
20 to 40 form the repeating
or iterative calculation. The
GRADEs are read one by
one from the supplied data,
and a running total is kept
in SUM. COUNT keeps
track of the total number of
grades read. The -1 is used
to mark the end of data
(grades) and trigger the final
averaging.
Though only
three variables are used, the
number of grades in a given
averaging is not limited to a
fixed value. In addition, the
DATA statements can be
easily viewed for accuracy
and necessary corrections
made before running the
program. In short, the itera ti ve scheme is highly
advantageous. Our friend
was convinced. His first
thought now when faced
with a programming problem is how to solve it by
"going round in circles"
that is, by iteration.
Address any comments
or suggestions you might
have to:
BASIC Forum
Dick Whipple
P.O. Box 7082
Tyler TX 75711
Next: More about iterative
programming.

KIM

FORUM
from page 17

for $99, with full documentation.

IIISE~LS~~®
ELECTRONICS, INC.
BOX 11651, KNOXVILLE, TN. 37919
TELEPHONE NO. 615/693-8655
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A Confession
have never claimed to
be objective about KIM; she
was my first microprocessor
love, and I can't seem to
leave her. After a three-

month absence from MOS
Technology, I have rejoined
them, and will continue to
manage the KIM program
for MOS. This is great for
me, since I no longer have
to feel guilty spending
business time talking to
people about KIM - it's my
job! If you feel that this
represents a conflict of
interest, write to John and
he can fire me!
If you have questions or
comments on KIM, you can
contact me at MOS Technology, 215-666-7950.
KIM Forum
c/o Rick Simpson
314 Second Ave.
Haddon Heights NJ 08035

from page 14

sults.
"At
different
times,
then, a given program is
both 'source' and 'object,'
both a writing and a mechanical tool or machine
part. Printed instructions
tell how to do; programs tell
how and do."
Hersey goes on to offer a
social comment based on his
objections to the use of the
Copyright Law to protect
software. He writes, "Progress is progress, and we can
guess that we must have all
these products of human
ingenuity in order to keep
one jump ahead of entropy.
But a definite danger to the
quality of life comes with a
blurring and merging of
human and mechanical communica tion."
Hersey concludes that
the solution is a proposed
"Computer Software Protection Act." Although it
differs from the copyright
approach, Hersey's proposal
seems to me to offer the
same rights to the owner of
software as the Copyright
Law. Those rights raise
some philosophical questions in and of themselves.
"Copying" is the exclusive right of the copyright owner. When is a com-

puter
program
copied?
When it is loaded into core
or when it is dumped onto a
blank cassette?
The software subcommittee believes that the inputting of a program creates
a copy. It is, after all, "the
fixation of a work in a
tangible medium of expression." The repercussions of
that conclusion are obvious.
Without new statutes, the
inputting of a rightfully possessed copy of a program
would be an infringement of
the copyright. Therefore,
the report recommends that
a section be added to the
Copyright Law that provides that the rightful possesser of a copy of a computer program may make
another copy by inputting
the program into the computer. It would also provide
that a user may prepare a
copy
for
storage
as
insurance against loss in the
event of the destruction of
the
copy
rightfully
acquired.
Another exclusive right
of a copyright owner is control over the preparation of
a derivative work. The conversion of a program from
one computer language to
another would amount to
the preparation of a derivative work. That is the law
when you translate a book
from English to French
(read BASIC for English,
COBOL for French?). To be
frank, that doesn't sit well
with me. But then, I went
to business school because I
couldn't cope with foreign
languages.
The philosophical questions are fascinating. But
the bottom line is how do
you stop the pirate from
copying valuable software. I
don't think you can on a
hobby level. But is the problem that serious on a hobby
level?
The
recording
ind ustry
has
survived,
friends tape recording each
other's
records notwithstanding. What has to be
prevented is the black market mass reproduction situation. That is a police problem. The best laws in the
world can't find the pirates,
only label them as such.
Unfortunately
for the
programmer, the nature of
the software beast is such

that it is difficult to enforce
the owner's rights. This
state of the art brings to my
mind a classic scene in the
movie,
The
Graduate.
During his graduation party,
a friend of the family takes
the graduate, Dustin Hoffman, out to the patio and
utters the one word that is
supposed to guarantee his
future success; "Plastics!"
That was in the sixties. I say
the word today is "Hardware," at least until someone
in ven ts a cloning
machine.

from page 21
before I've read through the
whole thing at least once.
Tonight, though, I stopped
cold after finishing Dr.
Hirschmann's Altair powersupply article (Kilobaud,
August 1977, pp. 50-54).
I could wax eloquently
about the careful detail, the
illustrations,
the handholding instruction. Instead,
I think I'll go back and read
Hirschmann's article again.
Suffice it to say it's the
best power-supply construction article I've seen anywhere. Anywhere! Can we
have some more stuff from
Dr. Hirschmann?
Now, let's see, where was
I? Ah, yes, "For every
Ampere of current drawn,
your filter capacitor should
have 8000 uF .... "
J. Tom Badgett
Bluefield WV 24701

... More Comments ...
On page 50 of the
August 1977 issue of K ilobaud you have a very fine
article entitled "Heavy Duty
Altair Power Supply."
Credit is given to the
Southern California Computer Society and to the
Mijobe Corporation for this
design. I take issue with this
credit. Vector Graphic, Inc.,

COMPLETE
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
FOR YOUR ALTAIR/IMSAI
$699
That's right, complete.
The North Star MICRO·D ISK SYSTEMTM uses the Shugart
minifloppy ™ disk drive. The controller is an S·100 cornpatible PC board with on-board PROM for bootstrap load. It
can control up to three drives, either with or without
interrupts. No DMA is required.
No system is complete without software: we provide the
PROM bootstrap, a file-oriented disk operating system (2k
bytes), and our powerful extended BASIC with sequential
and random disk file accessing (10k bytes).
Each 5" diameter diskette has 90k data byte capacity.
BASIC loads in less than 2 seconds. The drive itself can be
mounted inside your computer, and use your existing power
supply (.9 amp at 5V and 1.6 amp at 12V maxl. Or, if you
prefer, we offer a power supply ($39) and enclosure ($39).
Sound unbelievable? See the North Star MICRO-DISK
SYSTEM at your local computer store. For a high-performance
BASIC computing system, all you need is an 8080 or Z80
computer, 16k of memory, a terminal, and the North Star
MICRO-DISK SYSTEM. For additional performance, obtain
up to a factor of ten increase in BASIC execution speed by
also ordering the North Star hardware Floating Point Board
(FPB-A). Use of the FPB-A also saves about 1k of memory by
eliminating software arithmetic routines.
Included: North Star controller kit (highest quality PC
board and components, sockets for all IC's, and power regulation for one drive], SA-400 drive (assembled and tested).
cabling and connectors, 2 diskettes (one containing file DOS
and BASIC), complete hardware and software documentation,
and U.S. shipping.
MICRO-DISK SYSTEM
(ASSEMBLED)
ADDITIONAL DRIVES
DISKETTES
FPB·A
(ASSEMBLED)

$699
$799
$425 ea.
$4.50 ea.
$359
$499

To
place
order,
send
check, money
order or
SA or MCcard #with expo
date and signature. Uncertified
checks require
6
weeks processing.
Calif.
residents add sales tax.
N9

continued on page 51
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of Westlake Village CA, has
had this EXACT design incorporated
in their
VECTOR I and VECTOR
I + since their inception.
The
complete
power
supply is available direct or
from local computer stores
at a cost of $60. The transformer (Model VGI-I-022)
is available for $30.
As owners of' two fine
Vector Graphic machines,
we feel that credit should be
given where credit is due.
Ed Hall
James Chochos, Jr.
Redwood City CA 94063

... And a Reply:
Well, thank

you,

Tom

the Mijobe Corporation at
the instigation
of Chris
Marshall.
Chris was a
member of SCCS and made
these transformers available
only to fellow members
through group purchase.
The
design
was first
delivered in February or
March of 1976, and it
differed
from
the one
described in my article only
in that it had two, rather
than three, primary taps.
Along with the transformer
went a suggested circuit
diagram, and this served as
the basis for Fig. 1 of my
article. My parts values are
different in some cases, but
the basic circuit is the same.
I would also point out that
the circuit is a very common
one that is not owned by
anyone.
The circuit of Fig. 2 is
another story. I came up
with it on my own but
would be surprised if no one
else has thought of it before
me. I might point out that a
variation of this circuit will

Example 1.

Badgett, foryour fine letter.
I hadn't written a technical
article before this one, and I
was amazed at all the fun I
had doing it. With encouragement such as yours,
I'll probably write some
more. Thanks again.
Now, about giving credit
where credit is due. My impression is that
Vector
Graphic
(VG hereafter)
might more appropriately
give credit to SCCS. Let me
explain by giving a brief
history of how the SCCS
and the VG transformers
came about. The original
SCCS transformer was designed and manufactured by

let you get both +8 and +16
V from the same winding.
You do this by connecting
terminals 8 and 10 to the ac
terminals of a full-wave
bridge rectifier. The negative terminal is grounded,
and the positive lead of the
bridge gives you +16, while
terminal 9 of the transformer will give you +8 V.
The diagram is shown in
Example 1.
In order to set the record
straight, let me say that the
new sees transformer is
not the same as the VG
unit. The turns ratios, temperature ratings and stack
sizes are different,
even

though they are made by
the same manufacturer. As
might be expected, even the
other parts used in the full
kits are different. I haven't
checked all parts, but I
know the voltage rating for
C1 is at least 12 V in the
kits supplied by Mijobe,
whereas it is 10 V for those
supplied by VG. I hope that
will clear the air and explain
who owes credit to whom.
Rudolf Hirschmann
Pacific Palisades CA

The Home Environment A Practical Approach
I believe a major piece of
hardware has not yet happened that would make
microcomputers
very
realistic in controlling the
home. This would be a device through which a computer could turn ac power
on and off to selected outlets throughout the home. It
would seem to require two
parts.
First,
a frequency
synthesizer, controlled by
the computer, with the frequencies
transmitted
throughout the home over
existing ac lines in a'fashion
similar to that used by
"wireless" intercoms.
Second would be small
plug-in 'units that would
"listen" to the ac line for a
particular frequency. When
that frequency is "heard,"
an ac outlet on this plug-in
unit would be switched on
or off. Such a device was
d e s c r i b ed
by
Leslie
Solomon in Popular Electronics (Aug. '77) using the
567 phase-locked loop as its
basis.
The frequency synthesizer could be produced
either by hardware or software in the computer; perhaps a music-synthesis program could be modified.
The plug-in units would
have to be small (the size of
a cube tap), physically
rugged, cheap ($3) and tunable to any frequency put
out
by the frequency
synthesizer.
This would be a basic
step toward more advanced
control of the home, by
immediately
providing

lighting control and the
energy conservation that
would go along with it.
More advanced applications
would require the two-way
transmission of data between home peripheral and
computer - possibly by
serially transmitting touchtone octal over the ac line.
The use of touch-tone
would make ham and telephone control of the home
and computer possible also.
A thermostat, for example,
could periodically transmit
the temperature at its location to the computer, which
could respond by switching
on or off heating or cooling
elements. This way, the
computer could control the
temperature in individual
rooms, water heaters, ovens,
freezers, fire alarms, etc.
Robert Suding has been
publicizing this basic theme
of computer home control
at
several
computer
hobbyist conventions, but
has not caught on to the
idea of using the ac line to
interconnect the computer
with the peripheral. Instead,
he would rather install separate wiring throughout the
home - often impractical in
older homes. Interconnections through ac lines proVide the ideal method of
home
control in older
homes.
I am afraid that creation
of this type of device could
produce yet another language jn the Babel of baud
rates, syncs, buses, Kansas
Cities, FSKs, etc., that now
is going on with tape cassettes. Home control is so
practical that it could sell
"computers for the masses"
(subject of John Craig's
August editorial) by itself. I
believe that someone, perhaps Kilobaud
magazine,
should sit down with some
engineers, radio amateurs,
computer hobbyists, hobby
computer
manufacturers
and housewives to devise a
system that can perform
home control; but more important, to standardize the
"quantitative details," the
baud rates and the syncs.
This would provide for
better
interchange
of
systems when home control
is made a reality.
Mark Fearon
Barberton OH 44203
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The perfboard

version of the circuit is mounted

in the author's PR-40.

Stretch
Those Characters
• • •

Lytle Johnson
8951 W. 46th Place
Wheat Ridge CO 80033

B

ack in the old days of
my 8008 system with
limited software and an excellent ROM monitor, handwritten hard copy was tolerable. But a new Digital Group
Z-80 with lots of nice software
(assembler,
disas-.
sembler, text editor, BASI C,
etc.) made machine-generated
hard copy virtually indispensable.
The SWTP PR-40 was
chosen because it did what I
needed for a reasonable price
52

mods for the SWTP PR- 40

($250). Delivery time was
three weeks, and two evenings were required to assemble it. Construction was
strai ghtforward, and the prepunched chassis and good
quality P.C board more than
made up for the lack of IC
sockets (I put in my own).
Basically the unit is a
seven-element solenoid-driven
dot generator which prints
5x7 dot-matrix ASCII characters one column at a time.
The solenoid head moves
across the full width of the
paper for each revolution of a
piastic cyl inder with a hel ical
groove.
Thus
an entire
40-character line is printed

ADDED

CIRCUITRY:

r-----------------------,
ic rz - 8 D-'O"'A"'TA"-"-"N-'O'--rc

-"f

rc

12- Ir D--"-"""--"'--''------'<-j'2

1 C 12 - 12

D--"""-"--"'--''------'-'j

tc 12 - 4

D-"""-"--"'--''------....,

18' 7474

IC19'7430

rc 20, 7400
_."'1

I C12- I

rc

15- I

Fig. 1. Schematic of the double-width
SWTP PR-40 printer.

character modification

to the

add-on. Note that the PC
board trace between pin 8, IC
88 and pin 14, IC 4, must be
cut. An OK hand wirewrap tool was used. It is a
very versatile and easy-to-use
gadget with no moving parts
to wear out.

COMMAND=

*2-80
COI'fMANC'=H
COI'IMAND=5
STACIC'R=0618
NCtAC'C'R=0628
STAt'C'R=
0618 F5
0619 C5
961Ft 47
.!
961B CIB 0·...
061D E6 01
061F 28 FA
9621 78
0622 F6 80
0624 03 02
0626 E6 7F
e62i"1b CIS 02
062A F6 80
062C 03 02
362E C1
06.!"'F Fl
&'l0 C9

RETURN

D I ~AS~Et·1E:LER:+C

Some typical output from
the printer is shown in Fig. 2.
The print intensity control
was turned to approximately
midway for these examples,
although I normally run mine
at the lightest setting to avoid
heating the solenoids. Less
heat = longer life = less cost,
although the printer seems to
be built very simply and reliably.

PUSH AF
PUSH Be
LD
BIA

IN
JR

ANC'
LC'

OR

arr

AND
OUT

OR

02
01
ZFA
AI B

*061B*

S0

0'-'.!
7F

02
8a

OUT

0"2

POP
RET

AF

POP Be

Fig. 2. A single-character output subroutine for the PR-40.

each time the cylinder rotates. A 40x9 FIFO memory
buffer stores ASCII characters either until it is full or
when a carriage return character is received. The elec. tronics in the printer handle
ca rriage returns
decoding,
buffer loading, solenoid head
movement, buffer dumping
to a character generator, and
solenoid drivers. A status line
can be returned to the computer for maximum speed.
Shortly after completing
the printer I decided it would
be nice to generate doublewidth characters just like the
bigger Centronics
printers.
Some thinking and breadboarding produced the following change.
The Hardware Modification
A few moments' thought
and one real izes that any dot
matrix Iine printer generating
characters one column at a
time can be modified to print
double-, triple-, or any-width
characters. It is only necessary to modify the character
generator clocking relative to
the print head clocking. 8efore the bugs were ironed out

of this modification, it was
possible to print a letter H
almost four inches wide. It
looked like the world's longest hyphen until you saw the
uprights.
A hard-wired double-width
character generation scheme
was chosen. Fig. 1 is a schematic, the basic idea of which
could probably be used on
any other printer. The output
of IC 88 woul d normally go
directly
into the column
counter to determine which
column of a character is valid,
The modification
uses another 7474, IC 18A, to divide
this IC 88 clock by two so
that each column of a character is valid for two print
pulses instead of only one.
The other half of the 7474 is
used as a set/reset flip-flop to
control the gates of IC 20.
Therefore the state of IC 188
determines
which
clock
(CLOCK or CLOCK .;- 2) will
increment the ROM column
counter.
The default state of lC
188 is reset, so that Q = 1
and CLOCK is selected. This
reset pulse is generated at the
end of every line of print

from IC 11. However, if a
1216 is received from the
computer, IC 188 will be set
so that CLOCK .;-2 is selected
and double-width characters
are printed on the next line.
The
e Ie ct ron ics already
ignores any control character
(below 2016). so IC 19 could
be wired according to personal preference (1216 was
chosen merely to be symmetrical. That way each input
line looks like two TTL loads
to the outside world).
The photo
shows the
placement of the perfboard

Some Software
Fig. 2 lists a singlecharacter output subroutine
in Z-80 language. Any number of characters can be output because the status line is
sampled every character via
input port 2. Output port 2 is
used for the seven ASCII bits
plus a strobe bit (bit 7).
AND-OR
instructions
are
used to generate the strobe
pulse. To print a doublewidth line merely insert a
1216 anywhere in the character buffer. It won't (can't)
be printed, but the doublewidth flip-flop will be set.
Fig. 3 shows a hexadecimal
dump of the character buffer
for my "*Z-80 DISASSEM8LER*" heading, with the
1216 at 0647 and OD16 (CR)
at 0648. Keep in mind that
twenty characters is the maximum line length when printing double width .•

COMMAND=

*Z-80

D I 5AS"-.Et1E=LEF.:*

COI'fMANC'=H
COf'lI'fAND=C'
STADDR=0634
NCrAC'C'R=0654
STADDR=
e6.34 2A SA
063C 53 41
0644 45 5'".!
064C 29 213
06S4 .!'''9 20

38 30 20 44 49
S3 S1 4S 4D 4'-'.-::. 4C
2A 12 00 .-::,'-'0 .-::,'-'8 20
213 213 213 213 20 20
20 .:!.'-'0 20 02 Fl CD

--'e

.-::,'

Fig. 3. A character buffer
double-width.

'J

to print

u*Z-80

DISASSEMBLER
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David A. Huss
7618 Tanager
Houston TX 77036

Magnetic Bubble Memory
• • •

S

ooner
or later everyone
in the digital computer
field
is going to run up
against
the
new magnetic

bubble
memory
(MBM)
devices. When this inevitable
collision
takes place, it will
quickly become apparent that

new technology

most of the material about
MBM that
is available
has
been written with your local
neighborhood
physicist
in
mind. If you have not yet
encountered
MBM, take a
friendly suggestion
and read
on - it never hurts to be
prepared.

What Are They?

MAGNETIC BUBBLE MEMORY
DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Usefu I capacity
Operating frequency
Average access time
Average cycle time
Data rate
Operating temperature
Nonvolatile storage range
Package size
Weight
Shielding capacity
Fig. 1. One of the new TIB·l00
from Texas Instruments.
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92,304 bits
100 KHz
4.0 ms
.12.8 ms
50 Kb/~ec
o to 50 C
-40 to 85°C
,1.0 x 1.1 x 0.4 inches
25 grams
40 Oersteds
series of magnetic bubble memories

Contrary to popular belief,
magnetic
bubble
memories
are not magic. They are nonvolatile
memory
storage
devices that can be viewed as
solid-state analogs of rotating
electromechanical
memories,
such as magnetic
disks or
drums. In all of these devices,
information
is stored in the
form of magnetized
regions.
In a bubble memory,
these
regions
take
the form
of
cylindrical
domains
or
bubbles
in a thin layer of
magnetic
material.
It is the
presence or absence of these
bubbles at specific locations
that
corresponds
to binary
digits stored
at those locations.
These data
bits are
made accessible
by moving
the bubbles within the solid
layer to an access device. The
data is moved through
the

storage medium, whereas in a
disk the storage medium with
the data is moved to the
access device.
Bubble Propagation

How you move the data
once
it is converted
into
bubbles is the next area to be
dealt with.
The disks and
drums
in our analogy
use
electromechanical
devices to
rotate
the storage medium.
The MBM, on the other hand,
uses rotating magnetic fields
to move the bubbles in a thin
magnetic sheet. So it can be
seen that MBM has no moving
parts (mechanical, that is). To
control
the
size
of the
bubbles,
a static
magnetic
field, called a bias field, is
applied
to the entire chip.
The bubble size is measured
in J1m (microns),
and their
sizes currently
vary from 1.8
to 5J1m in diameter.
Now that the size of the
bubble is under control we
must provide a path for the
bubbles
to follow.
Th is is
done with patterns
of permalloy
metal deposited
on
the thin magnetic sheet. As
the magnetic field rotates, the
bubbles
move through
the

~I

r
j

4

ROTATING
FIELD

Fig. 1. Fl-Ber pattern. As the external magnetic field rotates, bubbles
move through the medium controlled by field concentrations created
by conductive patterns.

magnetic sheet in shift-regminor loops. This block of
ister fashion along a path
157 bits is called a page, and
defined
by a permalloy
this particular bubble device
pattern. The pattern shown in can hold 641 pages.
Fig. 1 (the TI Bar) is the one
used by Texas Instruments in "I've Got Some Good Loops
their TIB-l00 series, which is And Some Bad Loops"
the first commercially availThe MBM devices are
able MBM, and the bubble
fabricated
using fine geochip discussed in this article,
metries, which makes the task
The rotating magnetic field is of manufacturing
perfect
provided by surrounding the
devices difficult. In order to
bubble chip with two orthoenhance
production
yields
gonal coils driven 90 degrees
and achieve correspondingly
out of phase with each other.
lower costs, a maximum of
It is this rotating field that
any 13 of the 157 minor
causes the bubbles to move loops on the chip are allowed
under the permalloy patterns
to be defective. The remainin shift-register fashion.
ing 144 good loops are used
So, we now have a bubble
for data storage, allowing a
chip with data stored in it in storage capacity of 92K bits.
the form of bubbles that can The defective loops are deterbe moved by rotating mag- mined at final test, and a map
netic fields like a giant shift
of these loops is supplied to
the end user so that the
register. But, what a shift
loops may be
register! The TIB-l00 series defective
masked out in the memory
can hold 92K bits and represystem.
sents only the tip of the
Since any 13 of the 157
technological
iceberg. Can
minor loops may be defecyou imagine a 1M .bit shift
tive, a control system must be
reg ister?
Obviously there
must be a better method of used to condition data being
exchanged with the bubble
handling the data or our
access time would be given in device. This means if 144
data bits need to be written
millidays.
To gain quick
access to this super shift reg- on a page in the bubble
device, 13 spacer or fillerister it has been organized
into major and minor loops as type bubbles must be inserted
where the defective loops are
shown in Fig. 2. Data in the
form of, bubble domains is located. This is called redunwritten in the major loop and
dancy, and one of the recomshifted around until it is at mended approaches
is to
the transfer gates adjacent to store the map of defective
the minor loops. In the
loops in a PROM. Each bit of
TIB-l00 series there are 157 data would then be gated
minor loops for' the storage of with the contents of the
data. A transfer pulse moves PROM, thus preventing data
data that has been generated
from the defective minor
in the major loop to the
100 ps
reaching our data

buffers. It is obvious that a
relatively "smart"
external
device will be needed to
exchange
data with the
bubble chip. There has already been a chip made to
handle this problem. Texas
Instruments' TM-9916 allows
interface with 8080 processors, and more can be
expected as the field of MBM
continues to expand.
Write Sequence
Data is introduced into the
major loop of the magnetic
bubble memory via a generate
current loop. The TIB-l00
series uses a hairpi n-shaped
con ductor
loop called a
n u c Ieate generator.
When
energized by a current pulse
it produces a bubble inside
the hairpin loop. The creation
of a bubble will constitute a
logic one, and conversely, the
absence of a bubble during a
period will be defined as a
logic zero. The major loop is
essentially a unidirectional
circular shift register with
parallel transfer capability to
the top bit position of the
157 minor loops. Thus, a data
block of 157 bits would be
entered and shifted until the
first data bit is aligned with
the most remote minor loop.
At that time, the parallel
transfer
element
would
receive a current pulse, which
sets up localized magnetic
forces on the bubble domains
to effect the parallel transfer

of all the bubbles in the
major loop to the top bit
position of the corresponding
minor loop. Since the MBM
employs
a redundancy
scheme, the input data must
be expanded
by inserting
logic zero between each input
data bit to take into account
the fact that there is a data
position created in the major
loop between each minor
loop due to the physical
geometry of the chip. Once
data is written into the MBM,
new data may be written only
by first removing the old data
by doing a destructive read.
Read Sequence
Detection of the bubbles is
required to read the memory
content. In a special section
the bubbles' domains are
stretched to approximately
400
times
their normal
diameter and passed over a
permalloy
magnetoresistive
element.
This causes a
distinct change in the magnetoresistance
of the permalloy. The stretching is the
equivalent to preamplification and creates a sense signal
of several millivolts. Bubble
annihilation clears the memory data and is commonly
combined with a replicator.
Replication of bubbles allows
a nondestructive read operation by duplicating information; one copy is read and
discarded, while the original
data remains in memory.

r-MAJOR

LOOP

TRANSFER

1----157

641

157

MINOR
L.OOPS---~

BUBBLE

POSITIONS

PER

LOOP

156

Fig. 2. Magnetic bubble memory 100K-bit bubble chip schematic. The
polarity of the transfer pulse at the T inputs determines if the operation
transfers data to or from the minor loops.
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The data in the minor
loops must first be rotated to
place the block of data desired at the top bit (transfer)
position in the loop. At this
time the transfer element is
activated as it was during the
write operation, except with
different timing. As a result,
the bubbles will "be removed
from the top data position of
each minor loop and placed
in the major loop. The
bubbles are then shifted to
the replicator section of the
major loop. If a destructive
read is desired, a field is set
up prior to the arrival of the
bubble by passing a current
through the replicate current
loop at the proper time to
deflect the bubble into the
detector track. If it is necessary to restore the data in the
minor loops, the current
amplitude
and timing are
adjusted to serially repl icate
the data in the major loop.
The data in the detector track
will pass across two identical
detectors before it is annihilated in a guard rail. The

dual
magnetoresistive
detector scheme allows for
differential
sensing at the
output
of the MBM for
improved
common-mode
noise rejection characteristics.
The net loaded signal amplitude is in the neighborhood
of 3 mV during the passage of
the bubble in the detector
region. The duplicate data
remaining in the major loop is
shifted until the first bit in
the 157-bit block reaches the
position above loop one. By
this time the data in the
minor loops have also made
one full revolution; therefore,
the data in the major loop is
written into the minor loop
by enabling the transfer element.
Control Considerations
The position of the minor
loops is tracked with the use
of an external counter. The
first position in the minor
loops to be written into will
be designated as address zero.
The
external
counter
is
cleared to count zero and

incremented each time the
data is shifted one position,
i.e., one complete 360-degree
magnetic field rotation. Prior
to a power-down situation,
the minor loops must be
returned to a known position,
usually
a predetermined
count value such as zero, so.
as to continue where it was
when power was removed.
Power supply integrity must
be maintained during power
down until the minor loops
are correctly
positioned.
Since the bubble travel is
undirectional, the worst case
situation would happen when
a transfer out operation from
binary address 640 occurred
at same time as the beginning
of a power shutdown: For a
nondestructive
read operation, the data must make one
full revolution in the major
loop before it can be transferred back into the minor
loops. Then the minor loops
must also be rotated one full
revolution to address zero
before power supply regulation is lost. The total elapsed

time in this situation is 12.8
usee.
Summary
The
magnetic
bubble
memories offer compact, high
storage
capacity,
nonmechanical and nonvolatile
data storage. The first commercially available MBM, as
well as the first product using
an MBM, was introduced in
March of this year. As bubble
technology increases and the
cost per bit decreases, the
MBM may soon replace existing electromechanical
memories. The use of MBM by
computer
hobbyists
and
experimenters becomes more
and more practical as the
device cost continues to drop
and the support electronics
becomes available in lC form.
By now, it is hoped, the
magnetic bubble memory has
ceased to be a nebulous
entity; and, while you may
not be ready to swap your
floppy disk for one, at least
you can deal effectively with
the subject. -

THE PARTS TERMINAL
P.o. Box 2143 Orcutt, Ca. 93454 (805) 922-0714
ALL PARTS ARE BRAND NEW, PRIME,

Computer Transformers
MULTI-TAPED PRIMARY 106-117 V
208-230 V SECONDARY, 36V AC CT
AT 3A., 18VCT AT 7A., PERFECT
FOR MICROPROCESSORS.
$ 24.50 ea

MICRO MINATURE PC MOUNT TRANSFORMER
117 VAC PRIMARY, 2 OUTPUTS
30VCT AT 300MA, 18VCT AT 300MA.
SIZE: 1 3/8L, 1 1/8W, lH. PERFECT
FOR MICRO MINATURE APPLICATIONS!
$ 5.63 ea ANY QUANTITY

1st QUALITY.

NO COSMETIC

REJECTS

OR SECONDS

4K Memory Chip

Z-80

MOTOROLA MCM660P 4Kxl
DYNAMIC MEMORY CHIP 16 PIN
PLASTIC - 1st QUALITY 100%
TESTED AND BURNED IN. PIN
FOR PIN COMPATABLE TO THE
POPULAR 4096
$ 3.95 ea ANY QUANTITY

ZILOG Z-80 CPU CHIP,PRlME
1st QUALITY - NO FALLOUTS
OR COSMETIC REJECTS!
$ 23.50 ea ANY QUANTITY

TR 1602B UART
WESTERN DIGITAL UART CHIP
UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRONOUS
TRANS/REC BAUD RATES UP
TO 20K BAUD-NEW-PRIME
$ 4.00 ea ANY QUANTITY

No C.O.D. 'So -Master Charge, Bof A or Visa Accepted
Personal Checks Require 2 - 3 Weeks to Clear.

Video Monitor

PANASONIC TR-920 M
AC-DC OPERATION WITH
ATTRACTIVE CASE. PERFECT
FOR CRT OR CCTV APPLICATIONS
$ 122.50 ea

1K EPROM

2708 lKx3 EPROM
- PRIME
1st QUALITY- THESE ARE TOP
OF THE LINE, NO FALLOUTS
OR COSMETIC REJECTS SOLD!
$ 22.00 ea ANY QUANTITY

All Orders Shipped Same Day as Received
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SOLD

P22

~Eft!/[1new IIBIJBD*
.: . . ",RD A!i!iEMBLER
FUNCTION:

HARDWARE

Assembles programs written
system.

in symbolic language for an 8080 CPU on an 8080 based

REQUIRED:

8080 computer with minimum of 4K memory (of which at least 1K should be RAM);
a source Iisting input device; an object code output device.

OPTIONAL

HARDWARE:

A system console device such as a keyboard/CRT
or keyboard/printer
will allow
convenient control of the program using executive commands; additional memory
beyond 4K will allow expanded symbol table length, or capability to assemble directly
into memory.

SOFTWARE

REQUIRED:

User provided I/O driver routines for whatever I/O devices will be utilized. Each I/O
device is linked to the program by a single vector for ease in adapting the program
to individual systems.

MEMORY UTILIZED:

The assembled listing provided in the manual resides in pages 01 through OA (hexadecimal - 001 through 012 octal). Pages 00, part of OA; all of OB and OC (hexadecimal - 000, part of 012,013
and 014 octal) are left available for user provided
I/O routines. Pages OD (hexadecimal - 015 octal) on up used for symbol table storage
(or as direct assembly areas in systems with sufficient memory).

MNEMONICS UTILIZED:

This program is written in, and accepts
accepted mnemonics for the 8080 CPU
[Note: SCELBI is discontinuing its use of
have characterized its 8080 programs in the

PSEUDO-OPERATORS:

Accepts the ORG (originate), END (stop assembly), SET (define a name), DB (data
byte), DS (data string) and DW (data word or double byte) pseudo-operators.

PROGRAM OPERATION:

The program processes a source listing in two passes to produce assembled object
code. An optional third pass allows an assembled listing to be obtained. Listings
may be obtained in hexadecimal or octal format. The program will also display the
contents of the symbol table at the operators request. The program can process
source listings as single or multiple files. Program operation may be controlled from
a console device using executive commands or through computer panel switches by
jumping to appropriate locations within the program.

SOURCE FORMAT:

Convenient, easy to use, variable length fields permitted. Labels may be 1 to 6 characters in length, accepts both hexadecimal and octal numbers with or without leading
zeros, has "literal" capability (can accept ASCII characters directly as data), allows
use of letters of numbers as CPU register operands.

DOCUMENTATION:

Thorough - in the SCELBI tradition! The program manual describes the operation of
the assembler, presents detailed discussions of all major routines, and contains two
completely assembled listings (one provided in hexadecimal and one in octal notation).
Of course it includes operating instructions arid even provides a routine that may be
used for loading programs produced by the assembler!

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Because the program has been carefully organized and written with all memory references assigned labels, it may be readily reassembled to reside in any general area
in memory. It may even be reassembled to reside in ROM provided that some RAM
area is available for scratch pad andsymbol table use!

OPTIONS:

A punched paper tape of the object code for this assembler (as described in the documentation) is available. The object code tape is provided in the widely accepted "hexadecimal format." Also, the complete, commented source listing of the program as
presented in the documentation
is available in straight ASCII format on punched paper
tape. Fan-fold paper tapes are provided for ease in handling. Additionally, opaque
paper tape is supplied to facilitate the use of low cost optical paper tape readers now
in widespread .use. NOTE: Paper tapes are sold only as optional supplements to the
documentation.

for assembly purposes, standard industry
(such as MOV A,B; INX H: CALL; etc.)
special 8008 compatible mnemonics which
past.]

8080 Standard Assembl
'$
on punched paper tape, SPecify :~80~~9g Opllonal object code
commented Source listing on
- PT: $10.00. Optional
punched paper tape, specify
8080SA-SPT: $39.00.

OPTIONAL PAPER TAPE NOW AVAILABLE!
----------
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try curve fitting

for AID accuracy

Y

ou've
just finished connecting your AID converter . board
to a whatzit
transducer
of
your
own
design. You type RUN and
your
computer
begins
to
record the amount of whatzit
present at one second intervals. In an hour the computer
has recorded
3600 separate
measurements,
each one of
slightly different value. Some
of the difference
is probably
due to measurement
error

(noise),
but how can one
filter out the error from the
true data. One way is through
the use of curve fitting.
The principle behind curve
fi tting
is based
on
the
A&B .. _.. _
C-G,K1 & K2
N
I
H(N)

assumption that the measured
value Y m is composed of the
true functional value Yt and a
random error component
E.
If the error is truly random,
then over many data samples
Parameters of straight line
Temporary variables
Number of data points
Used in FOR/NEXT loop
Used to store data values

Table 1. Symbol list for straight line curve fit.

100 REM FOLLOWING ROUTINE ALLOWS TEST OF CURVE FIT SUBROUTINE
105 INPUT"NUMBER OF DATA POINTS" ;N
110 DIM H(N)
115 FOR 1=1 TO N:PRINT"VALUE FOR DATA POINT";I;
120 INPUT H(I):NEXT I
125 GOSUB 1000
130 INPUT"VALUE FOR X";X
135 Y=A+B*X:PRINT"Y EQUALS";Y
140 GOTO 130
.
145 REM STRAIGHT LINE FIT SUBROUTINE FOLLOWS
1000 C=O:D=O:E=O:F=O
1005 FOR 1=1 TO N:C=H(I)+C:D=I+D:E=lh+E
1010 F=H(l)*I+F:NEXT I
1015 G=Di2:K1=C*E-D*F:K2=N*E-G

the sum of the errors should
tend toward zero. Thus, if we
can find a curve in which the
sum of the deviations of the
measured
values
from
the
curve is at a minimum, that
curve
should
be a close
approximation
to the true
functional
relation
of the
data.
This
sounds
simple
enough;
however,
there are
two big problems
in finding
the best curve for our data.
First, we don't
know what
type of curve we are looking
for (straight
line, parabolic,
etc.).
Second,
even if we
knew the type,
we don't
know the parameters
of the
curve
(2-unit
focal
point,
3-unit focal point, etc.). The
first problem
can be overcome quite simply - guess!
In
this
respect,
Mother
Nature helps out. Quite a few
measurable effects are linear.
Even nonlinear effects can be
reasonably
approximated
over a small enough region by
a linear function.
Thus the
"least square straight line fit"
is used extensively
by researchers
when
analyzing
data.
The equation for a straight
line takes the form:
Y=A + B*X

A and B are the parameters
that depend on the data (our
second
problem
mentioned
above). It is these parameters
that we want the computer to
find. Before going any further
I should
mention
that we
assume our data is equally
spaced.
For example,
once
every second we measure the
whatzit
level and record its
value. The time would
be
recorded as the value of X,
wh i Ie the
whatzit
value
measured
for X would be
recorded as the value of Y.
We thus would have a record
that would look like:

x

1020 A=K1/K2:K1=N*F-C*D:B=K1/K2:RETURN

Program A. Straight line curve fit.

Since
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V

1
2
3
4
5

the

2.1

3.3
4.8
5.0
7.9

computer

will be

Example 1.

finding the curve for us, we
need to put the data in a
form that it can use. I have
used a one-dimensional
array
(the array H(N)) in Program
A. Using the above example:

called a polynomial
in the
indeterminate
x of degree n.
A polynomial
of the first
degree is nothing more than
our old friend the straight
line equation:

small compared
to the coefficients
ao to a2. We can
therefore
infer that the data
fits a polynomial
of degree 2
and that the residual seen in
the 3rd and 4th power of x is
probably due to noise in the
data or the limits of precision
of the calculations
made by
the computer.
We can now
rerun the program with the

degree set to 2 and obtain a
new set of values for ao to a2.
By lopping
off the terms
a3x3 and a4x4 we have filtered out a greater percentage
of noise than data - i.e.,
improved the signal to noise
ratio. (You'll have to take my
word for this statement
since'
an explanation
would take an
article as long as this one.)

Program B. Chebyshev curve fit (continued

H(1) ; 2.1
H(2) ; 3.3
etc.

A polynomial
of the second
degree will take the form:

The element H(O) is not used
to store data.
The
program
has been
wr itten
as a subroutine
starting
at line 1000. The
subroutine
will analyze the
data and return the values for
the parameters
A and B,
which will define the best
straight line fit of the data.
One word of caution!
This
routine
is based
on the
assumption that there is a
linear relation in the data. It
does not prove that there is
such a relation. Also, the program gives no estimation
of
the error in the data.
Now we have a program
that will find the best straight
line fit for our data. But there
are enough measurable effects
around that are not straight
line (linear)
functions.
We
really need a more general

and will be able to generate
conic
curves
(parabola,
hyperbola,
etc.). The polynomials
of the third
and
higher degrees will generate
more
and
more
complex
curves.
Program
B allows for a
polynomial
of
the
16th
degree to be specified. Well,
why would anyone
want a
curve fit using a polynomial
of such high degree? Let's say
we have m points of data.
Bel ieve it or not, there is a set
of parameters
such that the
cu rve
described
by
the
polynomial
in Example 2 will
pass exactly through
every
data point.
In other words,
the polynomial
will exactly
describe the measured effect.

Example 2.

program
for the computer
that would allow the option
to choose what type of curve
we try to fit to our data. Not
to worry. There are a number
of general curve fit algorithms
around.
One of the better
ones is based on the Chebyshev polynomials.
I'm not going into the
the ory
beh ind
Chebyshev
polynomials.
However,
one
should
understand
the
concept
behind
using polynomials to generate curves. A
polynomial
takes the form
shown in Example
1 and is

Let's
take
the
following
example:
We have five data
points that we think fit a
conic section, but we're not
sure. We therefore
set the
degree of the polynomial
to
be found by our program to 4
(m=B therefore
m-1=4). We
get the following parameters
after we ru n the program:
ao ;
a1
a2
a3
a4

The coefficients

3
2
1

.006
1E-6

a3 and a4 are

on next page).

50 REM THIS ROUTINE LOADS SOME TEST DATA IN H(N)
51 '
55 INPUT"NUMBER OF DATA POINTS";N
60 DIM H(N)
65 FOR 1;1 TO N:PRINT"VALUE FOR DATA POINT";I;
70 INPUT H(I):NEXT I
94 '
95 REM THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS INPUTTING OF OTHER VALUES OF X
96 '
100 GOSUB1000
105 INPUT"VALUE FOR X";X
110 FOR x-r TO M
115I;K-1
120 Y;Y+Y(K)*Xt(K-1):NEXTK
125 PRINT "Y EQUALS";Y:Y=O:GOTO 105
1W'
.
135 '
900 REM CURVE FIT SUBROUTINE STARTS HERE
901 '
1000 PI;3.14159
1005 DIM R(25),V(100),Y(100),C(25),F(25)
1010INPUT"DEGREE";M
1015 XM=l:DX=l
1020 REM COMPUTE MEAN OF DATA
1025 M;M+1
1030 FORI;l TO M
1035 AR=(2*I-1)*PI/(2*M)
1040 MS;M+1-I:R(MS);COS(AR)
1045 NEXTI
1050 REM NORMALIZE VECTORS
1055 DV=2/(N-1):V(1)=-1
1060 FOR 1=1 TO N-1
1065 V(I+1)=V(I)+DV
1070 NEXTI
1075 FOR J=l TO N:Y(J)=H(J):NEXTJ
1080 REM LANGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION
10851=1
1090 FOR L=l TO N
1095 IF R(I) >V(L) THEN NEXTL
1100 U=(R(I)-V(L-1»/(V(L)-V(L-1»
1105 IFL > 2THEN1120
1110 F(I);U*(Y(L)-Y(L-1»+Y(L-1)
1115 GOT01135
1120 IF L >= N THEN 1110
1125 ZI=-U*(U-1)*(U-2)*Y(L-2)/6+(U*U-1)*(U-2)*Y(L-1)/2
1130 F(I)=ZI-(U+1)*(U-2)*U*Y(L)/2+U*(U*U-1)*Y(L+1)/6
11351=1+1
1140 IF M+1 <=1 THEN 1160
1145 IF R(I) <;V(L) THEN 1100
1150 NEXTL
1155 REM COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS
1160 FOR 1=1 TO M
1165 SU=O
1170 B=2+SGN(I-2)
1175 ON B GOTO 1180,1195,1210
1180 FOR J;l TO M
1185 SU=SU+F(J):NEXTJ
1190 GOTO 1240
1195 FOR J;l TO M
1200 SU=SU+R(J)*F(J):NEXTJ
1205 GOTO 1240
1210 V(l)=l
1215 FOR J=l TO M
1220 V(2)=R(J)
1225 FOR K;3 TO I
1230 V(K)=2*R(J)*V(K-1)-V(K-2):NEXTK
1235 SU=SU+F(J)*V(I) :NEXTJ
1240 C(I)=2*SU 1M
1245 NEXTI
1250 C(1)=C(1)/2
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As I'm sure you have concluded, the Chebyshev curve
fit program
is both
more
compl icated and more powerful than the simple straight
line fit. It allows us to test
various
types of curves to
determine
which will best fit
our data. Once we have made
this determination
we can
interpolate
and extrapolate
the data. That means we can
predict what the data might

be sometime
in the future.
Our accuracy will be limited
by whether
the
measured
effect
is nonrandom
and
whether
the behavior of the
effect during our data collection will continue
into the
future.
Nevertheless,
curve
fitting is a way of finding a
mathematical
model that can
predict a measured effect.
So, now you know how to
give your computer a fit .•

N

Number

H(N) .....•............................

Array

of data points

for holding

PI .................•......•.•.••............•....
M .............•.......................
XM

Degree of polynomial
1 (starting value of X)

OX ................•..•..

,

1 (spacing of data)

I,J,L
Used in FOR/NEXT
Misc. Arrays Used:
R(25) ,V(1 00), Y(1 00) ,C(25) ,F(25)
Misc. Variables
AR,B,DV

data

3.14159

& Accumulators

Used:

,MS,NN,P,S1

,S2,S3,SU,U,X,ZI

Table 2. Svmbol Iist far Chebvshevcurve fit.

THE BETTER BUG TRAP

THE PROM SETTER

DEBUG
AND
CONCiUER

WRITE and READ
EPROM

Altair/IMSAI
compatible
board catches
provides timing for real-time applications.
F 0 u r hardware
only
possible
breakpoints
instructions
locations.

1702A

program

bugs and

Sophisticated

timesharing

real-time

clock

Addressed

as memory.

Shipped

from

is accomplished

• Just Read in the Program to be Written on the
EPROM into your Processor and let the Computer
do the rest.

• Software

GREENVILLE,

NC

~R~

27834

Power Supplies, Your Computer

stock.

ST~~UITE

does

• Doubles as an Eight Bit Parallel 110

90 day

• Manual included
KIT COMPLETE - $210
ASSEMBLED - $375
Less Than

60 Days

SZERLIP ENTERPRISES
1414 W. 259th St. - Harbor City California 90710

8

• (919) 758-7757

into

included

Delivery

SIt ~~~R23~E!T

by the Computer

• Programs and Reads Both 1702A and 2708 EPROMS

set easily by software.

2 manuals plus software.

UPS. Delivery

• Programming

to

for about the price of a real-time clock
else does the job of the Better Bug Trap.

assembled and tested.

warranty.

(for

made possible!

All parameters

• The EPROM Socket Unit is connected to the Computerthrough
a 25 Pin Connector

• No External
it all

Unique interrupt
structure:
generates a CALL instruction
your subroutine anywhere in memory, not a RST!

All this and more
board, but nothing

Computer

• Use Socket Unit to Read EPROM's Contents
your Computer

CPU at a breakpoint.
tirr.er,

2708

• Includes Main Module Board and Externai EPROM
Socket Unit

can be in ROM or RAM,
and at data or
in memory,
input/output
channels, or stack

Real-time
functions:
watchdog
time of day clock), interval timer.

and

• Plugs Directly into your ALT AIR/IMSAI

breakpoint
addresses. Software brea kpoi nts
at instructions
in RAM. Better Bug Trap

Board can stop CPU or interrupt

$160,

1255 ZI=XM:NN=N-1
1260 FOR J=l TO NN
1265 XM=XM+DX:NEXTJ
1270 Sl =(XM+ZI) 12: S2=(XM-ZI)/2
1275 NN=M-1
1280 PRINT"POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS-DEGREE":NN
1285 REM CHEBYSHEV SERIES CONYER TED TO POWER SERIES
1290 F(1)=C(1):F(2)=C(2)
1295 IF M <=2 THEN 1355
1300 FOR K=l TO M
1305 V(K)=0:Y(K)=0:F(K+2)=0:NEXTK
1310 V(2)=1
1315 FOR K=3 TO M
1320 ZI=K-1:P=PI*ZI/2:Y(1)=COS(P)
1325 FOR J=2 TO K
1330 Y(J)=2*V(J-1)-Y(J):NEXTJ
1335 FOR J=l TO K
1340 F(J)=F(J)+C(K)*Y(J): ZI=V(J):V(J)=Y(J):Y(J)=ZI: NEXTJ
1345 NEXTK
1350 REM DENORMALIZE TO ORIGINAL INTERVAL
1355 Y(l)=F(l)
1360 FOR K=2 TO M:Y(K)=O:NEXTK
1365 FOR K=2 TO M:L=K-1:Y(K)=Y(K)+F(K)/S2 tr,
1370 S3=1:ZI=1
1375 FOR J=l TO L
1380 S3=S3*J:DV=S3*S2tL: ZI=ZI*(K-J)
1385 Y(K-J)=Y(K-J)+(ZI*Sl tJ*(-l)tJ*F(K»/DV:NEXTJ
1390 NEXTK
1395 REM PRINT COEFFICIENTS Y(O) TO Y(DEGREE #!
1400 FOR K=l TO M
1405I=K-l
1410 PRINT"A(";I;")=";Y(K)
1415 NEXTK
1420 RETURN
OK

M25

California

residents

please

add

6%

sales tax.
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The World Leaders In Microprocessor Books ~

Many books on microprocessors and their use are now on the market, and most of them have names that sound alike. But
Osborne & Associates' books have dominated this market since 1975,when our first book appeared. With rave reviews from
all over the world - with more than five hundred university text adoptions, our books are all best sellers. In fact, "An Introduction ToMicrocomputers: Volume 1- Basic Concepts" now holds the world's record in sales volume for any textbook
sold for a profit.
If you want information on microprocessors, begin with the Osborne books.
For the microcomputer user, a series of books provide
complete programs, written in BASIC. All these books are
by Lon Poole and Mary Borchers.

"An
I ntroduction
To M icrocomputers: Volume 0 - The Beginner's
Book"
By Adam Osborne.

An Introduction

By Adam Osborne.

"Some Common Basic Programs"
Bock No: 21002
$7.50

This is the book for the absolute beginner.
Assuming that you know nothing about
computers, math or science of any kind, this
book explains what computers are all about
- and it takes you to the point where you
can read Volume I. 300 pages.
Book No: 6001
$7.50

"Payroll

pages

"Accounts

TITLE

Volume 1- Basic Concepts (#2001)
Volume 11-Some Real Products (#3001)
revised 1977

UNIT PRICE

"General

8080A
AND 8085
ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING

BY LANCE LEVENTHAL

6800 Programming For Logic Design (#5001)

$7.50 ea.
$7.50 ea.

Payroll With Cost Accounting (#22002)

P.O. BOX 2036
QUANTITY)

This book is for the assembly language programmer or student; it explains assembly
language programming for the 8080A and
8085 microcomputers. The book contains
numerous examples. 400 pages.
$7.50
Book No.: 31003
Available
October 31, 1977

"S080
Programming
For Logic
Osborne. 300 pages.
Book No.: 400 1
$7.50

Design"

By Adam

"6800
Programming
For Logic
Osborne. 300 pages.
BookNo.: 5001
$7.50

Design"

By Adam

BERKELEY, CA

94702

DEPT. 0

06

NAME/COMPANY

ADDRESS
CITY, STATE AND ZIP
TELEPHONE
Please check one space below:

$7.50 ea.

4th Class Mail Delivery (3-4 weeks within the U.S.A.)

$12.50 ea.

I have included $.50 per book for U.P.S. (allow 10 days)
I have included $1.50 per book for special rush shipment by air.

Shipping charges for bulk orders to be arranged.

I have included $.50 per book foreign surface mail.
I have included $3.00 per book for foreign airmail.

Check or Money Order enclosed (Calif. residents include sales tax)

I will be using these books for

"8080A and 8085 Assembly Language
By Lance Leventhal.
Programming"

"Z80
Programming
For Logic Design"
By Adam
Osborne and Susanna Jacobson.
Book No: 7001
$7.50
(Available November 30,
1977)

We will only invoice for purchase orders of over 10 books.

o

Available December31,

The "Programming For Logic Design" series of books show
how to use microprocessors in a digital logic environment.

$15.00 ea.

8080A/8085
(#31003)

Some Common BASIC Programs (#21002)

System"
$12.50

$7.50 ea.

$7.50 ea.

Language Programming

Ledger

1977

$7.50 ea.

8080 Programming For Logic Design (#400 1)

Assembly

400

Payable and Accounts Receivable"
$12.50
Available November30.

Book No.: 24002

"An
Introduction
To Microcomputers: Volume II - Some Real Products" (Revised June 1977) By Adam
Osborne, Susanna Jacobson and Jerry
Kane.
This book describes every common
microprocessor and all of their support
devices. Information is new and clearly written. Only data sheets are copied from
manufacturers. 1200 pages.
Book No.: 3001
$15.00

The Beginner"s Book (#600 1)

In Basic".

1977

The world's best selling textbook. This book
explains, clearly, concepts common to all
microcomputers, yet specific to none. 350
pages.
Book No.: 2001
$7.50

Volume 0 -

Cost Accounting
Book No.: 22002
$12.50

Book No.: 23002

"An
Introduction
To Microcomputers:
Volume
I Basic
Concepts"
By Adam Osborne.

OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

200 pages.

With

_

I require information on consignments, discounts and distributors
outside the U.S.A.
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Ken Barbier
P.O. Box 1042
Socorro NM 87801

Salesmanship, Hardware
and Coffee.
• • •

I devoted an entire editorial
(and some research) to the
subject of this article in issue
#6. Regardless, here it is
again. The message isn't really
intended
for the average
reader but more for the retailers and manufacturers in
this industry. Note that I
included the manufacturers in
that last statement. Perhaps
they should be making a
greater effort to help retailers
get their act together, and
have turnkey systems that
can be demonstrated doing
home accounting, education,
graphics, music and (most
definitely)
small business
software.
If we all work
together in this field, we will
all be successful. Think about
it. If you're a manufacturer
and your fantastic product is
sitting out there in a store
where people are saying such
things as, "It will take three
days to interface it," then
you'd better get busy and do
something
to improve the
situation. - John.
62

A

profit is the result!

friend of mine who
owns a store that stocks
lots and lots of low-cost items
asked me if we could set up
a n auto mated
inventory
control and ordering system.
His overworked
wife was
wearing her fingers down to
little stumps filling out multilined order forms. This didn't
leave her much energy for
fixing dinner - hence the
high priority accorded the
project.
"No sweat," I blissfully
repl ied. "A couple of kilobucks for off-the-shelf hardware and a couple of weekends of programming time
and Betty can go back to the
kitchen full time."
I volunteered to engineer a
solution. Admittedly I was
tantalized by the prospects of
literally hundreds of stores
that could use the same
system, as they bought from
the same suppliers. I assured
Randy that the development
of the microprocessor had
ushered in the age of the
affordable
home/business

computer at last. I had read
all the ads, and weren't they
just full of all kinds of
goodies? So off I went, full of
confidence, with a pocketful
of cash and the addresses of
twelve retail outlets in two of
our largest cities. On my
errand I visited no fewer than
ten of these stores, whose
locations I had gleaned from
ads and store lists in the latest
home/hobbyist
computer
magazines.
What follows is a factual
account of my store trek.
Names and locations are not
mentioned out of sympathy
for the well-meaning proprietors, and because by the
time this is in print, specifics
will have changed considerably. The general feeling that
I came away with is that not
one of the store operators is
out to bilk the buyer or take
advantage of anvone. They
are not, however, adept at
reta iling. And that is an art in
itself. But conditions will
certainly be changing, and
some of the stores I visited

will not survive. As we go
along together from one store
to another, you will see what
I mean.
Let us sally forth upon our
steed of iron and see how a
cash customer is treated in
small computer stores. I'm
sure that you will then agree
with me that the millenium
has not yet arrived.
Trek I

I entered the smoggy big
city basin from the southeast,
and, as luck would have it,
the first store I encountered
turned out to be the most
well-stocked of all ... generating all kinds of misconceptions. (Notice how cleverly I
disguise locations.) I arrived
at the address ten minutes
before opening time, which,
at lOam is, I feel, a trifle late
in the day. No matter, there
was a sign on the door
directing me to yet another
address. As the new address
was well within walking
distance, I still arrived there
before opening time. Waiting

had spoken a word to either
of us quitters.
No one had said, "May I
help you?" or "Would you
like
a cup of coffee?"
Actually, I was dying for one.
My thirst and cash were still
with me when I left, totally
unmolested, after 20 minutes
of exposure to the "salespersons."
Now, only a masochist
likes a pushy salesman. But
sell ing is still selling. In a
rapidly expanding market a
salesman must realize that the

impatiently at the door was a
customer
who told me
excitedly that he was there to
pick up his new (BEEP) computer system, and they had
told him to be there at 9 am.
As we waited, a young couple
drove up. The male half
drooled
over the goodies
displayed in the store window
while his treasurer tried to
hide her misgivings. Five
minutes after opening time
they gave up and left. Forever? I'd hardly blame them.
At nine minutes after
opening time we were admitted to the sanctuary.
Immediately
the principal
salesperson and his anxious
customer
started
checking
out the system to be delivered. This required considerable tutoring. Another
early customer and I were
ignored.
As I browsed
through
an adm itted Iy
tempting display of new and
used hardware, books and
magazines,
the Boss and
Anxious
continued
their
learning session. From the
depths of the store the word
came out that someone had
brewed a pot of coffee. Boss
went back and got a cup.
Another Innocent walked in
the front door. The other
early browser walked out; 20
minutes after I had entered I
wa Iked out, having seen
everything on display. No one

then. I started looking about
and sure enough, in an unlighted alcove, I spotted a
for-real computer - all alone,
with its plug pulled out. I
empathized. About this time
the local beauty tore herself
away from her tasks long
enough to ask if she could
help me.
"I don't know," I quickly
replied, "what have you got
here?" She only giggled and
went back to her typing!
Maybe she thought I was
kidding? Two minutes later I
had finished my circuit of the
premises and walked out cash still intact.
Store number four was the
most intriguing of all: a
modern office/store complex,
an impressive,
sign, an

the output. In addition, he
did not have a system available I could pay for, load into
my car and take home - even
though the cash was burning
holes in my pocket.
In a not-too-prominent
display area I spotted a new
computer kit. The salesman
explained
that the stores
themselves were producing it
to fill the need for available
hardware.
He could not
supply me with any data
sheets, however, they weren't
yet available. Neither was a
working demonstrator - only
a kit of parts. And no printer
to go with it. A story I was to
hear over and over.
Closer to the middle of the
city was another outlet of the
same name. Here were two

empty store. Really empty.
No counters,
no shelves,
nothing. A card on the door
read, "By Appointment Only.
Call
"Call?"
I
thought. "Why? What could
the owner show me except
the other side of the window?" How many miles had
been driven by potential
customers after reading the
store's ad, only to be greeted
by this? A mystery indeed.
But I was looking for a computer, not a mystery.
A few miles up the
freeway
brought
me to
number five. Looking good!
A fair stock of parts, kits,
books, magazines. Even offthe-shelf software. Well documented, at reasonable prices,
produced locally. Surely the
tantalizing taste of things to
come. I described my requirements to the friendly, helpful
owner. He detailed the solution to the problem, offered
software
development
at
quite reasonable rates, and
admitted that no printer was
presently available to handle

actual real-Iive computers in
operation.
One was being
demonstrated to a businessman on an errand similar to
mine. The software being
shown proudly was asserted
to be a business accounting
system; but any businessman
could see that it was virtually
useless as the entire data base
had to be main-memory resident. The proprietor
was
anxious to please and as
helpful as could be. He even
helped the kid who was next
to arrive to load and start up
a Star Trek game. In so doing
he interrupted a demonstration to two potential business
users. I quickly diagnosed a
failure in his priority interrupt structure.
In some things I am fanatical. All the time the demo
was going on the proprietor
was sipping a cup of coffee.
He even took us into his back
room
to
show
us the
"business"
system he was
developing. On our way we
passed his coffee maker, a
half a pot simmering. For all I

-.

person walking in the front
door may need a lot of help.
In any case, it should certainly be offered, to say the
least. The reason I am harping
on this point is that with two
notable exceptions it applied
equally to every computer
store
I visited. Technical
expertise and enthusiasm may
have been rampant in the
stores, but salesmanship was
totally absent in all but two.
The next address I had
copied from a list of "Computer Stores"
in another
publication. It turned out to
be a parts house only (the
name of the store gave no
clue as to what it sold). Here
I was greeted with an obvious
lack of enthusiasm, although
not totally ignored. When I
explained what I was after, I
was at least directed to a
nearby outlet which was too
new to have made the list.
Number three was populated by a rather pretty
typist who was spending her
time entertaining
a friend
while hitting a key now and
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know it may still be there. We
certainly weren't asked to
join in.
Going to the number seven
store in the big city was a
totally wasted trip. An older
store selling a completely
different product line, it was
nonetheless listed as an outlet
for one of the major hobby
com pute r ma n ufacturers.
Inside its dim showroom
there was no sign of a microcomputer. Not even a sign of
a microcomputer sign.
I never got my free cup of
coffee that day. By this time
it was late enough in the day
for the afternoon beverage. I
had a couple and pointed my
steed down the old freeway
toward home, my two kilobucks still secure in my jeans.
Trek II
Another day, another city,
slightly south of the first.

Here I had four addresses.
Once again, the first visit was
to the best-stocked store in
the area - purely by chance.
Number one this day had
two computers in operating
condition on display, and
another brand name sitting
around looking pretty, but
dead. I related my requirements to a clerk, who, I soon
realized, was quite interested
but totally unknowledgeable.
When we got to the subject of
printers he proudly pointed
out that, sure enough, they
had this here 40-column job
ready to go. It was quite
unlovely, appearing
rather
like an ancient telephone, and
did not inspire confidence. I
expected the first words it
would print would be, "Dr.
Watson, I need you. Come
here." I asked for a demo.
Calls were made to the back
room and the brains of the
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outfit appeared. When I asked
him to "Lemme see it run!" I
was told, and I quote as
accurately as my secretive
note-taking will allow me,
"We don't have any software
to drive it, and besides it
would take three days to
hook it up." What a great
sales pitch!
Southern location number
two turned out to be of the
same family of shops that had
provided the best show in the
smoggy city. Again, the boss
man was helpful, friendly,
and quite knowledgeable. Not
only did he know his wares,
but he had been in business in
other
fields
for several
decades and knew how to be
helpful without
being obnoxious. He admitted the
virtual impossibility of keeping any operating systems

Too many customers with
too much money were standing around in too-long lines.
The
manufacturers
apparently did not want to supply
assembled,
tested systems,
and even kits were hard to
come by. Although he spent a
great deal of time with me,
and I would have liked to
have bought a system from
him, he could not supply me
with what I was after: a
complete system, incl uding
printer and mass storage. I
did not even need software.
How many thousands
of
businessmen out there are
also waiting, pockets full of
money?
The last address on my list
was not as intriguing as the
empty store had been. It was
in a shopping center, and
didn't exist at all!

Conclusion
An eager customer, with
cash in hand and a trivial
system requirement,
spent
two days in two large cities
searching for the hardware
that could solve his problem.
He came away without spending any money - for there
was no one around to take his
money. Had he been a real
novice when it came to computers or software, he would
have had to have been sold a
system. There was no one
around to sell him a system.
What do we need, before we
can truly say that the age of
the
microcomputer
has
arrived?
First, we need salesmanship. I saw operating hardware in five stores, a dark
system in a sixth. At no time
was it suggested that I sit
down at a keyboard and see

place. If supply can't keep up
with demand, so be it. But
the manufacturers had better
be for e warned that the
number of dedicated hobbyists willing to do their own
assembly is numbered, and
the first one on the market
with a usable, turnkey system
will get all the gravy. Does it
need to be the people from
across the sea, or the calculator manufacturers, who will
corner the market? Are the
real pioneers in this field
doomed to extinction?
It
needn't be, but they had
better get moving, and NOW.
Also, a real, live printer
would have been a sight for
srnoq-sore eyes!

what
the magical boxes
would do for me (I had prete n de d to be an inexperienced potential user, on
all initial contacts).
Now,
imagine yourself in an automobile dealership. What is
one of the first things a salesman will do? Sit you behind
the wheel! Make you feel like
you already own the car.
Make you want to own it.
Offering a cup of coffee
wouldn't hurt, either.
After salesmanship,
we
need hardware. For some
reason, all but one of the
operating computers I saw
were from the same manufacturer. Maybe they try harder,
because they aren't in first

has had some contact with
programming. But the fertile
field waiting to be sown is for
a co mplete system with
useful appl ication software.
Twelve kilobucks will buy it
for you from the big boys,
and you can bet that they are
working
diligently
on
reducing that by half. If the
businesses that got their start
by catering to dedicated
hobbyists are going to get
their share of this billion
dollar market, now is the
time to get things moving.
Surely
profit
margins
would be great enough to
permit offering a feller a cup
of coffee now and then,
too.-

Asse m bl ed and tested
working
hardware
alone
should find a ready market,
as almost every high school
and college graduate today

Peripheral Vision is a young, fast-moving company
that's dedicated
to selling reasonably
priced
peripherals for various manufacturers' CPU's.
So now, when you build your microcomputer
system, you'll know where to look for all the
peripherals that will make your system do what it's
supposed to do.
Peripheral Vision may be young, but we have some
old-fashioned ideas about how to run our business.
We know there are serious incompatibilities among
the various manufacturers' peripherals and CPU's.
We want to get them together. And we want to bring
significant
new products
to market--products
consisting
of everything
from
adaptation
instructions/kits for hardware and software to major
new designs.

-Completely S-100 plug-in compatible
-Drive is from Innovex {the originator of the floppy
concept)--assembled
and tested
-Disk operating
system with file management
system included on floppy
-Cabinet

and power supply optional

Also in the works are many new products we'll be
letting you know about soon, if you'd l.ike to take a
closer look. Like I/O cards, tape drives, an impact
printer--all for the S-100 BUS--and we're designing
peripherals for a lot of other CPU's too.
We've given you a little glimpse of who we are and
what we're doing. If you want to see more, just fill in
the coupon below.
P12

Most important to our customers, Peripheral Vision
is committed to helping you get along with your
computer. We'll do all we can to make it easy.
Our first product
is a real reflection
of this
philosophy. It's a full-size floppy disk for the AltairImsai plug-in compatible
S-100 BUS. And it's
available for as low as $750.00.
Our floppy disk has many exciting features:
-1 interface card supports 4 or more drives
-Stores over 300,000 bytes per floppy
-Bootstrap EPROM included--no more toggling

Po. Box 6267/Denver,Colorado 80206 303/777-4292
Name
Address
City IStatelZip
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Hyper about
Slow Load Times?
• • •

KIM Hypertape

is an alternative

Jim Butterfield
14 Brooklyn Ave.
Toronto Ontario M4M 2X5

W

henever
I meet a
bunch of KIM users in
my travels, I'm likely to
notice a couple of guys off to
on e side whispering
and
gesturing in my direction.
This . means either of two
things: I'm wearing odd socks
(again). or I'm being identified as the creator of KIM
Hypertape.
Hypertape,
often called
super tape by KIM users, is
indeed a good thing. It speeds
up the
standard
KIM-1
cassette tape interface by a
factor of six times. This gives
a speed of roughly 50 bytes
per second loading or dumping. It saves time and tape.
And it's completely
compatible with the KIM cassette
tape loader - no extra hardware or software is needed to
read Hypertape.

But I must confess:
didn't do it alone. I didn't
even plan to write Hypertape;
it sort of happened. It's not
that I mind the fame. It's
kind of nice getting fan
letters and acknowledgements
in other people's programs.
And I have no objection to
nubile nymphs strewing rose
petals in my path, either,
although I haven't had too
many of those yet.
Now, it's time to own up.
I wasn't a man with a vision
struggling against innumerable setbacks. I fell into it on
my way to something else.
It's like the story of Thomas
Edison picking up the world's
first light bulb, admiring it,
and then bringing it to his lips
and
hollering,
"Hello?
Hello?"
It all started last fall, when
was having lunch with
Julien Dube: a friend and
fellow KIM owner, and Rick
Simpson, then manager of

KIM-1 Product Support for
MOS Technology, Inc. Rick
was talking about the cassette
interface. "Maybe we should
have made it faster," he
mused. "It could be speeded
up by a factor of three, but
. .. " At that moment the
chopped
chicken
livers
arrived, and the sentence was
never finished. But the phrase
had caught my imagination.
A speedup of three times!
Wow! But how would it be
done? To solve the mystery, I
would have to look into the
workings of the KIM cassette
load/dump programs.
Recording Basics
The KIM User Manual
describes the cassette recording principles quite clearly.
The system uses frequency
shift keying (FSK). The two
tones used are at frequencies
of 3700 Hertz and 2400
Hertz respectively. During a
dump to cassette, the tones
!-----5mS--+2.5mS-I
3700Hz

••1...

.

are generated directly from
the microprocessor as square
waves - no oscillators are
involved. In reading back
from cassette, the signal is fed
to an LM565 phase lock loop
used as frequency discriminator (see Fig. 1). Everything
else is done in software timing, assembling of characters, storage of data and
checksum. Handy to know,
but not enough.
The next step was to dig
into the software. How are
the bits represented on tape?
Still not hard to find; KIM is
well documented.
The socalled 2/1 scheme is used: To
record a logic zero, send 3700
Hertz for five milliseconds
duration followed by 2400
Hz for 2.5 ms, To record a
logic one, send 3700 Hz for
2.5 ms followed by 2400 Hz
for 5 ms (see Fig. 2). Either
way, it's about 7;5 ms per bit,
right? And each sequence
commences with the higher
frequency.
Now we're getting somewhere. The next step is to
look at the tape load monitor
program and see how it gets
those bits back off the tape.
Aha! Here's what KIM does:
It compares the timing of the
two parts, 3700 Hz versus
2400 Hz. If the 3700 Hz
signal lasts longer, the' bit
must be zero; if the 2400 Hz
is the long one, then the bit is
logic one.
Now, pay attention, we're
almost there. If the KIM
loader doesn't care about the
actual timing, but just wants
to know which frequency
lasts longer ... we can speed
the whole thing up! As long
as we keep the right timing
ratio between the two fre·
quencies, the KIM monitor
won't worry whether it's fast
or slow. Since we're dealing
with input and output at the
bit level, we don't need to
fo-2.5ms-I--5mS--i

.1·····1•••••
·:u.u1. .1···

2400Hz
LOG I C 0

Fig. 1. KIM-1 audio tape input circuit.
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LOGIC

I

Fig. 2. Timing of normal KIM tape signals.
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; OUTPUT 3700 HZ TO TAPE
; 9 PULSES 138 USEC EACH
ONE
ONE1

ONE2

LDX#9
PHA
BIT CLKRDl
BPL ONE1
LDA #126
STA CLK1T
LDA #$A7
STA SBD
BIT CLKRDl
BPL ONE2
LDA #126
STA CLK1T
LDA #$27
STA SBD
DEX
BNE ONE1
PLA
RTS

N = 9 pulses
Save A in stack
Check timer
Wait for timeout
Next timing ..
· . into timer
Bit 7 on
· . to output
Wait for timeout

cycles direct from software.
So all you'd need to do is to
change the loop counters and
... hmmm, it might work. Of
course,
Rick's
phrase
was,
" ... factor of three, but ... "
But what? Would the phase
lock loop be too sluggish to
take the speed increase?
Did
all these
exciting
discoveries
send me rushing
to the coding.sheets
to see if I
could
produce
triple-speed
tape? Nope. Next day, I was
chatting to Julien Dube again.
"Funny thing," I said in my
wise and knowing
way. "1

; OUTPUT 2400 HZ TO TAPE
; 6 PULSES 207 USEC EACH
ZRO
ZR01

ZR02

Next timing ..
· . into timer
Bit 7 off
· . to output
one less cycle
go back if more
bring A back
return from subroutine

LDX#6
PHA
BIT CLKRDI
BPL ZR01
LDA #195
STA CLK1T
LDA #$A7
STA SBD
srr CLKRDI
BPLZR02
LDA #195
STA CLK1T
LDA #$27
STA SBD
DEX
BNE ZR01
PLA
RTS

N = 6 pulses

think there's
Program A. Original KIM routines for sending the two frequencies to audio output. Note that the labels
ONE and ZRO do not indicate that we are sending logical one or zero from memory.

; OUTPUT FREQ TO TAPE
; Y REGISTER SAYS WHICH FREQUENCY
ZON
ZON1

ZON2

LDXNPUL,Y
PHA
BIT CLKRDl
BPL ZON1
LDA TIMG.Y
STA CLK1T
LDA #$A7
STA SBD
BIT CLKRDI
BPL ZON2 .
LDA TIMG,Y
STA CLK1T
LDA#$27
STA SBD
DEX
BNE ZON1
PLA
RTS

get N from table
save A
Check timer
Wait for timeout
get timing from table
· . into timer
Bit 7 on
· . to output
Check timer
Wait for timeout
timing from table
· . into timer
Bit 7 off
· . to output
one less cy cle
go back if more
bring A back
return from subroutine

Program B. I've combined the two original KIM routines using the Y
index register to indicate which frequency is involved. Note that I've
done nothing new - just saved memory and punch-up time. But
wait, ZON1 and ZON2100k very similar. Can I saveeven more?

; OUTPUT FREQ TO TAPE
; Y REGISTER SAYS WHICH FREQUENCY
; LOCATION GANG STARTS AT $27 HEX
ZON
ZON1

LDX NPUL,Y
PHA
BIT CLKRDl
BPL ZON1
LDA TIMG,Y
STA CLK1T
LDA GANG
EOR #$80
STA SBD
STA GANG
DEX
BNE ZONI
PLA
RTS

get half-pulses from table
save A
check timer
wait for timeout
get timing from table
.. put in timer
$27 or $A7
flip it over
output it
and save new GANG value
one less half-cycle
go back if more
bring A back
end of subroutine

Program C. Further consolidation of the coding. We're now
counting half-cycles instead of cycles, and this turns out to be a big
help.

I

worry about details of tape
formats:
special characters,
checksums
and items
like
that. They will all eventually
be sent as bits - and it's the
format
of the
bits we're
dealing
with.
To telescope
those
bit signals, we must
return
to the audio dump
program. So long as we write
them properly onto tape, we
know that the load program
will track them correctly.
Counting

Cycles

A little
arithmetic,
or
failing that, a look at the KIM
manual, shows that logic zero
consists of 18 pulses at the
higher frequency followed by
six pulses at the lower. For
logic one the numbers
become nine and 12 (see Fig.
3). As I noted these numbers,
the
words
kept
echoing
through my head, " ... factor
of three ... " Suddenly
the
penny dropped. All the above
pulses are multiples of three
- so you can reduce the
number of cycles to 2/3 or to
1/3
without
getting
into
fractions.
KIM sends all its

1+-------1

a way to in-

crease tape speed by at least
50 percent - it might even go
up to triple speed." As usual,
Julien made a good audience
as I outlined
my detective
work of the previous evening.
"What's more,"
I concluded
triumphantly,
"you'd
hardly
need to write it. Just copy
out the ROM programs
to
RAM,
change
the
pulse
counters,
and you have it!"
I thought
no more of the
conversation
until late that
evening
when Julien called
me. "Works
fine,"
he repo rted.
"Good
at triple
speed,
too.
Why did you
suspect
there
might
be a
problem?"
I found this disconcerting.
Not
only
had
Julien been listening to me
earlier in the day, he'd gone
right ahead and done it. I
collected my thoughts.
"OK,"
I said, "The problem is that the phase lock
loop is likely coming to the
limit of its tracking
capability. Put a meter on the
output
of ~he LM311 comparator. Norrnallv it's 2.5 V,
but at high speed it will start
to pull because of bias distortion."
Julien
called
back very
quickly. "It's solid on 2.5 V

LOGIC

(0)

LOGIC

(I)

BIT - 7.452mS
-------1

Fig. 3. KIM standard audio signals.
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at the highest speed," he
reported.
"Loads without
error, too. Funny thing - I've
listened to the tape itself and
it sounds totally different
than ordinary KIM tape."
On to the Coding Sheets
I think it was that last
comment that got me. How
can it sound different when
it's the same two frequencies?
Besides, the phase lock loop
behavior intrigued me: How
could it track on only two
cycles? How much further
could it go? At this stage,
triple speed, we were sending
a minimum of only two
pulses at one frequency and
three at the other. Could I
speed that up without getting
into fractions? I couldn't see
how. Can you send half a
pulse? That sounds like the
paradox of one hand clap-

ping. I was unable to see it.
Let's pick over the original
KIM monitor
coding for
sending the two frequencies.
It's shown in Program A. Well
written, but since we need to
change it anyway, let's see
what we can do with it. Subroutines ONE and ZERO are
almost identical. They differ
in only two items: nine cycles
versus six cycles, and 126
microseconds of delay in the
timer
versus 195 microseconds. Automatic programming reflex number one:
Consolidate them and put the
two variables in a table.
Assuming we have that
squared away (see Program
B), there's another piece of
duplicate coding: The sequences at ONE1 and ONE2
(and their counterparts
in
ZRO) are almost the same.
This time, the difference is in

hexadecimal 27 versus A7.
These values are sent to the
output register to make bit 7
(the tape output) go on and
off, generating the square
wave that we record on tape.
Automatic
programming
reflex number two: when you
have a bit going back and
forth like that, use an EOR
(Exclusive OR) instruction to
flip it over and back.
That last part is more than
just efficient coding; it has
important consequences for
us to follow through. Previou sly, we generated
a
square wave by having a piece
of program to turn the bit on,
followed by a piece of program to turn it off again.
That makes one full cycle of
the square wave. But if we go
the EOR route (see Program
C), we'll flip the bit over and
ge nerate one-half of the

Program D. The final, polished, complete version for reading and writing data in the Hypertape format.

0100 A9 AD
0102 8D EC 17
0105203219
0108 A9 27
010A 85 F5
010C A9 BF
010E 8D 4317
0111 A2 64
0113 A9 16
0115206101
0118 A9 2A
OllA 20 88 01
011D AD F9 17
0120207001
0123 AD F5 A7
012620
6D 01
0129 AD F6 17
012C 20 6D 01
012F 20 EC 17
013220
6D 01
013520
EA 19
0138 AD ED 17
013B CD F717
013E AD EE 17
0141 ED F817
014490
E9
0146 A9 2F
0148208801
014B AD E7 17
014E 20 70 01
0151 AD E8 17
0154207001
0157 A2 02
0159 A9 04
015B 206101
015E 4C 5C 18
0161 86 F1
016348
01642088
01
016768
0168 C6 F1
016A DO F7
016C 60
016D 20 4C 19
017048
0171 4A
01724A
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;hypertape
DUMP

DUMPT4

EXIT

writer starts here
LDA #$AD
STA VEB
JSR INTVEB
LDA #$27
STA GANG
LDA #$BF
STA PBDD
LDX #$64
LDA #$16
JSR HIC
LDA #$2A
JSR OUTCHT
LDAID
JSR OUTBT
LDA SAL
JSR OUTBTC
LDA SAH
JSR OUTBTC
JSR VEB
JSR OUTBTC
JSR INCVEB
LDA VEB+1
CMPEAL
LDA VEB+2
SBC EAH
BCC DUMPT4
LDA #$2F
JSR OUTCHT
LDA CHKL
JSR OUTBT
LDA CHKH
JSR OUTBT
LDXl$02
LDA
$04
JSR HIC
JMP DISPZ

;subroutines
HIC
HIC1

OUTBTC
OUTBT

STX
PHA
JSR
PLA
DEC
BNE
RTS
JSR
PHA
LSR
LSR

LDA command
set up sub
flop flag for SBD
directnl registr
send 100 ..
.. SYNC chars
send START

(*)

send pgm ID
& start

addrs

send byte ..
move to next

..

is it last byte?

no, repeat
yes, send ..
.. END (f)

checksum
send two ..
EOT characters
& we're

done

TIC
OUTCHT
TIC
HIC1
CHKT
A
A

send character
.. bring it back
repeat

as needed

compute checksum
save the character
.. and take its

square wave. That's what
we've been looking for: a way
to generate half a pulse.
We've opened the door to
sixfold speedup.
Now all the pieces have
come
together,
and the
coding comes easily. We have
the number of half-cycles for
each frequency in a table, so
we can easily adjust the
program for other speeds. At
maximum - Hypertape
speeds, we'll be sending as

LOGIC (0)
1.5 PULSE~2

PULSES

JlJUUl
LOGIC

(I)

~

1.242 mS

Fig. 4. Hypertape audio signals.

littleas one pulse at the lower
frequency and 1.5 pulses at
the higher frequency (Fig. 4).
Can the phase lock loop track
it? You bet it can - and the
2.5 V test point stays steady
as a rock.
Wrapping It Up
The test runs were a bit
eerie. Even when you do the
arithmetic, it doesn't seem
right for a 30-second program
to load in five seconds. At
first, it all happened so quickly that I was sure there was
something
wrong. But it
checked out OK,and Hypertape became a reality.
Tests of various tape recorders revealed that a few of
them won't carry Hypertape,
apparently
because their
frequency response is too
poor to carry the high sidebands of the signal. A related
problem occurs in exchanging
tapes from one cassette unit
to another: Slight head misaligninent causes those vital
high frequencies to be lost.
It's a good practice for KIM
tape swappers to drop their
speed to a paltry three times
normal to eliminate
this
potential problem. Of course,
the documented and tidied
up program (Program 0) was

fired off to the KIM User
Notes for more extensive
field testing. Acknowledgement was given to Julien
Dubetor his help.
As you can see, Hypertape's
speed came from
putting the bits more compactly onto tape. There are
still other areas where the
signal can be made more
efficient. For example, each
byte of storage is translated
into two hexadecimal characters. That's a waste of twoto-one, since 16 bits are used
to store eight. Then there's
the question of the 2/1
coding scheme; that uses
three bit-times to store each
bit. And of course, we
haven't
touched
on the
question of data compression.
There are still worlds to
conquer. But I th ink I'll take
it easy for a while. After all,
there's someth ing to be said
for full compatibility with
the KIM monitor. Then again,
if Julien isn't doing anything
next month ....•

The Realistic Controls
FORTRAN IV*-Minifloppy
Kit gives you the power of
FORTRAN and the speed
and conven ience of the
minifloppy drive all for

TM

$1095.

*Distributed
in the United
States under license from
Unified Technologies, Inc.,
of Islington, Ontario.

01734A
01744A
0175207D01
0178 68
017920
7D 01
017C 60
017D 29 OF
017F C9 OA
018118
01823002
018469
07
018669
30
0188 AO 07
018A 84 F2
018C AO 02
018E 84 F3
0190 BE BE 01
019348
01942C4717
0197 10 FB
0199 B9 BF 01
019C 8D 4417
019F A5 F5
01A1 49 80
01A3 8D 42 17
01A6 85 F5
01A8 CA
01A9 DO E9
01AB 68
01AC C6 F3
01AE FO 05
01BO 30 07
01B24A
01B3 90 DB
01B5 AO 00
01B7 FO D7
01B9 C6 F2
01BB 10 CF
01BD 60
01BE 02
01BF C3 03 7E

LSR
LSR
JSR
PLA
JSR
RTS
HEXOUT

HEX1
OUTCHT
TRY
ZON
ZON1

SETZ
ROUT

;frequency
NPUL
TIMG

A
A
HEXOUT

four left bits ..
write 'em
now the 4 right bits

HEXOUT

AND #$OF
CMP
$OA
CLC
BMIHEX1
ADC #$07
ADC #$30
LDY #$07
STY COUNT
LDY #$02
STY TRIB
LDX Nl.'UL,Y
PHA
BIT CLKRDI
BPL ZON1
LDA TIMG,Y
STA CLK1T
LDA GANG
EOR #$80
STA SBD
STA GANG
DEX
BNE ZON1
PLA
DEC TRIB
BEQ SETZ
BMIROUT
LSR A
BCC ZON
LDY#O
BEQ ZON
DEC COUNT
BPLTRY
RTS
Idensity controls
.BYTE $02
.BYTE $C3,$03,$7E

remove unwanted
convert to ASCII
.. by adding:

bits

$37 if A to F;
$30 if numeric.
For the 8 bits:
send 3 units
starting at 3700 Hz
# 0 f half cycles
Wait for previous ..
cycle to complete
Get timing to the ..
next pulse (7E or C3)
Flip between

1 & 0

Sent all cycles?
no, go back
yes, recall char
one less to send
branch if last one
branch if no more
Take next bit
.. if it's a one ..
Switch to 2400 Hz
unconditional
return
one less bit
any more? go back

Two pulses!

.O.IP •••

One cycle!

lrY

Floppy Disk System
for your
S-IOOBus Computer
Our kit includes:

•One Shugart SA400 minifloppy TMDR IVE (assembled and
tested) - Second drive is optional.
•Fully socketed interface module kit featuring processorindependent timing, 7 level vectored interrupts, bootstrap
and diagnostic PROM, parallel 8-bit I/O ports.
•Cables, cabinet and regulator parts.

™

•System minidiskette
with FO RTRAN I V (featuring IBM
compatible floating po in t , subroutine library, 8080 extensions);
Livermore BASIC; Disk Operating System; Text Editor;
Utilities.
The system requires one standard 5-100 bus slot, power from
your system supply, and 24K of RAM.
Z//25 FORTRAN IV-Minifloppy
Kit
$1095
(Assembled & Tested)
$1220
Second Minifloppy
& Expansion
Parts
$ 449
(Assembled & Tested) . $ 495
Formatted M in id iskettes
(65K capacity)
Package of 5 . . .....
$
25
Write for detailed
brochure;
or
order sending check, money
order, SA, or Me card No, with
expiration
date and signature.

PO if D&B rated.

CALL DIANNA AT:

realistic controls corporation
404
WEST
35TH
STREET
DA VENPORT,
IOWA 52806
(319) 386-4400

Signature
disclosure

of software
agreement

nonis required.

Freight
added to all non-prepaid
orders.
Iowa and Minnesota
residents add sales tax.

UPS COD shipments accepted
upon

25% down

payment.

R14
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Interested in
Commercial
Programming?
• • •

some points to consider

?

Irwin Doliner
Interactive Data Systems
Software Consultants
PO Box 290
Owings Mills MD 21117

S

uddenly,
after all the
games and home application programs, you realize
that maybe it's time to go
commercial (l.e., write programs to sell). You create a
catchy name for your company, have business cards
printed, and maybe place an
ad in Kilobaud magazine.
And now you are ready to
write commercial software,
right? Well, maybe!
Unless you are an unusual
hobbyist, the transition from
writi ng personal programs to
writing commercial programs
is not quite that simple. You
will need to give a great deal
of attention to areas that you
have
probably
considered
only briefly - if at all.
Before you begin you
must decide if you will be
writing programs for other
hobbyists or if you are aiming
at business applications. The
70

essential
difference
is that
another hobbyist will have a
fairly good understanding
of
what the computer
is doing
and can work around certain
shortcomings.
He will prob·
ably even modify your program to satisfy his own needs.
The commercial
user, on the
other hand, knows his job
and what
he expects
the
computer
to do for him; but
he will probably have Iittle or
no understanding
of how
computers
work. He will be
impatient with sketchy documentation
or programs writ·
ten with
no attention
to
human
engineering.
Anyone
purchasing your system has a
right to expect good system
docu mentation
and
good
human engineering.
These
terms
sound
wonderful,
like motherhood
and apple pie, but just what
do they mean in practical
terms? The remainder of this
article will attempt to impart
some understanding
of what
each of these areas entails.
Volumes
have been written
on
documentation
and
human
engineering,
so the
treatment
here will in no way
be exhaustive.
My intent is to
give you a feel for the kinds
of things to consider in each
of these areas.

AFTER THE QUESTION MARK "?" ENTER THE EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER SEPARATED BY A COMMA "," AS FOLLOWS:
?JOHN DOAKES,l11-22-3333 ?
Example 1.

If your overview can show
him that you have a good
understanding
of his problems, he will have confidence
in your ability to solve them.
If you have told the user
precisely what the system can
(and cannot) do, he will have
no illusions about its capabilities.
Second, indicate how you
plan to solve the problem.
Tell the user what information he must supply to the
programs, how this data will
be used and manipulated
and,
finally, what he will be given
in return.
Include
sample
inputs and outputs so he will
not be surprised the first time
he runs the program.
The
slogan of a famous
motel
chain
is equally
applicable
here: "The best surprise is no
surprise."
Error Messages
Provide a list of all error
messages that your program
might print and explain in as
much detail as you can what

each message means. Indicate
all known
cases where an
error condition
might generate
other error messages.
Describe
how to clear all
probable causes for each error
condition.
Regardless of how
well your documentation
is
written, the user is bound to
make errors, so try to make
them as painless as possible.
Do not skimp on words and
don't
be
afraid
of
redundancy.
When a user is
trying to determine
the reason for an error
message,
there is nothing
more frustrating
than
his having to
search for information.
List all resources required
to run your system. Indicate
how much memory is needed,
how much and what kind of
storage
(such
as disk)
is
required,
and what language
and level of compiler
(or
translator)
is necessary.
In
addition
to specifying
minimum requirements,
indicate
how run efficiency might be
improved
by
increasing

certain
resources
above the
minimum.
For example, one
disk drive may be required to
run your system, but greater
efficiency
might be achieved
with two or three.
Finally, give the user some
helpful
hints
on how to
improve operations
once he
has become
more familiar
with the system. If possible,
suggest alternate uses for it. If
you
establ ish a feedback
channel
you will find that
imaginative users will discover
operating procedures and new
applications
for your system
that you never dreamed of.
Human Engineering
Human engineering
is not
an exact science but rather an
application
of good common
sense. Using human engineering in program design means
trying to anticipate the areas
that
could
be difficult
or
confusing
for the user and
attempting
to eliminate
or
explain them. Remember, the
only purpose for your system

Documentation
The first encounter
that a
user has with your system is
probably
through
the documentation.
His reaction to it
may well determine
his confidence, or lack of it, in your
system.
Just as you would
shine your shoes before a job
interview
you must polish
your documentation
before
attempting
to sell your system. There is no single correct way to write documentation; it is merely important
that it include the necessary
ingredients, well presented.
First, tell the user what
problem
your
system
attempts to solve and what it
will do for him. This overview
will
probably
have
the
greatest
influence
on a pros pective
cl lent,
and
may
determine
whether or not he
is willing to buy your system.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

PRINT"HA VE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE";
INPUT A$
IF LEFT$(A$,l)="Y"
GOTO 80
PRINT"ENTER EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY"
PRINT"NUMBER AS FOLLOWS:"
PRINT"JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333"
PRINT
PRINT"NAME,SS#";
INPUT N$,S$
I
I
/
/
500 GOTO 80
OK
RUN
HAVE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE? N
ENTER EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER AS FOLLOWS:
JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333
NAME,SS#? JOHN DOAKES,l11-22-3333
NAME,SS#? .....
ETC.
RUN
HAVE YOU USED THIS PROGRAM BEFORE? Y
NAME,SS#? JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333
NAME,SS#? .....
ETC.
Fig. 1. The detailed prompt followed bv the abbreviated prompt.
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(aside from making money) is
to help the user.
Your
program
cannot
work
properly
if the user
does not input the correct
data, so don't be cryptic with
your prompts. If the program
requires that he enter a certain type of information,
tell
him what is required.
For
example:
N,S?

probably
anything

would
not mean
to the user and

NAME,SS#?

with
interactive
programs,
this message might prove useful
once.
But if 100
employees
must be entered,
and each is prompted
by this
message, the user will soon
grow weary.

would
probably
be understood as a request for a name
and Social Security number.
Be careful, though. If a little
dialogue is good, a lot is not
necessarily
better.
Consider
the prompt in Example 1.
If the user has no experience

One way to overcome this
is to give a detailed prompt
once and an abbreviated
version thereafter.
As the user
gains experience
with
the
system,
even
the detailed
prompts become unnecessary.
Fig. 1 is an example of this

would undoubtedly
confuse
him. He might be forced to
guess what is required
and
would probably guess wrong.
On the other hand:

10 PRINT"HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE PROGRAM?"
20 PRINT"O = UNFAMILIAR"
30 PRINT"1 = SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR"
40 PRINT"2 = VERY FAMILIAR"
50 INPUT A
60 IF A <>INT(A)
GOTO 80
70 IF A >=0 GOTO 100
80 PRINT"ANSWER ONLY 0, 1 OR 2";
90 GOTO 50
100 IF A >2 GOTO 80
110 X=5*A
120 ON A GOTO 170,190
130 PRINT"ENTER EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND SOCIAL"
140 PRINT"SECURITY NUMBER AS FOLLOWS:"
150 PRINT"JOHN DOAKES,I11-22-3333"
160 PRINT
170 PRINT"EMPLOYEE'S NAME,SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER";
180 GOTO 200
190 PRINT"EMP NAME,SOC SEC #';
200 X=X+l
210 GOTO 230
220 PRINT"NAME,SS#';
230 INPUT N$,S$
/
/

/
/
500 IF X> 10 GOTO 220
510 IF X> 5 GOTO 190
520 GOTO 170
OK
RUN
HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE PROGRAM?
0= UNFAMILIAR
1 = SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR
2 = VERY FAMILIAR
?O
ENTER EMPLOYEE'S NAME AND SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBER AS FOLLOWS:
JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333
EMPLOYEE'S NAME,SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER? JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333
EMPLOYEE'S NAME,SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER? .... ETC.
RUN
HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE PROGRAM?
0= UNFAMILIAR
1 = SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR
2 = VERY FAMILIAR
? 1

EMPLOYEE'S NAME,SOCIAL SECURITY NUMER? JOHN DOAKES,111-22-3333
EMP NAME,SOC SEC #? _. _.. ETC.
RUN
HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH THE PROGRAM?
0= UNFAMILIAR
1 = SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR
2 = VERY FAMILIAR
? 2

EMP NAME,SOC SEC #? JOHN DOAKES,I11-22-3333
NAME,SS#? .....
ETC.
Fig. 2. Different
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levels of prompts.

method.
The user is given a
detailed
message once, and
from then on it is assumed he
knows what is required.
For other applications
the
input requirements
are more
complicated;
the
learning
curve approach
might prove
more
practical.
In this
method
the transition
from
detailed
to
abbreviated
prompt is gradual rather than
immediate.
In Fig. 2 the user
is given
several
levels of
prompts, depending upon his
familiarity
with the system.
Another important
human
engineering concept is defensive
programming.
Essentially, this means trying to
anticipate
all possible types
of errors that the user could
make and taking
steps to
protect
the program against
them.
Suppose
that
you have
written an inventory
system,
and a salesman accesses it to
enter his sales. He must enter
an item number
(a number
from
1 to 100) and the
quantity sold. In Fig. 3 there
was
no
defensive
programming to protect
against
the salesman's
error, so the
resultant
messages probably
confused him and resulted in
much lost time. The defensive
programming
technique
used
in Fig. 4 protects against this
problem.
In this way the
program
will not terminate
abnormally,
and the user's
efforts up to that point will
not be lost.
Input/Output
There
will
usually
be
several
possible
ways
of
accepting input data from the
user. Some will be simpler for
the programmer,
while others
will be simpler for the user.
Unless there are other overriding reasons for selecting
one method
over another,
always opt for the method
which will seem easiest and
most natural for the user.
Suppose
that there is an
employee file on disk that the
program
must
read
and
update. The user is to input
the hours that each employee
worked that week. It would

WAITING

for the )tail'

THE 80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER WILL PUT YOU ON LINE TO A MULTITUbE OF
TERMINALS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS_ YOU WILL GET THE INFORMATION YOU NEED WHEN YOU
NEED IT, WHERE YOU NEED IT. WHETHER YOU NEED PROGRAMS OR DATA TRANSFERRED OVER
THE DIAL TELEPHONE NETWORK, YOU GET FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE ANY TIME OF DAY OR
NIGHT. WHILE OTHERS ARE WAITING FOR THE MAILMAN TO DELIVER, YOUR SYSTEM IS WAY
AHEAD.

80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS

•

ADAPTER

The 80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER was developed to function as an S-100 bus
compatible serial interface incorporating a fully programmable modem and Telco interface. These
functions are usually accomplished by the use of two separate modules: 1) a serial I/O board, and
2) an external modem. By combining these features on a single board, the 80-103A can offer
microcomputer applications significant cost/performance advantages over other implementations.
• FULLY PROGRAMMABLE
FEATURES
• AUTOMATED
DIALING
AND
ANSWER
• ORIGINATE
OR ANSWER MODE
• 110-300 BIT/SEC DATA RATES
• CHARACTER
FORMAT AND PAR ITY
• ERROR DETECTION
• FULLY BUFFERED,
OUTPUTS DR IVE
25 S-100 BUS LOADS

• STANDARD
U.S. FREQUENCIES
• FULL TELCO COMPATIBILITY
WHEN
ATTACHED
TO DAA
• COMPATIBLE
WITH EXISTING
TELETYPES AND TIME SHARING MODEMS
• ALL
DIGITAL
MODULATION
AND
DEMODULATION.
NO ADJUSTMENTS
REQUIRED.

DC Hayes Associates offers a full range of capabilities
for solving your information handling problems.
Whether your problem is large or small, we will apply
innovative techniques for finding the best solution.
Contact us about our products and services.

PRICES:
Assembled 80-103A with 48 hour burn in
and 90 day warranty is $279.95
Bare Board with manual is $49.95

DC Hayes
P.o. Box 9884.

•

H20

aSSOciates

Atlanta, Georgia 30319.

(404) 231-0574
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10 DIM S(100)

10 DIM S(100)
/

/
/
/
/

/
/

/

100 PRINT"ITEM NO.,QUAN";
110 INPUT I,Q
120 S(I)=S(I)+Q

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

/
/
/
/
400 GOTO 100

OK
RUN
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 20,15
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 45,23
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 102,30
SUBSCRIPT OUT OF RANGE IN 120

/
/

/
400 GOTO 100

OK

OK

Fig. 3. A confusion factor - to be avoided.

be simple for the programmer
to read each employee's name
from the file and ask for his
hours. This method would be
fine if the user were working
from a document
listing
employees in the same order
that they occur in the file;
but he may be working from
time cards arranged in random order. It would be easier
for
him
to
input
the
employee's name and hours
in the order in which the
cards occurred and let the
program sort them into the
required order.
Most business applications
will require one or more
reports to be produced. A
report may show total hours
worked on each of several
projects,
together
with
associated costs; or you may
have to produce a list of all
inventory items which have
dropped to the reorder point,
together
with
reorder
quantities.
Whatever the
report, the emphasis should
be on usability. The user
should not be left with the
feel ing that a degree in report
reading is required.
As much as possible, the
report should be self-explanatory. It should have a meaningful title which appears at
the top of every page; the
pages should be numbered
and dated; column headings
should be descriptive and
clear. Avoid abbreviations
unless they are necessary, in
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PRINT"ITEM NO.,QUAN";
INPUT I,Q
IF I=INT(I) GOTO 160
PRINT"ITEM NO. MUST BE AN INTEGER FROM 1 TO 100"
PRINT"PLEASE RE-ENTER ";
GOTO 100
IF I <1 GOTO 130
IF 1>100 GOTO 130
IF Q=INT(Q) GOTO 210
PRINT"QUANTITY MUST BE AN INTEGER"
GOTO 140
/

which case they should be
explained.
Format
data for easy
readability by the use of
spacing
and blank lines.
Columns should be spaced far
enough apart to show that
they are separate but not too
far apart. Insert blank lines to
improve
readability.
The
human mind can usually
discern three items sirnultaneously so a blank line should
be inserted after each three
(five at the most) lines of
data. Consider the report
format depicted in Figs. 5a,
5b and 5c to determine which
is most readable.
Conclusion
Putting together

STOCK

NO.

PRICE

Fig. 4. Human engineering - to help the humans.

commercial package requires
a great deal of role playing
and common sense. Try to
put yourself in the position
of the user, and try to remove
yourself from the role of programmer.
It is a natural tendency
among humans (a category
that
includes many pro'
grammers) to defend their
creations, but th is tendency
must be resisted if you are to

produce acceptable systems.
Use your ingenuity to devise
ways to make the system fail.
When reading your documentation, try to forget that
you wrote it and pretend it
was written by your worst
enemy.
If your system is able to
withstand
such a savage
onslaught it is probably as
good as you would like to
believe it is.•

DESCRIPTION

=========

=======

<:=="'''=",'=='''''

582974309
999041369
711778039
0""319149
344664861
991451211
277379649
60'1002039
820036226
57152065'1
0631848'11
490238422
183525243
325924388
279126857
53'1936327
'192869710
6'13135784
3'11'110743
913535610
:510011322
109162566
134009579

$506.54
$411.73
$472.88
'660.78
$692.81
'229.21
5708.52
5657.17
5385.89
561'1.20
5392.11
5216.11
5730. '17
$106.51
S297.66
"838.20
$907.30
$848.7'1
$186.'13
.376.70
5117.99
5130.41
5342.49

HIOHPVCORDZ
ODTDDKJVSTA
FWGARSVRAFC
DVNJDNHSHLX
DBSYFTKJFEF
OGDILIUAVFX
V-lFOOI(UNI(YV
AKGCXGOXATN
-lVXOXCSALIR
HTODVRWRTIX

4142:14160
795863838
88'1953242
017680766
57Q8371'79
942674'755
185832248

'611.76
5281.33
$617.33
5305.71
5532.73
5822.25
5349.54

(a)

a good

RUN
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 20,15
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 45,23
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 102,30
ITEM NO. MUST BE AN INTEGER FROM 1 TO 100
PLEASE RE-ENTER ITEM NO.,QUAN? 100,30
ITEM NO.,QUAN? 47,.56
QUANTITY MUST BE AN INTEGER
PLEASE RE-ENTER ITEM NO.,QUAN? 47,56
ITEM NO.,QUAN? .....
ETC.

InOIDTOMBKR
AIOPMVYPECD
VYGB-lVIWNFN
OCCVCWAFPOY
TMCWAVYODDF
NNHRTPflIDXM
GQLUOFT -llJK
DURSLSOHDFU
GKNHFIBLSRO
MUEuaOXPDXC
NIVFLRJKY08
BWLRYWSOOYM
SSAMlIXBHKUY

534610485
037233688
747595353
443449898
773950634
815179128
9'16'172906
370587085
7777'11322
43011'1283
6'11175210
00'1991'152
7639'1105'1
35'1915641
1'1620'1108
608204091
392120967
438'133967
34325'755'7
977063'141
281839'190
236694901
033487274

$673.56
$903.26
$090,45
$168.89
S589.47
$138.01
5593.76
5236.37
5739.53
50'17.2'1
5'127.96
5232.81
5088.57
5559.54
S357.10
5023.39
560'7.61
5122.57
5'76'1.'19
5771.39
5834.63
5825.95
$096.56

ZXBHCPXBEBIJ
ETAOOYCOROS
KLAVTSSBKOO
IGKYA-lNCAEE
VPOODMUXURP
LNVWHYHYAXA
AKXXPCHSHWB
-lWPfYMPWIZR
WNLOSHWPZNF
LUSSEYYRW~K
YGNQXUXRWKO
WGCREZlPWFB
VCVOKROLBWL
T AODOYWPVWO
OOOPWMGMPLP
IPHFSRXJSLI
QLVDOIEQP-lP
ZOEKCHYRB-lF

KDYAOUPZe:WF
AETDRC.BAlZI
DIYGBLDMNFW
LGDAJNZML YE
H-lAJPS-lWIJO
WMZKBFVU8DW
CPSBDXTCWKL

165109955
888241291
788424099
049559474
'710440681
688751403
221361409

$502.03
5165.32
5780.49
5607.57
5124.21
5595.44
.332.49

CCAYUDYSFIO
OOOYVABSRGP
ZJSNIHXJVUW
XNFIQRPURYH
JXBF'LKBSOVO
JUE,JAYMYGQC
LREVSGM-lDTY

VCCXNOAPAIL
PUEPRHCWEWQ
NAMBXUNWAYJ
HVNYVHEYBBC
QVZUlHILRNG

(b)

306643212
954544008
207495490

5677.67
'379.18

RLNADIIlSMLJ
GFYOWNt\KNZO
EXW..JJJNOP8T

'106535541
503'135720
685274321

5697.19
5730.15
$166.63

FPPLMDKMZFt~
SLAFXDRIHLN
-lBFWOHOHFID

859053631
787957'16'1

5426.06
5986.84
53'13.35

ZAIlICOPASY
OVKJKXVNOPE
YEUGMJV fROH

0526011'16
921553273

5932.53
"701.'14
"335.83

YAWSXRGHOJY
PJPRKDDMWCN
CZFClALFVXMF

'199856777
2'153'15993
309090792

$409.39
5746.65
5776.10

YFMRLNPBH fR
ROARWCZSN-lA
GNllKJOBE-lTR

$129.68

HHRflXMJADHO
RABPPNARMSY

633582969
659003072
893685986

5127.14
$544.42

788936694
794563761
84746'7331

5754.04
$400.64
5558.90

AFBf'SCEOWYU
EKITNSRFIEM
NNIEPDKJ8FQ

5325.52
5965.63

WEOISNCCPEf'
OTVHSUYILBK
WRWTACT08VS

5782.32
5150.23

lDKPFANNIWl
-lFVEWWXFKJl

$103.134

EYMME:SSPIUY
BROND8GFZSO

195870198
509179869
206413047
013317016
030725705

289230731
443744372

2MBMRWRRUHG

5525.09

(c)

Fig. 5. Formatting examples. You pick the best one.

RF-lOZH)'flHrW

The Small Computer
Twenty-five years ago a computer as powerful as the
new Processor Technology SOL-20/8 priced out at a cool million.
Now for only $13S0 in kit form or $18S0 fully
assembled and tested you can have your own small computer
with perhaps even more power. It comes in a package about the
size of a typewriter. And there's nothing like it on the market
today. Not from IBM, Burroughs, DEC, HP or anybody else!

It fills a new role
If you're an engineer, scientist or businessman, the
Sol-20 can help you solve many or all of your design problems,
help you quantify research, and handle the books too. For not
much more than the price of a good calculator, you can have high
level computer power.

Use it in the office, lab, plant or home
Sol-20 is a smart terminal for distributed processing.
Sol-20 is a stand alone computer for data collection, handling
and analysis. Sol-20 is a text editor. In fact, Sol-20 is the key
element of a full fledged computer system including hardware,
software and peripheral gear. It's a computer system with a
keyboard, extra memory, I/O interfaces, factory backup, service
notes, users group.
It's a computer you can take home after hours to play
or create sophisticated games, do your personal books and taxes,
and a whole host of other tasks.
Those of you who are familiar with small computers
will recognize what an advance the Sol-20 is.

Sol-20 offers all these features as standard:
8080 microprocessor-1024
character video display
circuitry-control
PROM memory-9216
words of static lowpower RAM - 2048 words of preprogramroed PROM - built-in
cassette interface capable of controlling two recorders at 1200
bits per second - both parallel and serial standardized interface
connectors - a complete power supply including ultra quiet
fan - a beautiful case with solid walnut sides - software which
includes a preprogrammed PROM personality module and a data
cassette with BASIC-S language plus two sophisticated computer
video games-the
ability to work with all S-lOO bus products.

Full expansion capability
Tailor the Sol-20 system to your applications with our
complete line of peripheral products. These include the video
monitor, audio cassette-and digital tape systems, dual floppy
disc system, expansion memories, and interfaces.

Write for our new 22 page catalog.
Get all the details.
Processor Technology, Box Y, 6200 Hollis St.,
Emeryville, CA 94608. (41S) 6S2-8080.

ProcessorTechnoiogy

P3

voltage, current
and power supplies

George Young
Sierra High School
Tollhouse CA 93667

I

n class session 5 we
looked at the other members of the NAND gate family
and studied the four different
logic
functions:
NAND,
AND, OR and NOR. Now
we're going to study microprocessor
power supplies.
After the unregulated power
supply section was completed, it was found to be
entirely too long to include
here, so plans are to print the
article in our sister publication, 73 Magazine. In this
session we will take up additional material on voltage
regulation
and overvoltage
protection; and, for fun, we'll
include
a touch control
circuit.
Power Supply Characteristics
For TTL integrated circuits, a power supply of 5
volts plus or minus % volt is
recommended. TTL chips are
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guaranteed by the manufacturer to operate satisfactorily
only within this narrow voltage range. The maximum
supply voltage is usually given
as about 7 volts. This means
that if more than 7 volts are
applied to the chip it is likely
to be permanently damaged.
Fig. 1 shows again the
unregulated
power supply
used in the Kilobaud Klassroom console. With no load
connected (no power being
drawn
from
the power
supply) the output voltage
will measure about 10 volts
on a de voltmeter. Each diode
is being fed % of the 12.6 V
ac transformer
secondary
voltage, or about 6.3 volts ac.
As mentioned in earlier Klassroom
sessions, the filter
capacitor will charge up to
1.41 times the ac RMS (Root
Mean Square) voltage. This
should give 6.3 x 1.41 or
about 8.83 volts de out of the

filter capacitor. So why do
we measure 10 volts out of
this power supply?
A small transformer is not
as efficient as a larger one
that has more iron in it. To
compensate for this inefficiency,
the
transformer
manufacturer
adds a few
extra turns to the transformer
secondary so that it will deIiver its rated secondary
voltage at the full current
load. This means that the
particular transformer
that
we used here actually has
more than 12.6 volts ac out
of the secondary when no
current is being drawn from
the power supply. Because
the
secondary
voltage is
higher, the capacitor charges
up to 1.41 ti mes whatever
this
secondary
voltage
actually turns out to be, and
therefore we measure 10 volts
de, or a little more, across the
filter capacitor with no load

connected.
As the load on the power
supply increases (as more current is drawn from the power
supply by the circuits connected to it) this 10 volts dc
will sag lower and lower, until
at the full current rating of
the transformer, the output
dc will approach the input ac
voltage of 6.3 volts. If more
iron is added to a power
transformer, the efficiency of
the
transformer
increases.
With a 12.6 volt centertapped secondary and a 3
ampere current rating it will
have much better voltage
regulation than the transformer used in Fig. 1.
Power supply voltage regulation refers to the change in
the output voltage of a power
supply with no current being
delivered to the load compared to the output voltage at
the full current load. Because
this voltage changes from
8-10 volts down to 6-8 volts,
and our TTL chips require 5
volts, we must have some
additional voltage regulation
circuitry in order for our TTL
circuits to operate.
Overvoltage Protection
A power supply is a group
120: 12.6 VAC

major investment on your
part in the computer is the
microprocessor chip and the
memory chips. This will be
roughly 90% of the dollars
invested in the central processor (CPU) portion of your
computer system. The power
supply voltage to the microprocessor and the memory
chips must never exceed 7
volts. Any voltage in excess
of 7 volts could instantly
wipe out your entire computer and all the expensive
chips. To prevent such an
occurrence, overvoltage protection circuitry can be incorporated
into the power
supply. This is a circuit that
senses the
5 volt power
supply line, and if this line
ever exceeds about 6 V de,
the
circuitry
instantly
removes supply voltage. Such
a circuit, called overvoltage
protection circuitry, is built
into some of the computers
currently offered by manufacturers.
The Processor
Technology SOL-20 is one
example of a computer that
incorporates this feature.
Since I am a very cheap
individual, and I happen to
know
from
your correspondence that many of you
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Fig. 1. The console unregulated power supply.

of circuits, or modules, that
together
must perform a
specific task. It is comparable
to a chain. If anything goes
amiss, the weakest link in the
chain will break. The fuse is
an example of a link that is
intended to break, and thus
protect other components.
One of the links in the
power supply circuitry is the
series pass regulator element.
It can short-circuit. If this
happens, it is almost always a
short from the input to the
output. This short will place
unregulated dc on each and
every component connected
to the power supply. The

following the Klassroom are
already
operating
your
systems, I feel that overvoltage
protection
for your
investment is a number one
priority. I could wait until
later to include this circuitry,
but if I can save any of you a
few dollars, then it belongs
here, and not later in the
series.
Experiment #28
The SCR
Problem: How can I add
overvoltage protection to my
power supply?
Solution:
Use a silicon
controlled rectifier (SCR) to

blow a fuse that feeds the
regulator element.
Procedure: Refer to Fig. 2.
Fig. 2a shows the electronic
symbol for the SCR. Fig. 2b
shows the basing of some
typical SCRs. (The basinq of
the particular SCR that you
use will be included with the
SCR or can be found in data
manuals.) Fig. 2c shows the
test circuit that I want you to
use to find out what the SCR
does: Connect the circuit of
Fig. 2c on the console breadboard.
Theory:
A silicon controlled rectifier is one member of a family of 4-layered
devices. An ordinary diode
has two layers, one positive
(PI and one negative (N I. We
say that a diode is a PN
device. A transistor has three
layers, either PNP or NPN.
The 4-layered devices, such as
the SCR have either a PNPN
or NPNP configuration.
The SCR is connected to
the circuit in a forward-biased
configuration:
plus to the
anode, and minus to the
cathode. Even though it is
connected with forward bias,
it does not conduct. It is an
open circuit. To make it
conduct, a small forward bias
must also be applied to one
of the four layers. This trigger
layer is called the gate. A
small current into the gate
turns on the SCR, and for all
practical purposes, connects
the anode and cathode of the
SCR together. Once the SCR
is turned on by the small
current on the gate, the SCR
remains on even if the gate
current is removed. This is
called latching. The jumper
from plus 5 to the current
limiting resistor connected to
the gate element will inject
current into theSCR, turning
it on. Once on, the SCR
latches, and even though the
gate current is then removed,
the LED will remain on.
To turn the SCR off and
unlatch
it,
the current
through the four layers must
be interrupted. To interrupt
the current and turn the LED
off, remove the LED from
the circuit. This breaks the
current path, and when the

LED is reinserted in the
circuit it will remain off until
you again trigger the gate.
You can also break the current path anywhere between
plus and minus and accomplish the same thing.
A second way to turn off
the SCR is to bypass the
current around it. The current flowing through the SCR
is what causes it to latch. If a
jumper is placed around it the
current
no longer flows
through the SCR but through
the jumper instead. The SCR
will unlatch and the LED will
go out and remain out until
you trigger the gate again. As
with any diode operated with
forward bias, there is a voltage drop across the diode,
and the anode of the SCR
will be a few tenths of a volt
above ground.
The SCR is similar in its
operation to a latching relay,
but with one very important
difference:
The SCR is a
semiconductor device and is
very fast. The relay is an
electromechanical device and
is very slow by comparison.
Experiment #29
The Overvoltage Circuit
Problem: How can an SCR
provide overvoltage protection for my power supply?
Solution:
Use an SCR to
blow a fuse, thereby removing power to the regulator
circuitry.
Procedure: Refer to Fig. 3.
This is a test circuit for the
overvoltage protection
circuit. We will need to modify
the console power supply by
opening some circuits and
bringing wires up from underneath the console so they can
be plugged into the breadboard to perform the experiment. After we do the experiment and understand how the
circuit works (and prove that
it works), we will incorporate
it permanently into the console power supply.
Disconnect
the input
terminal of the LM 309K (or
7805) from the output of the
power supply. Disconnect the
ground terminal of the LM
309K from minus (see Fig.
3a).
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Bring two wires up from
below the console. Make
them long enough to reach
the breadboard
from the
power supply output and the
input terminal of the LM
309K. Bring one wire up
from the ground terminal of
the LM 309K. Plus 5 and
ground from the power supply itself remain available at
the feedthrough bolts on the
front panel of the console.
Now set up the circuit of
Fig. 3c on the breadboard.
The 1k to 5k variable resistor
between
the
LM 309K
ground terminal and power
supply minus should initially
be set for zero Ohms. As this
resistance is increased, the
regulated +5 volts out of the
LM 309K will rise. When the
voltage on the +5 volt line
rises high enough to reach the
zener voltage, the zener diode
will begin to conduct, and the
voltage across the 1k resistor
in series with the zener will
begin to increase.
As this voltage begins to
increase, current will begin to
flow into the gate terminal of
the SCR. At some point
around 6 volts out of the LM
309K, the SCR will fire.
When the SCR fires, the pilot
light (try a #47 or #44 lamp)
will illuminate. If you now
measure the output voltage of
the LM 309K, you will find it
very near ground. With the
SCR latched on, you have
essentially a short circuit
through the SCR to minus.
The LM 309K has almost no
voltage on its input terminal,
so there is no output voltage.
Return the 1k pot in the
ground return circuit of the
LM 309K to zero Ohms.
Reset the SCR to off. Either
jumper across the SCR or
break
the
current
path
through it by opening one of
the leads. Repeat the overvoltage
output-SCR
firing
sequence by again raising the
output of the LM 309K and
increasing
the resistance
between
the
LM 309K
ground terminal and power
supply
minus. The SCR
should again fire and illuminate the pilot lamp.
Once you are convinced
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that the circuit functions
correctly you are ready to
install it under the chassis.
Reconnect
the LM 309,K
ground terminal to minus.
The lamp in the test circuit
will be replaced with a fuse.
Add another
fuse holder
under the chassis and connect
a l-Amp fuse in place of the
lamp that was used for the
test. Do not eliminate the
%-Amp fuse in the primary of
the power transformer. This

fuse is protecting your house
from burning down. Add the
second fuse so that if the +5
volt line on your power supply ever exceeds about 6

required as well. Since a
heavier current SCR requires
more gate injection current to
turn it on, the voltage on the
+5 volt output line will have
to rise higher to produce a
larger voltage drop across the
1k resistor in series with the
zener diode in order to fire
the heavier current
SCR.
There are several things that
could be done to overcome
this problem, but we already
have a tested and proven circuit using a zener diode and
an SCR. Therefore, the simplest and best solution is to
use the circuit that we have
already proven, and add the
.5
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volts, the SCR will fire and
blow this 1-Amp fuse. Fig. 3d
gives the final modified circuit that is incorporated into
the console power supply.
I could stop at this point
and let the rest of you figure
out how to add this to your
computer power supply, but
if I did I would end up
a nswering
another
several
hundred letters. So let's see if
I can give you the rest of the
information, and save myself
a lot of writing.
Experiment #30
Heavy Current
Overvoltage Protection
Problem: Hey, George,
have the Design Console
(rather than the Student Console) power supply. How do I
add overvoltage protection to
it? Or how do I add it to
Brand X power supply?
Solution:
Use a heavier
current SCR and a trigger
boost circuit.
Procedure: Refer to Fig. 4.
The fuse is replaced with one
equal to the current capacity
of your power supply. A
heavier current SCR is now

TEST

CIRCUIT

basing and test circuit.

heavier current SCR. The
original SCR that we have
already proven in our test
circuit is used to fire the
added heavy current SCR.
The trip point therefore will
remain exactly as it was in
our test circuit, and the second SCR will blow the
heavier fuse just as rapidly as
our original circuit ilium inated the lamp.
To test the heavier current
overvoltage
protection
circuitry we can apply the same
procedures used to test the
Student Console power supply. Basically, the output +5
volt line must be raised under
controlled
conditions,
the
zener diode placed into conduction. The first SCR fires
and it in turn fires the second
SCR. You can use the lamp
again in the test, or you can
just go ahead and blow the
fuse to prove that your circuit will shut things down if
the output line ever exceeds
about 6 volts dc.
Why Do I Keep Jumping All
Around?
Why do I keep bringing in

apparently stray topics instead of sticking to digital
electronics? We are going to
build a computer at the end
of this series. If we are going
to have half a chance to
accomplish
this goal in
approximately
one year of
Kilobaud Klassroom, I have
to find some way to cover
everything we are going to
need to get the job done. One
approach is to write separate
articles for some of the techniques that we will need. This
approach
has been used.
Another possible technique is
to have some of the material
published in another magazine. This approach has also
been used. As letters from the
readers
provide feedback
about their problems (and
solutions), I get this information into print in whatever
fashion I can. So even if it
may appear that I am straying
from the original course of
action set forth in issue #5, I
req uest
your
indulgence.
Everything we are doing is in
some way directly related to
the end product of the series.
Experiment #31
A Touch Control
Problem: Hey, I'm tired of
all this heavy stuff. How
about some fun?
Solution:
Oops! Sorry
about that. Well, how about a
touch control?
Procedure: Refer to Fig. 5.
The original circuit appeared
in the 1975 Signetics Application Manual, which accompanied their data manual.
Connect the circuit of Fig.
5a on the console breadboard. Each time your finger
touches the point marked
input, the 555 will produce a
pulse which will light the
LED. Next, increase the value
of the 100k resistor in the
circuit to around 1 Meg. Now
when you touch the input the
LED will appear to be on
continuously. Your body is
s u rro u nded
by 60-cycle
power lines. It picks up some
of the 60 cycles. When you
increase the input resistance
here to 1 Meg or so, this 60
cycles will continually fire

c(;:O=ll +
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the 555, and the LED will
reflect this by flashing on and
off at the line frequency.
Replace the 1OOkresistor.
Add a flip-flop as shown in
Fig. 5b. Connect LEDs to the
Q and Q outputs of the flipflop. Now each time the input to the 555 is touched, the
flip-flop should toggle.
Now add the circuitry
shown in Fig. 5c. This converts our experimental circuit
into a practical circuit. The
relay here must be a dc type.
An ac relay is not suitable,
and a 120 V ac relay is
downright dangerous! Touching the input to the 555
toggles the flip-flop, which
turns the 8T90 power inverters either on or off. The 8T90
controls the relay. The diode
across the relay coil may be
any silicon diode: It is used
to suppress the voltage spikes
generated when the magnetic
field of the relay collapses.
This is one of the primary
uses for the 8T90 chip. The
relay voltage and its power
supply may be anything up to
28 V dc. The 7406 may also
be used here up to 28 V dc.
The 7416 can be used here
with a 12 volt supply and a
12 V de relay. Each section
of the hex inverter added in
parallel increases the available
current to operate the relay
coil. If one section will supply sufficient current to operate the relay coil, then only
one section need be used. Try

three sections in parallel to
start, then eliminate one and
try again. If the relay still
functions, then try just a single section.
For the input to the 555,
Signetics suggests a metal
plate at least two inches
square. If you wet your finger
with a little saliva, and then
touch it to the input wire, I
think that you will find that
the 555 will trigger. If not,
then follow Signetics' suggestion and add a brass or copper plate to the input wire
and touch that.
This is a body capacitance
operated circuit. When you
touch the input line to the
555 chip, you discharge the
.01 capacitor and pull pin 2
low. Pin 2 of the 555 is the
trigger input to the chip, and
a negative-going pulse on pin
2 will trigger the 555 to
output a pulse. This pulse
width is governed by the 10k
and .01 capacitor on pins 6
and 7 of the 555. These
values may be increased to
widen this output pulse and
make it easier to see on the
LED monitor on pin 3.
Experiment #32
Relays
Problem: We just used a
relay in an experiment. How'
do they work?
Solution: Let's get one on
the breadboard and investigate them.
Procedure: This time let's
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build the theory up first then
do the experiment.
Theory:
In elementary
school science classes, the
electromagnet
is usually
introduced. A nail is wrapped
with several hundred turns of
insulated wire and the ends of
this wire are connected to a
dry cell. The nail becomes
magnetized and picks up iron
f ilings. Disconnecting
the
source of power to the electromagnet
de-energizes the
magnetic field and the iron
filings drop off. This is basically what is drawn in Fig. 6a.
The rectangle represents the
iron nail, or in any relay
symbol it represents the ferromagnetic material of the
relay coil. The loops represent the wire wrapped around
the iron core. We are going to
draw our relays the way hams
draw them. Some methods of
drawing relays leave a great
deal to be desired as far as
providing understanding
of
how relays function.
In Fig. 6a we call the
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assembly the coil assembly.
The iron core is called a pole
piece. The number of turns of
wire and the size of this wire
determine how much current
will flow through the wire,
and consequently determine
the operating voltage of the
coil assembly.
Fig. 6b shows a piece of
iron called the armature
which is pivoted on one end.
When current flows in the
coil assembly, the pole piece
is magnetized, and the armature is drawn toward it.
Fig. 6c adds a spring to the
armature to pull it back to its
original position after the
magnet is de-energized. This
spring complicates things, but
it is necessary. The relay must
have some restoring force to
return the armature to its
original position after the
energizing current is removed.
The addition of the spring
means that it now takes a
stronger magnetic field to
pull in the armature, since we
must now overcome the
spring tension in order to pull
in the armature. Thus the
pull-in force, the release
force, and the holding force
are all different. This force is
supplied by the current in the
relay coil; so we are really
saying that there are three
different currents flowing in
the relay coil at different
times.
Since the current changes,
this means that the operating
voltages can change as well. A
12 volt relay is one that will
pull in its armature with 12
volts applied to the coil. Once
the armature is closed (pulled
in) the relay does not need as
much current to hold the
armature closed. If the voltage is reduced we will find

tacts. The pole piece pulls the
upper contacts down, and the
lower set of contacts up.
Fig. 6g adds more contacts
a set of contacts that
breaks upon relay energizing,
in addition to a set of contacts that makes when the
relay is energized (the dotted
line indicates the contacts
move together). Now you can
begin to see why relays are so
widely employed. A single
switch can be used to control
the current through the relay.
Ths relav itself can have
many sets of contacts that
perform all kinds of switching
operations. Fig. 6h shows a
complete relay coil assembly,
with two sets of contacts,
being used in a very non-

that even at 9 volts, the relay
remains closed. As the voltage
(and therefore current)
is
reduced still further, we will
reach some point where the
magnetic field of the relay
will no longer be strong
enough to overcome the
spring tension, and the relay
will drop out (the armature
will return to the de-energized position). Since voltage
is still applied to the coil,
current is still flowing in the
coil, but the relay does not
now have enough current to
provide
a strong enough
magnetic field to overcome
the spring tension.
The spring must be there
to make the relay operate.
However, the spring is nor(0) BASIC
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mallYl not drawn in the relay
symbpl. Fig. 6d adds an insulat9r and a set of contacts
to thE armature. Now when
we en1ergizethe coil assembly,
the armature pulls in and
closes the switch contacts,
comp eting an electrical path.
When the c~il assembly is
de-en rgized, the spring pulls
the a mature back, breaking
the
lectrical contacts and
openirg the circuit path. We
don't
normally
draw the
armature in the relay symbol
eithe~ Fig. 6e shows only
the r lay contacts; the armature has not b~!'lndrawn. Fig.
6f ad s another set of conI
.~.
I

digital manner (forgive me).
Fig. 7 shows a relay controlled by two push-button
switches. This is a standard
circuit used in industrial control. It is alsoused on some
computers as the-off-on control. Wired as shown in Fig. 7,
the relay functions as a latching relay similar in operation
to the SCR circuit of experiment #28.
The normally open start
switch feeds current through
the normally, closed stop
switch. This current energizes
the relay coil and pulls in the
armature. One set of contacts
is wired in parallel with the
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Fig. 6. Relay development.

start switch. As soon as the
relay closes, the start button
may be released; current will
now flow through the relay
contacts to hold the relay
latched closed. The normally
closed stop switch will break
the current path to the relay
coil when it is depressed and.
the armature will drop out,
breaking all the relay contacts, including the holding
contacts, and the relay will
unlatch. Note that this circuit
uses a 120 V ac relay. To
operate a relay on 120 V ac,
either the ac must be changed
to de to operate the relay
coil, or the pole piece must
be a special pole piece desi~ed for ac operation.
This type of circuit has a
place in computers because if
the ac power line should drop
out long enough for the relay
to unlatch, the entire computer will be de-energized and
remain off until manually put
back into operation by the
operator. This could prevent

START

.:::c.

STOP

extensive damage to devices
connected to, and controlled
by, the computer.
You need a relay and a
source of power for it. Add
wires to the contacts that will
plug into the console breadboard. Do not use a 120 V ac
relay for experimenting - it's
too dangerous. If you want to
try the industrial relay control of Fig. 7, then do not try
it on the console. Wire up the
120 V ac relay and the two
push buttons on some kind of
a separate chassis or block of
wood and operate it by itself.
The circuit in Fig. 7 may be
used on the console by using
a relay that will operate on 5
volts. I recommend this learning procedure since I certainly don't want to lose any of
you at this point.
We've mentioned one use
of relays
in computers.
Another common application
is the use of a relay to control
cassette tape drive motors
under program control. Re-
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Fig. 7. Push-button relay control:
220 V ac relay power and relay.

~
Industrial version uses 120 Vac or
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lays can be used whenever
you want to electrically or
physically isolate one electronic circuit from another.
Kilobaud
ment

Klassroom

Kom-

Questions concerning the
length of this series have

come up several times. The
targeted length is approximately one year. In that time
we are going to attempt to
take you from zero to the
construction of an operable
computer - a pretty ambitious undertaking.
We have a beginning, and

Photo 1. What it is all leading up to. The KK Komputer during the
design stages. (Don't ask what chip. Big secretl}

we now have a place to send
the newcomer to get him
started. No matter how long
you remain in electronics,
you will never learn it all.
That was possible once, but
that time is past for good. No
matter how much you learn,
something new will be invent-'
ed, necessitating your continual education. Far from
being discouraged by this
turn of events, you should be
elated. Electronics can never
become mundane when the
technical knowledge in this
field is doubling approximately every two years. So
do not worry that you will
never learn it all. Just accept
the fact and enjoy learning as
much as you can - or want.

storing, waiting for me to get
around to telling you what to
do with them. (If I don't do
this pretty soon, then you'll
probably start call ing me all
kinds of nasty names.) So get
that stuff cleaned up and off
the circuit boards; get ready
to find out what you've got
and what you can do with it.
For session 8, we will need
the
use
of an oscilloscope. Do not run out and
buy one. If you have one,
fine.
[f not, then start
scrounqinq around now and
locate one of those resource
persons that I told you about
earlier. We will need him and
his scope. We'll also need a
one-shot multivibrator chip.
The 72121, 74122, or the
74123 will do. And we will
need a couple of 74161 s, a
74150, and another 8T90.
Sierra Electronics, Box 11,
Auberry CA 93602 has this
package available for $5 postpaid,including
shipping and
handling. California residents,
add 25t sales tax .•

Preview
In Kilobaud
Klassroom
No. 7 we will take an indepth look at the stuff I told
you to start scrounging back
in session 1. We'll learn how
to test those transistors that
you have been salvaging and.
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RAM

SEND OlEa< OR /o'Ct£Y ORIER

WASATCH SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
25

SOUTH

DJ
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215

SALT lAKE CITY, UTAH 84lll
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UTAH RESlIENTS AID

W-14

44

GOLD PLAlED
aJflECTOR

6~

5%

$25.00,

SALES TAX

AID

$2.00
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•
Z-80 CPU KIT
•
FOR IMSAI/ALTAIR
•
•
$145.00 Kit
•
•
$198.00 Assembled & Tested
PTR Mod 2
•
•
PAPER TAPE READER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
$68
$55
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
North Star
•
•
•
~FIOPPY
Disc System
proko .
•
•
tron'ICs
•
•
•
•
•
•••
•
•
$775
$680
$475
$350
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HOBBY COMPUTER
PC BOARDS

Economical Hobby Computer Boards for Electronic Systems provide the hardware hobbist with high quality P.C.
boards. All PC. boards are easily mounted in your homebrew projects.
PC. BOARD ONLY, NO COMPONENTS

The advanced features of the Z-80 such as an expanded
set of 158 instructions. 8080A software compatibility. and
operation from a single 5VDC supply. are all well known.
The CPU card will always stop onthe M1 state. TRUE SYNC
is generated on the card to insure that the rest of your
system functions properly. Dynamic memory refresh and
SM1 are brought out for your use. Kit includes Zilog Manual,
all parts. sockets. and complete assembly instructions.

We keep improving our optical reader. It now comes with
an acknowledge line to make interfacing simpler. Just set
the PTR-2 under a study lamp, run the loader program,
and pull thru a paper tape. Don't miss all that good
software just because you don't have a reader.
Dealer inquiries invited.
Assembled

rrr:QI

• Back up for data Input
•Low cost
•Trouble shooting aid
•Pocket size
•Hobblest Input device
•TTL compatible
•Simple to operate
•Tape can be removed from side

Accessible mass storage is a must for a viable computer
system and North Star does it right. Their controller card
contains all the ROM needed to get the system up and
running. Just turn on the power, examine E900, run, and
type GO BASIC. You can be up and running BASIC 8
seconds after power on. Disc drive & cables, controller kit
BASIC & DOS.
.

Assembled

HARDWARE FLOATING POINT BOARD
The North Star FPB floating point unit.is a single PC board
which performs decimal floating point add, subtract, multiply and divide with up to 14 digits of precision. The Model-A
FPB plugs into the S-100. The FPB will perform floating
point operations approximately 50 times faster. than the
best 8080 software or firmware. The FPB is delivered with a
version of North Star BASIC.

Kit

~ctJHcrrn

Assembled

BOARDS

MB-1 MK-8 Computer RAM, (not S-100), 4KX8, uses 2102
.. $22
type RAMs, PCBD only.
MB-3 1702A EROM Board, 4KX8, S-100, switchable address and wait cycles, kit less PROMS. ...........
$65
MB-4 Basic 4KX8 ram, uses 2102 type rams, may be expanded to 8KX8 with piggybacking,
S-100 buss. PC
...................
$30
board
MB-6 Basic 8KX8 ram uses 2102 type rams, memory protect in 256 to 8K switchable S-100 buss. PCBD ..... $35
MB-8 2708 EROM board, S-1 00, 8KX8 or 16KX8 kit without
PROMS .........................................
$85
10.2 S-100, 8 bit parallel I/Oport, % of board is for kludging.
Kit. ..... $55 PCBD.
.. $30
VB-1 64X 16 video board, upper lower case Greek, composite and parallel video with software, 5-100.
Kit ......
$189.00
PCBD.
...........
$35
SP-1 Music synthesizer board, S-100, computer controller
wave forms, 9 octaves, 1V rms WYo distortion, includes
software kit ....................................
$250
Altair Compatible Mother Board, 11 x 11V2 x VB".
Board only ... $45 With 15 connectors ..........
Extender Board full size. Board only .
With connector

$105

............
$9
.........
$13.50

Solid state music Cybercom boards are high quality glass
board with gold finger contacts. All boards are check for
shorts. Kits only have solder mask. 90 day guarantee on
Cybercom kits.

iwmc/;nc.

Kit

WAMECO INC.

MEM-1 8KX8 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102 type rams.
PCBC
... $30
Mother Board 12 slot, terminated, S-100, board only$35
10% discount on 10 or more of WAMECO PCBD in any
combination.

Kit

NEWI All IC's, sockets & hardware tor WAMECO MEM-1
includes prime 21 02AL-4's
$144
Order PCBD separately below.
Special 2102AL-4 1K x 1 ram V3 less power than 21L02
type rams, with power down, prime from NEe. Ea. 2.00; 32
,ea. 1.80; 64 ea. 1.70; 128 ea. 1.60; 256 ea. 1.50.
9080A AMD 8080A (Prime)
8212/74S412 Prime
8214 Prime
8216 Prime
8224 Prime
8228 Prime
8251 Prime
8255 Prime
1702A-6 AMD 4702A Prime
TMS-6011 UART Prime
2513 Char Gen Upper Prime
2513 Char Gen Lower Prime
1702A Intel Not Prime
8T10
8T13
8T16
8T20
8T24
8T26
8T34
8T37
8T38
8T80

2.00
2.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

8T97
8T110
5309
5312
5313
5320
5554
5556
5055
MC4044

20.00
4.00
8.30
4.95
5.00
8.90
14.50
14.50
6.00
6.95
11.00
11.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
8.00
4.00
4.00
5.95
1.90
2.50
1.60
2.25

80L97
81L22
82L23
85L51
85L52
85L63
86L70
86L75
86L99
88L12

1.50
1.50
1.90
2.50
2.50
1.25
1.50
1.90
3.50
.80

MODEM $7.60 .
Type 103, full duplex, 300 Baud, no coils, only low cost
components, TTL Output & Input.
R5-2321TTL
$4.50
TTL to RS'232C & RS-232C to TTLon one board, low cost.
TAPE INTERFACE
$7.60
Record and play Kansas City Standard Tapes.

TVT $39.00
32164 Char. per line, parallel input, 1K on board memory,
output for computer controlled curser.

UART & BAUD RATE GENERATOR
$12.00
Serial/parallel & parallel/serial converter, low cost Baud
rate generator, Baud rates 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200 &
2400, low power drain +5V, -12V, TTL compatible.

439 Marsh

San Luis

Please send for IC, Xistor
and Computer parts list.

Street

California

93401

Delivery:Stock to 45 days from receipt of order. We pay all UP.S.

shipping on U.S. orders. Check or money order accepted. No P.O.s
except by above terms. California residents add 6% tax. Prices
subject to change without notice.

74LOO
74L01
74L02
74L03
74L04
74L05
74L06
74L08
74L09
74L10
74L20
74L26
74L30
74L32
74L42
74L51
74L54
74L55
74L71
74L73
74L74
74L75
74L78
74L85
74L86
74L89
74L90
74L91
74L93
74L95
74L98
74L123
74L 164
74L165
74L192
74L193
MH0026
MC1488

[MJ~[K\@~
Check
order
order,
clear.

419 Portofino Drive
San Carlos, California 94070

Obispo,

.25
.25
.25
.25
.30

040
.30

040
040
.30
.35

040
040
045
1.50
.35.

045
.35
.30
.55
.55
1.20
.90
1.40
.75
3.50
1.50
1.50
1.70
1.70
2.80
1.50
2.50
2.50
1.25
1.20
2.95
1.50

74LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS10
74LS12
74LS20
74LS22
74LS27
74LS30
74LS37
74LS38
74LS42
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS76
74LS151
74LS174
74LS175
74LS192
2501B
2502B
2507V
2510A
2517V
2519B
2532B
2533V
DM8131
N8263
MC1489
DM8837

040
.50

040
040
.45

045
040
040
.55

040
045
045
040
.60
.60
1.50
.40

045
040
.65
.65
.65
1.55
2.20
1.95
2.85
1.25
3.00
1.25
2.00
1.25
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.50
3.50
1.50
1.50

1.25
1101
1103
1.25
4.50
2101
2111-1
3.75
2112
4.50
1.60
2602
4002-1
7.50
4002-2
7.50
MM5262
1.00
7489
2.00
74200
4.95
3.00
74C89
2.00
82S06
82S07
2.00
82S17
2.00
2.50
8223
3.00
82S23
82S123
3.00
82S126
3.50
3.50
82S129
82S130
3.95
82S131
3.95
IM5600
2.50
IM5610
2.50
IM5603
3.00
3.50
IM5604
IM5623
3.00
IM5624
3.50
MMI6330 2.50
DM8573
4.50
DM8574
5.50
DM8575
4.50
DM8576
4.50
DM8577
3.50
DM8578
4.00
2.4576 MHZ
7.20
XTAL

or money order only. If you are not a regular customer and your
is large please send either a cashier's check or a postal money
otherwise there will be a delay of two weeks for the check to
All items post paid in the U.S. Calif. residents add 6% tax.

Moneyback 30 day guarantee.We cannot accept returnedIe's that
P11

have been soldered to. Prices subject to change without notice. $10
minimum order. $1.00 service cmtge on orders 1e88than $10.

John Blankenship
Professor, Computer Technology
De Vry Institute of Technology
828 W. Peachtree n.w.
Atlanta GA 30308

Photo 1. The KIM-1 Svstem.

Photos by Thomas Snider
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Expand Your KIM!
• • •

84

with Altair bus devices

f you're lucky enough to
be a KIM owner, or plan to
be, this is the first in a series
of articles that will show you
one approach
to expanding
your
one-board
computer
into a full-blown,
unbelievably
versatile,
reasonably
priced system.
If you have already spent
your money on a 6800, do
not despair. The information
will be in a general format so
that it can be applied to other
processors.
You'll learn, for example,
how to interface
Altair bus
peripherals,
such as memory
or a TV Dazzler, to a general
bus.
A Southwest
Tech keyboard and 40-column
printer
will become a miniature Teletype.
A software driver for the
Dazzler will turn it into a
television typewriter
with up
to ten 32-character
lines that
are readable at classroom distances. Since a class can read
the output, I will later discuss
some educational software.
My articles will not be just
schematics
and
program
listings. Being a professor of
computer
technology,
I hope
to generate some thought on
your part. I will tell you how,

Photo 2. The Iront panel includes everything from sense switches to
joysticks.

but I'll emphasize
even why not.

why

and

I will assume
that you
have a general knowledge of
digital electronics.
If you feel
lacking in this area and you
wish to build a KIM-1 System, I suggest you study the
previous
"Kilobaud
Klassroom"
articles
by George
Young.
If you want
to really
understand
your system, you
will appreciate
my approach.
If you want a step-by-step,
solder-th is-wire-here
format,
do yourself a favor and stick
to kits and canned programs.
Most computer
hobbyists
do just that. They purchase a
general
kit consisting
of a
CPU board,
power supply,
limited memory, and a front
panel. Once they get it up
and running,
some form of
I/O device such as a video
terminal
usually is next on
their list. After discovering
how long it takes to reload
their favorite program, they
soon acquire a cassette interface. I've found that these
units are what most hobbyists
consider
a "complete"
system. The newest kits on the
market are evidence of this,
as they offer all the above in
a single package, and perhaps
on a single board. The cost of
such a system will very depending on which manufacturer you choose, but in most
cases a complete
system as
described
above
will cost
between
$1000 and $2000.

Photo 3. A backplane of banana jacks provides easy interfacing for
experimenters.

system
would
have to be
much more than just complete. In addition to the parts
previously
mentioned,
I
wanted a hard copy output,
A/D and D/ A converters, joysticks,
color
graphics
and
some convenient
means of
temporarily
connecting
any
of the capabilities to external
equipment,
in case the urge
to experiment
hit me.
Not only did I want all of
the above, but I required it to
be contained
in one portable
enclosure,
at a total cost of
less than
$1500.
As impossible as it sounds, I have
built such a system, with even
more capabilities
than I had
hoped, for $1300.

I have wanted a personal
computer for a long time and
therefore
have had a chance
to develop a large variety of
uses and reasons for owning
one. Since I am a teacher, I
wanted to learn as I built my
system,
so that the knowled ge
of
m ic roprocessors
would not pass me by. I also
wanted to be able to demonstrate various hardware
and
software
concepts
in the
classroom.
Naturally,
the
enjoyment
of programming
my own games and perhaps
even using the system for
practical things like averaging
grades or as a real-time visual
aid was also a priority.
To be effective then, my
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APPLIC.

Fig. 1 shows the basic
block diagram. The heart of
the system
is the K IM-1.
Since many articles have been
written
on it, I'll not bore
you with a rehash
of its
capabilities.
A bus control
board generates the necessary
signals to interface KIM to a
modified Altair bus. I have no
intention
of claiming
that
every 8080 peripheral
made
will operate on this bus, but
you should have no trouble
with many boards.
A 4K memory board has
been modified to operate in
K1 through K4 using the KIM
on board decoding, thus providing the proper
memory
locations
for Tiny
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Fig. 1. A block diagram shows the completeness of the KIM-1 System.
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Photo 4. The top and back panels are easily removed for access.

with a little extra space for
user subroutines
and the TVT
driver.
The 8K memory
board
uses the first 2K as display.
memory for the Dazzler, and
the remaining
6K for user
programs.
Of course,
the
entire
13K (KO is on the
KI M-1) is available for user
programs
if assembly
language is used.
The
serial/parallel
converter board
converts
the
SWTPC keyboard and printer
into a miniature
Teletype.
Since the printer dumps a line
at a time, true TTY operation
is not possible, but the TVT
driver mentioned
earlier will
greatly
lessen most of the
disadvantages.
The external interfacing
board provides an input port
for the sense switches and the
A/D and D/A circuits. This
board
is based on the assumption
that the hobbyist
doesn't
need
100 percent
accuracy if he can approach it
for a fraction of the cost. It
does provide true A/D (the
input is a. voltage not a resistance), which makes it much
more
versatile
for experimental appl ications.
And, speaking of experimental applications,
a backplane is provided to allow the
system's
capabilities
to be
easily connected
to temporary
circuits
for
demonstrations and prototypes.
Although
the KI M nondedicated
I/O ports are wired
to the backplane
for experi86

menting, they also connect to
a 44-pin edge connector
to
allow more permanent
applications.
One
application
example
is a super simple
($20) 3D-function
calculator
interface
as described
in an
issue of KIM User Notes.
Photo 1 shows the cabinet,
which is 30 inches long and is
completely self-contained.
An
RF modulator
is built in so
that any television
may be
used for the video display. I
named
the system
KIM-1,
after its CPU board.
A closeup
of the front
panel is shown in Photo 2.
Both ASCII and hex keyboards are provided and are
under ROM control. The hex
key boa rd
a Iso
provides
troubleshooting
aids, such as
single step and internal regis-

Photo 5. Hard copy is provided by a 40-column impact printer.

ter interrogation.
In the upper right corner is
a six-digit seven-segment
display. Under ROM control the
display is in hexadecimal,
but
can be programmed
on a
seg ment-by-segment
basis,
providing
nearly
unlimited
uses.
The toggle switches
are
grouped as auxiliary (general
purpose),
power (self-explanatory), and sense. The sense
switches, being connected
to
an input port, provide an easy
means of interfacing with the
software.
The joysticks
are permanently
mounted
on either
side of the ASCII keyboard,
Their digital outputs are read
by the processor
as normal
memory locations.
Photo 3 shows a closeup

KIM-1
MaS Technology

$245

Dazzler
Cromemco

215

Memory4K
SD Sales

90

Memory-8K
Godbout

165

Printer (40-column)
SWT PC

250

Keyboard
SWT PC

50

Other miscellaneous components
TOTAL

285
$1300

Table 1. The 13K KIM-1 System, complete with joysticks, hard copy
and color graphics costs only $1300.

of the back panel. Two nondedicated
I/O ports,
interrupt,
A/D,
D/A and tape
recorder
outputs
are readily
available.
Four
jacks even
provide 20 mA loop signals so
that a TTY can replace the
internal
printer
and
keyboard.
The RF and video
outputs for the television can
be seen in the upper left hand
corner of the panel.
The back and top of the
cabinet (Photos 4, 5, 6) are
easily removed, and provide
access
for
assembly
and
troubleshooting.
Hard copy is provided by
the
40-column
impact
printer. It mounts on a steel
frame that acts as a magnetic
shield for the power supply
transformers.
One end of the cabinet is
empty and can be used for
future expansion, such as the
permanent
mounting
of a
tape drive.
The entire mainframe
is
removable
(photo
7), and
consists
of six 44-pin and
four 1DO-pin connectors.
All
major circuits
of the computer proper are mounted on
this frame.
In order to keep the cost
to a minimum, I explored the
many
products
available,
looking for those that offered
the maximum
return for the
dollars invested.
Table
1 summarizes
the
chosen products and lists the
approximate
costs for each.
Each product
was carefully
analyzed and, at least in my

Photo 6. One end of the cabinet is empty and can be used for future
expansion.

opinion, individually provides
more for your money than
most products on the market.
Table 2 lists some of the
miscellaneous
parts so that
those interested
in building
the system
can begin collecting the hardware.
I guess individually
was
the key word
in the last
paragraph,
because none of
these units were meant to be
used together.
After many
weeks of studying schematics,
bu ses,
etc.,
I developed
several simple but effective
circuits that would enable all
the units to operate together
as a system.
And it is a system I call
complete.
I have both hard
copy
and video text. The
fifteen colors of graphics have
three levels of software-controlled
resolution.
The joysticks,
with
their
twodimensional
movement,
provide more realistic participation in video games. The
ASCII
and hex keyboards
provide a versatility I've come
to appreciate.
The cassette'
interface
operates
without
failure and can load all 13K
of memory
in under
five
minutes.
If you like experimenting,
the backplane of banana jacks
is a dream come true. AI;
though
the cabinet
is not
small, it is far more portable
than most other systems with
similar characteristics.
I considered a ROM board,
but have rejected it. A full
discussion
of th is decision

will come at a later date. For
those with conflicting
philosophies, a piggy-backing of the
dazzler
boards will free up
one Altair slot for ROM or
perhaps a 16K RAM.
The empty
end of my
cabinet can hold a small disk,
but I'm waiting to see how
bubble
memories
turn out.
Their application
as a "solid
state" disk intrigues me very
much.
One advantage
that you

14
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

2
1
21
13
1
1
1
2
6
1
1
4
4
11
19
2
6
4
1
ICs

Photo

7.

The entire mainframe can be removed for troubleshooting.

will have over most hobbyists
is that if you build this system you will understand
it.
My detailed studies of each
unit have shown me their
capabilities
and their weaknesses, and I hope to include
as much of this knowledge as
possible in my articles. I have
concluded
this is a system I
won't
soon
become
bored
with, and I look forward to
many happy hours watching
my programs come to life as

DPDT toggle switches.
1OOKjoysticks.
6.3 V 10 Amp CT transformers.
15 Amp silicone diodes, heat sinked.
12 Amp bridge rectifiers, heat sinked.
1 Amp bridge rectifiers.
1 Amp +5 V regulators, heat sinked.
1000 u F fi Iter capacitor.
100000 uF filter capacitor.
1 Amp +12 V regulator.
14-pin IC socket (solder).
16-pin IC sockets (solder).
8-pin l C socket, wire wrapped (ww).
14-pin IC sockets (wwl,
16-pin IC sockets (ww).
40-pin IC socket (ww).
6-switch DIP.
4-switch DIP.
16-pin IC plugs.
common anode 7-segment LEOs.
KIM keyboard.
4-slot Imsai motherboard.
Imsai 100-pin edgeconnectors.
feet, 40-conductor ribbon cable.
black banana jacks.
'
red bananajacks
phono jacks.
44-pin edgeconnectors.
44-pin plug in ww boards.
Pixie Verter (RF modulator).
4,7400; 1, 7402;1, 7404; 1, 74LS04;1, 7408; 1,7410;1,7420;
1,7472; 1, 7476; 1, 7492; 1,7493; 2, 74LS170; 1, LM339 (quad
comparator); 3,741 (op amps); 5, 8T97B (Tri-state buffers); 4,
4042BE; 1, 2502 (UART); 1, 1408L8 (D/A converter); 2,
74193.
Table 2. Summary of miscellaneous components.

they control
the many I/O
peripherals.
I'm already dreaming
up
unusual
displays,
demonstrations and games that will
push the system and my programming
abil ities to their
limits, and that's what having
a hobby
computer
is all
about.
I've spent a lot of time
developing my system to the
point where I bel ieve it provides more than any other
hobbyist system at any cost.
Iess of co st.
Next month I will provide
the information
on the construction
and wiring of the
mainframe,
power supply and
cabinet.
The articles then will get
more educational
as the bus
control,
serial/parallel
and
external
interfacing
boards
are discussed separately
and
in great detail.
After that, I will turn to
software.
Each program will
be selected in part to insure
that builders of the KIM-1
system can fully utilize each
of the peripherals.
In keeping with my desire
to maintain
a general tone,
the software articles will be
heavy on organization
and
strategy, and I hope, will be
useful
to many
non-6502
owners.
I'm convinced
that the
6502 is going to become the
most popular
hobbyist
processor. As you read my future
articles,
I th ink you'll
see
why .•
87

PRIME RADIX'
•

PRESENTS
M

WE DO IT WITH MIRRORS!
(and some very sophisticated state-of-the-art

65, 536 BYTES

•

Your dream can be a reality with the Prime Radix Corporation's
64KTM memory system at a very cost-effective
price. And
because it is a standalone memory system, you've got the
advantage of greater flexibility not ordinarily available from
add-in memory. Some of the features are:
•

The 64KTM is fully buffered, presenting
memory bus.

•

The 64KTM is digital group bus and AL TAIRTM bus
compatible.
When ordering, you must specify the bus
architecture. A plugcard and cable will be furnished for the
particular bus architecture you specify.

•

The minimum complement of memory is 40K BYTES, with
starting address locations at OK, 8K, 16K, or 24K. Switchable memory protect is in increments of 8K bytes on 8K
boundaries.
The 64KTM comes assembled and tested with its own power
supply, attractively housed in an aluminum cabinet, ready to

•

•

one TTL load to the
•

memory design)

plug into your system with a choice of a freestanding or a
19" rack mountable cabinet. 5" H x 18" W x 14" Deep.
Psuedo-static operation:
on board refresh clock-generator
provides processor independent refresh with no wait states.
The 300NS worst case access time enhances high speed
operation.
Power/fail
detection
circuitry
and battery backup will
provide non-volatile memory (batteries are optional at extra
cost).
The 64KTM has an expandable organization to other bit
word lengths.

LIST PRICE IS AS FOLLOWS:
40K
$1490.00

48K
$1580.00

56K
$1670.00

64K
$1750.00

Delivery will be made in the same sequence as orders are
received. Please allow 3 to 6 weeks for delivery. Mastercharpe
and BankAmericard are accepted.

• PRIME RADIX, INC .• P.O. BOX 11245 • DENVER, COLORADO 80211 • (303) 573-5942 OR 433·5630
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0 64 K @ $1750.00

o 56K

@ $1670.00
0481<: @ $1580.00

o 40K

~ake

checks or money orders payable:l

PRIME RADIX, INC
P.O. Box 11245
Denver, Colorado 80211
(303) 573-5942 or 433-5630

@ $1490.00

Print Name

Credit Card Number

o Check or

M.O. enclosed

o Charge BAC
o Charge MC

Address

4 Numbers Above Name (MC)Good Thru

(Please No C.O.D.'s or P.O.'s)

L~
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NOW, DISKS TOO!

(And they're Disk-tinctly

Digital Group.)

With the addition of our all-new Disk Subsystem, the Digital Group
becomes the only manufacturer of microprocessors
to offer you a
real choice. Tape or disk. Or both. Whatever you want.
We spent a lot of time designing and testing our new Disk
Subsystem, and it shows in the result. The Subsystem is highly
flexible ... gives you direct access to data ... and completes your
Digital Group System.
Here's what the Disk Subsystem
Disk Interface Card--provides
disk drives and the computer.
Disk Power Supply--provides

consists of:
the electrical interface between the

all power required for up to 2 drives,

Disk Cabinet and Cables--cabinets
provide housing for 1 to 2
drives plus the power supply; assembled cabling is provided for
connection between all system components.
Disk Drives--the Digital Group Disk Subsystem supports standard
8" floppy disk drives from a number of manufacturers. Drives can be
mixed, and in addition, mini-floppy
drives are available for the
function of a disk at minimum cost.
Documentation
and Software--the
Digital
Group's
standard
documentation includes construction guides, maintenance manual,
theory of operation and other useful information to help you get the
fullest value from your new Disk Subsystem. And there's also
software to provide initial support.

Now the Digital Group system is really complete. If you don't own it
all yet, take another longing look. In addition to our CPU, keyboard
and video monitor, you can add an impact printer and the cassette
storage system. All in our beautifully coordinated custom cabinets.
All unmistakably Digital Group,
The Digital Group now has disks. And a lot more. Why not find out
about all of our exciting products? Simply call or write today for
direct information. From the Digital Group.

The price? Low. It's become a tradition with the Digital Group to
offer you high-quality,
state-of-the-art
equipment at the lowest
possible prices. Our new Disk Subsystem is no exception.
For only $745, you can get a standard 8" floppy drive and an interface
card. A complete single-drive Disk Subsystem with interface, power
supply, cabinet, 'and cables is as low as $995.

012

box 6528

denver, colorado 80206

(303) 777-7133
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Sherman P. Wantz
424 NW Lakeview Drive
Sebring FL 33870

Enhance Your Memory
•• •

S

with home information retrieval

ix months
ago, when I
was trying to convince
my
wife
that
we really
needed a personal computer
to
keep
track
of things
around
the house,
I knew
very little about what the
devices were supposed to be
able to do . In fact, I had
never seen one.
All I knew for certain was
that a microcomputer
contained a memory. That fact
alone was good enough for
me because I was convinced
that I was slowly but, surely
losing mine.
For me to say, "I'll put
this paper where I'll be sure
to find it when I need it,"
was the kiss of death. That
paper was doomed to be forgotten and lost forever.
So what could have been
more logical than to use a
computer
to supplement
my
own
memory?
Everyone
living
in
the
twentieth
century
knows that a computer has the ability to recall
facts and figures, right?
At that
time,
I didn't
know that programmers
had
sold computer
hobbyists
on
the idea that if a computer
isn't busy computing
something, it simply isn't worth
having around.
It wasn't until I began to
assemble
my SWTPC 6800
system that I started reading
books, magazines, and newsletters that told me a micro
90

was
for
playing
games,
turning
gadgets on and off,
solving math problems
and
(rarely)
calculating
payrolls
and
doing
bookkeeping
chores for the small businessman.
But that message reached
me too late. Like a politician,
I was
trapped
by
my
campaign
promises. Unlike a
politician,
I felt duty-bound
to live up to my promises for
a
better
world
through
microcprocessor
technology.
So far, I've passed the
ultimate
test.
My wife is
totally
satisfied
with
the
many uses I've devised for the
6800 - and I haven't scratched the surface of the list of
opportunities
for
the
computer
to help us here at
home.
Sooner
or
later
the
companies that market microcomputers
are going to run
out of customers
who can
afford
to
justify
their
purchases on the basis of the
computer's
novelty
or its
ability to play games (even

Startrek].
Some task that is useful even necessary - is required.
In my ignorance,
I discovered
the
need
for
a
com puter
system,
and
I
wasn't even looking for it.
I'd
like to
share that
discovery
with you in the
hope that you can use its

logic to justify your purchase
of a computer
or additional
capabil ities for your present
system
if you already own
one.
You need remember
thing
only:
Demand
your
computer
use
memory
to supplement
one you carry around in
head (particularly
if you
I did - seem to have
placed it somewhere).
Computer
Wallet

Help

for

one
that
its
the
your
- as
mis-

a Lost

What would happen if my
wallet were lost or stolen? I
carry lots of val uable (to me)
stuff in there. Not money, of
course, since I got hooked on
hobby computers.
The thought provoked me
to list everything
of importance I carry in the wallet.
The .list took the form of a
s im pie
tabulation
entered
into the computer's
memory,
which would enable me to
report what had been lost.
Then I entered the number
and expiration
date of my
driver's
Iicense.
I reasoned
that a periodic review of the
record woul d bring the expi ration
date
to
mind
and
preclude
my allowing
it to
lapse.
I also entered the terrnination dates of my amateu rand
citizens radio service licenses.
Both have to be renewed

and the
every
five years
Communications
Federal
Commission doesn't yet warn
licensees of impending expiration.
Next,
entered
the
numbers on each of my credit
cards, including the addresses
to which notification
is sent
if the card is lost or stolen.
I also entered the numbers
on my military
1.0. card,
library
card,
voter's
1.0.,
fishing license, etc.
I f my
wallet
is ever
misplaced,
I will
know
exactly
which
items
are
missing, and can begin the
slow
process.
of replacing
them.
Safe Deposit

Box

I have spent many frustrating hours searching through
desk drawers,
file cabinets,
cupboards
and
"God's
Drawer"
(where
I look in
desperation
after
my good
wife has prayed for help) for
papers I had stored in my safe
deposit box at the bank.
What better
use for my
computer
than to Iist, for
periodic reference, all of the
documents
I keep
at the
bank?
Therefore,
'deeds,
marriage
certificate,
wills,
passports
(and their expiretion dates), discharge papers,
etc., were entered in memory.
I also Iisted the name and
address' of the bank and the
location of the two keys to

the safe deposit
A Word about

box.
Memory

When I say that I entered
these lists into the computer's
memory,
I use the
term
"memory"
in a special sense.
I use the keyboard terminal,
audio
interface
and
tape
recorder to enter the lists on
a cassette tape.
The
tape
is my semipermanent
file,
which
is
roughly equivalent
to microfilming the lists for recordkeeping purposes.
Some other entries
have
also been made directly
to
cassette
tape, bypassing
the
com p uter 's memory.
The
SWTPC
6800's
CT-1024
terminal
system
and
the
AC-30 audio cassette
interface allow this procedure.
Many entries were made
directly to memory, however,
to take
advantage
of the
computer's
ability to file and
retrieve taped information
in
response to specific inquiries.
Around
Twice

the House
since

I bought

my

o

house, I've had to clean out
the trap that catches grease
from the kitchen
sink. The
first time, I dug up half the
backyard trying to locate the
grease trap. That's forgivable.
But I was really upset when I
couldn't
find the sketch I'd
made of the trap's location
and had to dig the yard up a
second time.
You can appreciate
why
the exact location of the trap
and the date I last cleaned it
became
a
high
priority
memory item.
Next,
I entered
the
number of my home fire and
storm insurance policy, name
and address of the insurer,
policy
renewal
date,
and
coverage Iimits. The location
of
the
policy,
and
the
insurance
agent's
name,
address
and
telephone
number
were also included.
Since I did some inside
home repair work and had a
difficult time matching paint
on the walls and ceiling, I
have kept a record of the
paint manufacturer,
the color
name and number
used in

each room for walls, ceiling
and trim.
I made
similar
entries
for carpeting,
wallpaper and drapery
material.
A faucet in one bathroom
develops a leak about once
each year requiring
replacement of a rubber seal. There
is a bell-shaped metal cover I
have to remove to get at the
seal, and I've almost broken
the
faucet
several
times
because the cover is held to a
pipe with a left-hand thread.
Now I have a step-by-step
procedure in my house repair
cassette that describes exactly
h ow
to
pr o ce ed
with
that simple, but aggravating,
task.
Ever try to find warranties
you received with your refrigerator, freezer, TV set, juicer,
digital clock, radio, calculator, etc.? When the gadget
failed,
was
it still under
warranty?
I've faced
that
question
many
times
and
found
I didn't
know the
answer.
Now,
I have the
warranty information,
date of
purchase,
invoice
number,
price, name and address of

the
seller
and
period on tape.

guarantee

I subscri be to lots (too
many)
of magazines.
I'm a
pushover for deals that save
money if I subscri be for three
years instead of one.
Often, when I get a renewa I notice
I can't
recall
whether I paid for three years
or only one. And I certainly
haven't been able to read the
publisher's
computer
code to
find out.
Now, I enter the name of
each magazine into my computer's
memory
with
the
beginning and ending dates of
the
subscription
and
the
pub lis he r ' s com puterized
account
number.
I can refer
to it if I ever have to (heaven
forbid) write to him.
Having dug into several
220 volt cables (I do a lot of
digging)
that
run
underground from my house to the
work
shed
and
sprinkler
system's pump, I have carefully noted their location and
placed
this information
on
cassette tape for reference the
next time I begin an outside
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excavation job.
If you ever contemplate
selling your home, you will
want
to
know
(for
tax
purposes)
the
capital
improvements
you have made
to the property.
In anticipation of such an eventuality,
I
have
entered
pertinent
information
on
tape
reminding
me of a driveway
constructed
last year, and a
new 30-year roof installed in

1975.
Ever
padlock

have

a combination
whose
"open

will allow printout
of, for
example,
the
names
and
addresses
of all correspondents whose birthdays
occur
in June.
She al so wants a list keyed
to
identify
the
Christmas
presents
we
gave
each
member
of our family last
year
to
avoid
duplication
next
year,
and
a special
Christmas card mailing list.
Designing the program to
search my correspondents
file
is not difficult. Unless several
of you beat me to it, I'll

Second only to the house, my cars
represent major investments about which
I need to retain much information.

sesame"
numbers
you had
forgotten?
Well,
I have
several.
Fortunately,
I had
written their combinations
on
a slip of paper which I found
whi Ie gathering
other information
for entry
into the
computer's
memory bank. I
recorded the combinations
of
those locks on tape too. If I
had needed the locks, believe
me, there's
no way that I
would have found the combinations!
Another
bit of information I got into the computer
was the procedure
used to
reset my digital watch. It's a
good thing,
because new I
can't find the manufacturer's
instruction sheet.
Personal

Items

A project I am workinq on
right now is to enter my
entire Iist of correspondents
into memory.
In addition to
names,
addresses
and telephone numbers, I want to list
the first names and birthdays
for
all members
of each
family.
My wife has this thing
about sending birthday
and
anniversary
cards to almost
everyone
we know. So, I'll
want to use a program which
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submit
such a program
to
Kilobaud.
The personal file also contains details of my eyeglass
prescription,
policy numbers,
coverage
amounts,
contract
location,
agents'
names and
addresses
for life insurance
pol i c ies,
identification
numbers
of checking
and
savings accounts,
location of
property
deeds,
and social
security numbers.
Automobiles
Remember

-

too

Much to

Second only to the house,
my
cars
rep resent
maj or
investments
about
which
I
need to retain much information. My computer
can help
me
keep
my car records
straight.
As a start, I recorded serial
numbers,
body numbers, tag
numbers,
annual
inspection
dates, title numbers and the
location of the titles, registration certificate
numbers, car
body
paint color
numbers
(for touch-up
purposes)
and
car insurance
policy details.
In addition,
I entered into
memory the dates I replaced
batteries
and tires, information on where and when I
bought
them,
invoice

numbers of bills of sale, etc.
I maintain my Volkswagen
myself and retune its engine
every six months or so. It's
amazing
how soon I forget
plug gap settings, point clearance
(dwell
angles),
valve
clearances,
compression
me~surements,
valve adjustment
sequence,
carburetor
adjustments
and recommended engine idle rpm.
Each time, I have to spend
an hour or more referring to
the maintenance
manual to
refresh
my
memory
on
procedures,
dimensions
and
sequence.
Since I placed the tune-up
procedure
in my car file
cassette, the computer
prints
out the entire operation
on
my Teletype machine so that
I can take it to the carport in
hard copy form. If that copy
gets lost, I'll simply have the
computer
run off another
one.
Computer
Hobby

Support

for

My

The computer
does a lot
of remembering
for me where
my other hobbies - amateur
and CB radio
- are concerned.
Over' the years
I have
accumulated
quite
a few
pieces of electronic
equipment (transmitters,
receivers,
transceivers,
test equipment
and tools).
With so many
break-ins
occurring
these
days, the question
is, How
can I proteci: this equipment?
As a partial
solution
I
recorded
the manufacturer's
serial number of each major
piece of equipment
and etched my driver's card number
(I'm told that social security
numbers are more difficult to
trace) inside the cabinet of
each component.
I can now
tell police exactly where to
look for my identifier even if
thieves
remove
the etched
markings
on the outside of
the equipment.
Police can use the specific
identification
data provided
by my computer
to trace
ownership
back to me. I'm
also a dreamer, since if anything gets taken it will be the
computer,
right? In that case,

I'll take
the tape file to
another
SWTPC 6800 owner
for reading.
I . also recorded
(for insurance
purposes)
the
purchase date and price paid
for each piece of electronic
equipment,
TV sets,
hi-fi
equipment
and several other
high value items.
I also keep the callsiqns,
handles, names, addresses and
telephone
numbers
of
members
of my two meter
repeater
association
in the
computer's
file. This list is in
front
of me when the net
meets
each week and I'm
never
embarrassed
by not
knowing the "handle"
used
by each club member.
Since the Federal Commun ications
Commission
has
allocated certain segments of
various ham bands to those
with particular license classifications,
my
computer
contains
a listing of those
frequencies
on which single
sideband operation is prohi bited. This constant
reminder
keeps me legal with the FCC.
A Word about

Efficiency

Most of the uses described
here require nothing more of
a computer
system than to
record
information
on
a
cassette. In many cases, I did
not even bother to use the
limited 2102 memory ICs in
the SWTPC 6800. All I did
was type file information
on
the terminal's
keyboard
and
record it (in binary form) on
magnetic tape.
If you type as slowly as I
do, you will understand
that
this system is very inefficient.
It uses lots of tape since the
recorder is pull ing it past the
recording
head while I am
hunting
for the next letter
key to press.
To compress the information, it is necessary to write a
program,
enter
information
into the computer's
memory,
and then transfer
it to the
tape recorder at high speed.
Besides being able to enter
a large amount of data on a
relatively
small segment
of
tape
through
use
of
a
program, I can use the computer to search and format

the
information
in special
ways.
I mentioned
earlier that
the
address
list
program
would
give the
names
of
friends
and relatives
whose
birthdays
occur in June. If
the
program
is coded
correctly,
I can call for a
listing of those to whom I
sent Christmas cards and gifts
last year, and a listing of the
gifts.
Furthermore,
if
am
planning
a trip and will be
passing
through
Georgia,
Kentucky,
Missouri,
Kansas
and Colorado,
the computer
will print
out the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of all acquaintances
in
those states. I can take the
printout
with me and visit
those friends if ti me permits.
New Program

Ideas

Now, with a major portion
of memory-aid
information
on tape,
I'm beginning
to
think in terms of programming the computer to manipulate the information
for a
particular purpose.
In addition to the address
list, I am working
on a
program
to prepare 35 mm
slide shows for viewing by
specific
audiences,
and
another
to aid our weekly
trips
to the
local
supermarket.
My interest in having the
computer
help organize slides
for particular
groups comes
about
for two
reasons
neither
of
which
is uncommon these days.
First, both of my brothers
are
divorced
and
have
remarried. I have traditionally
chronicled
frequent
family
gatherings
on film, and each
successive
event
seems
incomplete
without
a slide
program allowing us to re-live
some of the "good old days."
I've learned the hard way
that such family shows can
prove embarrassing,
so I plan
to number all the sl ides and
key the numbers to specific
dates, places, events or family
groupings.
Also, if we have friends
who are planning
to travel
and want
to preview
the

places they expect
to visit,
the computer
can assemble a
slide
program
showing
London,
Paris,
Bonn
and
Rome or a number of other
pi aces that they want to visit
vicariously.
The computer
can certainly hel p with weekly visits to
the food store.
Our
buying
habits
are
pretty firmly fixed, and some
might even contend that our
menus are in somewhat
of a
rut, but we are content with
them. For example, we have
spaghetti
with tomato
and
meat sauce every other week
(my wife makes a delicious
meat sauce!).
So the things
we buy each week fall more
or less into a pattern.
I plan to go to our supermarket and Iist the items that
we usually buy - in the order
we pass them on the shelves.
I'll end up with a list of
products
and
their
prices
arranged in the order we see.
them as we push our grocery
cart about the store. Then,
I'll give each item a sequential
number
and enter the list
through
computer
memory
onto cassette tape.
To
develop
a master
shopping list, I'll have only to
command
the computer
to
print
out
its supermarket
listing.
From
that
we can
check the items needed each
week and proceed about the
store
picking
them
up in
order of appearance
on the
list (see Table 1). Or, I can
enter
the
numbers
corresponding
to the items we
want to buy, using the master
list as an aid. The computer
will then be programmed
to
pri nt out a Iist of those products
we select from the
master
Iist, show the aisle
where
the
products
are
displayed,
their unit prices,
and the total for all items
purchased.
If we can resist impulse
purchases,
we will have a
good
estimate
of our bill
before we reach the checkout
counter.
To
compensate
for
changes
in unit
prices
of
items the computer
can ask
for an inflation factor that it

can use to add - say six per
cent - to the items bought
before it prints out the \total
cost.
I don't have my computer
programmed
yet to help sort
35
mm
slides
or
solve
shopping
list problems,
but
I'm working on them now.
There is nothing complicated
about either program, so you'

SHOPPING

LIST

No.

Item

3
7
8
10
14
18
19
20
37
39
57
57
64

peaches.can

the basket as a reminder
make the required change
my address file.

to
in

After the entries are made,
the papers are kept in a folder
since it's sometimes easier to
retrieve a sales slip to make
an exchange
than to run a
cassette to get the sales data.
The updating
process requires that you have at least

DATE:

May 27

Aisle

milk,gal.
eggs, doz.
lunch meat
ground beef
tomatoes,can
tomato sauce.can
tomato paste,can
spaghetti
olive oil
garlic
lettuce
onions
sub-total
inflation factor? 6%
total

1
2
2
3
3
,3
10
10
18
18
18

Price
.75
1.79
.89
.69
1.59
.73
.31
.51
.43
.78
.25
.39
.69
$ 9.81
.59
1'0.40

Table 1. A sample grocery list printout
made from the computer's
master tabulation.
Each item shown is placed in the order thetvou pass
it on the shelves of your favorite supermarket.
Since unit prices can
change, the total bill is only an approximation.

might want to write them
yourself.
I mention
both program
concepts to give you a better
idea of the sort of task a
home
computer,
can
help
with.
The Care
Computer

and

Feeding

of a

The success that you will
enjoy in having your computer
keep record files for
you
will depend
on your
abil ity to keep it suppl ied
with good, current
information. The computer will be no
better than your memory if
you fail to update its data.
I keep a file basket near
my computer in which I place
data for entry into particular
memory files during the next
revision job.
For example, receipts for a
new battery
or tire will go
into the basket until I use
them to update my car file
tape.
Scraps of paper containing
any new addresses I get from
my correspondents
go into

two cassettes
for each file.
Always keep the most recent
of your two recordings as a'
backup to the one that you
erase and rewrite with current
information.
And before you
erase the older cassette, play
back the other one to see that
it contains
val id data. Until
you are familiar with your
computer's
operation,
you'll
find it rather easy to make a
mistake as you dump a program
from
memory
to
cassette. So check. The cliche
is very apt: "Better to be safe
than sorry."
But What Can It Do?
The next ti me you hear
someone ask what a personal
computer
can do, remember
some of these uses.
If you can't think of uses
for a computer
other than
playing games, you really do
need one to help you with
your memory problem.
It's a more practical device
to have around
your home
than you mi ght have thought
- or remembered.
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Build The $ 35 Modem
• ••

Ron Lange
4128 West Barbara Ave.
Phoenix AZ 85021

The idea of being able to
call up a friend's computer
over the phone and exchange
programs,
language processors, messages and whatever is something that fires up
the
imagination
(i.e., it
sounds like a lot of tunl).
Ron is another one of the
many professional hardware
types within our ranks who is
"making his contrlbution'tby
sharing a modem he designed
with us. He's using his for
communicating with a timeshare system. I'd like to see
an article
describing the
adventures and misadventures
of two computers using a
modem such as Ron's for
communicating
with each
other. - John.
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uses the MC14412 and a UART

M

odem
chips are now
available that make it
possible to construct
a qood
modem inexpensively.
These
circuits have a unique advantage: By using a crystal oscillator, a modem can be built
with no timing adjustments
necessary.
The modem described here
was built in as part of my TV
terminal
to use on a timesharing system. Commercially
b u i It
modems
and
even
modem
kits were too expensive for my budget. The
advertisement
for
the
Motorola
MC14412
modem
chip in the hobbyist
magazines for less than $22.00
(Tri-Tek
Glendale,
AZ)
caught
my attention.
The
main problem was that very
little information
was available for building a complete
modem with this chip.
The
do-it-yourself
approach
appeared
to have
many
problems,
but
it
actually turned out to be an
easy project. After buying a
crystal
and some op amps,
and adding a transformer
and
some resistors from the junk
box, the modem was built for
less than $35. Since it was
being built as part of the
terminal,
the
standard
RS-232
interface
was elim-

inated,
and
the
modem
connected
directly
to
a
UART for a parallel interface.
A threshold
(carrier) detect
was not included.
How It Works
Digital transmission
uses a
Frequency
Shift
Keying
(FSK)
modulation
scheme.
Two
frequencies
200
Hz
apart are used where a logical
1 (MAR K) is the higher
frequency
and a logical 0
(SPACE)
is the lower frequency of a pair. Two pairs
of these frequencies
are used
for two-way communications
which is called full duplex.
Full duplex is usually limited
to 300 baud.
The
lower
pair of frequencies
is usually used for
transmission
by a terminal
while the higher pair is used
for
receiving.
A modem
operating
in this mode
is
called an "originate
mode"
device
since a terminal
is
usually used to originate the
call to a. computer.
"Answer
mode"
devices transmit
on
the higher pair and receive on
the
lower pair frequencies
(see Table 1).
During
full-duplex
operation,
both
devices
are
transmitting
at the same time.
While no data is being trans-

mitted,
the modem will be
sending a continuous
MARK
frequency (logic 1). Character
transmission
commences with
a start bit, which is the first
change from a MARK to a
SPACE,
followed
by the
character
where
a MA R K
represents the logical 1 and a
SPACE is a O. The character
can be followed by a parity
bit, then will be finished with
a stop bit, which returns the
sequence to a MA R K.
The
MC14412
modem
chip (see schematic,
Fig. 1)
contains
the complete
FSK
modulator
and demodulator
capable of speeds up to 600
baud. A 1 MHz crystal oscillator provides
a stable frequency
reference.
The frequency
is divided down to
provide a digital synthesized
sine wave output
from the
modulator.
The
oscillator
frequency
is also divided
down
and
used
to
de·
modulate the received carrier.
Several
user options
are
available on the modem chip
which can be hard wired or
. Originate

Answer

MARK

1270

2225

SPACE

1070

2025

Table 1. Transmit frequency.

made switch selectable. When
SELF TEST = 1 (pin 2) the
demodulator
is switched
to
the modulator
frequency and
demodulates
the transmitted
FSK signal. A switch should
be used for this function.
When
set
to
self-test,
a
character
typed
out
will
appear
again back on the
screen.
The
Receive
Data Rate
(pin 6) selects optimum signal
to noise performance
of the
demodulator.
Pin 6 should be
wired to +5 V for 0 to 300
bps.
Pin
6
should
be
grounded
if 0 to 600 bps is
desired.
The
originate
mode
is
selected by setting MODE = 1
(pin
10). This should
be
switched
to +5 V if the
modem
is to be used as a
terminal. MODE = 0 is for the
answer mode.

received
signal.
A 3-stage
The
transmit
carrier
is
enabled when TX enable = 1 filter
is used
to further
(pin 12). If TX enable = 0, no
amplify
the received
signal
rejecting
unwanted
output
tone
can be trans- - while
mitted. This can be wired to
noise and harmonics.
The
+5 V since the modem output
filter
is a design
which
is switched
after a call is
appears in the TV Cookbook
made.
Some
terminal
and the Motorola Application
modems
have a carrier deNotes. Since this is an origtector circuit to drive the TX
inate
modem,
the
receive
enable high after a carrier is filter will pass the higher pair
detected
from the answering
of frequencies.
If an answer
device. If TTL chips are used
modem is needed, the second
to drive the modem, TTLD
filter shown should be used.
(pin 15) should be wired to
If desired, the modem can be
ground. TTLD = 1 is used if
built to operate either mode
CMOS chips are used.
by switch selection.
This modem is designed to
The transmit
data output
match
the
telephone
600
from
the modem
must be
buffered.
The buffered
out·
Ohm impedance
through
a
put is mixed with the tele1 : 1 transformer
or a data-set
phone input and is across the
coupler.
A transformer
or
duplexer. The purpose of the
coupler is necessary to isolate
modem
and telephone
dc
duplexer
is to cancel out or
voltages.
Most
telephone
reduce the transmit signal to
the filter while amplifying the
companies
require
that

attachments
to their lines be
made through a coupler provided by them which they
install and rent on a monthly
basis. If a telephone
supplied
coupler
is used, remove the
transformer
and switch from
the circuit.
The
modem
can
be
modified
to an accoustical
coupled
type
modem
by
eliminating
the duplexer and
driving a small speaker with
the output buffer and using a
mike or pickup coil as input
into
the
filter.
See
the
Penneywhistle
(Popular
Electronics, March 1976) for
a description
of building the
accoustical coupling.

Construction Notes
This modem was built up
breadboard fashion on a scrap
circuit
board
and as such
presented
no problems.
It

R2
lOOK
BREAK
KEY

TELEPHONE
PLUG

----------------------------------1
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

.5V

I

I
I
/ORIGINATE
IMODE
7404

ANSWER
MODE
ANSWER

RECEIVE

MODE

FILTER

CARRIER
RI7
1K

-12

V

Fig. 1.
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would be nice to build it on a
printed circuit board, but it is
not necessary. The important
thing is all voltages should be
adequately
decoupled
with
1.0 uF capacitors
at the IC
locations.
Some of the resistors
called for are nonstandard
values or hard to
find.
Most of these
were
made up with series combinations.
Testing Your Modem
Before using the modem
on the telephone, the modem
and terminal interface can be
checked
out by setting the
self-test
switch in the test
position.
This
causes
the
demodulator
to change to the
transmit frequency
pair. The
transmitter
data will then be
looped
back
and
demodulated. Any character
typed
out should then appear back
at the receive
bus of the
UART and printed
on the
display.
No timing
adjustments are necessary.
The output
of the transformer should be checked for

an output signal of -0.15 dbm
(0.39
vp-p).
If an output
adjustment
is needed, R2 can
be changed to a 500k pot.
(This change
also will be
necessary
if an accoustical
coupler is used.)
If any measurements
are
made across the telephone
lines be sure an ungrounded
meter is used. If your meter
does not have an output jack,
use a 0.1 u F capacitor
in
series with one of the meter
leads to eliminate
the dc
voltage
across
the
phone
lines.
Do not
make
any
measurements
across
the
telephone
lines unless you
have dialed and have someone
on the other end of the line.
Interfacing

and Operation

The UART is shown in the
diagram
with
the modem.
Other methods may be used
to
interface
between
the
modem and user equipment.
The
timing
and character
code are established
by the
UART.
Remember,
the
modem
only
passes
data

through,
and serves only to
modulate
or demodulate
the
data stream, and timing and
code must come from the
user device. This terminal is
set for 300 baud, using a 7 bit
(ASCII) character with "even
parity",
one start and one
stop bit. These requirements
vary on different systems and
if the exact configuration
is
unknown,
they can be made
switch
selectable.
Some
terminals
have switch selection for "even/odd
parity"
and "parity/no
paritv." These
functions
are selected on the
control section of the UART.
One
signa I frequently
used, which is not part of the
character code is the "break"
or "interrupt"
signal. The
break is used to interrupt the
computer
during
a long
transmission
or computation.
This is transmitted
as a 250
ms SPACE signal which can
be
"ORed"
in with
the
UART data. The clock frequency for the UART must
be 16x the baud rate or 4800
Hz for
300
baud
trans-

Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interface

mission. This frequency
was
obtained
by dividing a 3.465
MHz crystal
by 722.
Although 3.465 MHz is not an
exact multiple of 4800 Hz, it
was the
closest
frequency
that could be found in the
junk box, and comes within a
couple of cycles of 4800 Hz.
This modem
circuit
has
been in operation
now for
several
months
with
no
problems.
Operation
is very
simple, after dialing into the
computer
and hearing
the
an s we r tone,
throw
the
switch
to
the
modem
position. Remember to return
the switch to the telephone
position to hang up .•
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16K Static RAM
IMSAIiAltair/Poly 88/SoI 20

Designed for Hobbyists and
. Systems Developers

5450 Assembled
• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR'
to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

and handles

up

• Operates at standard 250K bits per second
format capacity of 243K bytes.

on normal

disc

• Works with modified CP 1M Operating
Compiler.
• Hardware includes
strap and on-board
• 6-month

System and BASIC-E

4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom bootcrystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

warranty and extensive

documentation.

• PRICE: Kit $190

Assembled

• ALTAIR Isa trademark/tradename
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Very low power-650
ma +5V; 90 ma +12V; 16 ma -5V
Uses 4K Static RAMS-No
refresh
Low-profile sockets for all chips
Each 4K addressable to any 4K boundary
Solder mask; silk-screen; plated-through
holes
Low-power Schottky TTL's- Tested IC's
Fully buffered S-100 bus-Gold-plated
contacts
Designed for 500ns system-S.D.
Sales and TDL Z-80 tested

Delivery: Stock to 4 weeks. MC and BA accepted.
Orders
shipped prepaid. California residents add 6% sales tax.

$265

of MITS.INC.

VANDENBERG

20620 South Leopwood Avenue, Suite P
Carson,Callfomla 90746

(213) 538-4251
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HEY, 6800 OWNERS
HEREIS THE BEST BUY ANYWHERE ON A
CASSETTE INTERFACE: ACI-33

NEW
LOW
PRICE

Fully Assembled
6800 Cassette interface
• Most inexpensive cassette interface
• "Kansas City" standard of 300 Baud (30
cps)
• No assembly time needed. This board is
fully assembled and tested!
• Simple-plug
in and connect in minutes!
• Fits inside the 6800, no extra chassis and
plugs
• Small size 3" x 5"
* Easier to use than the AC-30 (only one
switch)

MODEL NUMBER:
FUNCTION:
CONTROL:
INDICATORS:
DATA RATE:
ENCODING METHOD:

• Able to drive low cost relay to activate
recorder.
• Use one recorder for play, one for record.
•
•
•
•
•

2400 Baud optional with slight modification
Delivery from stock on most orders
Postpaid shipment
Use your Master Charge or Bankamericard
90 day replacement guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS
ACI-33
Record and play digital data to comERROR RATE:
puter using an ordinary cassette tape
recorder.
CAPACITY:
One switch SPDT-Centeroff
One L.E.D. indicating the logic "0"
DATA TERMINAL:
condition
300 Baud (30 ASCII Char per sec.l
PHYSICAL SIZE:
2400 Baud (240 ASCII Char per sec.)
'Kansas City'
Biphase Standard;
AUDIO LEVEL:
Serial Asyncronous, using one or two
POWER:
stop bits, non-saturating, self clocking, syncronous frequency shift. The
encoding method is also called the
Biphase-M and Manchester code.

PERSONAL COMPUTING
3321 TOWERWOOD
Phone 214-620-2776

Typically lessthan 1 in 1OE6 bytes at
30 char/sec. using premium tape and
high quality (Sony 103) recorder
C-60 100K Bytes/tape
C-30 50K Bytes/tape
Any RS232 or loop current device
compatible with the 6800 system.
SWTPC6800 I/O card (3" x 5")
4 Ohm external speaker level at 100
mV +12, -12, 8V regulated on
ACI-33

COMPANY

DR IVE
SUITE 101
Dallas, Texas 75234
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J. G. Letwin

Software Engineer
Heath Company

Another Look
at Benchmark Programs
• • •

in the eyes of the beholder I

Gordon wrote this article in
response to Tom Rugg and
Phil Feldman's articles on
"BASIC
Timing Comparisons" (Kilobaud, issues 6 and

10). He has some interesting
points both for and against
benchmarks ...
and what
they mean. - John.

A

major concern for most
prospective
purchasers
of a computer system, be it a
large professional system or a
small hobby system, is speed.

Photo 1. The timing setup. Includes an H8 computer, an H9 CRT terminal and a GB-1201 electronic
stopwatch.
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In other words, "How long
will this system take to do
my work?" or conversely, "Is
this system fast enough to do
my work?" In both questions
the critical phrase is "my
work." A good speed comparison or "benchmark"
is
one that compares the various
systems you are considering
while those systems are running the programs that you
will be running. This is important because different programs
make
different
demands
on a computer
system, and different systems
have different strengths and
wea knesses. There are two
general approaches to the
task of benchmarking:
1.
Time your existing programs
on a system; or 2. Time the
speed with which the system
performs various operations,
and then compute your program's execution time.
F or a company
considering the purchase of a
large system, the first technique works well. Benchmarking consists of gathering
up several typical (and timeconsuming)
programs and
making a tour of manufacturers' installations, running
at each one. This gives that

company
just what it wants:
an accurate indication of how
fast its work is going to go on
the
new
machine.
Unfortunately,
the average
hobbyist cannot afford the plane
fare such an approach entails.
In fact, he may not have any
existing
programs
to
try,
since this will very likely be
his first system.
As you might guess, this
means most hobbyists
must
make do with the second
approach:
timing
the
machine's operation
speed. For
assembly
language
programmers; this usually means comparing the instruction
sets of
the machines and examining
the CPU cycle times. However, for the scope of this
article
we will discuss the
timing not of CPU instructions, but of BASIC operations. This is done because
currently
most user-written
software is written in BASIC.
The principle used in obtaining these timings is simple:
., Time the processor
performing
a simple
control
loop;
• Time the processor on the
same loop, with the operation
added;
• Compute
the difference,
and divide by the loop count.
An important
fact to keep
in mind when doing this is
that
the timing differences
between the two loops represent all the extra actions you
may
be
r e q umnq
from
BASIC. Often, this does not
consist solely of the desired
operation.
For example, if we
attempt
to time the + operation
by
comparing
the

timings
of two loops (see
Example
1), we are actually
computing
the time required
to do five different things:
1. Set up another statement
(which was not included
in
the control loop).
2. Locate the variable
the symbol table.

3. Decode the two numbers
12 and 20 into internal floating point representation.
4. Perform

value

.Thus, we can see that this
simple
test
has
actually
measured much more than we
desired and, therefore,
gives
an inaccurate result. In order
to obtain the desired timing,
the
two
programs
should
appear as in Example 2.
In these two programs, the
only difference
is the +C in
line 120. Now we're only
timing two things: the time
needed to locate variable C
and the time needed to perform the addition. Note that
variables were used instead of
integer
constants;
the time
needed to decode a constant
is considerable
and may vary
widely between BASICs. The
time
needed
to
locate
a
symbol
in a small symbol
table (only A, B, C and I) is
much less, and, therefore,
is
less disturbing
to the results.
If constants
are used heavi Iy
in your
application,
they
should
be
benchmarked
separately.
Tests Run
To demonstrate
this technique, we have run timings of

Example

B=l:
C=2
FOR 1=1 TO 1000
A=B
NEXT 1

the addition.

5. Assign the resultant
to A.

100 FOR 1=1 TO 1000
110 NEXT 1

100
110
120
130

A in

100 FOR 1=1 TO 1000
105 A=12+20
110 NEXT 1

1.

100
110
120
130

Example 2.

B=l : C=2
FOR 1=1 TO 1000
A=B+C
NEXT 1

Photo 2. The Hl1 system. Pictured in front is the Extended Instruction
Set / Floating point Instruction Set (EIS/FIS) chip. This installs
directly into a socket provided on the KD 11F CPU board.

18 different

operations:

• Operators
+. -, *, / and +
(string concatenation).
• Functions SIN, COS, TAN,
ATN, SQR, EXP, LOG and
LEFT$.
• Simple numeric and string
assignment statements.
• A simple FOR loop.
• Referencing
variable B (1).
These operations
on three different

a subscripted

were timed
systems:

• A Heath H8 (8080A)
Extended Benton Harbor BASIC
#( 10.01.00.).
• A Heath
H11
(Heath BASIC-11).

(LSI-11)

.A Heath H11 (LSI-11) with
EIS/FIS
11) ,

(Heath

FIS

BASIC-

The Heath H8 is a new
8-bit com puter, based upon
the 8080A
microprocessor,
running with a clock of 2.048
MHz.
Its intelligent
front
panel
provides
teal-time
monitoring
of memory
and
registers.
The
extended
BASIC used for these tests
contains
many built-in functions and commands to allow
control
of the front
panel
displays and keypad, however
support
of the full panel
system requires a CPU overhead of about
11 percent.
For the purposes
of these
benchmarks
the front panel

system was turned off via a
BASIC
statement
of
the
form:
CNTR L 4,0.
This
feature
is
available
in
Extended
Benton
Harbor
BASIC
so that
computebound programs need not be
slowed; yet when necessary,
they can reenable the panel
for any desired purpose (via
the CNTR L statement),
The Heath H 11 is a 16-bit
com puter
incorporating
the
D EC LSI-11 processor, which
is compatible
with the DEC
PDP
11/40.
The
EI S/F IS
mentioned
above refers to
"Extended
Instruction
Set,
Floating
point
Instruction
Set." This is contained
in an
optional
40-pin chip which
plugs into the LSI-11 board,
giving the
processor
both
fixed and floating point arithmetic instructions
(add, subtract, multiply and divide) as
well as extended
16- and
32-bit shift instructions.
The timings
were made
using the control and timing
100 p
technique
described
above.
By making
a comparison between two similar
loops, almost all the system's
fixed
overhead
cancels,
leaving an accurate
timing.
Thirteen
numeric
operators
were timed, using as a control
loop:
100
110
120
130

B=1.1 : C=1.5
FOR 1=1 TO 2000
A=B
NEXT 1

The tests
ample 3a.

are shown

in Ex-
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Note that test N 14 consists of
removing the "A=B," thus
providing a negative timing,
showing the time required to
process an assignment statement. (This time is shown as
positive in the tables.)
Three
string operators
were timed, using the control
loop in Example 3b. The
operations timed were:
81: 120 A$=B$+C$
82: 120 A$=LEFT$(B$,1)
83: 120

As before, test S3 is actually

pletion of the loop.
The timing was done with
the aid of a Heath GB-1201
digital stopwatch. The stopwatch
was started
when
carriage return was struck,
and was stopped when the
terminal bell was sounded.
Both the control and timing
loops were clocked in an
identical manner, so that the
fixed overhead of readying
the program for execution
and processing the PRINT
statement
canceled.
Each

N1: 120 A=iHC
N2: 120 A=B~C
N3: 120 A=B*C
N4: 120 A=B!P
N5: 120 A=B I C
N6: 120 A=8IN(B)
N7: 120 A=C08(B)
N8: 120 A=TAN(B)
N9: 120 A=ATN(B)
N10: 120 A=LOG(B)
Nll: 120 A=8QR(B)
N12: 120 A=EXP(B)
N13: 120 FOR J=1 TO 5 : NEXT J
N14: 120

Example3a.

represent three different performance
groups:
1. the
16-bit system with floating
point hardware, 2. the 16-bit
system without floating point
hardware, .and 3. the 8-bit
system
(without
floating
point hardware).
It comes as no surprise
that a 16-bit machine will

perform considerably better
than those used in the H11.
This brings us back to the
original statement
of this
article: A system's speed is
critically
dependent
upon
your program; a program that
heavily uses transcendental
functions
would show a
different performance ratio

Pgm

test

HS1

H11

H11/FIS

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
Nl0
N11
N12
N13
N14
Sl
S2
S3 .'

+

2.3
2.5
3.8
4.9
35.
13.
13.
24.
21.
19.
13.
15.
23.
3.0·
4.5
5.8
4.6
2.6

1.0
1.1
1.9
2.0
23.
14.
16.
32.2
19.
14.
7.2
13.
7.5
.5
2.0
1.7
1.0
.5

.6
.6
.6
.6
5.3
2.8
4.0
7.42

Al

*

I
t
SIN
COS
TAN
ATN
LOG
SQR
EXP
5*FOR
A=8
8$+C$
LEFT$(
A$=8$
8(1)

3.3
3.0
1.9
3.0
7.5
.5
2.0
1.7
1.0
.5

1all H8 timings ~ith real time clock off (CNTRL 4,0).
2computed by SIN(X)/COS(X).

100
110
120
130

B$="8TRINGB"
: C$=8TRINGC"
FOR 1=1 TO 2000
A$=B$
NEXT I

Example3b.

100
110
120
130

DIM B(500)
FOR 1=1 TO 500
A=B
NEXT I

100
120
120
130

DIM B(500)
FOR 1=1 TO 500
A=B(I)
NEXT I

Example 4.

measuring the time to perform the string assignment
statement.
Finally, an array reference
was timed (A 1), using Example 4 as control and test.
How the Tests Were Run
These tests were run on
the new Heath systems. For
each system, the procedure
was the same: the programs
were entered from the keyboard, and an additional line
400 PRINT

CHR(7)

was added. This causes an
ASCII BELL code to be sent
to the terminal upon com100

timing was done three times,
and the results averaged.
Since the· stopwatch
was
triggered
by hand, the
1/100th-second
digit was
ignored; the times were taken
in seconds and tenths. The
results obtained are quoted to
two
places only; further
places, even if accurate, are
meaningless.
Discussion of Results
As can be immediately
seen from the timings (Table
1 ), there
is considerable
difference
between
the
systems. It is immediately
evident that these systems

Table 1. Benchmark results. All operation times in milliseconds.

time faster than an 8-bit one.
In fact, the H11 system
appears to run roughly twice
as fast as its 8-bit competitors. Likewise, it is also to be
expected that the addition of
floating point hardware will
greatly speed up the arithmeti c and transcendental
functions. As can be seen for
the identical timings of the +,
-, " and / operators, the
actual arithmetic is now an
insignificant part of the operation's timing.
The Heath H8 computer,
an 8080A
machine,
performed considerably slower
than did the H11 systems, for
obvious reasons. However, a
brief study of the timings will
show that the H8 is by no
means a slouch, but provides
performance levels that were
obtained only by midsized
computers just five years ago.
It is also curious to note that
the H8 system computes
some trigonometric functions
faster than the non-FIS H-ll.
This indicates that the algorithms used in the H8 BASIC

between the H8 and H11
than would a program consisting mostly of FOR loops.
Conclusions
An important
question,
and one that has .so far been
overlooked in the hobby literature, is, "What does this all
mean?" For some insight, we
should classify the various
machines tested into performance groups. Machines that
show a performance ratio of
less than 2:1 are quite similar
in performance, and belong in
the same performance group.
The H11 system is obviously a high-performance
system and represents the
two
hi g hest performance
groups. BASIC programmers
with large and/or slow programs may require its capacity. Engineers, physicists,
and the like may require its
impressive floating point capacity for large computational problems.
The 8080A system performs well in the midrange. It
is well suited for most home

and
hobby
applications,
providing
good general performance
at an economical
price.
Also
note
that
a
machine
in its performance
class can do computations
as
complex as those in any other
class; it just takes longer.
Users who do lengthy calculations may be satisfied with
the wait.
It is interesting
to note
that these same bench mark
timings
were made for an
ALTAIR
8800 running
Extended
Basic
4.1,
which
showed the Mits system to
execute
control
statements
(such as FOR loops) slightly
faster than the Heath H8, but
the H8 system executes transcendental
functions
somewhat faster than the Mits
8800. So, we must answer the
question,
"which is faster?"
by saying, "neither!"
They
both belong in the same performance
class. Some
programs will run faster on one,
some will run faster on the
other.
Their computational
performances
are too close

for comparison;
a shopper
will have to make his decision
based on other criteria.
The important
thing to remember here is to not take
the
timings
too
seriously.
They are valuable in that they
give an indication
of the
general capacity
of the system, but they are not useful
for comparing two machines
in the
same general
performance
class. Most BASIC
pro gra ms are
rather
I/O
bound so that minor variations in speed do not matter.
For the programmer
whose
job requires
such a large
amount
of time that BASIC
speeds
are important,
then
any BASIC within that performance
class will be too
slow. The proper solution is
to move to a faster class of
machine,
or perhaps to get
away from BASIC altogether.
BASIC
was originally
designed to teach programming
concepts to beginners, and it
serves that purpose very well.
It was not designed for most
of the work a typical hobby

system is asked to do, and
usually
does
poorly
when
forced
into those
applications. It has been said with
considerable
justification that
the
words
"BASI C"
and
"speed" are contradictory.
Another possible pitfall to
avoid is becoming engrossed
in raw numerical speed, and
ignoring
your
purpose
in
buying
a
machine.
For
example, those with a sophisticated
interest
in software
may prefer the H 11 system,
not because it is faster, but
because
of
its
powerful
architecture,
which supports
sophisticated
structures
and
techniques
that are not feasible on the 8080 or 6800
processor.
To summarize,
benchmark
timings
are only useful in
getting a general idea as to a
system's
capabilities.
The
decision between machines in
the same general
category
must be made on the basis of
general system factors: availability of other products and
languages,
cost
of the
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"We've Got It!!"
A NEW ADDITION TO OUR STOCKOF
SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT

®O

The IBM Selectrtc' Based
I/O Terminal $695.00
•
•
•
e
•
•

machine,
stability
of the
product,
etc.
Paying
too
much attention
to speed variations
simply
confuses
the
issue, since each system does
better at different
types of
problems. Likewise, system A
may be very slow at a certain
operation,
but it may contain
features that allow you to get
the job done easier without
even using that
operation!
Detailed benchmarks
are useful only to commercial
shops
that run very large and unvarying jobs, and then only
when run on those specific
jobs.
A general rule of thumb is
that unless one machine runs
several times faster than another, you should base your
decision on the usefulness of
the system, not just on simple
loop timings. Unfortunately,
such decisions
are hard to
make and tend to be subjective,
whereas
it is very
easy to wield a stopwatch
and make detailed
measurements of meaningless
speed
variations .•
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John Smith
Wiesbaden, Germany
Edwin J. Marzano
SAMSO/SZJD
LA AFS CA 90009

Son of Submarine Game
• • •

Pete Stark's SR-52 game program "Submarine" originally
appeared in issue #2 of Kilobaud and has since become
one of the most popular
games played on that calculator. Ed and John call their
version "Son of Submarine"
and they have some modifications which make the game
even better. Enjoy. - John.

100

80

60

40

20

20

T

he game "Submarine"
in
issue #2 of Kilobaud by
Peter Stark was most interesting, and I lost no time in
entering the program into my
SR-52 to try it out. However,
after playing the game awhile
I felt that something
was
missing.
There
wasn't
the
same enjoyment
as playing
the lunar landing game from
Texas Instruments'
(T I) program book. So I asked my
coauthor to try the game and
he came to somewhat
the
same conclusion.
First, the
game was very cleverly conceived.
But after
you get
within five miles of the sub
(which can be accomplished
quickly by triangulation),
the
odds are 1 in 100 of selecting
the proper locations
on the
next try since the sub will
have moved randomly
to a
new
location
somewhere
within a 100 square mile area.
We felt that this game needed
a small addition to allow the
player
to
use
loqic
in
choosing his shot.
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an alternative to chess?

40
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Fig. 1. Game layout.

After examining
the flowchart and trying a few variations, we discovered a simple
addition
which
would
still
save
the
random
motion
realism of a submarine under
attack but would allow the
player to use his knowledge
of mathematics
and logical
thinking
ability to make the
game more interesting.
After
all, one of the most interesting aspects
of computed
games is the satisfaction
of
being able to match logical
wits with the computer
and
possibly get a step up and
win.
Now
with
the
changes
made to the original
submarine
game the following
scenario appl ies.
An enemy submarine
has
been spotted
near one of
your ports, its exact location
unknown.
To
destroy
it,
place a 100 x 100 grid of
graph paper over a map of the

suspected
area as shown in
Fig.
1
and
drop
depth
charges at specified
points,
using the X and Y coordinates to keep track of their
location. Each time you fire,
the submarine moves to a
new location.
Sonar and
other classified equipment
then pick up an echo from
the submarine and tell you
the distance to its new position.: Of course, as soon as
you
start
firing,
the submarine starts to zigzag in an
effort to escape. The sub can
go anywhere in the square as
well as up or to the right of
it, though it cannot go left or
t

down into negative X and Y
coordinates
since
this
would bring it too close to
shore. The submarine
can be
put out of commission
only
by a direct hit (signalled by
flashing lights of the calculator). If you miss by a distance of five or less, you only
inflict minor damage; the submarine can tolerate up to five
minor hits, but on the fifth
minor hit it puts on a great
burst of speed to get to a new
location
so repairs can be
made.
To play the game,
proceed as follows:
1. Push the C button
the game.

to start

2. Enter the X coordinate for
your depth charge; push A.
3. Enter the Y coordinate for
your depth charge; push B.
4. If you hit the sub, the
display will flash, otherwise
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original submarine game
provided the distance by which
the players shot missed the submarine at its old location. It is the
providing of the distance to the
new submarine position that is
the basis for Son of Submarine
Game.
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1 The

A = Position of last shot.
Display of distance = 2.83
a2 + b2 = c2
a2 + b2 = 8 = 2.832
c = 2.83
Fig. 2.
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In order to extend
the
chess move approach up to a
displayed distance of five (the
limit
of
the
minor
hit
counter),
it was necessary to
define a move which we call
the
modified
knight
move
(not allowed in the standard
ga me of chess). The chess
movements
and
corresponding display distances are
provided in Table 1.
Let's see how these movements would look on a 100 x
100 grid. This will give us the
information
needed to apply
these moves to obtain
the
best probability
of tracking
down the submarine.
Consider that the starting
position of our move on the
100 x 100 grid is X = 50 and
Y = 50 (50, 50). See Fig. 4.
Now the move of a knight
is shown by move number 1,
that is from (50,50) to (51,
52) - a distance of
The number
2 move is
that of a bishop, that is (50,
50) to (52, 52) - involving a
distance of
22 + 22. The
move of a castle is shown in
move number 3, that is (50,
50) to (52, 50) - a distance
of 2.
Now it must be realized
that the bishop and the castle
could stop at any position
from (50, 50) to the end of

121/2%

V

®

53

x

The Knight's move is an L shaped
move of two up and one over in
anyone
of the four basic (up,
d own, left,
right)
directions,
allowing eight possible locations
to be reached.
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the display will indicate the
distance to the new sub position. (Note: Under the new
scenario
you know the distance to the new submarine
location
instead of the old
position.)
The fact that the player
may get off a shot at the
current
submarine
positron
opens up a whole new group
of possibilities
which enables
the player to cut down on the
odds against him.
By using the Pythagorean
theorem
(the square of the

hypotenuse
of a right triangle
is equal to the sum of the
squ ares
of
the
legs,
or
c2=a2+b2)
the player may
determine
all possible locat ions
of the
sub
corresponding
to the displayed
distance.
Fig. 2 shows the
four possible locations
(48,
48); (52, 48); (48, 52); (52,
52) for a displayed distance
of 2.83 from (50, 50). All
possible locations for display
distances up to five have been
calculated and are provided in
Table 1.
An interesting point noted

during these calculations
is
that as one gets close to the
sub the moves which provide
the greatest
probability
of
success
are si mi lar to the
movements
of pieces in the
game of chess. The player
need
not concern
himself
with the game of chess in its
entirety
in order to use this
technique,
but rather needs
only
to
understand
the
allowed movements
of three
of the higher ranking pieces
of the game. These pieces and
their
corresponding
movements are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

484~8-----:!4;-9 ----;"50;::----;'5.,-'

®

X--

distance = ~

---':52

@
= 2.83

Fig. 5.
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the grid.
For example,
a
castle move from (50, 50) to
(50, 100) is a move of 50
miles on our 100 x 100 mile
grid.
Now a move from (50, 50)
to (51, 53) - move number 4
- is not a proper move on a
chessboard,
but is a modified
form of the knight's
move
with the same number
of
possible moves as that of a
knight (eight moves).
Now let's tryout this newfound knowledge on the Son
of Submarine
game (see Fig.
5).
For example,
if we have
just fi red at the location X =
50, Y = 50 (50, 50) and the
calcul ator answers back that
we missed
by 2.83
miles,
there are only four different

4~-~8--~~--~5~0----~--~52

x--

(49,52) (51,52) (52,51) (52,49)
(51,48) (49,48) (48,49) (48,51)
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8.
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53

ways this could happen. That
is if the sub is now at (48,
52); (52, 52); (52, 48); (48,
48).
These
are the
on Iy
possible
combinations
that
the SR-52
could
compute
2.83 or ../22 + 22 = y'8 =
2.83. This is the move of a
bishop. The possibility
of a
hit is one out of 4 or 25%.
Refer to Fig. 6. Again we
have just fired at location
(50, 50). The missed distance
is displayed by the computer
as 2.24 or ../22 -+ 12 = y'5 =
2.24. There are only eight
different
ways
this
could
happen.
And that is if the
-submarine
is at (49, 52); (51,
52); (52, 51); (52,49);
(51,
48); (49, 48); (48, 49); (48,
51). These are the onl y possible combinations
that give
the distance 2.24 miles from
(50,
50) and these
eight
moves are the moves that a
knight can make in a chess
game.
In the example in Fig. 7
we have just fi red at location
(50, 50). The missed distance
is displayed by the computer
as 3 or y32 + 02 = y'9 = 3.
There are only four different
ways that this could happen,
and that is if the submarine is
at (50, 53); (53, 50); (50,
47); (47, 50). These are the
only combinations
that give a
three mile distance from (50,
50) and are the moves that a
castle can make.
In Fig. 8 we once again
consider that we are firing at
location (50, 50) and we are
given a 3.16 mile distance to
the sub by the computer.
There are only eight ways
that we could be 3.16 miles
away from the sub: (49,53);
(51, 53); (53,51);
(53, 49);
(51, 47); (49,47);
(47, 49);
(47, 51). These are the only
combinations
that give a 3.16
mile distance. This is a modified knight's move.
Now I think you can see
that once we get within five
miles of the submarine
we
can use our knowledge
of
mathematics
to
logically
deduce the move which will
give the best probability
of a
hit.
Before trying to use Table
to pursue
and sink the

--------------,
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Fig. 9. Son of Submarine game flowchart.

submarine,
let's summarize.
Once within a five mile range,
before choosing a location to
fire on, you will always be
able to find the chess move
that will give you the greatest
probability
of success. Just
take the distance given by the
SR-52 and enter the distance
column;
when the numbers
match,
read across to the
right for the choice of moves
which give the greatest probability
of
success.
For
example, 2.83 is found to be
a bishop's move. The choices
you have for a hit are your
or i g inal
location
(X,
Y)
adjusted
for
the two-step
bishop move.
So, to sum up the game as
modified,
the player
must
first get close to the sub-

marine and then based on the
distance,
make one of the
chess moves which will give
him the greatest probability
of success. If he misses after
five near-shot
tries (if all
attempts
were within
five
miles), the sub will make a
quick maneuver to a distant
location. He must get close to
the sub and try again. For
those wh 0 are students
of
probability,
you may note
the best five-guess combination would be for five 25%
chances before the submarine
moves,
which
is
100
[1-(1-.25)5]
76%.
The
probability
of success for the
original submarine
program is
100 [1-(1-.01)5]
= 5%.
Now go out there
that submarine! -

and get

Location
000
002
005
006
*008
011
015
118
119
028
031
033
*034
037
040
043
045
048
050
053
055
057
060
062
*065
*068
*072
*075
*076
*085
*088
*090
*091
094
097
098
100
102
105
107
110
114
115
117
119
124
126
135
p9
1:45
152
158
162
*167
169
*170
*172
*175
*176
*P8
*181

Comments
Label A
STO 05
Halt
Label B
STO 06
- RCL 02
X2Vx=
X2

Instructions
Enter X value for depth charge
Store it in register 5
Stop and wait for Y value
Enter Y value for depth charge

+ (RCL 05 -RCL 01
x2.J"X )
X2 =

Compute distance by which the depth charge missed

STO 07

Store missed distance
If zero flash display and stop
If not zero ...

Vx

inv if zero =
o i rx Halt
Label =
-,5 =
if pos +
inv dsz C
Label +
subr l'
sum 01
subr l'
sum 02
RCL06
- RCL 02
X2Vx=
X2

..

+ (RCL 05 - RCL 01
x2.J"X )

Compare missed distance with 5
If less than 5 subtract 1 from
Minor hit counter and go to C if counter has reached 0; otherwise contiriue
Get a small random number ...
... and move sub sideways
Get another small random number
and move up or down

Compute new position of
submarine and store

X2,=

v'X
STQ 04
RCL04
Halt
Label C
subr 8'
STO 01
subr 8'
S1'O 02
5 STO 00
Halt
Labell'
5 +/+ .10 X
Label 8'
100 x « 7yX9
X RCL 03
X 5 +/- INV LOG)
- (RCL - .5)
FIX 0 DMS INV FIX)
STO 03 =
FIX 0 DMS INV FIX
FIX 2
return
Label D
RCL 07
Halt
Label E
RCL 04
Halt

Displayed new sub position
and stop
Reset
Get big raridom number for
X and Y and move

Reset mirior hit coun ter to
and stop
Start of subroutine to get a
small number between -5
and + 5
start of subroutine to get
a big random num ber between
o and 100
Shuffle number around to
make them seem random

End of both subroutines
Recall missed distance of last shot

Recall present distance to
new sub position

*New additions to submarine program

Program listing.
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Ron Harvey
Computer Radio Workshop
120 EI Dorado
Cheyenne WY 82001

Payroll Program
•

T

his
payroll
program
is
designed to make a nofrills computer
system a useful tool for the small businessman. By frills I refer to
the requirement
for extensive
scratch pad memory
(RAM)
and/or
permanent
disk or
tape memory systems, all of
which increase the cost of the
microcomputer
system. This
program was developed using
the
Southwest
Technical
Products
Corp. 6800 Computer,
CT-1024
TV Typewriter,
and
AC-30
Audio
Cassette
Interface
u sing the
Southwest
Technical
4K
BASIC running
in 8K of
memory. This system plus an
inexpensive TV set and audio
cassette
recorder
make
a
complete
working computer
system
that can for under
$1100
lighten
substantially
the time and work load of
bookkeeping
functions.
The payroll program
for
the 6800 described and listed
here
will
keep
track
of
employees; data such as social
secu r i tv
number,
marital
status,
exemptions
claimed;
and rate of pay for up to 99
employees.
Each week the
operator
enters
the
paid
hours for each employee
as
his/her number
is displayed
on the screen. That's it .:.. one
very simple entry.
At this
point, the program takes over
and
c alcu lates . each
employee's gross pay, FICA tax,
federal income tax and city
106
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for small businessmen

or state tax, and finally the
net pay. Gross pay is figured
at straight time for up to 40
hours and at time and onehalf for over 40 hours. This is
accomplished
in less time
than it would take to remove
the cover from the old adding
machine
and flick on the
power switch.
The complete
data base
and
calculations
are then
presented
to you
on the
screen,
one employee
at a
time, to allow the writing of
paychecks,
and also to make
ledger entries - if you feel it
necessary.
After completion
of check writing, a file function is made available whereby you can record all data for
the week on audio tape for a
permanent
file, thus eliminating the need for ledgers, and
time
required
to write
in
them.
01 M What-How?
Before
getting
into the
description
of the program,
let's take an excursion
into
BASIC
programming
techniques for those who are new
to this
high level language
stuff.
Let's take a look at DIM,
or dimensioning
of variables.
First of all, dimension
is an
elusive term - maybe "define" would be more appropriate. In either case it simply
tells the computer
how many
boxes should be provided in

memory to store variables or,
more specifically, subscripted
variables.
Single
character
alphanumeric
variables need
not
be
dimensioned
(or
specified)
in the program.
These would be A, B, C or
A 1, A2 or B1, ete.
When a variable
is subscripted, the subscript
is put
in parenthesis and A1 is written A(1). This is not to be
confused
with
algebraic
expressions
that
also
use
parenthesis
to separate terms
such as (A + B) * (A - C).
This can really tax your mind
when both uses of parenthesis
appear in the same statement
- like, Let A(1) = (A(2) + B)
* (A(3) - C(4)).
With most BASICs, subscripted
variables
may be
used without
a DIM statement inserted
in your program and you may be able to
run the program without difficulty;
but if you get too
many,
the
program
will
"bomb out" and give you an
error message such as Illegal
Variable
or Memory
Full.
This is because
subscripted
variables
must be dimensioned, and if you didn't do it
with a DIM statement
your
BASIC did it for you when a
subscript
variable
was first
encountered.
In the SWTP 4K
BASIC,
for
example,
an
undimensioned
subscripted
variable is arbitrarily
assigned
to a 10 x 10 array by BASIC.
Now if you had a variable

A(N)
where
N could
be
numbers
1 through
6 you
only
need
six boxes,
but
BASIC
has allocated
100
boxes for A in 10 rows of 10
columns .. If you have a number
of
variables,
say
A
through
X all subscript
1 to
6, you may well run out of
memory space. If you tried to
subscript beyond ten it would
cause an illegal variable error.
In order to avoid these errors
you
must
provide
a DIM
A(6), B(6), C(15), etc., statement at the beginning of your
program.
An array can either
be
one-dimensional
or
twodimensional.
In DIM A(6) we
are establishing
a one-dimension array, or six boxes for
A(1) to A(6). To make a
two-dimension
array requires
two subscripts separated by a
comma,
as in E(99,14)'
to
provide
an array
of 1386
boxes stacked
14 across by
99 high. In the Payroll Program there are 14 variables
for each employee;
the program
can handle
99 employees.
However,
not all
users will have 99 employees,
and there
is no need to
allocate
memory
space that
will not be used. In this case
the
DI M statement
reads
E(Z,14); Z is the number of
employees
listed in the Data
Table.
Program

Description

In order to run the payroll

Photo 1. Initial data entry.

Photo 2. Displav of data for check writing portion of program.

program for a 6800 you will
need to provide the data for
each employee in the DATA
statement at lines 1001 to
1099 (Photo 1). Employees
are assigned an "Emp, No."
corresponding to these program line numbers. The data
to be entered in sequence are:
social security no., digit a if
single (including heads of
households) or digit 1 if
married, number of exemp·
tions claimed and rate of pay.
All data are to be entered
without
spaces, and with
commas between groups of
data. The data at line 1000
are the total number of
employees entered.
A method of making a
permanent record of weekly
payrolls on audio tape is
provided in the program. It is
suggested, therefore, that an
employee who leaves the
company be left in the data
base until the end of the year,
or at least his payroll number
not be reused. If left in, his

rate of pay (last data entry)
can be changed to 0, which
will prevent his number from
being displayed on the input
of hours worked query. If
either rate or hours are 0,
that employee will be bvpassed in the paycheck writing routine of the program. In
all cases the complete ernployee list will be available
and all information printed
out to the file record to be
recorded on audio tape at the
end of program.
The program begins, after
home up and erase, at line
110 where the first data for
number of employees are
read (line 1000), and then the
variables are dimensioned in
accordance with the number
of employees entered. The
first operator entry is the pay
period ending date, which is
entered as month, day and
year separated by commas.
Then a FOR-NEXT loop
reads the employee data and
asks for the paid hours by

employee number. On completion of this loop we have
entered
all
necessary
employee data for calculation
of the payroll.
Before calculation
proceeds, at the end of hours
entry cycle, an opportunity
to make corrections to hours
entered is provided by "corrections"
prompt.
If an
affirmative
response
1 is
input, the program will ask
for employee number. Upon
receipt it will then ask for
paid hours, and any change
from previous entry can be
made. A 0 response to "corrections" prompt will continue the program at the
second
FOR-NEXT
loop
between line 430 and 700 to
calculate wages and deductions and print the data for
each employee, one at a time.
Gross pay is first calculated in lines 440-480, where
E(N,6) is gross pay and
E(NA) is rate of pay (from
data) and E(N,5) is hours
(from input). The first deduction
E(N,7)
for Social
Security F.I.C.A. is made at
1977 rate of 5.85% in line
490. To figure income tax,
the marital status of the
employee
(data entry 2)
E(N,2) must be examined at
line 520-530 to determine
proper tax table. These tables
are in subroutines at lines
1100 to 1190 and 1200 to
1 290. After selection of
appropriate table the first line

1100 or 1200 provides a
deduction from gross pay
E(N,6) 'of $14.40 per exemption claimed E(N,3). This
figure (G) is then applied to
the rest' of the table to find
the amount of tax to be
withheld.
For example, a
siogle . employee
claiming
himself as deduction has gross
pay of $285.00. In line 1100,
$14.40 times 1 would be subtracted to leave a taxable
gross of $270.60. This is less
than 279, so line 1130 would
be used to calculate the tax
E(N,8). The tax will be
$43.93 plus 26% of excess
over $240.00 in accordance
with current tax tables in
effect (Apr. (77). Our friends
in Washington may change
these tables and make it
necessary to reestablish them
at a later date. At any rate,
after federal income tax is
figured the program con·
tinues at line 540 to round
off calculations to two decimal places. (See page 40,
April
1977
Kilobaud.)
Thanks. Jack!
The last in this "What we
giveth, Uncle taketh away"
series is local tax, which may
be either city or state income
tax. This is provided in line
550 E(N,9) and is set to 0 in
this program as there are no
local taxes here in Wyoming.
Some of you will have a
simple formula that can be
handled in this line, and
others may require a more

Program listing.
0100 PRINT CHR(16); CHR(22)
0110 READ Z
0120 DIM E(Z,14)
0130 PRINT "PA YROLL PROGRAM FOR 6800"
0140 PRINT
150 PRINT "BY RON S. HARVEY, SR. PARTNER"
0160 PRINT "COMPUTJj:R RADIO WORKSHOP"
0170 PRINT "CHEYENNE, WYOMING"
0180 PRINT
0250 PRINT "PAY PERIOD ENDING (M D Y) ";
0260 INPUT M, D, Y
0270 FOR N = 1 TO Z
0280 READ E(N,1), E(N,2), E(N,3), E(N,4)
0290 IF E(N,4) = 0 THEN 330
0300 PRINT CHR(22)
0310 PRINT "EMP.NO. -. (N + 1000), "HRS PAID ";
0320 INPUT E(N,5) .
0330 NEXT N
0340 PRINT "CORRECTIONS ";
0350 INPUT A
0360 IF A = 0 THEN 430
0370 PRINT "EMP.NO. ";
0380 INPUT A
0390 LET N = A-lOOO
0400 PRINT "EMP.NO. ": (N + 1000), "HRS PAID ";
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0410 INPUT E(N,5)
0420 GOTO 340
0430 FOR N = 1 TO Z
0440 IF E(N,5) >40 THEN 470
0450 LET E(N,6) = E(N,4) * E(N,5)
0460 GOTO 4S0
0470 LET E(N,6) = E(N,4) * E(N,5) + E(N,4)/2*(E(N,5)-40)
04S0 LET E(N,6) = INT (E(N ,6) * 100 + .5)/100
0490 LET E(N ,7) = INT «E(N ,6) * .05S5) * 100+.5 )/100
0520 IF E(N,2) = 0 GOSUB 1100
0530 IF E(N,2) = 1 GOSUB 1200
0540 LET E(N,S) = INT (E(N,S) * 100 + .5)/100
0550 LET E(N,9) = 0
0560 LET E(N,14) = E(N,6) - E(N,7) - E(N,S) - E(N,9)
0610 LET F = F + E(N,7)
0620 LET I = I + E(N,S)
0630 LET L = L + E(N,9)
0640 LET P = P + E(N,14)
0650 IF E(N,4) = 0 THEN 700
0660 IF E(N,5) = 0 THEN 700
0670 GOSUB 720
06S0 PRINT "CONTINUE ";
0690 INPUT
0700 NEXT N
0710 GOTO 920
0720 PRINT "CHR(16); CHR(22)
0730 PRINT "EMP.NO. "; (N + 1000), "DATE "; M; D; Y
0740 PRiNT "SS"; E(N,l), "RATE .,; E(N,4)
0750 IF E(N,2) = 0 GOSUB SSO
0760 IF E(N,2) = 1 GOSUB 900
0770 PRINT
0780 PRINT TAB (10); "PAY", "Y-T-D"
0790 PRINT "GROSS
"; E(N,6)
OSOOPRINT "F.I.C.A.
"; E(N,7)
OSlO PRINT "F.I.T.
"; E(N,S)
OS20 PRINT "MISC
"; E(N,9)
OS30 PRINT"
- - - - - -"
OS40 PRINT "NET PAY"; E(N,14)
OS50 PRINT
OS60 PRINT
OS70 RETURN
OSSOPRINT "SINGLE ": E(N,3), "HRS "; E(N,5)
OS90 RETURN
0900 PRINT "MARRIED "; E(N,3), "HRS "; E(N,5)
0910 RETURN
0920 PRINT "RECORD FILE COPY";
0930 INPUT A
0940 IF A = 0 THEN 1300
0950 IF A >1 THEN 930
0960 FOR N = 1 TO Z
0970 GOSUB 720
09S0 NEXT N
0990 GOTO 1300
1000 DATA Z
1001 DATA E(N,l), E(N,2), E(N,3), E(N,4)
1002
(SEE TEXT FOR DATA VALUES)
1099 DATA
1100 LET G = E(N,6) - (E(N,3) * 14.40)
(G-346)* .36 + 74.17
1110 IF G >=
346 THEN E(N,S)
.3 + 54.07
(G-279)*
1120 IF G
346 THEN E(N,S)
(G-240)* .26 + 43.93
1130 IF G
279 THEN E(N,S)
(G-1S3)* .21 + 31:96
1140 IF G
240 THEN E(N,S)
(G-115)* .23 +16.32
1150 IF G
IS3 THEN E(N,S)
(G- 67)* .2+
6.72
1160 IF G
115 THEN E(N,S)
(G- 25)* .16
1170 IF G
67 THEN E(N,S)
l1S0 IF G
25 THEN E(N,S)
o
1190 RETURN
'
1200 LET G = E(N,3)* 14.40)
1210 IF G >= 500 THEN E(N,S) = (G-500)* .36 + 105.33
1220 IF G
500 THEN E(N,S) = (G-433)* .32 + S3.S9
1230 IF G
433 THim E(N,S) = (G-346)* .2S + 59.53
1240 IF G
346 THEN E(N,S) = (G-264)* .25 + 39.03
1250 IF G
264 THEN E(N,S) = «G-173)* .17 + 23.56
1260 IF G
173 THEN E(N,S)
(G- 96)* .2+
S.16
1270 IF G
96 THEN E(N,S)
(G- 4S)* .17
12S0 IF G
4S THEN E(N,S) = 0
1290 RETURN
1300 PRINT CHR(16); CHR(22)
1310 PRINT "PAYROLL SUMMARY FOR "; M; D; Y
1320 PRINT
1330 PRINT "FICA EMPLOYER", F
1340 PRINT "FICA WITHHELD", F
1350 PRINT "F.I.T. WITHHELD", I
1360 PRINT "MISC. WITHHELD", L
1370 PRIl'IT
'
1380 PRINT "NET PAYROLL", P
1390 PRINT
1400 PRUiT "PAYROLL COST "; P + L + I + (2*F)
1410 PRINT
1560 END'

<
<
<
<
<

<

<

<
<
<
<
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<
<
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complex tax table, in which
case a GOSU B statement can
be inserted at line 550.
You're on your own!
Line 560 subtracts
all
these deductions from gross
and
establishes'
the employee's net pay E(N,14).
This completes' the calcula·
tions for the employee, but
before outputting them we
gather some totals for the
payroll summary. This is
done in lines 610 through
640 where F is FICA, I is
federal income tax, L is local
income tax and P is net pay.
These are accumulated and
totaled for all employees. The
program will output all the
preceding
information
in
order to write the paychecks,
but before this happens a
decision is made at line 650
and 660. If either rate of pay
or paid hours is equal to 'zero,
we skip the output routine
and go to next employee.
Remember, calculations and
employee data are held even
if equal to 0, just not printed
at this time. '
If the employee has a paycheck coming, then the Print
subroutine is called in at line
670 and printed out as shown
in Photo 2. At the bottom
the word "continue?"
appears. This is an undefined
input
prompt
(line 690)
wh ich stops the program in
order to write the paycheck.
When ready for the next
employee, simply hit return.
On completion
of all
employees the program continues at line 920 to ask if
you're ready to record a file
copy to audio tape for a
permanent file. A O· response
will bypass this function and
continue at line 1300 for
summary data. A 1 response
will repeat the print- routine
for each employee without a
pause (check writing) and
also include the employees
whose rate or hours were' O.
This keeps all employees and
hours on a permanent file. On
completion of this run the
print routine continue's without pause (line, 980 GOTO
,1300),
lnto " the Payroll
Summary routine. This will
tell you how much you owe

the government in employee
contr ibutions
to
social
security and employee withholdings. It also gives the net
payments made and your cost
for the payroll.
This is
supposed to make you feel
good, and ends the payroll
program for the 6800.
Limitations

The program as described
and listed is complete for a
weekly payroll routine and
with appropriate changes in
hours calculations and tax
tables can be used for a biweekly or monthly payroll.
The program also provides a
permanent
record' of employee hours, pay and deductions. However, it does suffer
from a 'particular malady.
Since BASIC doesn't provide
a way to write to a data file
and retrieve it later, year-todate totals cannot be maintained, which means they
have to be kept separately for
each ernplovee. Since they
are maintained
in a permanent file', W2 Forms can be
prepared by review at the end
of the year. The other problem,
however,
is social
security
deductions.
They
must stop at $965.25 paid, or
on income over $16,500. On
employees earning more than
this, they wouldhave to be
reviewed before the end of
the year.
However, have patience
and fortitude; all things come
to those who wait. If you
examine
the line-number
sequence carefully you will
notice
some
omissions
throughout the program and
a large gap between the end
of the Summary (line 1410)
and END (line '1560).
'
These "missing links" are
the key to the development
of a simple; inexpensive
computer
system, using a
small version of a high-level
language, (BASIC), into a
sophisticated system that will
maintain a data file. All this
without additional cost. The
additional lines for this program and the techniques to
expand this and other programs will be the subject of
my next article. -
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K, I've paid a hundred
bucks for this thing,
now what is it good for?
Actually,
I played with the
SC/MP for six months before
I had even one good idea. The
idea that finally jelled into a
workable
concept
was more
or less forced on me by the
ancient and diabolical wiring
in my home, and the frustration.of having a Baudot Teletype I couldn't use.
Every time I managed to
get a program loaded into my
M6800
and
halfway
debugged, the main fuse in the
house would blow, and I'd
have
to go back
to the
original
handwritten
version
and start allover again. I had
to have
hard
copy
as I
worked. So finally I had a use
for my SC/MP. I would make
the thing do the timing and
formatting for my TTYl

Benjamin Blish
Box 278
Milford PA 18337

SC/MP
Goes Baudot
• • •

add an inexpensive TTY

Hardware

Arrangement

That was the extent of the
original
idea. The hardware
arrangement
remained
the
same in both the original configuration
and the final version. It was set up so that the
6800 did the actual code con-

0500
0503
0506
0509
050C
050E
0510
0512
0514
0516
0518
051B
051D
0520
0521
0524
0526
0529
052B
052D
0530
0532
0535
0538
053B
053D
053F
0541

8E
CE
FF
CE
86
A7
86
A4
27
A6
BD
20
CE
08
8C
27
FF
20
86
BD
86
BD
CE
BD
A7
81
26
7E

04F9
04FC
04FE

CE
86
A7

08FF
05
051E
DE
40
E1D1
12
E1D1
8014
E1AC
01
2A
C2
EODO

LDS
LDX
STX
LDX
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
AND A
BEQ
LDAA
JSR
BRA
LDX
INX
CPX
BEQ
STX
BRA
LDAA
JSR
LDAA
JSR
LDX
JSR
STAA
CMPA
BNE
JMP

Saves beginning address so you can restart with the "G" of Mikbug(c)
Initialize timing loop;
Saves count in 051E;
Sets up interface address;
Sets baud and stp bits in the interface;
Sets baud and stp bits in the interface;
Checks for high "buffer full" bit in interface control reg;
Checks for high "buffer full" bit in interface control reg;
If buffer not full, go to 051D, otherwise, go on;
Loads ACCA from buffer;
Outputs char. now in ACCA to TTY or terminal;
Goes to 0503 to check for new character;
Loads the saved count into index register;
Increments
count;
Is count equal to 08FF?;
If equal to 08FF, go to 052B, otherwise, go on;
Saves count in 051E;
Goes to 0509 to keep looking for a character;
Load ASCII character "@" into ACCA;
Uses Mikbug(c) to Print "@"in ACCA;
Loads a backspace into ACCA;
Uses Mikbug(c) to Print a backspace;
Sets up interface address;
Uses Mikbug(c) to Get a character from the TTY or terminal;
Loads said character into the interface;

8014
13
00

LDX
LDAA
STAA

Sets up interface address;
Clears all registers in the interface;
Clears all registers in the interface.

A047
0000
051E
8014
11
00
01
00
07
01
E1D1
E6

xxxx

Is character a "*"?;

If it was not a "*", go to 0503
Go to Mikb ug (c) control.

and look for output

from SC/MP;

Program 1. Program to output ASCII characters to SC/MP. To relocate this program, you must change the addresses at locations 0506 and
0526. This will enable you to move the program to where it is convenient for your available memory space. You MUST have MIKBUG for
this program to execute properly. Start the program running at 04F9. The terminal should print an @; you may now enter a character,
which will be transferred to the SC/MP. Do not enter another character until your terminal has printed an @. To exit the program, simply
type an asterisk. This is the program to use to load data to the SC/MP - do not use it until you have the hardware connected properly.
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version
and output
the
"Baudot arranged" byte to
the
SC/MP. The SC/MP
would then time the bits and
output them in the proper
order to a couple of transistors, which actually handled
the 60 mA current loop required by the TTY (see Fig.

110 baud, so unless your
computer is very slow, you
will have to wait. The timing
loop in my 6800 is long
enough that the SC/MP can
receive input from the 6800
and output to the TTY before control is returned, so I
can't interrupt a byte halfway.

1).

In the final version, the
6800 only takes care of the
figures/letters shift code formatting, and not the code
conversion. I would have had
the SC/MP doing that too,
but I could not make the
program short enough to fit it
all in the SC/MP's 256 bytes
of R/W memory. The SC/MP
receives the ASCII data, looks
it up in a table, puts the value
in the extension register and
outputs it bit by bit.
The

SC/MP operates
0100
0103
0106
.0109
010e
010F
0111
0114
0116
0118
0119
011B
0110
011F
0121
0123
0125
0126
0125
0126
0128
0129
012B
0120
012E
0130
0132
0133
0135
0138
013A
013C
013E
0140
0142
0144
0146
0147
0149
014C
014E
0150
0153
0155
0157
015A
015C
015E
0161
0163
0166
0167
016A
016C

F7
FF
B7
B7
B7
80
CE
86
C6
39
81
27
81
27
81
27
16
86
16
86
10
2F
86
10
2E
86
10
2C
CE
86
A7
86
A7
86
A7
80
39
86
B7
80
86
B7
80
86
B7
20
86
B7
20
CE
08
8C
26
39

Modifications
The hardware was fairly
simple and required only a
few modifications
to the
interface and the SC/MP.
These are detailed in Fig. 2,
and as follows.
On the SC/MP attach a
15k resistor (R 1) to the
SOUT pin, then attach the
Zener diode (01) as shown to
ground. Another 15k resistor
(R2) goes from here to a
spare pin on the SC/MP card.

at

0117
0112
0115
0141
014F
08
xxxx
xx
xx

OA
18
00
14
20
10
TAB
5B
5B
31
21
2C
40
12
8014
13
00
11
00
xx
01
10
00
0141
E7
xx
0141

EO
01
0141
09
02
014F
E4
0000
8000
FA

STAB
STX
ST AA
ST AA
STAA
BSR
LOX
LOAA
LOAB
R TS
CMPA
BEQ
CMPA
BEQ
CMPA
BEQ
Transfer
LOAA
TAB
LOAA
SBA
BLE
LOAA
SBA
BGT
LOAA
SBA
BGE
LOX
LOAA
STAA
LOAA
STAA
LOAA
STAA
BSR
RTS
LOAA
STAA
BSR
LOAA
STAA
BSR
LOAA
STAA
BRA
LOA A
STAA
BRA
LOX
INX
CPX
BNE
RTS

Fig. 1. System block diagram.

This pin is then connected to
the base of Q1.
Mount an RS7805 (lC1)
positive 5 volt regulator on
the board with a small heat
sink. Attach the 8 volt bus on
the 6800 to the pin on the
SC/MP which is connected to
the input of the regulator.
The output
goes to the
positive 5 volt bus on the
SC/MP. Do not connect anything else to that bus! Connect the ground pin on the

SC/MP to the ground bus on
the 6800. Use a 1 u F capacitor on both input (C1) and
output (C2) of the 7805.
These go to ground. Cut one
end free of both C5 and R4
(you can find these on the
SC/MP schematic). Now, on
the SC/MP edge connector:
pin 4 to the ground pin on
your MP-S interface; pin 5 to
TO pin on the MP-S; pin 12
to T1 pin on the MP-S.
Modify
the
MP-S as

Save ACCB;
Save index reg;
Save ACCA;
Load print regs;
Load print regs;
Execute Subroutine -go to 0119;
Reload index reg;
Reload ACCA;
Reload ACCB;
Return to main program; (end subroutine)
Is data in ACCA a line feed?;
If it is, then go to 0135; otherwise, continue;
Is data in ACCA a carriage return?;
If it is, then go to 0135, otherwise, continue;
Is data in ACCA a space? ;
If it is, then go to 0135, otherwise, continue;
data in ACCA to ACCB;
Transfer data in ACCA to ACCB;
Set up ACCA with highest permissible ASCII;
Subtract data in ACCB from ACCA;
Data larger than is permissible, go to 015C;
Set up ACCA with lowest permissible ASCII;
Subtract data in ACCB from ACCA;
Data smaller than permissible, go to 015C;
Set up ACCA with lowest non-shift Baudot character;
Subtract data in ACCB from ACCA;
Data is a character to be shifted, go to 0147, otherwise, continue;
Set up interface address;
Clear interface registers;
Clear interface registers;
Sets baud and stop bits in the interface;
Sets baud and stop bits in the interface;
Put data to be printed in ACCA;
Loads said data into the interface;
Go to 0163 and wait;
Return to whence thou came (0111, 014E, 0155, or 015C);
Set up ACCA with figures shift;
Load ACCA into print reg;
Go to 0135 and send out figures shift;
Put data to be printed in ACCA;
Load ACCA into print reg;
Go to 0135 and send out upper case data;
Set up ACCA with letters shift;
Load ACCA into print reg;
Go to 0135 and send out letters shift (will now go from 0146 to 0111);
Set up ACCA with bell;
Load ACCA into print reg;
Go to 0147 and send out bell;
Initialize timing loop;

Increment count ~
Is count 8000?;
If not, go to 0166,
Return to 0146;

otherwise,

continue;

Program 2. Print character subroutine. To relocate this program, you must change the address at locations 0100, 0103, 1006, 1019, tOOc,
0149, 0150, 0157, and 015E. This will enable you to move the body of the routine where you wish. This is a subroutine - use an 8K (BSR)
or an BD (JRS) to access it or it won't work.
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follows:
Break the foil that
goes to the TO pin. Use a
jumper wire from the TO pin
to pin 11 of IC3. Jumper
configure
the interface
for
110 baud. The interface goes
in position #5 on the motherboard.
Additional

MP-S
OUTPUT
CONNECTOR

+ 12V

SC/MP
EDGE
CONNECTOR

Items

01 and 02 are RCA SK
3537 or high voltage (over
200) power transistors,
NPN
only. You also need a power
supply (12 V dc at 200 mAl,
and a single pole, single throw
switch for the reset on the
SC/MP.
Use Program
1 to
load data to the SC/M P from
the main system. (SC/MP gets
Program 3.) Use Program 2
for a callable subroutine
to
print.
This
will
save all
registers.
have actually
Now that

OF80
OF82
OF83
OF85
OF86
OFS7
OFSS
OFSA
OFSB
OFSD
OFSE
OF90
OF91
OF93
OF94
OF96
OF97
OF99
OF9A
OF9C
OF9D
OF9F
OFAO
OFA2
OFA3
OFA5
OFA7
OFAS
OFAA
OFAB
OFOO-F6
OFOI-FE
OF02-CA
OF03-CA
OF04-CA
OF05-CA
OF06-CA
OF07-CA
OFOS-CA
OF09-CA
OFOA-C4
OFOB-CA
OFOC-CA
OFOD-DO
OFOE-CA
OFOF-CA

C4
37
C4
33
3F
33
C4
37
C3
01
C4
19
8F
19
SF
19
SF
19
SF
19
SF
19
SF
19
SF
C4
37
C4
33
3F

01
85

OF
00
FF
30
OB
13
15
14
15
13
OF
7F
XP
OFI0-CA
OFll-CA
OFI2-CA
OFI3-CA
OF14-CA
OFI5-CA
OF16-CA
OF17-CA
OF1S-CA
OF19-CA
OF1A-CA
OF1B-CA
OF1C-CA
OFID-CA
OF1E-CA
OF1F.cA

100--<>4--

__ ~

150~

BAUD RATE
SELECT JUMPER

300~
600_

1200_
MP-S

SERIAL

«e-ee

INTERFACE

MOTHERIiOARO

used the SC/MP for something, I begin to real ize just
how many handy inputs and
outputs
the thing has. I've
been
thinking
about
this
model boat I have, "suitable
for radio control ... " •

LDI
XPAH
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
XPAL
LDI
XPAH
LD
XAE
LDI
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
SIO
DLY
LDI
XPAH
LDI
XPAL
XPPC
OF20-CS
OF21-DA
OF22-E2
OF23-CA
OF24-D2
OF25-CA
OF26-F4
OF27-D6
OF2S-DE
OF29-E4
OF2A-CA
OF2B-CA
OF2C-DS
OF2D-C6
OF2E-F8
OF2F-FA

IK
lOW

50-IOQVDC
AT IOOmA
GROUND
FOR ABOVE
HV SUPPLY

Fig. 2. 6800/SCMP!TTY

interface diagram.

Load ACC with MSBYTE of subroutine;
Exchange MSBYTE of ptr register P3 with the ACC;
Load ACC with LSBYTE of subroutine;
Exchange LSBYTE of ptr register P3 with the ACC;
Go Subroutine
01S6 ... this gets the data from the MP-S interface;
Exchange LSBYTE of ptr register P3 with the ACC; (P3 now=xxXX-XX
Load ACC with MSBYTE of table address;
Exchange ACC with MSBYTE of P3; (p3 now=OFXX-XX
is ASCII)
Load ACC with byte addressed by P3;
Exchange ACC with the Extension
register;
Set up ACC for DLY instruction;
Output bit #1 of Extension
register;
Wait 1 bit time; (actually, longer -- this is the start bit)
Output bit #2 of Extension
register;
Wait 1 bit time;
Output bit #3 of Extension
register;
Wait one bit time;
Output bit #4 of Extension
register;
Wait 1 bit time;
Output bit # 5 of Extension
register;
Wait 1 bit time;
Output bit #6 of Extension
register;
Wait 1 bit time;
Load ACC with MSBYTE of subroutine;
Exchange ACC with MSBYTE of P3;
Load ACC with MSBYTE of subroutine;
Exchange AcC with MSBYTE of P3;
Load ACC with MSBYTE of subroutine;
Exchange ACC with LSBYTE of P3;
Exchange P3 with Program counter, thereby Jumping to OF7F;
OF30-EC
OF40-CA
OF50-EC
OF31-EE
OF41-C6
OF51-EE
On~E6
0~~F2
0~2~4
OF33-C2
OF43-DC
OF53-CA
OF34-D4
OF44-D2
OF54-EO
OF35-EO
OF45-C2
OF55-CE
OF36-EA
OF46-DA
OF56-FC
OF37-CE
OF47-F4
OF57-E6
OF3S-CC
OF4S-ES
OF5S-FA
OF39-FO
OF49.cC
OF59-EA
OF3A-DC
OF4A-D6
OF5A-E2
OF3B-FC
OF3C-CA
OF3D-CA
OF3E-CA
OF3F-F2

OF4B-DE
OF4C-E4
OF4D-FS
OF4E-DS
OF4F-FO

TTY+

K

is ASCII)

***********************

Program 3. ASCII-to-Baudot
conversion routine. This is the program that actually goes in the SC/MP. Set the program counter at OFF7 and
OFF8 to OF and 80, respectively, and type G and a carriage return, and it will work well with a model 15 TTY. For a different baud rate on
the TTY, change the value of the data in the DL Y instructions.
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FINALLY.
Are You

SURPLUS

Overworked?
Are you still doing those things that
your computer should be doinq for
you? We are developing those utilities and subsystems that will allow
you to spend more time getting to
the essence of your development.

o

U

W

P
P

E

R

L
Y
BARGAIN

TheD~namic

Debugger

Our Dynamic Debugger 'is a revolutionary approach to debugging. Unlike conventional debuggers, which
are passive instruments that must be
tediously guided to locate errors, the
Dynamic Debugger is an intelligent
companion which can quickly pinpoint problem areas.
specs

COMPUTER MART

OF NEW JERSEY, INC.

+ SV
+12V
+30V
-6.2V

@
@
@
@

8.SA
- 12V @ 2A
2.SA
+180 V @ 1S0 ma
200ma (unregulated)
2Sma (no adj. pot)

Brand
new, made by CDC for
microprocessor
terminals. 110 VAC
in, regulated
and adjustable
DC
outputs. Overvoltage
protected +S,
-12. Power
status
signal.
Fan.
Schematic.
Original
list $600+.
From stock, UPS paid, custom foam
box, guaranteed.

501 Route #'27
Iselin, N.J. 08830
. (201) 283-0690
Store Hours: Tues. thru Sat. 10 am-6
Tues. and Thurs. 'ttl 9 pm

THE
MICROCOMPUTER
PEOPLE

And at an affordable
price.
The
Modu-Learri'"
home study course
from Logical Services.
Now you can learn microcomputer
programming
in ten comprehensible
lessons. At home. In your own time. At
your own pace.
You learn to solve complex problems
by breaking
them down into easily
programmed
modules.
Prepared
by
professional
design
engineers,
the
Modu-Learn'" course presents systematic software design techniques,
structured program design, and practical
examples
from real 8080A
micro-computer
applications.
All in a
modular sequence of 10 lessons ...
more than 500 pages, bound into one
practical notebook for easy reference.

S

P

The latest product in
our software line is:

Call or write for detailed

A State-of-the-Art
rn.ol For Learning
Software Design.

You get diverse examples, problems,
and solutions.
With thorough
background material on micro-computer
architecture, hardware/software
tradeoffs, and useful reference tables. All
for only $49.95.
For $49.95 you learn design techniques that make software work for
you. Modu-Learri'"
starts with the
basics.
Our problem-solution
approach enables you to "graduate"
as
a programmer.
See Modu-Learri'"
at your local computer store or order now using the
coupon below.

$50.00
pm

ELECTRAVALUE INDUSTRIAL
BOX 464
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927
(201) 267-1117
C30

E18

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:
:
:
:
:

Please send the Modu-Learn'" course for:
me to examine. Enclosed is $49.95 (pius:
$2.00 postage and handling) or my:
Mastercharge/Bankamericard
authoriza-:
tion.
:

·

.

E

: Name:
: Address

·

: City:

GCIDD BCIDK5?
If you run across a book which you think other hobbyists
would profit knowing about, why not write a brief review ...
including the name and address of the publisher (if you have
it) arid the price and send it to

kilobaud

Peterborough

NH

:
State:

: Card #
: Expiration date:
: Signature:

··
···
·

.

:
_
_
_

711 Stierlin Road
Mountain View, CA 94043

L3
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RO-CHE Systems

CONVERT ANY TV

~~~[3®T.M.

MULTI-CASSETTE
CONTROLLER

TO A HIGH QUALITY MONITOR

1iC=:J~6502 ~@(1JJ~~&11.
TIRED
OF BUYING
A COMPUTER
MAGAZINE
AND
ONLY
GETTING
ONE OR TWO ARTICLES
RELEVANT
TO YOUR 6502 BASED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM?

1tlI~~!;l® IS
• Hot Chassis or Transformer sets
.64-80 characters per line
• By-passes tuner & I_F_
• Normal viewing unaffected
• Safe-Easy installation
ACVM Hi-Resolution $24.95 ppd
RFVM Ch2-6 Modulator

• Read and write records from and to up to 4
cassette recorders with one Tarbell Cassette
Interface.
• Included software handles Assembly Language and BASIC.
• File Maintenance System and Text Editor
available.
Write for brochure:
R16
RO·CHE Systems

$9.95 ppd

VAMP-n'rC-:-----------B-o-x--29~n5
Los Angeles, Calif. 90029
Calif. Residents add 6% Sales Tax

V12

SWTPC Business Programs

Point and Free Formatting

Writing

Editor.

No line numbers

needed. Subset

of Honeywell's 1648 Time Sharing Editor. $25.00
Payroll. Phone for details.
Accounts Receivable. Phone for details.
Stock Club - Marketing Evaluation. This is the same
program used by Custom Computer Services to provide
accounting for clubs belonging to the National
Association of I nvestment Clubs.

Disk Based SWTPC Business Systems. Phone for details.
Dealer for SWTPC. Smoke Signal Broadcasting. Percom.
Teletype®. GE. TI. Centronics. Motorola. etc.
To Order:

Include

3% postage. Illinois

residents add

AAA Chicago Computer Center
3007%W. Waveland Avenue
Chicago,IL 60618

Complete
outlet
in

retail

(3 PM - 6 PM)

&

service

Computer
Playground
• Demonstrations
• Rentals
Games
• Color
• Repair Graphics
and Service
•
• Also see the system

A37

computer

FREE CONSUL TA T/ON ON ALL
YOUR NEEDS

PRINTERS.

Polymorphic,
TDL,
Tarbell,
Soroc,
of memories,
books & magazines

FLOPPIES.

CRTs

Custom designedsystems for
personal, educational & businessuse
Free Newsletter
Demonstration -

- Systems
Best Service

Computer mt'cros!Jstems
1311 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset NY 11030
e44
(516) 627-3640
Open Tues-Sat: Wed-Sat 10-6; Tues 10-9
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*

-

ADVANCED INFORMATION
ON NEW PRODUCTS
NEW SOFTWARE: UTILITIES/BUSINESS/etc.
.A \,AY TO ASK FOR INFORMATION
OR AID
INFORMATION
ON COMPUTER CLUB MEETINGS

*

A l. L I NON
* I T'S
L I NE !
*****f******************************************
36155.-$7.00
* 18 ISSUES OYr.)-$3.75
* Sampte 0" Iteque;.,t, on: added to oubocM.p.
*
* 246.95
SANTA.
CRUZ
HWY,
* LOS
GATOS,
CA
95030
*
02
************************************************

6789 Westminster Ave.
Westminster, CA 92683
Phone
714-898-8330C49

LONG ISLAND
In stock - IMSAI,
Digital Systems,
Large variety
interfaces,
software,

.•.•.•••
***************************************
•
*
888
8
8
8
888 8
II 88888 *
*
8
II 88 o 8
* 8 o 88 8
*
8
8 8 8 8 888
* 8 8 88 8
8
8 8 88
8
8 8 88 iI
*
88888 888 8
8 88888
* 888 8 8
*
888888
*
*
*
*
AV NEWSLETTER
* NA T1 ONIV1VE CLASSIFIEV
*
* MAILEV lo,t CLASS EVERY THREE WEEKS
*
************************************************
*
*
ARE
YOU
L 0 0 K I rJ G FOR?
*
*
E9UIPM~NT
* - LOW COST ~~I~D COMPUTER
*
*

KIM-l

5% sales tax.

(3121539-5833

7101 Mammoth Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91405

Available at

on both

read and write] $25.00
Letter

Hardware and Software Tutorials
Detailed
Material
on Real Applications
New Prod uct Analysis:
Hardware/Software and much more 6502 related inf ormation .:
Published
bi-monthly
starting
OCT/NOV.
Subscription:
$6.00 per year (US Only)
(I nternational:
write for rates)
MICRO, P.O. Box 3, S. Chelmsford
MA
01824
F4

APPLE II's

Math Package. 5 byte mantissa. 1 byte exponent
11 Y2 digit accuracy. Fortran-type
formatting
(Integer.
Floating

DEVOTED
TO THE
6502 AND PRESENTS
INFORMATION
THAT YOU CAN USE:
In
Depth
Microcomputer
System
Reviews:
PET, KIM, APPLE,
MICROMIND, CHALLENGER

• computer
•
• depot inc~·M.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3515 W. 70th Street
Minneapolis MN 55435

COMPUTER MARl'

THE BEST BITE IN
THE BIG APPLE
When you come to New York
City (as everyone does sooner or
later), visit the COMPUTER MART
and see the Largest Exhibit of up and
running computers, terminals, boards
and software. Bring Money. When
you see all the things you have read
about in the magazines and hear our
low prices, you will want to BUY!
Browse all you want to and ask
questions of people who KNOW what
they are talking about.
-Stl"

Velt,Storekeeper

COMPUTER MART OF NEW YORK INC.
118 MADISON AVE. (ENTER ON 30th ST.)
(212) 888-7923
C 32

Upper Midwest
Headquarters for

•
•

•
•

PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY, IMSAI,
POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS, DIGITAL
GROUP, WAVE MATE, CROMEMCO,
VECTOR GRAPHICS, TDL, SEALS,
TARBELL.
MICRO
DESIGNS,

•
•
•
•

NORTH STAR, FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR,
E & L
I NSTRUMENTS,
SAMS, TAB,
HAYDEN,
WILEY, MC-GRAW HILL, A.P. PROD-

•

UCTS

•
•

Catalog Free
Phone 612-927-5601

*
*

*
*

*
*
:

*
*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C40·
•...................................•
•

,,. ------------- .•

I
I

I

ADM-3A i
~~~~ $

I
I

67500

*

• All equipment
F,O,S. Dallas, Texas
or Anaheim, California
• Terms - check or
money order with
order

I
I

• Delivery

I

•'.

in 30 days

• Add $20 for Shipping
and Handling

I

•
I

:

I

I

I
I

OPTIONS:
• Lower case option
add $100,00

I

• Numeric key pad
option add $75,00
• 80 CHARACTERS/LINE
• 24 LINES/SCREEN
• ADDRESSABLE
CURSUR
,. 9; 10, or 11 BIT WORDS

I

I,

•

• 75·19,200 BAUD
• FULL & HALF DUPLEX
• ODD/EVEN/NO
PARITY
• RS232 INTERFACE OR
20 ma CURRENT LOOP

I
I

••

'I. ,.•~c~p'ft~I,,~;g,~;,,::
•
GET COMPLETE DETAILS WITH A DIRECT CALL:

•

I
,

equipment
930 N. BELTLINE

•

broker-s

IRVING, TEXAS 75061

I
I
I
I

I

-------------~
ANNOUNCING

••
••
•

- We supply

plotter and interface
- You supply computer
and
- Dealer

inquiries

WRITE

invifed

software-

-

TODAY!!

:

~gluaubi1l5 1£abnratnrg. ~ur.
"1

.._ ..__ ._--------

Sylvanway,

I- -_

Box

239
417 -736-2664

Strafford,

Mo.

65757

I
II

S28

EXPANDOR'S BLACK BOX PRINTER

THE

comPllTEA

SYSTEmS STOAE

TYSON'S CORNER, VIRGINIA
(WASHINGTON, D,C. AREA)

Cover & Base
Optional

"Specializing in Systems"
FEATURING:
Processor
Technology
Poly Morphic
Diablo
E & L
Vector Graphics
Apple
CROMEMCO

$29.95

Lear Siegler
DEC
SWTPC
Seals
Digital Group
TDL
Books - Magazines

Shipped ready to connect to most any microprocessor '

NEW (Not Used) COMPLETE (Not

ess
1984 CHAIN
TELEPHONE

LEAR-SIEGLER

- RELIABLE
• ParallelInterfaceIncluded
• lightweight IllY, Ibs.)
• Prints aD columnswide
• 64 Characterprint set (ASCII)
• Easilymaintainedby user
• Partsto you· or return for service

ADM 3A KIT

compUTER SYSTEmS STORE

ROAD,

McLEAN,

CHARGE

90 DAY GUARANTEE

-LOWCOST
• Small,portable (4.5" x 13" x 10'1
• Completedocumentation
• Prints 10charactersper second
• Tractor& pressurefeed included
• Usesstandarday," paper
• Regulartypewriter/teletyperibbon

JUST CONNECT TO YOUR PARALLEL PORT HUNDREDS IN USE
VISA -

Check - Money Order

EXPANDOR, INC.

VA. 22101

612 Beatty Road, Monroeville,

(703) 821·8333

MASTER

EVERYTHING SUPPLIED -

Master Charge -

BRIDGE

8 Kit)

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES

COMPUTERS
FOR HOME, SCHOOL,
& SMALL BUSINESS
Ow staff will help you select from the best of each manufacturer to complete
the system best suited to your needs,
SPECIAL

$396.

Pa. 15146 (412) 373·0300

(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

-

BANK AMERICARD

C42

E25
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1································1

in

Toronto Canada

AND MORE

1543 Bayview Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
M4G 3B5
(416) 484-9708
C48

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ALDELCO COMPUTER
CENTER
Kits; Books, Magazines! We stock OK
BatJery
Operated
Wire-Wrap
Jool
$34.95,
OK Hand Wire-Wrap Tool
$5.95_ 7400 ICs, CMOS, Timers, PPLs_ All
kinds of transistors, rectifiers and diodes!
PLUS OTHER ELECTRONIC PARTS_

RIBBON WIRE
(10lid color)
14 Strd
20Strd.
265trd
405trd.
50Strd

.
..

ZENERS
1N746 to lN759 400 Mwea
lN4728
to 1N4764 1 w

..25/ft
.45
.50
. •.. 90
···1.00

25
28

Cl06S SCR.
.65
MPSA14
.90
2N3055......
.99
MPF102 FET .•....
•
.55
2N3904 or 2N3906 .
. .•..• 25
2N5496 or 2N610S.
• ..• 70
MJE340 (2N5655)
....
.1.10
741 or 70914 Pin DIP
....•..
25
555 Timer....
• ...••.
60
556 Dual 555 .•.......••..
1.45
200 Volt 25 Amp Bridge ..•...
1.50
lN914·1N414S
15 for .99
lN34·1N60·1NG4
10for.99
CA 3028A Oif. Amp.
••. . .. 1.50
7490
...••••.
60

LM309K Volt Reg •..•
LM380N Audio Amp
.•
1103 ......•........
LM709 Mln DIP Op Amp
;~~~i~,!O!i~P
82523 •.
1101 •..
74 H40

.~':':.:

Here's what you've been waiting for-complete, user-oriented software! The
following programs are available now!
Zapple Basic
__.. _
Super Basic ....•......
_
Macro Assembler
Text Editor. _. __
Word Processor
System Monitor ..•. _

$40
$79
$40
$30
$40
$20

And soon, a Fortran IV Compiler.
You owe it to yourself to find out. Don't
let your hardware be under-utllized.
Order now or send for our complete cata.Io\!:.
. Bye M.a.l!;.I..:
...H..e.UQSuper

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave.
Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006
Phone 215/947·6670
M17
M27

• .10% OFF LIST COUPON ••

Computer Mart Ltd.

5AM5 BOOKS
TTL Cookbook
..
. $8.95
CMOS Cookbook
. ... 9.95
TV TYJlewriter Cookbook.
. 9.95
IC Timer Cookbook
.•.
.9.95
Microcompult.
Prime.
••.. 7.95
How to Buy & Use
Mic.ocomput.rs
.........••.
9.95
Add $1.00 per book forhandfing

System owners now have available the
finest Z-80 software ever produced. By
an exclusive agreement with TDL we are
able to release all their fabulous software
ready to run in your DG System.

oaks.
argalns

YOUR NUMBER ONE SOURCE
for microcomputers
and" peripherals. Expert software and hardware
guidance.
• PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
• THE DIGITAL GROUP,.
.IMSAI
\,
• POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS
• CROMEMCO
.ICOM
• PERIPHERALVISION
• NORTH STAR
• LEAR-SIEGLER
• TSC SOFTWARE

Digital Group

its
ytes

Computer M~rt Ltd.

•

.1.10
.1.75
.2.95
· .45
· .45
... 1.00
. .• 3.95
.2.25
• .29

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
14 Pin Gold..
. .•40
16 Pin Gold.
. •••. 45
40 Pin Tin.
. .1.26
ALOELCO
KITS
12 Hr. AI.rm Clock Kit
••.. $19.95
12/24
Hour Clock Kit...
19.96
Simulated Wood Cabinet ...•..
4.95
12124
Hour Car or Boat Clock Kit
compl".
with cabinet and all paris
for 12 V de. .••••.•...•.•.
27.95
AC Pow., Pack for above •.••. 2.95
StOP Watch Kit complete
with Ca••
Board and Parts. . . . . . . . . .
29.95
Chelapeake Logic Probe Kit .. 14.95
200 \/011 2 amp Bridge.
..
. .• 50
5320.
. ..••• 3.95
8038 •..••...•...•••...•..
3.95
2 Amp 1000 volt rect
10/$1.00
2 Amp 1500 \/olt rect •.••.• 5/$1.00
Jumbo Red LEOs.
6/$1.00

VARIABLE
POWER
SUPPLY KITS
5·15 Volt DC 600 mA . .
. 56.95
12·28 Volt DC 600 mA •.•...•
6.95
Add .75 per P.$", Kit for handling.

Back Issues of Major Computer Magazines
Send stamp for our catalogue. Open Man
thru Sat 9 AM-5 PM, Wed till 9.PM.
Min. order $10.00_ Out of U_S_A. send
certified check or money order. Add 5%
for shipping.

• I SOFTW4RE 681
•
•
•
•
•
.va••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
• 1-8080 - Tabletop version of
•
basic computer system _$629_00
•
EXP-22
Twenty-two
slot
•
•
mother board, when ordered
•
with basic system _.. _... 46_80
•
Illinois residents please add sales
•
tax. We will ship UPS prepaid.
•
We honor BankAmericard and
•
Master Charge. Send us $1.00
•
for catalog $1.00 credit memo.
•
•
•

IMSAI

PRESENTS •••..•.

••••••••

PLAY THIS

GAME ON ANY 6800 SYSTEI~.

FORMATTED MEMORY DUMP, AND COMPLETE
IONS FOR LOADING,

RUNNING,

A

INSTRUCT-

AND PLAYING.

ONLY

IK OF MEI'ORY IS REQUIRED.
PRICE:

&

ONLY $3.25

"WRITE

WRITE FOR FREE QUOTE

PPD.

FOR DETAILS

SHIPPED

1ST CLASS MAIL.

ON OTHER 6800

PROGRAMS"

SDFTWARE 68
3031 Glen Avenue
Baltimore,
Maryland
21215

• Quality Security Systems Computer Sales.
• 17501 A Stonebridge Square
•
• 175th St. & Kedzie Ave.
•
Hazelcrest I L 60429
Q-4 •

*******************************************
Maryland

•••••••••••••••
INTERNATIONAL

CHALLENGING

YOU GET A FULLY COMMENTED SOURCE LISTING,

residents

please

add

5% sales

tax.

S32

400 North Washinglon Street, Suite 200
Falls Church. Virginia 22046 USA
Telephone (703) 536-7373

DATA SYSTEMS, INC.

S100 Bus Cards (ALTAIR/IMSAI Compatible)
88-SPM

Clock

88-UFC

Frequency

Your computer
keeps time of day regardless
of what program it is executing.
Applications
include event logging. oata entry. ham radio, etc. Provision
for
battery backup is included.

Module

Counter

Measure

Module

frequencies

tion. Computer
88-MODEM

Originate!

Answer

up to 600 MHz or period

can monitor

GENERAL

PURPOSE
Morse

Code

separate

with 1/10

inputs

under

microsecond
software

resolu-

$179.00

control

Use your computer
to call other computer
systems such as large timesharing
systems.
Also allows other computer
terminals
to "dial-up"
your computer

MODEM

Auto-dialer
is included
ware control. Operates

MCTK

four

$96.00

so your computer can call other computers
at 110, 134.5. 150. 300. and 600 band.

$245.00

under sott-

PERIPHERALS
Hard!Software

Trainer!Keyer

package

which allows your computer

to teach Morse Code, key your

,29.00

transmitter. and send prestored messages. Uses "NE'IV CODE METl-tOD" for training.
TSM

Temperature

Sensing

Module

Use it 10 measure
control

2281 K Babylon Tnpk, Merrick NY 11566
(516) 378-4555
A-2

DAC8

Erqht Bit Digital
Analog
Terms:

116

to

Requires

Converter
Payment

systems.

one eight

computer
with

order.

Shipment

inside and!or

prepaid.

music

outside

temperature

for computerized

climate

S24.00

etc.

or

Delivery

bit

TIL

level latched

to drive
Is stock

voltage

parallel

controlled

to 30 days. Write

output

port. Use it to produce

$19.00

devices
or call for detailed

product

brochures.
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LOWEST COST MEMORY YET!
8K Static RAM Kits:

S-IOO MAINFRAME $200
What you see is our MODEL 800
COMPUTER MAINFRAME
in
a rack mount version. We
have a snazzy desk top
model available toonly $220. Both are
S-100 compatible and come
completely
ASSEMBLED AND
Rack
TESTED. Integrand's
8 years of experience
as a designer
and manufacturer
of computer subassemblies
Oesk lop model
has allowed us to build the 800 and sell it for
($220 • not shown)
this unbelievable
price. The 800 is first class
industrial

quality,

250n5
450n5

-z:

thought!
CHECK

THESE

FEATURES. - THEN

• S-100

• Low

Fresh

Power

• Fully

2102'S

Schottky

Masked

I.C. 's

Both

Screened

• Buffered

• Battery

Bank
Back-up

• Memory

Sides

Legend

Address

• DIP-Switch

&

Data

Lines

Select
Provision

Protect/Unprotect

• Selectable

NOW ...

PRICES

Socketed

• Solder
• Silk

COMPARE

Bus Compatibility

• Factory

no junk or surplus!

Write or call for a copy of our detailed brochure which includes our application note BUILDING CHEAP COMPUTERS.

18KS

18KS-BI

We are pleased to be able to offer these top quality kits at
what we believe to be the lowest prices (by far) for
memory units of any type. There are no surplus components, offbeat bus configurations nor price gimmicks.
We've simply cut out middlemen, discounts and excessive
profits ... they cost a lot more than you may have

The standard power supply is 8V@15A, ± 16 V@3A built
on its own chassis. A 15 slot motherboard, 15 position card
cage with all guides, 41/2" fan, reset and power switches,
line cord, fuse, EMI filter. Options include larger power
supply, voltage monitor, motherboard connectors. We have
cabinets, power supplies, keyboard covers, cabinets for
disk systems and other system components available. PS:
The model shown comes with a top!

Wait

States

WHY PAY TWICE AS MUCH - OR MORE???
Phone (213) 822-4499

Send check or M.O. to:

bore 2. Inc.

INTEGRAND

P.O. BOX 9941
MARINA DEL REY, CA 90291

. 8474 Ave. 296 • Visalia, CA 93277 • (209)733-9288
We accept BankAmericard/Visa

$145
$125

113

and Master Charge

delivery

within

fourteen

days

-catu res. add 6~. delivery in USA inel

819

TELETYPE@ MODEL 33 ASK

• Tape Punch
• Ready to Go
• Tape Reader
• Line/Local Wired
• Guaranteed 30 Days

COMPUTER I/O COMPLETE WITH:

$84000

INCLUDING

PAPER - WHITE or CANARY
$22.00/12·5"
diam. roils.
BLACK NYLON RIBBONS
SIN GLE SPO0 L $11/Doz.
DOUBLE SPOOL $15100z ..
ANSWER BACK DRUM (180827) $7.00
COD EO (SPECIFY CODE) $10.00

PAPER SPINDLE (181043) $1.25
TAPE SPINDLE (182918) $1.25
PLATEN KNOB (180039) $1.00
PAPER TAPE

~\\l\1fj~~~
-

28 ROLLS 1 CARTON $32.00
7 ROLLS 1 BOX
$10.00
MYLAR 1 ROLL
$23.00 /
REPERF COVERS (182109) $3.50'

DOME LID (181137) $5.75*
BLANK PLATE (181910) $7.00*
KNOB (181824) $1'00
'KEYTOPS (YOU R CHOICE) 60c ea.
ONE PIECE COVER (187300) $22.00'
UCC·6 L1NE·LOCAL $150.00
UCC·3 FOR TWX
$150.00
FRONT PLATE (181812) $2.50
DATA SETS 101C FOR TWX $450.00
NEW 105A FOR TWX $300.00

Replacement UPE·800 PUNCH $75.00
CHAD BOX (182965) $3.50
Replacement UX800 REAOER $50.00
REPAINTED STAND WITH FEET(183246) $30.00
FEET ALONE (183243) $12.00/Pr.
LINE CORD (182510) $3.25

=====~~

If you don't see what you need,
TELETYPEWRITER

PACKING

F.O.B. - N.J. FACTORY

CALL or WRITE!

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS

550 Springfield Avenue
Berkeley Heights, N. J. 07922
(2011464·5310
• TWX: 710·986·3016
• TELEX: 13·6479
Deaf Line TTY: 201·464·5314
SUBSIDIARY

OF VAN'T SLOT ENTERPRISES,

INC.

o

COMPLETE COVER READY TO INSTALL
INCLUDING

ALL *'s . . . . .

COPY HOLDER (182036)

$ 35.00

..•........

$ 14.00

TAPE UNWINDER (12'") .

$ 32.00

WIND UP PAPER TAPE WINDER ..

$ 22.00

ELECTRIC TAPE WINDER

$ 55.00

ELECTRIC PAPER WINDER (LPW·300) ...

$ 50.00

DEC TYPE READER RUNCARD

$ 45.00

ACOUSTIC COUPLER
OMNITEK

701A

$160.00

READER POWER PACK (182134)

$ 35.00

STANDARD

$ 55.00

EIA INTERFACE

ACOUSTIC COVERS with FAN ....•...

$258.00

If its for TELETYPE@We Have It.
PLEASE NOTE
Due to increased costs of processing orders rninimum orders: $10.00 cash or check, $25.00 charge.
All orders shipped UPS. Please include sufficient
postage.

T13
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Kilobaud

Classified

Kilobaud classified advertisements are intended for use by those
individuals desiring to buy, sell, or trade used computer equipment
or software. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows five lines of about
22 characters each, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box
provides ten lines of type - again, each line is about 22 characters.
Minimize capital letters, as they use twice the space of small
characters. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot
bill, or accept credit. Oversize ads are not accepted. Each subscriber
is limited to two (2) identical ads in any given issue.
Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of
publication. For example, advertising copy for the March issue
(mailed in February) must be in our hands on January 1. The
publisher reserves the right to refuse a questionable or not
applicable advertisement.
Mail advertisements
to: KILOBAUD
CLASSIFIED, Kilobaud, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include
any other material with your ad, as it may be delayed.

For Sale: Dual ICOM floppy
system, rack .mounte d. See pix,
p. 16 KB '/f4. 22 s. motherboard, ICOM PS and controller
$2700. Gene Christianson,
Box 267, Santa Barbara CA
93102 (805) 966-6303.
For Sale: SWTP TVT-1 w/keyboard,
UART interface,
and
memory. PS included, a steal at
$250. All you need is B&W
monitor - unit in tip-top shape.
J. Molnar, Box 225, Greenfield
NH 03047
(603) 547-2035,
after 5.
Have you seen 73 Magazine yet?
Each month's issue contains an
I/O computer section, as well as
articles for all electronic enthusiasts. Subscribe today - you
won't regret it. 73 Magazine,
Peterborough NH 03458.

F or Sale: Classic Fairchild F-8
micro evaluation system. Includes F-8 micro, memory controller, 1 KB RAM, address and
data switches and LEDs, and
complete control system. All on
one large board - requires +5
and -12 V de, Includes TTY
interface and I/O routines on
PROM. Original price $800 it's
yours for $ 500. Perfect shape. J.
Molnar, Box 225, Greenfield
NH 03047
(603) 547-2035,
after 5.

,..illlL~OLOillPLJTE~5Inc.~
539 AMHERST ST. HOURS: M,T,W: 10-6
NASHUA NH 03060
TH,F: 10-9
(603) 889-1646
SAT: 9-6
Almost any computer store can
sell you a good, name brand computer maybe even give you a "great
deal.'l However, when something is
missing ..broken, or just doesn't work,
sometimes these stores are not the
same happy, smiling fellas,
Microcomputers Inc. of Nashua
NH sells name brand computer
products and accessories - IMSAI,
Polymorphic, MiniTerm, Northstar,
Cromemco, more to come. We also
sell service and software support to
anyone who needs it - not only if
you've purchased something from us.
We'll also listen to your problems advice is free. Not all dealers are
happy to just shoot the breeze about
potential and/or real problems and
their possible solutions!
Please stop in and see our store,
meet our people, and look over our
demo equipment. Play chess with any
of our computers. And there's lots
more. Stop by sometime - or call or write a letter - we're here to help
you out!
M16 ..•••

RAINBOW

Apple

Wave Mate
The Digital Group
Digital Equipment Corporation

THIS is a $5 ad. If desired, ads
may cross a $5 or $10 boundary. Rates increase in $5 increments only. Be sure to enclose
sufficient payment!
HAVE you seen
tions in the "KB
Check it out find a title you
collection!

COMPUTING INC.
Supplierof

ComputerProducts
Peripheralsand Suppliesfrom
ParSei
Computer Devices
Contronix
Lear-Siegler
Diablo
Multi·Tech
Maxe"
Texas Instruments
'Scotch' Brand Magnetic Media
Specialists in Design, Implementation and
Support of Custom Hardware/Software
for Business, Educational, and
Personal Use
Consulting/Contract/Programming
Operating Systems/Applications Software

the new selecBook Nook?"
perhaps you'll
need for your

Expertsin mostmajorcomputer
softwareincluding
COC, IBM, POP
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, PLl
Lisp, Simula, Snobol, SPSS, BMO's
COMPASS, MACRO, 6800, & Z80 assembly languages
10723 White Oak Ave.. Granada Hills. Ca. 91344
(213) 360-2171
R10

.

Con,test!
To All Kilobaud

Readers:

As you devour the pages
of the latest issue of K ilobaud do you find a particular program that strikes
you, for whatever reasons,
as better than the rest? If
so, turn to the Reader Service card at the back of the
magazine and find the title
page number of the article
in which
the program
appears. Check the page
number and send the card
our way. Author of the program receiving the most
votes each month will win
$100.
118

At the end of the year,
monthly winners will compete for a $500 prize for
best program of the year.
And that's not all! There
will also be a prize drawing
of all cards submitted by
voters. (More details in the
next issue.)
So ... when you've finished reading Kilobaud from
cover to cover, select the
program you think is best,
check it on the survey card
and drop the card in the
mail.
PS. Please send cards early
so we can compile them in
time to meet our deadlines.

'

White Plains Mall, Upper Level
200 Hamilton Ave.
White Plains NY 10601
Phone: (914) WH9·DATA
Near Bronx River Parkway &
Cross Westchester Expressway.
Plenty of parking.
••••

~ "The S100 Bus stops at
White Plains" with one of
largest collections of boards
compatible with the Altair Bus
(also IMSAI) in the greater NY

•• 11~Sol-20,
You've

read about the
now come up and
see it. We carry Processor Tech,
Polymorphic, IMSAI, North Star,
TD L, Blast Master and Pickles
and Trout.
GOOD PRICE AND SERVICE
10-6 Mon.-Sat.
Thurs. till 9

KIM MEETS $-100
Escapethe single source blues. The Kimsi is the easy was to expand your KIM·l system
with readily available S·l 00 boards. Forethought Products has interfaced the 6502 to the
S·100 bus by decoding the top 4K for IN and OUT instructions. Full capacity interfacing
allows complete control of the 6502 and DMA Irom the S·100 bus.

Kit

Price

Item

RAILS
AVAILABLE
FOR RACK
MOUNTING

$165
75
245

60
N/A

11

KIM to Kimsi Connector Set
Includes recorder cables
S·100 Edge Connector Kimsi accepts 8; 1 is supplied
Cassette Recorder for KIM-'
Hundreds sold lor KIM use
4K Seals ROM Board
Accepts up to 16 1702A or 5203's

55
179
239
245
369

N/A
119
139

4K Imsai RAM Board Bare minimum to run Tiny BASIC
145
8K Cromemco ROM Board Accepts up to 82708 EPROMs
269
SK Seals RAM Board
Enough space lor programs below
Poly Video Terminal Interface 16 x 64 Connects to a Monitor and Keyboard 210
Malrox ALT-2480 Alpha-Numeric VRAM 24 lines of 80 char. (needs P39) N/A
Matrox ALT-256-'2
Video Graphics Board Displays 256 x 256 array
IHy Bitty Tiny BASIC 2.SK: kit is a paper tape
Focal (a DEC trademark)
Includes floating points
6502 Assembler with Source

HI·DENSITY
VINYL CLAD
BOARD

Assembled
Price

$125

Kimsi Backplane/S-100 Adapter
8 slots for S-100 available
Kim,i Power Supply Unreg +8@10A:+16@lA:-16@lA
KIM-' incl. documentation Send for more information

tlICRODESH@
EASILY ASSEMBLED
IN 5 MINUTES
WITHOUT TOOLS

280
295
395
10
40

N/A
5
N/A
N/A

This is NOT the MOS vtrstcn

30

SPECIAL! 10% off S-100 Boards
when ordered with Kimsi.

MATROX VIDEO RAMS

LONG ISLAND

NCE/Compumart offers you the leader in CRTdisplay controllers. Matrox Video Rams are
complete with memory and require no processor time for screen refresh. Whether your
application is alphanumeric, graphic or both, Matrox can provide a system to meet your
needs.
MTX 816 Module (Upper Case only) Composite Video output In 8 lines of 16 chars.

179

MTX 1632 Module (Upper and Lower Case) 16 x 32 display Includes blink option

225

MTX 1632SL Module (Great with 256"2)
MTX 2480.Circuit Board

COME SEE WHAT

225

Slave sync allows text superposition

395

24 x 80 requues high-persistence phosphor (P39)

MTX 256--2 Circuit Board 256 x 256 array graphics (multiples provide color)

A "REAL"

630

ORDER FORM
Name

_

Address

_

City State
Charge
Card

Zip __

.

_

my BAC/VISA

M/C

#

Interbank

#

Exp.

Date

_
_

Sig natu re

o Please

_
send

me info on the new Commodore

PET 2001

computer

Limited 90-day Warranty
Return non-working merchandise Within 90 days for replacement or refund. Kits are warranted to be complete with working components All items subject to. prior sale

Qty

COMPUTER STORE
LOOKS LIKE

Item

Price

Amount

MICROCOMPUTERS
PERIPHERALS
ACCESSORIES
IMSAI8080
BYTE·8
SWTP MP68
CROMEMCO
PROCESSOR

for goods

+4%

Michigan

Residents

+4%

Shipping

and

Handling

+$1

if order's

under

$20

Total

Amount

TECH

INTERFACES

(KITS or ASSEMBLED

UNITS)

PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE
VARIOUS BASICS - TINY, 4K, 8K and 12K.
FOCAL - DOS - GAMES - BUSINESS APPLICATIONS.
ALSO

Total

MEMORY EXPANSION
COLOR TV GRAPHICS
LEAR SIEGLER ADM 3
PAPER TAPE READER

AVAILABLE

SYSTEM

APPLE 1
MODEMS

CASSETTES
TERMINALS

FLOPPIES
DEC. WRITERS

.',
-,

BUSINESS APPLICATION
INQUIRES INVITED
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND LITERATURE I MAGAZINES.

Byte Shop East, Inc.
27·21 Hempstead Turnpike
Levittown, Long Island
(516) 731·8116
Two blocks east of Wantagh Pkwy.
HOURS:

TUES. thru FRIDAY
SATUAOA y

12 • 9
10-5
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D.R.C. ELECTRONICS
16K E-PROM CARD

$69.95

S-IOO (IMSAI/ ALTAIR) BUSS COMPATIBLE

(KIT)

IMAGINE HAVING 16K
OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!

KIT FEATURES:
1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen and
Gold plated contact fingers.
2. Selectable wait states.
3. All address lines and data lines buffered!
4. All sockets included.
5. On card regulators.

KIT INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND SOCKETS! (EXCEPT 2708's)

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

SPECIAL OFFER: Our 2708's (650 NS) are $12.95 when purchased with above kit.

$149.00

ADD $25 FOR
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

KIT

ADD $30 FOR ASSEMBLED AND TESTED. KIT FEATURES:
1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen layout.
Gold plated contact fingers.
2. All sockets included!
S-100 (IMSAlj ALTAIR)
3. Fully buffered on all address and data lines. BUSS COMPATIBLE
4. Phantom is jumper selectable to pin 67.
5. FOUR 7805 regulators are provided on card.

S·100

$24.95
with connector

COMPUTER GRADE CAP.
48,000 MFD 25 WVDC Mallory

$3.95

NEW!

T. I. ASCII CHARACTER GENERATOR
TMS 4103 rc. 28 PIN CER DIP. Has
seven bit COLUMN Output for use with
Matrix hard copy devices. With specs.
$3.50
MOTOROLA<7805R
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Same as standard 7805 except 750 MA
OUTPUT. TO-220. 5VDC OUTPUT.
$ .44 each
10 FOR $3.95

USES
2IL02-1
RAM'S.

REVERSING

EXTENDER BOARD

Turns the board under test around so that the foil side is facing you.
Makes trouble shooting and debugging a SNAP! P.e. Layout designed to
minimize noise and stray capacitance.
ICSOCKETS
For the newer RAM chips.
18 PIN
4 FOR $1
22 PIN
3 FOR $1

RCA HOUSE #2N3772
NPN Power Transistor. 30 AMP.
150 W. VCEO-60. TO-3. Vastly out
performs 2N3055.
Reg. List $3.04
2 FOR $1

~£~\
4K STATIC RAM'S
l'VE:W!
2114. The industry standard. 18 PIN DIP. Arranged as lK X 4. Equivalent to
FOUR 21L02's in ONE package! TWO chips give lK X 8, with data.
2 FOR $24
450 N.S.!
NATIONAL SEMI. MA1003 CAR CLOCK
Not a kit. Complete tested module.
Works on 12 VDC, has on board time
base. Sold by others at $24.95. Big .30"
Bright Green Digits. Same as used by
Detroit in new cards.

Z - 80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL
By MOSTEK, the major Z - 80 second source. The most detailed explanation
ever on the workings of the Z - 80 CPU CHIPS. At least one full page on each
of the 158 Z - 80 instructions. A MUST reference manual for any user of the
Z - 80. 300 pages. Just off the press! A D.R.e. exclusive! $12.95

$19.95

EDGE CONNECTOR - 51.50

2708
2708
EPROMS
Prime new units from a major U.S. mfg.
650 N.S. access time. Equivalent to four
1702A's in one package!
$15.75 each

TERMS: ORDERS UNDER $15 ADD s .75. NO C.O.D. WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTER CHARGE AND AMERICAN
EXPRESS CARDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL ITEMS. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.
~_

JdZ,
120

WE PAY POSTAGE!
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ELECTRONICS

P. O. BOX 401247.

GARLAND, TEXAS 75040.

(214) 271-2461

VECTOR-PAK ASSEMBLEO MICROCOMPUTER CASES
ADJUSTABLE PACKAGING SYSTEM FOR S·100 BUS MICROCOMPUTERS;
PATIBLE WITH ALTAIR 8800 and IMSAI 8080 SIZE CARDS.
Smullooking. clellI'-' castS unmarred &yunsightly sa'1hf1 or 1i5\ener$.
Anlslledkldlrkblu.IIIMedvinyl
Inslant!yaccnslblelnterior1iwilh$lipOIlICOVtlrs.
RelllOYablerlCes$ldINfandlronIP<1n,ls
.
• Fullyadjuslable
Interiormounllng
systems

fOI any c.ald 01 eIIId spaelng

COM-

within

s Il.llmllaIIons.

No cunlng

or

drll~ngl\tCtswy

·l'II1ofattclbottonn;o ••.•
rloftoOleropeutbrl.

.•.

I'WMQ

.

sm.•
NET

N'TAGEOF
'TAI<.EAD'JA,
\.
'THIS SPECIA

PURCH~~~~: p~R"{S
100·/. f~C"{OR
.. 2.00
ctM0061\E
ctM0071\E
'
C"'40081\E . . . . .
",40111\E
~"'40121\E
C"'40131\E
C"'40141\E
C"'40151\E
"'40111\E
~"'4018"E -::':
C"'40191\E ....

'8 /1.00
.. 3/1.00
8 /1.00
5/1.00
4/1.00
3/2.00
3/2.00
' .. 2/1.00
' .. ' .1.00
4/1.00
' .. 3/2.00

IM020~E . . . . .

P21

10031 Woodley A!eo SEpJlveda CAo 91343
Terms: BAC, Me, Check, Money Order, C.O.D. CA. residents add 6"'/0 sales tax. Orders
& handling; excess refunded. Just in case ... please include your phone no.

phone orders welcome
PRIORITY 1 ELECTRONICS a diy.

(213) 893·8202

«:,' theHEATH

Group.

m%

less than $75.00 include
shipping
GoodIIwNowrra.,wn
OEM and Institutional

inquiries

invited.

0

·s i 1.0

~"'40221\E
1.00
C"'40231\E
3 /1 00
C"'40241\E
5 /1.00
C"'40251\E
7 /1 00
C"'4030l\E
3/2.00
",40351\E
' .. 2.00
~"'40371\E
: :2/1.00
"'46411\E . . . . .
. . 1.00
~"'40471\E .. '·· ·.·.·4 ".00
C",46491\E
' .' 4 /1.00
C",4050l\E
' . 4 /1.00
C"'41161\E .. '\' ~~',00 ,C$.
\10·'. OI$COun
25,er

"'ore \I a "'Inlmum
or
• purchased.l
pari 110. are
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SEJE;.

se SALES

COMPANY
DALLAS, TEXAS 75228

P.O. BOX 28810-1

NOW-THE ULTIMATE RAM BOARD
32K FOR $427.

Interface Capability

Memory Capacity
Memory Addressing
Memory Write Protection

CONTROL, DATA AND ADDRESS INPUTS
UTILIZE LOW POWER SCHOTTKY DEVICES.

BUY Alii S100 COMPATIBLE 8K RAM BOARD AND UPGRADE
THE SAME BOARD TO A MAXIMUM OF 32K" IN STEPS OF
8K AT YOUR OPTION BY MERELY PURCHASING MORE
RAM CHIPS FROM S.D. SALES! AT A GUARANTEED PRICELOOK AT THE FEATURES WE HAVE BUILT INTO THE
BOARD.

8K, 16K, 24K, 32K USING MOSTEK MK4115
WITH 8K BOUNDARIES & PROTECTION.
Utilizes DIP switches.
PC board comes with sockets for 32K operation
THE ABOVE NOW AVAILABLE

Power Requirements
+8VDC 400MA DC
+18VDC 400MA DC
30MA DC
-18VDC
on board regulation is provided.
ON BOARD (INVISIBLE) REFRESH IS PROVIDED WITH NO WAIT STATES OR CYCLE
STEALING REQUIRED.
MEMORY ACCESS TIME IS 375ns.
Memory Cycle Time is 500ns.

-

PRICES START AT $139.00 FOR 8K RAM KIT.
ADD $96.00 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL 8K RAM DESIRED
Board full/assembled

and tested for $50.00 extra.

BK FOR 5139.

·AVAILABLE THE 1st QUARTER OF 1978:"
16K, 32K, 48K, 64K USING MOSTEK 4116
WITH 16K BOUNDARIES & PROTECTION.

Z-80 CPU BOARD KIT Complete Kit
$139.

NEW PRICE\

..

CHECK THE ADVANCED FEATURES OF OUR Z-80 CPU BOARD:
Expanded set of 158 instructions, 8080A software capability, operation from a single
5VDC power supply, always stops on an Ml state, true sync generated on card (a real
Plus feature), dynamic refresh and NMI available, either 2MHZ or 4MHZ operation,
quality double sided plated through PC board, standard kit shipped-with Z-80 technical
manual and all parts plus sockets provided for all IC's. Z·80 Chip & Manual Sep. - 39.95
"Add $10.00 extra for Z-80A chip which allows 4MHZ operation.

PRICE!
NEW PRICE!
NEW

4K LOW POWER RAM

Fully Buffered - on board regulated - reduced power
consumtion utilizing low power 21 L02-1 500ns RAMS Sockets provided for all IC's. Quality plated through PC
board.
·Add $10.00 for 250ns RAM operation.

The Whole Works - $79.95
NEW PRICE!

ALL OF ABOVE ARE 5100, IM5AI &. ALTAIR 'A' COMPATIBLE.
We can supply modifications needed for many other systems!

SIX DIGIT ALARM
CLOCK KIT
FEATURES:
Litronix dual 1/2" displays, Mostek
50250 super clock chip, single I.C. segment driver,
SCR digit drivers. Greatly simplified construction.
More reliable and easier to build. Kit cincludes all
necessary parts (except case). P.C. Board and Xfmr
optional.Eliminate the hassle - avoid the 5314! Do not
confuse with Non-Alarm kits sold by our competition!
P.C.B.- $3.00:ACXFMR - $1.50

$9.95

KIT

MUSICAL HORN

JUMBO LED CLOCK KIT

ONE TUNE SUPPLIED WITH EACH KIT. ADDITIONAL TUNES - $6.95 EACH. SPECIAL TUNES
AVAILABLE - YOU SUPPLY THE SHEET MUSIC
WE SUPPLY PROGRAMMED PROM TO YOU.
STANDARDTUNESNDWAVAILABLE:
- DIXIE - EYESOFTEXAS- ONWISCONSIN- YANKEE
DOODLEDANDY - NOTREDAMEFIGHTSONG- PINK
PANTHER- AGGIEWARSONG- ANCHORSAWAY NEVERON SUNDAY- BRIDGEOVERRIVER KWAIHOME KIT
CAR & BOAT KIT

FEATURES:
A. Bowmar Jumbo.5 inch LED array.
B. MOSTEK - 50250 - Super Clock Chip
LVE!
C. On board precision crystal time base. GOOD" A.
D. 12 or 24 hour Real Time Format.
E. Perfect for cars, boars, vans, etc.
F. P.C. Board and all parts (lesscase) included.

$34.95

RAM'S

$26.90

CPU'S

21 L02 - 500 NS.........
, ......•..•....
21 L02 - 250 NS.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... ............
2114 - 4K ........
1101A-256
... ..................
1103-1K
.....
. ... . . . . . .. . . ..

.

8/11.50
. . . . . 8/15.95
......
14.95
... . . . 8/4.00
.........
.99

8212....: 1/0 PORT .......
............... . .... 3.50
82J4 - P.I.C ........
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 12.95
8216 - NON INVERT BUS .............
..... 4.95
8224 - CLOCK GEN .... .............
. ..... 4.95
8226 - INVERT BUS .....
.... ...... . .......
3.95
PIO for Z-80 ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... 14.95
CTC for Z-80 ..................
..........
14.95

.

.

8228
8251
8255
8820
8830

MK50397 6 digit elapsed timer .... '.........
M K50250 Alarm Clock ...................

SYS CONTROLLER ............
.....
PROG. COMM. INTERFACE ....•.....
PROG. PERP. INTERFACE . ..........
. ... ..,.. . ..
DUAL LINE RECR .....
DUAL LINE DR ..... .... .... .......

ITT DUAL SENSE AMPLIFIER.
75234 AND 75235.
49c each
DISCCAPASST.

60/$1.
1000MFD
FILTER CAPS
Rated 35 WVDC.
Upright style with
PC leads. Many
popular values.

4/$1.00

39 MFD
16V Mallory
Electrolytic

15/$1.
THERMISTORS
MEPCO - NEW!
1.5K OHM

5/$1.00
7500 Mallory
30WDVC
Computer
Grade Caps
$3.00 each

CALL IN YOUR BAN KAMERICARD (VISA) OR MASTER
CHARGE ORDER IN ON OUR
CONTINENTAL
TOLL
FREE
WATTS LINE:
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I

CHIPS-COUNTER
8.95
4.99

8.20
10.95
13.50
.1.75
1.75

RESISTOR
ASSORTMENT
PC leads
A good mix
of values.
SPECIAL!

200/$2.
POWER
RESISTOR
150HM
• 25W by
CLAROSTAT

75¢ ea.

DIFFERENTIAL
49c each

I

2.95
12.95

IC's from XEROX

# 5AJ 101 GOODSI.l'{\

IDEAL FOR ELECTRONIC
MUSIC CIRCUITS -7 STAGE
FREQ. DIVIDERS.

Texas Residents Call Collect:

214/271-0022
1-800-527-3460
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

2513 CHAR. GEN .. . ...... ...... . ......... . .. 7.50
8838 QUAD BUS. RECR ..........
.....••.....
2.00
7",LS138N -.1/8 DECODER ........
....... . .... 99
8T97 - HEX TRI STATE BUFFER .............
.. 1.25
1488/1489 - RS232 ..........................
1.50
TR1602B UART. ...... ........
. .............
3.95

.

MK5002 - 4 digit counter .................
·MK5021 - Cal. Chip w/sq. rt ...............

GENERAL INSTRUMENT DIODE.
1N82AG
190 each

Ie's Removed from PC boards. All tested; full spec.
7400 - 9c
7430 - 9c
7493 - 26c
7402 - 9c
7440 - 9c
74121-22c
7404 - 9c
7437 -lOc
74123-32c
7438 -lOc
7410 - 9c
74155 -22c
7416 -13c
7451 - 9c
74193 -35c
7420 - 9c
7474 -16c
8233 - 35c
7475 -24c
1402A - 50c
'Intel1302
45c
LIMITED QUANTITY!
GREAT BUY!!

ITT Part

CHIPS-MICROPROCE

CHIPS- COUNTER CHIPS- COUNTER CHI

MK50380 Alarm chip ....................
MK50396 - 6 digit up/down counter ........

SPRAGUE DUAL
AMP. TD10l

1702A - 1K - 1.5us ......
_..•...
. . 3.95 or 10/35.00
2708 - 8K Intel - 450ns .... _.....
..........
14.95
5204 - 4K .................................
7.95
82S129-1K
.....
......
. ........ .2.50
2708S - 8K signetics 650ns . : : : : : : : : : : ..........
9.95

CHIPS-MICROPROCESSOR

'

NTER CHIPS-COUNTER

$16.95 KIT

PROM'S

Z-80 includes manual. .. ..... ...... . .....
39.95
Z-80A includes manual ......... ... . .... 44.95
8080A CPU 8 BIT ......
. ............ . ... 11.95
8008 CPU 8 BIT ............•......•.
.... 6.95

~ESSOR CHIPS-MICROPROCESSOR

P.C. leads. At least
10 different values.
Includes .001, .01,
.05 + other standard values.

Alarm option - $1.50
AC XFMR - $1.50

8.95
2.50

FLAT PACK 5400 SERIES.
SPECIAL BUY FROM ITT.
20 Assorted Devices for $1.00

I

MICRO-DIP

by EECO $1.95

NEW SERIES 2300!
WORLD'S SMALLEST BCD CODED DIP SWITCH!
P.C. Mount! 230p-02G-1248;
2300-12G-1248
compliment
JOY STICKS
4-100K
POTS

$3.95 ea.
P.C.LEAD
DIODES
1.N4148/1N914

49¢ ea. 100/$2.
"Cerms- 60 :Dllg
.)f.(JHeg Rllcll vllllrllHtee!

IC SOCKETS
14 pin - 5/$1.00
16 pin - 5/$1.25
28 pin - 3/$1.00

Slide Switch Asst.
lour best seller. Inclues miniature &
standard
values.

TRIM POTS
10K,20K,
25K

lN4002
lA
100 PIV

10/$1.00

12/1.00
40/$1.

NO COD's. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD
5% SALES TAX. ADD 5% OF ORDER
FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING.
ORDERS UNDER $10. ADD 75c HANDLlNG.FOREIGN
ORDERS - U. S.
FUNDS ONLY!

Orders over $15. - Choose $1. FREE MERCHANDISE!

S2

MOTOROLA EXORCISER &
MEK D1 & MEK D2 COMPATIBLE
MEK6800D2
9601

~
PROM'S
6330.

$ 16.95
16.95
'.25
'.95
'.25
4.95
4.95
8.75
14.95
14.95
14.95*2708.
24.50
4.95
5.25
8.95
6834-1
6834
6850.
06852
06860
.

fg

16.95
21.95
'.95
11.95
15.95
14.95
15.00
15.00
20.00
125.00
30.00

6871A
Prog.Man
HardMan
Tiny BasicPfT
Tiny Basic EPROM
6831 Micro Assem.

$ 2,95

2.95

6331.
6300.
6301.
6340.
6341.
6305·1
6306·1
6352.
6353.

3.50
3.50
18.95
18.95
9.95
9.95
18.95
18.95
21.95
7.95
4.49
. 16.95
21.95

1102A
1102A·6
5204.
6834.
6834·1
82&
16
8223.
5203.

16.95
'.50
2.95
5."

7400TTl

22.95
3.95
'.95
11.95
10.75
21.95
3.95
7.95
7.95
29.95
14.95
14.95
24.95
49.95

1.75
2.25
1.69
1.59

7400N
7401N
7402N
7403N
7404N
7405N
7406N
7407N
7408N
7409N
7410N
7411N
7412N
7413N
7414N
7416N
7417N
7420N
7421N
7422N
7423N
7425N
7426N
7427N

.15
.19
.18
.19
.19

7430N
7432N
7437N
7438N
7440N
7441N
7442N
7443N
7444N
7445N
7446N
7447N
7448N
7450N
7451N
7453N
7454N
7459N
7460N
7470N
7472N
747.3N
7474N
7475N
7476N
7479N

.22
.31
.27
.27
.22
.85
.59
.75
.75
.75
.19
.65
.75
.22

.22

.29
.29
.25
.25
.18
.28
.39
.45
.59
.35
.35
.20
.33
.47
.37
.39
.35
,35

H'"

1.40
3.95
4.25
2.95
2.95
3.95
4.95
2.S5
1.88
44.95
4.25
4.95
4.25
3.95
1.95
4.95
1.88
2.95
9.95
3.95
1.95
1.95
2.95

I THE

IC MARKET

BEST

.es

.2'
.26
.22
.29
.29
.44
.36
.36
.31
.48
.36
4.70
.59

BK RAM

74B2N
7483N
748SN
7486N
74_
7489N
7490N
7491N
7492N
7493N
7494N
7495N
7496N
7497N
74100
74104
74105
74107
74109
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
74141
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
741SO
74151
74153
74154
7415S
74156'
74157
74158
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74180
74181
74182
74184
74185
74186
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195

*

PLACE
.99
.70
.97
.39
3.95
2.25
.45
.65
.45
.45
.75
.79
.99
'.25
.99

74200
74251
74279
74298
74365
74366
74367
74368

1.10
1.99
·.79
.79
.79
.79

74LSOO

TTl

.6'
.6'
.39
.49

.as
.49
.65
.58
.58
1.05
1.10
1.10
3.75
3.95
4.95
1.05
2.25
1.79
.95
.75

.eo
1.29
.99
.95
.95
1.79
1.20
.95
.95
.95
1.05
1.05
1.00
2,49
8.49
1.49
1.25

.ec
.90
.90
.89
2.39
.95
2.10
2.25
14.50
1.15
1.15

.ea
.es
1.39
.75
1.19

74196
74197
74198

1.19
1.69
1.69

.22

.ee
.79
1.69
.26
.J8
.26
.34
.26
1.10
.26
.56
.56
.79
.59
1.69
1.99
.55
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.69

450ns,

Dip

Switch

.56
.56
.56
.56

.e~

addressing

Bvtebtocks,
fered. battery

No

down
wait

states,

to

256

.ee
.ee
1.29

the

*

first

6 bit

3205

driver

16K
4K

s

Digital

NSC

linear.

NSC

Linear

A!N

Vol.

I

NSC

linear

A/N

Vol.

"

NSC

CMOS

NSC

Audio.

NSC

Voltage

NSG

Memory

Intel

Data

NSC

Special

NSC

Mos/LSI

NSC

2.95

2.95
2.95

.

Functions.

...

U

up

l n tel

MCSaO

Manual.

4.95

r-.

Intel

MCS40

Manual.

4.95

N

~.tet

MCS8

New

GI

mas

7.95
99.50

2.95

Manual
Linear.
Ouads/Duals

2.95
.

275.00
375.00
350.00

Kit Module

1.70
.42
2.49

2,75

'.95
1.79
1.05
1.95
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.95
.61
.61
1.25
1.25
1.95
2.49

2.10
2.39
2.39
2.65

LINEAR
LM300H
LM301H
LM301CN
LM302H
LM304H
LM30SH
LM306H
LM307CN
LM307H
LM308H
LM308CN
LM309H
LM309K
LM310H
LM311H
LM311CN
LM3T2H
LM318H
LM3T8N
LM320K/

.as
.35

.ae
.as
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.40
2.49
2.10
2.10
2.10
3.95

.80
.45
.45
1.25
1.20
.85
.95
.45
.45
1.00
1.00
1.10
1.25

} 1.95

~j~~S~'2~'

'.80
1."
2.49
.49
.49
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
1.95
2.90
.85
.85
1.39
1.25
1.79
'.95
1.25
1.35

l1.45

DISPLAYS/LEOS
FNO 357 !.375)
FNO 367 !.375)
FND 500(.500)
FNO 507 {.500)
FLV lTORedled
FN0800
(.800)
FNO 807 (.800)

1.95

TRANSISTORS

LM70JCH
LM709N
LM709CH
LM710N
LM711N
LM711CH
LM723N
LM72JCH
LM725CH
LM733N
LM733H
LM739N
LM741CH
LM741CN
LM747N
LM747H
LM748H
LM748N
LM1414N

1.49

..•
..•
..•
.70

.55
.55
3.25
1.00
1.29
1.29
.35
.39
.75
.75
.39
.39
1.75

LM1458CN
LM1496N
LM2111N
LM2901N
LM3065N
LM3900N

1.49
1.49
1.10
1.70

.2N3904
2N3906.
MPSA13
2N2369
2N2221
2N3440
2N5139
2N5134

.se
.ss
1.80
.99
6.50
1.29

1.25
1.00
511.00
2.50
250

5/S1.00

51.95

4/51.00
3/51.00
2/51.89
5/51.00
5.80
51.69
51.69

.ee

1.95
4.95
7.50
12.50
7.50
7.50

COMPUTER

VET

$1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.95

$2.95

PIC·8

$44.95

~

SIO Kit

$12.95

Cromemco

Plus

O'l

10/4.95
10/2.50
10/4.95
10/2.95
Sl.95
S1.95
Sl.95
615.00

10/39.95
S21.9!j

8112.95
16/17.95
10/3.75
2/12.95
.99
3.25
59.95

backup
pricing
requirements.
a

io

10/2.50

10/4.95

special

for

w/PROM

inventory
for

Joystick

8K EPROM/RAM
ZPU K

O'l

10/3.50

huge

JS-1

~

S1.39
S.69

10/2.50

VOLUME
Call

2-2
Saver

Bvtesaver
Dazzler
0+ 7A

10/2.50

LM32JK
MCT2
W04060
22 pill
1771 Floppy

with

235.00
245.00
133.00
281.00
450.00
99,00
95.00
751.00
125.00
125.00
595.00
145.00
195.00
215.00
145.00
65.00
124.95
295.00

Priority

$12.95

'"

~

{h

•..

~
E

Kit

5·100
Memory
Module
L090S 8K RAM
KrtS179.95
Fully huffered
adllressS\!lel:tilhle

~
00

5.85
5.85
3.95

4.91520MH3
;:~~4~~H3

Assetll

$100.00

postage.

Orders

&

handling

EVK

99 Kit

EVK

99 EX expanded

umversat
16K By'"

18.OMH3

4.95

18.432MH3

5.95

~:~a'!~H3

5.95

27.00OMH3
36.000MH3
48.000MH3

5.95

Video

California

factory
shipment.

.

Solid

Residents
add

8%

tested
Add

add
handling.

All

guaranteed.
25

and

parts

cent'S:

Same
for

Data.

RAM

Board

449.95
95.00
75.00
35.00

Board

45.00

Boartl

95.00
.56.50

frame

2.5%

Micro
Proto

12.95

ROM

30.00

Papertaoe

Trny

Basic

EPROM

TV Synch Gen
Prescaler

TV

Gen

Floppy Controller

upD371

Mag

Tape

Controller

App Notes for 372 Floppy
WD1771 Floppy Controller
AY5 3550 4% DVM Chip
Counter

prime

day

Stop

Oisp.

Saw

TV

Game

MM5710Q

Game

MM53104

Clock

LM1889

Driver

WCltch

Rate Gen
Fen. Gen.

BClUd

Modulator

8500·1

Foreign

Ctr

ICM70451PI

Modulator

29.95
13.95
13.95

10.95
9.95
14.95
14,95
14,95
14.95
14,95

CHIPS

Rate

upD372

MC14411

20.00
125.00

7.95
3,95
2,95
2,95
5,95
4,95
4.95
4,95

Calc Chip
Calc Chip
Clock Chip
Clock Chip
Clock Chip
Clock Chip

Baud

30.00

.

Banc

MM5320

CW300

120.00
69.95

Assembler
ROM

Tiny

MM5369

RF
deposit.

12/59.95

Chassis

FrameChas.is

5.95
5.95

MK5QQ7

Orders

w/25%
6% tax.

Boa,d

Connector<.

4.95

$VS
S133.00

Kluge

AY5 3507 DVM Chip
WD1941 Dual Baud Gen

Mastercharge/Bank-

accepted

M)CRO

Motherboard

Extender

SPECIAL

S8!J9.!J9

add

99·6800

Lower Case
uppercase
Keyboard Encoder
AY53600 Keyboard Encoder
MM6571 Char gen
MM6574 Char gen
MM6575 Char gen

S89.95
5115.00
536.95

$100.00

51.75
51.95
$1.95
Sl.95

EVK

6 Slot

411.00
$1.75
51.75
$1.75

4.95

4.95
4.95

55.00
5.00
5.50
5.25
3.50
3.95
.75

DIPSWITCHES

R032513
R032513

S 28.95
AW.1mS1099.99
579.95
515.95
S 21.95

or UPS.
5% handling

over

postage

americard/COD

Orders

FCM
add

Shipments

under

.63

5.95
4.95

ICM72081PI

All

..•

AY52376

$199.95

««

.37
.38
.5O
.89
.85
1.25
.17
.20
.22
.31
.35
.41

5.95
5.95

4.95

34702

Logos 8K Memory
Board only
5·100
32K STATIC
Memory
Kit 5999.99
a srot exuaodabre
Mot"rer
Bo~rd w/conn.
5·100
Exteufter
Board
S·100Protolloard
w/lnstructions
8K EPROM
Kit
T;rrlJell Cassette
1/0
T;lriJell.,CamHu:!
PC 8o;1r11
IMSAI 8080
Krt w/22 slot ;r",1
wuh 8K RAM
Speo;!1 Pnce

29.95
3.75
3.95
4.25
6.95

CTS

~O~:~3
13.OMH3
14.31818

100KC

18.95

CTS206-4
CTS206-5
CTS206·6
CTS207·7
CTS20S·8
CTS209·9
CTS209·10

5.85

4.95

3.00
3.00
5.25

S100 BUS WN/IMSAI
S100 BUSSfT
IMSAI
S100 BUS WN/ ALTAIR
S100 BUSSfT
ALTAIR
RS23225PinMaleOB25P
PS23225Pin
Female DB25S
Plastic Hood
IMSAI Card Guide.

S5.85

;::;~;~~H3

e.ac

CONNECTORS

'.00
25.00
18.50
12.00
S12.95
16.95
9.95
16.95

MM5376
CT5001
CT7001
MM5314
MM5316
MM5375

C!l

C!:

10.00
35.00
27.50
22.50
18.00
6.20
7.50
12.50
20.00
6.50

4.0MH3
4.194304MH3

4.7S
5.95

SOCKETS
14Pinww
16Pinww
18Pinww
22Pinww
24 PillWw
40 Pin ww
8PinSfT
14PinS/T
16 Pill S/T
18 Pin S/T
22PinSr.r
24 Pin SfT
28PinS/T
40PinS/T

Pair

1.OMH3
2.OMH3
2.097152MH3

4.20
1,40

AR GEN!ENCODERS!UARTS
S1883
6,95
S2350 USRT
16028
5.50
16718 Astros
AY51013A
5,50
1482
AY51015A
9.95
1472

KITS

MOT ME K6800 02
KIM I 6502 Kit
AMI EVK 99 Kit
Intercept JR 6100 Kit
l asis Computerbook
NSC Scamp Kit
NSC Keyboard Kit
IMSAI 8080A w/22

S 6.95
4.25
16.00
14.50
8.25
17.00
11.50
18.00
20.00
22.00
12.50
8.50
6.50
2Q.00
12.00

S .99

PLESSEY
SL1610C
SL1611C
SL1512C
SL1613
SL1621C

.55

5.95
7.50
5.95
9.95

NEW

5/51.00
4151.00
5/51.00
5/S1.00
4/S1.00
5/S1.00
5/S1.00
4/51.00

S2.95

XA2556CP
XR2240CP
XR32Of'
XR2208CP
XR2211CP
XR2567CP
XR1310CP
XR1800CP
XR2206CP
XR2206KA
ICPCB.
Inst .
XR2206KB
Complete
Kit
XR22li7CP
XR74ZCP
XR4202CP
XR2265

CRYSTALS

.

- PRIME

$219.95

$199.95

EXAR

2.95
1.95
1.95

8921
8922
SP8632
SP8634
SP8635
SP8638
SP8637
SP8640
SP8641
SP8642
SP8643
SP8646
SP8647
SP8650
SP8651
SP8652
SP4020
SP8790
SP8794
SP86S5

$1.25
1.35

not Kits

TV MONITORS

2.95

SP8600
SP8601
SP8602
SP8603
SP8604
SP8607
SP8613
SP8614
SP8615
SP8616
SP8620
SP8621
SP8622
SP8630
SP8631
CB Sythesizer

2.30

275.00
395.00
16/72.00

Model M3000·10D
12" display
Model M200Q·155
9" display
Add $10.00 for shipping

DIVIDERS

8.95
6.95
6.95
.89

2N3724A
2N3495
.
2N3702
2N2484
2N3766
2N3692
.
2N3055
2N3711
2N3772
.
SPT410/0TS410.

.65
.95
1.95
1.95

& tested

All assembled

PLUS MOTOROLA

SL560

1'.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
5.95

1.65
1.55
1.65
3.95
4.50
1.00
1.90
2.49
.59
1.69
2.00
1.95
1.95

.es

1.75
1.90
2.20
1.25
3.50
2.40
2.40

$6.50

Connectors

$l1623C
Sl1626C
Sl1630C
SL1640C
SLl641C
SL1652C
SL168C1C

2.25

$1.25
2.95
4.95
2.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
6.95
6.95
11.95

MM5013
MM5016
MM5017
P2405
N25188
N2533
3341 FIFO
3347 FIFO
2841 FIFO
2812 FIFO
TMS3002LR
TMS3132NC
1402
1403
1404
N2527

LM324N
LM339N
LM370H
LM37JN
LM377N
LM380N
LM381N
LM384N
LM555CN
LM556CN
LM566CN
LM567CN
LM565CN
LM565H

1."
1."
3.95
1."
1.99
2.49
2.56
2.56
2.69
1.50
1.99
2.69
2.25
1.79
1.79

MM500

1.15
.90
.59
1.95
1.50
1.50

L~:~;~2:'

1.10

LM3909
lM7520
LM7524N
LM7525N
LM7534N
LM7535N
75324
SG450lT
SG4501N
SG3524
RC4194T
RC4195T
RC1458CN
RC1556CN
RC3403AO
RC4131CN
RC41360
RC4558CN
RC4151CN
LM3SSN
SHIFT
REGISTERS

1.40

2,10

$1.49

8098174368

Microprocessor
Complete

aythecn

'901
4911
74COO
74C04
74C10
74C20
74C30
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76
74C85
74C86
74C89
74Cgo
74C93
74C9S
74Cl06
74Cl07
74C151

1.85
1.20
.29
1.25
.29
1.95

2for
$4.95
6 for $5.00
$1.25
Sl.25
2for54.95
2 for $4.95
52.95

1702A·6
2708
21L02·1
P2102
74125

00
0

l asis

Raytheon

350,00

(1702A)

$1.95

MC1733CL
7438
4558
8T22A
8835
8836
8837

Q,

tests

Course.

.25
.25
.25
1.69
.25
1.69
.55
.55
.25
.25
.55
1.95
1.95
.55
.99
2.39
.55
1.39

latch

93LOO
LM301AH
LM308H

2.95
Handbook

CMOS

RAM

74LS138
74166
741HC

...
ro
Q)

4.25

Learning

4K EPROM

·74C154
14C160
74C161
74C114
74C192
74C193
74C221

.59
1.50

SPECIALS

{h

3.95
3.25

Tramistors

Module

962016 Port Parallel I/O

$21.95
$5995
$49,95
$29.95

8T97
8T26
8097/74357
1488
1489
OM8130
OM8131
MHOO26
75452

N

~

4.95

Book.

9615K

Byte

2.95

2.95
Re9

1."
1."
1.99

RAM

~
.•...
3.95
4.95

.

1.49
1.49
1.29
1.29
1.59
1.69

RAM

4200A4K

¥-

BOOKS

NSC

.ea

PRICES

3404

Ln
DATA

.50.
4510
4511
4515
4516
4518
4520
4522
4526
4527
4528
4531
4532
4543
4555
4556
4581
4582
4585

.as

4000

1.10

INTEL
2114

buf-

fully

back-up.
32K Static
Memory
Board-lsses 2114 4K RAMS
$ 569.99
16K
859.98
24K
999.99
32K

Plus

1.59
2.95
3.95
1.69
1.69
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
1.29

C04000
C04001
C04002
C04006
C04007
C04008
C04009
C04010
C04011
C04012
C04013
C04014
C04015
C04016
C04017
C04018
CD4019
C04020
CD4021
C04022
C04023
C04024
C04025
CD4026

1.49
1.29
1.29
1.10

INTEL

MK4116
Selectable

1.49
1.59

2708 EPROM
2716 EPROM
Z·80A 4MH3
Z·80 2.5MH3

Features:
L\l2;

.40
.42
.49
.40
.40
.40
.40
.18
.85
.95
.40
.79
1.69
1.69
1.49

74LOO
14L04
74L10
74LZO
74L30
74L42
74L73
74L74
74Las
74L86
74L90
74L95
74Ll54
74L164
74L165
74L192
74L193

2.49
Vl9
2.49
2.49
2.49
.52
1.39

Cage

Board

EPROM

KIT

Assembled & Tested $199.95
Only $179,95
Kit
Price

21

CD4027
C04028
CD4029
C04030
C04033
C04034
C04035
C04040
C04041
C04042
C04043
C04044
C04047
C04049
C04050
C04051
C04052
CD4059
C04063
C04068
C04069
C04070
C04071
C04072
C04073
C04075
C04078
C04081
C04082
C04094
40160
40161
40174

74L

74S04
74508
74510
74S11
74S20
74S30
74532
74S37
74538
74$40
74574
74S138
74S139
74S151
748158
74S174
74S175
745189
745201
74S251
74S257

."
."

LOWEST

Lowpower

&

74S

.28
.28

LS1S0
I.S191
LS192
U193
LSl94
LS195
lS251
LS253
LS257
LS258
LS279
LS283
LS367
LS368
LS377

Card

$175.00
72.00
36.00

Bd.

MODULES

9626K 8K Static RAM Kit
9650 8 Port Duplex Asvn Serial 1/0

$235.00

9626 BK Static RAM Module

lS378
1.29
81LS95.1.10
81LS961.10
81LS971.10
81LS981.10

lJO
'.99
1.39
1.49
1.49
1.29
1.49
1.29
1.29
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

Slot

Proto

96154K

~

5.95
1.69

74 LSOO
LS02
LS04
LS05
LS08
LSl0
LS13
LS14
LS20
LS27
LS30
LS32
LS40
LS42
LS51
LS73
LS74
LS75
LS76
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS92
LS93
LS95
LS107
LS109
LS112
LS113
LS123
LS132
LS136
LS138
LS139
LS151
LS153
LS155
LS157
LS1!?8
LS161
LS162
LS163
LSl64
LS174
LS176

16 Slot Mother

960216

9610

- 6800 KIT ONLY

Chip
Chip

Chip

$15,95
55.00
49.95
6.95
59.95
24.95
'6,95
12.95
9.95
16.95
18.95

12.95
1.50
8.95
24.95

16.95
3.75

3.95

Tennis ·Handball
Hockey·Smash

New hom Teletype, the Model
43 Is capable of printing 132 ASCII
characters per line. Send and receive
eata at tocr 30 words per second. Key·
board generates all 128 ASCII code ccmblna-

Actlcn-packed
color entertainment
for
the whole family. Adjustable skill level
controls allow players of all ages to compete In tennis, hockey and handball.
This four game entertainment
center
turns your television Into a video playground.

Designed for the on the go executive, that indio
vidual who has to make those on the spot
decisions.

On screen scoring, live action sound end
true component color makes thls video
center an excellent buy at only $24.88.
Complete with antenna box and AC adapter.

Handsome gold tone stainless steel watch
features space age rnlcro-ctrcuttry, The MOS
inte.'gra·t:ed circuit contains the equivalent of
more than 10,000transtetora.

HEXADECIMAL

This LED wrist watch displays date, time,
elapse seconds and also functions as an eight
digit calculator with memory. Information
stored In memory can be recalled at any later
date. even weeks or months. Use this memory
feature to store phone numbers, parking stall
location or flight departure time.

We also have for sale a limited quantity of used Model 35's.
Priced at only $449.50

KEYBOARD

DIGITAL

ALARM CLOCK

$29~S

~:::~t1:~
$19~S
.r

Manufactured by one of California's leading
aerospace contractors.
Because of the
discount price we have agreed not to publish
the manufacturer's name.

Walnut-gralned decorator clock features large
LED display which Is
driven by the new National MM5385 alarm clock chip. Preset za-nour eterrn
function allows you to awak.en at the same time each morning without
resetting. Upon reaching the wake-up time, the clock's loudspeaker emits
a gentle tone. Touch the snooze bullon and doze off for an addItional 9
minutes of sleep. Clock also functions as a teo-mtnute elapse timer.
"Alarm Set" indicator, AM-PM·dlsplay.

Includes batteries, jewelry case and ta-rnontn
factory warranty.

$~SO

,)O'tSTICK

mfUltJAl [3AAPHiTE
'T~~UNIVAC
KEVBOARD
Altair, Imsai compatible gold plated, dual 50
(.125 centers) three tier wire wrap edge
connector. 3 for $13.50

The lamous Sperry Univac 1710 HOllerilh keyboard assembly
is now avaitable Irom C.'iforma
Indl.lstriallor
only $2~.88
The ideal computer
Input device lor accountants
and
mathematician,.
The numeric keys are placed on the lower
thr •• rows to resemble 8. len key adding maChine. This
format IIiOws one hanGed numeric data entry
Origlnar cost was $3B5. Used but guaranteed in e~cellent
ccncruco. Complete wilh documentation

[]lSPlRY [3EnEARTOA

.

1

•

Modern technology
has pioneered the development
01 this
unique character
printer.
Our Manual
Graphite
Oisplay
Generator has th", capability 01 producing the full upper and
lower case ASCII set seu.ccnteroeocursor assembly allows
the operator 10 eliminate
erroneously
entered information.

Ji<.I

This joystick feature four lOOK potentiometers, that vary resistance proportional to
the angle of the stick. Perfect for tetevlelcn
games, quad stereo and. radio controlled
aircraft.

Each unU Is manufactured
to strict
by slandards set fonh by California
every order.

tolerances as prescribed
InduSlriatOne
free with

CALCULATOR

KEYBOARD

III
.

$2~8

Ideal for keyless entry systems, burglar alarms, Touch Tone. or hexadecimal computer input code .
.79
.79
1.99
1.49
2.19
3.19
1.19
.49
.49
.79
.49

MEMORY
tl02
62823
628123
2102
2102·1
21102

.~.95
2.95
2.95
1.79
1.69
1:) •

$.98 ~
'.5T03VD~~

MICRO
BUZZER

Ideallupply
lOt 5-100 IYltems. Contains a1l the necessary components
to produce 5 volts @ 10 A., ~ 12 @
2.5 A. (voltage actually higher). New
surplus from Memorex Corporation.
Kit Includes 117 ac. transformer,
diodes, six computer grade electroIytics, chassis, circuit breaker and
grounded power cord. Transformer
has 5 output windings.

I

TRIMMER

2K 10K SOK

5Ior$.98
20

50

100

16' 14' 12'
COMPUCORP
300H
301H
301CN
302H
304"
305rf.
307H
307CN
308H
308CN
309H
309'
310H
310CN
311H
311N
312H
318H
3l8CN
3l9CN
320K-5
320K·12
320K-15
320T-5
32OT-8
320T·12
320T·18
32O!-24
324N
339N
340K·5
340K-8
340K·12
340K·15
340K·18
340K-24
340T-5
340T·12
340T·15

.79
.39
.39
1.29
1.29
.99
.49
.39
.99
.99
1.09
.99
1.19
1.19
.99
.99.
1.99
1.79
1.49
1.29
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.79
1.69
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.79
1.79
1.79

340T-24
350N
351CN
370H
370N
373N
377N
380N
381N
382N
NE555v
NE556
NE565H
NE565N
NE5fi6N
703CN
709H
709N
710N
711H
711N
723H
723N
725H
733H
733N
739N
741N
747N
748H
748N
1414N
1458
1496N
J2111N
2901N
3065N
3900N
3909N

'.98 ••
_

POTENTIOMETERS

Power Adapter

RELAYS

DPDT
~
ROCKER SWITCH

1000/15 •.$.55 ~9 .45
aXial

.1 disc

.01 disc

SPDT MINIATURE

MJ3055
2N3772
2N3904
2N3906

Wire

219 195115159
.15 .11 .09 .07
.15 .11 .09.07

Diodes

10 25100
lN4002 100v.:0a06.05
lN4005 600v.. 10.08.07

wrap

ea. 25

50

37' 36 35
38 37 36
99 93 85
169 155 139

solder

.a.

25

17' 16
20 19
21 20
36 35
63 60

50

15
18
19
34
58

KYNAR~m

'.

-,, I-'

$289.

I:us

Bearcat ®-"n
t: "J Features
• Crystal- less-Without
ever buying a crystal you can
select from all local frequencies by simply pushing a few
buttons.
• Decimal Display-See
frequency and channel
number-no
guessing who's on the air.
• 5·Band Coverage-Includes
Low. High. UHF and UHF
"T" public service bands. the 2·meter amateur (Ham)
band. plus other UHF frequencies.
• Deluxe Keyboard-Makes
frequency selection as easy
as using a push- button phone. Lets you enter and
change frequencies easily
try everything there is to
hear.
• Patented Track Tuning-Receive
frequencies across the
full band without adjustment. Circuitry is automatically
aligned to each frequency monitored.
• Automatic Search-Seek
and find new. exciting
frequencies.

• Selective Scan Delay-Adds
a two second delay to
prevent missing transmissions when "calls" and
"answers" are on the same frequency.
• Automatic Lock-Out-Locks out channels and "skips"
frequencies not of current interest.
• Simple Programming-Simply
punch in on the
keyboard the frequency you wish to monitor.
• Space Age Circuitry-Custom
integrated circuits
a
Bearcat tradition.
• UL Listed/FCC Certified-Assures
quality design and
manufacture.
• Rolling Zeros- ThisBearcat exclusive tells you which
channels your scanner is monitoring.
• Tone By·Pass-Scanning
is not interrupted by mobile
telephone tone signal.
• Manual Scan Control-Scan
all 10 channels at your
own pace.
• 3·lnch Speaker-Front
mounted speaker for more
sound with less distortion.
• Squelch-Allows
user to effectively block out unwanted
noise.
• AC/DC-Operates
at home or in the car.

®-,-

Bearcat '--, u»
"
Specifications
Frequency
Reception
Low Band
"Ham" Band
High Band
UHF Band
"T" Band

Range
32-50
146-148
148-174
450-470
470-512

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

*Also receives UHF from 416-450
MHz
Size
1O%"Wx3"Hx7%"D
Weight
4lbs. 8 oz.
Power Requirements
117V ac, 11W; 13.8 Vdc, 6W
Audio Output
2Wrms
Antenna
Telescoping (supplied)
Sensitivity
0.61Lv for 12 dB SINAD on L & H
bands
U bands slightly less
Selectivity
Better than -60 dB@ :+: 25 KHz
Scan Rate
20 channels per second
Connectors
External antenna and speaker; AC &
DC power
Accessories
Mounting bracket and hardware
DC cord

TM

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS
Box 1002
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA

The Bearcat" 210 is a sophisticated
scanning instrument with the ease of
operation
and frequency
versatility
you've dreamed of. Imagine, selecting
from any of the public service bands
and from all local frequencies
by
simply pushing a few buttons.
No
longer are you limited by crystals to a
given band and set of frequencies. It's
all made possible by Bearcat space age
solid state circuitry. You can forget
crystals forever.
Pick the 10 frequencies you want to
scan and punch them in on the
keyboard.
It's incredibly easy. The
large decimal display reads out each
frequency you've selected. When you
want to change frequencies, just enter·
the new ones.
Automatic search lets you scan any
given range of frequencies
of your
choice within a band. Push-button
lockout permits you to selectively skip
frequencies
not of current interest.
The decimal display with its exclusive
"rolling
zeros"
tells
you which
channels you're monitoring. When the
Bearcat 210 locks in on an active
frequency the decimal display shows
the channel
and frequency
being
monitored.
With the patented
track-tuning
system, the Bearcat 210 automatically
aligns itself so that circuits are always
"peaked"
for any broadcast.
Most
competitive models peak only at the
center of each band, missing
the
frequencies at the extreme ends of the
band.
The Bearcat
210' s electronically
switched antenna eliminates the need
for the long low band antenna. And a
quartz crystal filter rejects adjacent
stations as well as noise interference.
Call toll-free 800·521-4414 now to
place a BankAmericard
or Mastercharge order. This is our 24 hour
phone to our order department
and
only orders may be processed on this
line. To order in Michigan or outside of
the u.s. dial 313·994·444l.
Add $5.00 for u.s. shipping or $9.00
for air UPS to west coast. Charge cards
or money orders only please. International orders invited. Michigan residents
add tax. Please
write for
quantity pricing.
C5
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This is a business machine.

It goes where the big planes can't go. It follows your schedule rather than the other way around. It can have you
doing business tonight, in person, instead of waiting in an airport to catch the next flight out.
Our job, as-an air taxi! charter service, is to fly wherever and whenever you want. And if you thought only the
very big guys could afford this kind of convenience, you may be surprised to find that for many trips an air taxi
costs less than commercial airlines.
Want to find out how to save time and money while improving overall efficiency? Give us a call at (415)
562-0636. We understand business machines as well as we understand flying.

WILLIAM

J. GODBOUT

CO.

OAKLAND

INT'L.

AIRPORT,

CA 94614_

Our parent company ran this ad in the September 1977 issue of The Office
magazine. Since many of you Kilobaud readers are business people who conduct
a fair amount of business in the Bay Area/Silicon Gulch, we thought you might
also like to know about our air taxi! charter service. Flying is the ideal way to
touch base-economically-in
a number of places. And, we can even provide a
pilot who speaks electronics.
Call (415) 562-0636 when you need the convenience and efficiency of an experienced air taxi service.

@ID0@OO

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS
BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614
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f\,o\1\ parts to P€rif)h~"a/.s:
a OllE stop, Illail-ordEr COlllPlltEr storE,
SEI~viI14COlllPlltEI~Elltllllsiasts SillCE1973.

STATEK 3 TERMINAL CRYSTALS ••••••.
(all
frequencies
in KHz)
10.000
1B.641
31. 500
60.000

12.BOO
19.200
32. 76B
76.800

15.360
20. 4BO
36.864
100.00

$4.95

each
16.384
30.720
40.960
240.00

16.000
24.576
38.400
153.60

SENTRY CRYSTALS:
SERIES MODE, FUNDAMENTAL,
WIRE LEADS, HC18 PACKAGE•••.••••• $4. 95 each

(all

frequencies

4.0
10.0

4.5315
12.0

in MHz)
8.0
1B.0

5.0
15.0

25 PIN RS-232
CONNECTORS: submini 0 type.
Male

plug

plastic

with

hood,

part
#DB25P
•.......•.
$3.95

ACTivE TERMiNATOR

TERMS:

Please

allow

up

to

5%

for

ship-

ping,
more for Vector
#VP 2; excess
refunded.
Prices good through
end of magazine cover month.
Californians
add tax.
COOs accepted
with street
address.
For
BankAmeri
($15
min)

c a rd®/V I SA®/Ma 5 t erch
call
415.562·0636,

a r g e® o r d e r
24 hours.

5

®,®@)0®(ID
BILL GODBOUT
BOX 2355, OAKLAND

ELECTRONICS
AIRPORT. CA 94614

SEVERAL
GOOD REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
HAVE OUR FLYER:
1)
CMOS
2)
LINEARS
3) MICROPROCESSORS
4)
POWER SUPPLIES
5)
RESISTORS
6)
CAPACITORS
7)
DISPLAYS
8)
SOCKETS
9)
VECTOR
PRODUCTS
10)
ENCLOSURES
11)
ALL
THE
OTHER
THINGS
WE CAN'T
FIT
INTO THIS
SPACE.

G4
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Fantastic air-suspension
osures, oesigned for direct dispersion of high frequency tones and wide dispersion of the
low tones. Size: 17" x 10%" x 9y,"deep.
Sold with 2 . B" woofers; 2 . 4" dome
tweeters; 2 crossover networks; grill cloth
and instructions.
. all the components
you'll need to build a pair of quality airsuspension systems! New, all U.S. made.
Sh. Wt. 35 lbs .. 7ZU70242.
$49.50/set

CABINETS ONLY,

,,

Cabinets described above, less other cornponents, sold in pairs.
Sh. Wt. 25 lbs .. 70B70200.

Singer/Pertec systems with display station, keyboard, 7 track magnetic dat·
recorder, controller, etc.
Singer closes
out its computer products division and
these unit become surplus!
Their loss
($460xl06)
is your gain ... you can buy
this super recorder for pennies on a dolThey are late design models of recent
and are still bei
serviced with

backup. Unit has internal memory/buffer
for 80 or 200 character storage.
Units
show character, character no., and record
no. Read back circuits allows search on
record key, editing, duplicating,
etc.
Units were working when taken out of
service and are complete & readv-to-oo,
but may require minor adjustments. Sold
on an "AS IS" basis only. Manuals not
supplied with unit, available separately.
Size: 19"H x 21Y."W x 19%"0. Tape not
supplied.
We have 2 types available:
Md. 4301·7 7·track Data Recorder, our
catalog no. 7SF70296
$218.88
Complete Manual .7SF70296·M . $2B.50
Md. 4311·7
7·track Data Recorder with
remote data communication

channel, our

catalog no. 7SF70297
Complete Manual .7SF70297·M
(Manuals weigh 3 l.bs.)

$248.88
. $2B.50

All Magnetic Tape Data Recorders
are shipped via truck, freight collect
to you. Customer pays shipping,

Model 52 LINE PRINTER - $650.00
Computer surplus close-out on SingerFriden Md. 52 line printer. 100 lines per
minute with 132 characters per line max.
The printer is connected to a system computer through an input/output
channel
and may be located up to 2,000 wire-feet
from computer using a 2-wire line. Uses
standard continuous paper forms, with up
to 5 copies and 1 original. Power: 115V,
60 Hz; 6 amps. Size: 30"W x 27"Dp x
38"H.
These units were working & going units
when taken out of service. Shipped only
on an "AS IS" basis. You should be able
to put these on line with a minimum of .
work, and then you have a $3,600 line
printer working for you at less than 1/5
the cost. Shipped via truck freight collect
to you, F.O.B. Peabody, Ma. 01960.
7SF70298
, . , . $650.00
DATA MANUALS, while they last.
7SF70298·M
$45.00
""Also available are a few damaged units,
which have broken glass covers. Damage
to b~ cosmetics only. Save $100.

ALSO """

TV-.e. •.Jr""...

INTERFACE

KIT

.

We have found some of the same model
"TV" chassis that have been damaged,
most with bent frames or cracked P.C.
boards. They are sold "AS IS", at low,
low prices. Parts are worth 5X as much.
All sales final.
Sh. Wt. 12 lbs. each.
13" Chassis
7DZ70059
$22.50
15" Chassis
7DZ70060
$22.50
17" Chassis
7DZ70061
.
19" Chassis
7DZ70062
.

:a..::..:.:::~::::::::::"-'-:-:::::~~=.::-;,,;:.~~:.;:,.~
Converts any standard TV into a cornputer monitor. This self-contained
RF oscillator & moduiator allows easy interface
of any video output device to a standard
TV set. This kit was part of a video game,
and contains its own power supply. With
instructions & data.
Sh. Wt. 3 lbs .... 7ZU70213. . .
: .. 7ZU70213 . .

13" TV Chassis (w/tuners & controls)
6Z60175
$49.50
15" TV Chassis (w/tuners & controls)
6Z60174
$49.50
19" TV Chassis (no tuners, no controls),
6Z60172 ....
, ... $29.50
VHF Tuner (for 19") .. 6Z60303 .. $8.50
UHF Tuner (for 19") .. 6Z60304 .. $2.50
Antenna Telescope .. 5MI00419 .. $1.50
Binding Post Ass'y .. 4M100422 .. $1.50

Sinqer-Fnden
Md. 52 Line Printer

CHECK STATION

At one time these data term
used by stock brokers for keeping track
of stock quotations.
They tied in to a
central system which has now been updated, leaving these surplus units behind.
Use this unit as a basis for building your
own computer input/output
station or to
build a compact scope ... or simply take
it apart for the components within.
Sold complete or in parts, prices and
descriptions listed below:
t 3" CRT, with Hi-volt, supply (+3315
vdc; -1730 vdc), and low-volt. supply
+440V; +225V; +125V; +28V; +1.2V;
+0.6V; 6.3VDC; 6.3VAC.
Also· ramp
generator card & some drive circuits
(15 Lbs.)
$17.50
t 50 key Block keyboard, with diode
matrix on 2 cards.(5 lbs.) .....
$12.50
t Handsome desk-top, slope front case,
suitable for up to an 11" CRT, overall
10%w x16d x9"h,(10 l.bs.) .....
$7.50
t Plus: 3 wire line cord, brown, 7'lg for
$1.00;
14 wire connector
cable for
$2.50.
t COMPLETE UNIT
Sh. Wt. 35 lbs.
6NB60336
$29.95
t Also available "is a complete tech. man~al covering operating procedure, theory
disassembly

1&

reassembly),

trouble-

shooting techniques and schematics.
With complete unit· $1.00 or sold separately for $3.50 each.
Sh. Wt. 8 oz.
WHEN ORDERING:
Specify part, use order no. 6NB60336

a hockey mode in which players skate up,
down and accross the ice using the [ovThe system contains
the following
stick, with the ability to "catch" the
modular sections:
puck and "shoot" fpr goals with another
A.
Badge Reader witb.power
supply,
control.
A real challenge for all players.
Holther coded·
but comes out ASCll.
LED readouts show score, operates on
Input 110 V, 60 Hz.
Sh. Wt. 15 lbs.
115V 60Hz. Never at this low price!
7SF70295·A
$25.00
Sh. Wt. 5 lbs..
7HU70284 ... $22.50
B. Modular Power Supply O.F. +5V, 3A;
5
for $100.00 .. 7HU70284 .. $100.00/5
±,2V, .25A; +24V, .5A.
10 lbs.
7SF70295·B
$19.50
JOYSTI
C. Modular Memory Stack, with drivers
Two 10K POT'S
etc. 512 x 6, requires 24V input. 5 lbs.
7SF70295·C.
. .
. ....
$11.50
D. Central Processor for above memory,
5 lbs.
7SF70295·D ... , . $25.00
i
system
E. Hi Voltage Power Supply for plasma
entering employees is made up of moduldisplay (below)
5 lbs. 1.1,~v,:t;~rllil
••.JIL--!.~~~,;,.;.""''''''it2,;o!!l!.I
ar components,
each of which is useful
7SF70295·E . .
. .. $10.00
separately.
You can buy just the part
F. 4 Digit Display on front panel 3 lbs.
you need, or purchase an entire system
7SF70295·F.
. . $10.00 f-.!.~=~-'-'--'-'-'-'-''-'-'...:..;,-'-'--'--'-'~~~
for your own uses and/or education. CapG. Time Clock for badge reader, etc.
able of tie-in to an external printer.
5 lbs .....
7SF70295·G .....
$10.00
Size: 20%"W x 23" x 6%".
H. Key Switch SPST
8 oz.
OTHER SINGER/FRIDEN
MACHINES
7SF70295·H.
. .. $2.00
- SEND. FOR CATALOG!J.
Complete Unit (Used)'
7SF70295·J
.
. . $69.BB
K. Complete Unit (New)'
7SF70295·K
$B8.50
* Complete
units weigh in excess of
75 pounds and must be shipped via truck
freight collect to you.

t-:..:;.::;.:.;::.:.::::,;~;::;.:;;;::;;:.;,::.;,;..;..::::.~:::.;::::..:.:;~
POSTAGE:
Please add sufficient funds
for postage and insurance.
Shipping
weight for merchandise is listed at the
end of each product description.
All
shipping is frorn Peabody, Ma. 01960.
Mass. Residents Add5% Sales Tax.
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG!

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME;
Bank Americard, Master Charge and
American Express Accepted.
Phone: (617) 531·5774/532·2323
$10.00 Minimum on Charge Orders

B&F ENTERPRISES
Dept. "K"
119 FOSTER STREET
PEABODY, MA. 01960

emergencies ... or just as a convenience.
Keep all your most-often-celled
numbers
in memory at all times.
Two models
available: Home 2001 and Business 3001,
(Business 3001 has 50 pin connector for
multi-line phones).
Sh. Wt. 12 lbs.
Home.2001
.7ZU70265
$28.88
3001.
7ZU70266
$38.88

(6171 531-5774/532-2323
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RONDURE COMPANY
2522 BUTLE R ST.• DALLAS, TEXAS 75235.

214-630-4621

tine·· CDmputer rnom
Specifications
• Size: 21" wide x 21" deep x 8" high
• Power Input 115 Volt 60 Hz
• lnterface: RS232
• Weight: 54 Ibs. (Shipping Weight 65Ibs.)
• 15" Carriage
• Input/Output rates to 15 characters per second
• EBCD Code
• Half Duplex
.132 Print Positions, 10 Pitch
• Can be used off-line

,

Used
Working
(Non Refurbed) $695.
Used
Working
(Refurbed) $895 .
Software to connect ASCII Output of 8080 Class
Processor to Selectric: Code $25
Manufacturers Electronic & Mechanical Docurnentation
$40. Documentation only
$20. with machine

,

SELECTRIC TERMINAL

(IBM Selectric Mechanism, Heavy Duty, Datel Electronics)

CARTERFONE
MODEL 318
ASYNCH
MODEM
• HARD WIRE
• TTY OR RS-232B INTERFACE
.ORIGINATE
ONLY
• UP TO 300 BPS
USED - UNTESTED
.. $25.00
USED - TESTED .....
$80.00
We ship prints with these.

CF328 Acousticversion
same unit.
USED - UNTESTED
USED - TESTED

of

$25.00
$80.00

NOVATION ACOUSTICAL

MODEM
Originate

CANNON 25 PIN
CONNECTOR

$25 each

DEC LSI-ll
COMPONENTS

SUGART MINI-FLOPPY

All Items NEW

ITEM C-1
RS232
NEW
Male Connector
$2.50 Each
Solder Type

Cover $1.00 Each

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for 54.00 UPS
.
Small Items & Parts: $2.00/order less than $20.00;
$4.00/order
$20.00 to $100.00; $6.00/order over
$100.00
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight
Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage
Please specify exactly what you wish by order
number or name or both.
We now take Master Charge orders. Specify full
number. bank number and expiration date.

ORDER BY
PART NUMBER

DRIVE

NEW PRICE

$355.00 Each
CPU
SIO
Card Cage
4KRAM

(KDIIF)
(DLVII)
(H9270)
(MSVIIB)

List

Selling
Price

$990
235
175
625

$795
210
155
550

~
MODEL
SA-400

Write for our CAT A LOG of many parts,
terminals, printers, etc

ORDERING INFORMATION:
All items
subject
to availability.
Your money
returned if we are out of stock.
Items are either new (specified)
or they are used
(tested or untested) and no other warranty is made
or implied.
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Only

Used - Untested
Physically fit into Model 33 Teletype.
Manufactured by Novation

RONDURE··

COMPANY
In general no cords or cables are shipped unless we
specify that they are supplied.
We ship the same day we receive a certified check
or money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
Please call if you have a question.

R7

2522 BUTLER
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
PHONE: (214) 630-4621

NEW

LSI TECHNOLOGY

------

FREQUENCY COUNTER
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART COUNTER FEATURING THE
MANY BENEFITS OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY APPROACH
TO INSTRUMENTATION YIELDS ENHANCED PERFORMANCE, SMALLER PHYSICAL
SIZE, DRASTICALLY REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION [PORTABLE BATTERY
OPERATION IS NOW PRACTICAL],
DEPENDABILITY,
EASY ASSEMBLY
AND

$11995COMPLETE!
....

: .. 165.95
..... 199.95
SIZE:
3"High
6"Wide
5'/2" Deep

AND

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS:

DISPLAY: 8 RED LED DIGiTS ..4" C;HARACTER HEIGHT
GATE TIMES: 1 SECOND, AND. 1/10 SECOND
PRESCALER WILL FIT INSIDE COUNTER CABINET
'RESOLUTION: 1 HZ AT 1 SECONO', 10 HZ AT 1/10 SECOND.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 HZ TO ~O MHz, {65 MHZ TYPICAL].
SENSITIVITY: 10 MV R'MS TO 50 MHZ, 20 MV RMS TO 60 MHZ TYP,
INPUT IMPEDANCE: i MEGOHM AND. 20 PF.
{DIODE PROTECTED IN'PUT FOR QVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION,]
ACCURACY: + 1 PPMI+ .000l%];AFTER
CALIBRATION TYPICAL.
STABILITY: wiTHIN 1 PPM PER HOUR AFTER WARM UP {.001% XTAL]
IC PACKAGE COUNT:
{ALL SQCKETED]
INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: 5 V tic
REGULATED,
INPUT POWER REQUIRED: 8-12.)lDC OR 115 VAC AT 50/60 HZ.
POWER CONSUMPTION: 4 WATts

a

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIO

CABINETS

PRICINGI

Greai for Clocks or any LED
Digital
project. Clear-Red

SPEED RAM

Chassis serves as Bezel to
increase contrast
displays.

2-3 ~

of digital

Black, White or
Clear Cover
$6.50 ea.

KIT.· 7001B WITH6-.S"
DIGITS.:,."
KIT - 7001C WITH 4 .. 6" DIGITS
2: .3" DIGITS FOR SECONDS
KIT - 7001 X WITH 6· .6" DIGITS

AN eASY TO ASSEMBLE
~~~~~L~~O~~J~~

~~~

100-199 $1.45 ea.
200-999 1.39 ea.

$1.29

ea.

.
&

VI'RIABLE REGULATED
1 AMP
, flOWER SUPPLY KIT

AND EASY TO INSTALL
~~~~E::A:~::~

PROVISION
FOR
POS.
&
GROUNDING
SWITCHES
OR SENSORS
WILL PULSE HORN
RELAY AT 1HZ RATE OR DRIVE SIREN.
KIT
·PROVIDES.
PROGRAMMABLE
TIME
DELAYS
FOR EXIT. ENTRY
& ALARM
PERIOD.
UNIT
MOUNTS
UNDER
DASH . REMOTE
SWITCH
CAN BE MOUNTED
WHERE
DESIRED.
CMOS
RELIABILITY
RESISTS
FALSE
ALARMS
&
PROVIDES
FOR ULTRA DEPENDABLE
ALARM.
DO NOT BE FOOLED BY LOW PRICES! THIS IS A
TOP QUALITY COMPLETE KIT WITH ALL PARTS
INCLUDING
DETAILED
DRAWINGS
AND INSTRUCTIONS
OR AVAILABLE
WIRED
AND
TESTED

FACTORY FRESH

---

-=aa.:J

••••••

KIT#ALR-1

$9.95
#ALR-1WT
WIRED&
TESTED

•
•
•
•

VAAIAALE
FROM 4 10 14V
SHORT CIRCUIT
PROOF
723 rc REGULATOR
2N3055 PASS TRANSISTOR

• CURRENT
LIMITING
AT 1 Amp
KIT IS COMPLETE
INCLUDING
DRILLED
&.
SOLDER
PLATED
FIBERGLASS
PC BOARD AND
All. PARTS
(Less
TRANS~
FOHMER)

KIT"P$-01

TRANSFORMER
300MA
5V.

$8.95

• 6JUMBO .4" RED LED'S BEHiND RED.FILTER LENS WITH CHROME RIM
• SET TIME FROM FRONT VIA HIDDEN SWITCHES.
12/24-Hr. TIME FORMAT
• STYLISH CHARCOAL GRAY CASE OF MOLOED HIGH TEMP. PLASTIC
• BRIDGE POWER INPUT CIRCUITRY TWO WIRE NO POLARITY HOOK-U
• OPTIONAL CONNECTION TO BLANK DISPLAY [UseW,hen Key Olf in Car, Elc.]
• TOP QUALITY
PC BOARDS. & COMPONENTS
- INSTRUCTIONS.
• MOUNTING. BRACKET INCLUOEO
KIT #2U0,
3 OR
115 VAC
COMPLETE KIT
MORE •
.'
Power Pack
EA.
.
.
ea.
#AC-l

$2"••••••

I ;:,'~

,j.2595

$250

24V CT will
at

12Vand
$3.50

OPTOELECTRONICS,
BOX 219
HOLLYWOOD, FLA. 33022
PHONE [305] 921-2056 I 921-4425

INC.
03

ORDERS TO
HANDLING & IN
ADDITIONAL $1.00
E FOR ORDERS UNDER
$15.00 - COD FEE $1.00. FLA. RES.
TAX.
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MICROCOMPUTER
DYNAMIC RAMS
SUPPORT DEVICES
4.00
12.95
5.25
6.00
9.25
8.20
12.00
28.00
12.00
22.00
22.00

8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8238
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259

6.00
8.00
9.60
21.95
12.00
17.00
15.00
18.00
2.70

Z80
SUPPORT DEVICES
15.95
15.95

3881
3882

F·B SUPPORT DEVICES
3851
3852

14.95
14.95

FLOPPY
DISC CONTROLLER
PD372D
1771

MISCOTHER
COMPONENTS

5.50
1.50
6.50
4.50
4.00
4.50
4.50
5.50
3.00
5.00
6.00

TMS4050 (18P)
TMS4060 (22P)
4096 (16P)
MM5262 (22P)
MM5270 (18P)
MM5280 (22P)

NH0025CN
NH0026CN
N8T20
N826
N8T97
74367
DM8098
1488
1489
3205
D·3207A
C·3404
P·3408A
P·4201
MM·5320
MM·5369
DM·8130
DM·8131
DM·8831
DM·8833
DM·8835
SN74LS367
SN74LS368

STATIC RAMS

6800 SUPPORT
6810P
Q820P
6828P
6834P
6850P
6852P
6860P
6862P
6880P

414D (16P)
1103 (16P)
2104 (16P)
21078 (22P)
21078-4 (22P)

65.00
69.95

IMSAIIALTAIR

31LOl
91L11A
91 L12A
1101A
2101
2102 (10S)
2102·1 (5.00NS)
2M1A·4
:ii!112A-4
2501B
3107
*1I200A (250NS)
410D (200NS)
*4804
5101
74C89
74S201
91 L02A
7489
8225
8599
82S09
* Limited supply.

5-100

2.00
4.25
4.25
1.00
3.00
1.25
1.50
4.45
3.00
1.45
2.95
13.75
11.95
20.00
20.00
3.00
4.75
2.00
2.25
1.50
1.50
9.00

MICROPROCESSOR'S

ra
Z·80
Z·80A
CDP1802DC
AM2901
6502
6800
8008·1
8Q80A
8080B

COMPATIBLE

JADEZ80

KIT

-with PROVISIONS for
ONBOARD 2708 and POWER ON JUMP

$135.00 EA..
Electronics for the Hobbyist

•./

and Experimenter

5351 WEST 144th STREET
LAWNDALE, CALIFORNIA 90260
(213) 679·3313
Discounts available at OEM quantities. Add $1.25
for shipping. California residents add 6% sales tax.
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1.75
3.00
4.00
3.25
1.45
1.00
1.00
1.95
1.95
6.20
2.50
3.95
6.75
4.95
7.50
2.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.00
1.00

19.95
36.95
49.95
29.50
22.95
24.95
24.95
8.75
15.95
16.95

SHIFT REGISTERS

USRT

DYNAMIC

S·2350
IM·6403
TMS·6011 (T!)
TR·1602A (WD)

1404AN
2405
2505K

3.00
4.95
3.00

SHIFT REGISTERS

UARTS

STATIC
MM506
2509K
25188
2533V
TrVIS3002
TMS3112
MM5058

AY5·1013
AY5·;014A

.89
1.00
3.95
2.00
1.00
3.95
2.00

GENERATORS
2513
2513
3257
MCM6571
MCM6571A
MCM6572
MCM6581

6.75
11.95

KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY5·2376
AY5·36oo

6.75
6.75
18.00
10.80
10.80
10.80
8.75

14.95
14.95
WAVEFORM

TV GAME CHIPS

GENERATOR

TMS 1955 (6 Games)
10.95
A YSS·8500 (6 Games)
10.95

1702A
1702AL
2704
2708
2716
3601
5203AQ

6.75
9.95

CHARACTER

FIFO
3341A
2812·D

13.50
10.80
6.25
6.25

8038
MC4024
566

PROM'S
5.00
7.00
20.00
24.00
75.00
4.50
7.00

5204AQ
6834
6834·1
825238
8251298
82238

4.50
2.75
2.00

10.00
21.95
16.95
4.00
4.25
4.00

I!BIf~'.
8K STATIC RAM BOARD

250n5.
350n5.
450n5.
***
**
*

$209.95
$199.95
$189.95

WILL WORK WITH NO FRONT PANEL
FULL DOCUMENTATION
FULLY BUFFERED
$100 DESIGN
.
ADEOUATEL Y BYPASSED
LOW POWER SCHOTTKY SUPPORT Ie'S

KIT
250.n5.
350n5 .
450n5.

$169.95
$149.95
$139.95

J6

,
-

PI'"

CRYSTALS

I

FREQUENCIESONLY I~,
Cue/Style ~
1,000 MHz
HC33/U
2,000 MHz
HC33/U
2,010 MHz
HC33/U
4,000 MHz
HC18/U
5,000 MHz
HC18/U

L_~:THESE

~i';I~

Frequency

II

CYIA
CY2A
ICY2,01
CY3A
CY7A

$5,95
S5,95
S1.951
$4.95
$4,95

CY12A

10.000 MHz

He18/U

$4.95

CY14A
CY19A
CY22A
CYlOB

14,31818 MHz
18,000 MHz
20,000 MHz
32,000 MHz

HC18U
HC18/U
HC18/U
HC18/U

54,95
54.95
54,95
$4,95

XR·2206K8 Kit $19.95
WAVEfORM
GENERATORS
XR-20S
58.40
XR·22OSCP
4.49
XR-2207CP
3.85
STEREO DECODERS
XR-1310CP
$3.20
XR-1310EP
3,20
XR-I800P
3,20
XR-2567
2.99

EXAR

MISCELLANEOUS
XR-2211CP
$6.70
XR·4136
.99
XR·1468
3.85
XR·,488
5.80
XR·,489
4.80
XA-2208
5.20

CONNECTORS

PRINTED CIRCUIT EOGE-CARO

,156 Spacing-Tin-Double Read-Out
Bifurcated Contacts - Fits ,054 to ,070 P,C, Cards
15/30
PINS (Solder Eyelet)
$1.95
18/36
PINS (Solder Eyelet)
$2.49
22/44
PINS (Solder Eyelet)
$2,95
501100
PINS (Wire Wrap)
$6,95
50/100A (.100 Spaclool PINS (Wire Wrap)
$6.95

25 PIN-D SUBMINATURE

4,95
15,95
6,95
10,95
19,95

CPU'S
Super 8008
Super 8008
8 BIT MPU

0080
808M
26SO

psoas

AT,aoernar~OT

F.orcIIold

Carneraar.d

22,50
10,00
7,95
15,00
39,95

RAM'S

AY·S·lOI3

SR'S
1024 Dynarmc
Hex 32 BIT
xex 40 BIT
5120ynamrc
1024 Dvnamrc
DlIal25681T
Ollat512BIT
Quad 80 BIT
1024 Static
Fllo
16xJReg
UART'S
30K8aud

2513(2140)
2513(3021)
2516

ROM'S
Char. Gen.-uppercase
Char. aen.fower case
Char. Gen.

FCM3817
$5.00
AY-3-8500-1
8,"
3,SO
MC3061P
7,SO
MC4016P(74416)
17,50
MCM6571
MCM6574
17.50
AY-5-2376
14.95

MC6800
8 Bit MPU
MC6820
Periph, Interface Adapter
MC6810AP1128 x 8 Static RAM
MC6830L8 1024 x 8 Bit ROM
Z80
CPU

2-195
16.00
25.50
29.95

cpu

250 ••
2518
2519
2524
2525
2527
2529
2532
2533
3341
7~lS670

XR-220SKA

CD Imebond"

MICROPROCESSOR
COMPONENTS
$16,00
8228
System Controller - Bus Driver $10,95

8080A CPU
8212
8 Bit Input/Output
8214
Priority Interrupt Control
8216
Bi-Directional 8us Driver
8224
Clock Generator/Driver
CDP1B02

256 ~ 1
256x4
,02-1.1
-1096 ~ 1
256 ~ ..\

1101

2101
2102
2107/5280
2111
7-189
8101

$3,95
700
..\,00
2.49
3,00
395
'"0
395
5.95
695
395

16x-l

255 ~ ..\
25Sx-l
1rj ~ J
1024 ~ 1
256xl
256 x 1
2Kxl

8111

8599
91L02
7~2oo
93421
IMM5262
1702A
5203
82523
82$123
745287
3601
12708
2716
6301-1
6330-1

S5.95

59.95
9.95
10.95

2{1"8
2048
3Zx6
32x8
1024
256x4
8K
16K
1024

2"

SPfCIAl REQUESTED ITEMS
5841
$9.95
$3.95
4"'3
MK50240 17.50
8T20
7.50
11090
8T97
2.00
19.95
9374
1.95
DSOO26CH 3.75
TIL308
825145
25.00
10.50
MCM6575
17.50
ICM7208 22.00
7,SO
ICM704S
24.95
ICM7207

9368
MC1408L7
LOll0/tOl11
AY-5-9100
95H9o
ICM7209
HD0165

SIalIC

Stene
Stene
Dynamrc
Static
Static
Stene
Static'

Steuc
Static
Stauc
Stauc
QYnamlC
PROMS
Fames
samos.
Open C
Instate
SIRlIe

$1.49
5.95
U~
4.95
6.95

'"

5.95
6.95

3"
2,25

c-soo·rvoryCase
C·SODB·EbonvCase

• Power tauure mercator
• One year tactorywarranty

516.95

TImeband'·
6vRl/ROUIO

'"

Fa~!
Eprom
Eorom
fri-State Bipolar
Open conectcr Bipolar

Co'POIlhOO

•
C·SZ11
Woodgrain Case

$19.95

LAMP CLOCK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21or~.~,

Insu"",,em

24 hour alarm
Doze button
Alarm ·on indicator
,8" high Red LED Display
AM/PM Indicator
High lntenslty lamp
lamp shuts off when collapsed

Model C-590 (Ivory)

$29.95

53.95
9.95
25.00{set
17.5063.
11.95
7.50
7.9S

•
•
•
•

Brighl60igil LEO Oisplay
Times to 59 minutes 59.59 seconds
Crystal Controlled Time ease
Three Stopwatches in One
Times Single Event-5plit
& Taylor
• Size4.S··x2.1S··
x.90·· (41hounces)
«usee a reonte ceus.

Continuing

Education Series

TTL logic - over 90
$17.00/ ••,
recommended for RnY
enthustast"
$5.0D/book
BUB800K
III • Explores 8080 chip - introduces Mark 80
Microcomputer
$15.00/tKlOk
BUG lOOK V I: VI • Introductory experiments in digital electronics,
8080A Microcomputer interfacing and
programming
$19.00/111
555 TIMER APPLICATIONSSOURCEBOOKWJTH EXPERIMENTSover 100 design techniques
$6.95tbook
CMOS-M-OESIBNERS PRIMER AND HANDBOOKa complete CMOS instruction manual
OP AMP MANUAL - over 25 experiments on all phases
of OP AMPS
DBUG - a program for entering, debugging and storing assembly programs.
INSTRUCTORS MANUAL - Necessary lor instruction on BUGBOOKS I and II
BUGBOOK

I , II •

Basic concepts of

experiments
BUGBODK

P·Panem
L

'50
4.50
4.50
4.50
'50
8.SO
4.50

W
6.50
li.OO
6.SO
850
17.00
1700
1700

"2

3.69
2.07
2.56
504
9.23
680

1.54
332
1.86
231
4.53
826
6.12

III -

Introduces

UART -

$3.95
=OT-185
.,." ""'''''' sesaeeseesss

ea.

"",. OT-598

·OiIUIIIIIUI!!mlmiilJrnlrnf'·
.!!!IIII!!I!lWW..p;W!j!.
QT-"S

.OT-l2S

sm:
~:.!lW~
-""r

.~.fiJ!!!.\~

OT-358

h;-;:;-;;;=:::-;=.::-'7.":~=~::--';'SP::':-C

OT -8S

~m:

OT-7S

JE803

PROBE

Tht loqlc Probe IS a urut which ISfor me most pan
~tS~;~~b~T~n.

~~g~~~od~;:\IesIOl~l~~~:~Ire~t

:::Sh::.eI:::.:---;2:;5.:-_--;S::en::d=:3;:5I!~S1;:=.=m=::p~'7.:~~~ ~e~~~~r~w~~;~a~c~~~e~~ym~fmo;~thl;~~~~u~~~~~
Dell.r InformilionAnilibl.

a~es

J

~~::~~~b~I~'~~~

.a~~L~~~e. ~O~!~~~~~)s:a~esT~:

Prooecandeleclhl!lhfrequellCyputsesto45MHl
=Irr~~u~e

usee at MOS levels or clfCoJltdam~ge

ELECTRONICS

1021-A HOWARO AVE_, SAN CARLos. CA_ 94070
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097
All
November
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Hufco

PRESENTS

THE ...

MARK II

FREQUENCY

COUNTERS

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

HOOKUP IS A PIECE 0' CAKE

with better than 50mv sensitivity, direct connection to the circuit under test is unnecessary in
most cases.

FREQUENCIES JUMP OUT AT YOU from the giant

1/2"

readouts.

GREATER FREQUENCY RANGE

the 60 mHz typical frequency response gives
you 80-10 meters plus 6 meters - 50mHz
guaranteed.

AND ...
YOU'LL FIND ENDLESS NEW
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
"BURNOUT PROOF" MARK II

With the overload protected front end you can
use this counter anywhere in a circuit without
fear of burnout. Use the Mark IIto test: receiver
local oscillators, grid dip meters, RF signal
generators, audio generators, touch tone pads
(when extend installed), micro-processor
timing signals, modems, function generators
... YOU NAME IT!!!

HUFCO QUALITY AS ALWAYS. SAME HI-QUALITY G-10 GLASS EPOXY
DOUBLE-SIDED PC BOARDS. SAME TTL IC'S • MORE THAN EVER ...
AMERICA'S BEST BUY IN DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTERS!
.111 •• 1111111.1 ••••• 1.1.11.11111 •••••••••••• 1111 •• 1111 •• 111111.11

The TVvS MARK II is available in three
frequency ranges:
0-50 mHz - 0-250 mHz - 0-500 mHz

This is what I've been looking for: A Goof-proof low cost
Frequency Counter! Send me:
o 500 mHz Frequency Counter - 169.95 kit/199.95 assembled
o 250 mHz Frequency Counter-129.95 kit/159.95 assembled
o 50 mHz Frequency Counter - 79.95 kit/99.95 assembled
o Information on other handy Hufco Products.
Enclosed is Check - Money Order - BAC/MC Bankcard OK!
Card No.
Name

Exp. Date -LJ_
_

• Address

_

:• City/State/Zip

RUSH THIS COUPON TODAY!

·

:: Mail to:

Box 375, Oept. K

:

1603 W. 800 N.

•
•
•

·

_
Provo, Utah 84601
801/375-8566 .
H-l0

10mA
lA
lA
10mA

100v
600v
1000v
75v
6.2v
10v
12v
5.1v
13v
14v
15v

z
z
z
z
z
z
z

.05
.08
.15
.05
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25

pcb
8-pin
pcb
14-pin
pcb
16-pin
pcb
18-pin
22-pin
pcb
24-pin
pcb
pcb
28-pin
pcb
40-pin
Molex pins .01
2 Amp Bridge

.45
.40
.40
.75
1.25
1.10
1.45
1.25
To-3 Sockets .45
1.20
10Q:prv

25 Amp Bridge

200-prv

-

CMOS
4000
4001
4002
4004
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4030
4033
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4049
4050
4066
4069
4071
4081
4082

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7426
7427
7430
7432
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472

.15
.20
.20
3.95
1.20
.35
.95
.30
.45
.20
.20
.40
1.10
.95
.35
1.10
1.10
.60
.85
1.35
.95
.25
.75
.35
1.95
.50
.95
.35
1.50
2.45
1.25
1.35
.69
.95
.95
.95
1.75
.70
.50
.95
.40
.35
.70
.45

7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
74100
74107
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74141
74150
74151
74153
74154
74156
74157
74161
74163
74164
74165
74166
74175

.25
.35
.35
.30
.55
.75
.95
.95
.30
1.35
.55
.95
.95
.40
1.25
.60
.80
1.85
.35
.35
.55
.55
.45
.35
1.35
1.00
.85
.75
.95
1.05
.95
.65
.85
.95
.60
1.50
1.35
.80

LEDS, etc.

(Plastic .10) .15
NPN
2N2222
.15
PNP
2N2907
.10
PNP
2N3906
.35
NPN
2N3054
.50
60v
NPN 15A
2N3055
.35
PNP Darlington
T1P125
.15
LED Green, Red, Clear
D.L.747
7 seg5/8" high com-anode 1.95
1.50
7 segcom-anode
XAN72
1.25
FND 359 Red 7 segcom-cathode

1.95

T

T

L
1.25
.85
2.25
.95
1.75
1.35
1.65
.85
1.25
.95
1.25
1.25
2.35
1.00
.85

74176
74180
74181
74182
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74221
74367
75108A
75110
75491
75492

.35
.35
.50
.50

74HOO
74HOl
74H04
74H05
74H08
74Hl0
74Hll
74H15
·74H20
74H21
74H22
74H30
74H40
74H50
74H51
74H52
74H53J
74H55

.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
.35
.25
.30
.30
.25
.40
.25
.25
.25
.25
.15
.25
.25

74H72
74Hl01
74Hl03
74Hl06

.55
.75
.75
.95

74LOO
74L02
74L03
74L04
74Ll0
74L20
74L30
74L47
74L51
74L55
74L72
74L73
74L74
74L75
74L93
74L123

.35
.35
.30
.35
.35
.35
.45
1.95
.45
.65
.45
.40
.45
.55
.55
.55

74S00
74502
74503
74504
74505
74S08
74510
74S11
74S20
74S40
74S50
74S51
74564
74S74
74S112
74S114

.55
.55
.30
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.25
.25
.45
.25
.40
.90
1.30

745133
745140
745151
74S153
74S157
74S158
74S194
745257

74 LSOO
74L501
74LS02
74L504
74L505
74L508
74LS09
74L510
74LS11
74 LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS32
74LS37
74LS40
74L542
74LS51
74L574
74 LS86
74L590
74 LS93
74L5107
74LS123
74L5151
74LS153
74LS157
74LS164
74LS367
74LS368

.85
.35
.85
.55
.75
.50

8266
MCT2
8038
LM201
LM301
LM308 (Mini)
LM309H
LM309K (340K-5)
LM310
LM311 D (Mini)
LM318 (Mini)

.35
.95
3.95
.75
.25
.75
.65
.85
1.15
.75
.65

LM320K5 (7905)
LM320K12
LM320T5
LM320T12
LM320T15
LM339
7805 (340T5)
LM340T12
LM340T15
LM340T18

1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
1.65
.95
.95
1.00
1.00
1.00

LM340T24
LM340K12
LM340K15
LM340K18
LM340K24
LM373
LM380
LM709 (8,14
LM711

.35
.35
.35
.35
.45
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.25
.25
.40
.35
.45
1.10
.50
.65
.65
.95
.95
.85
1.00
.95
1.20
.85
1.90
.85
.85

PIN)

LM723
.50
1.75
LM725
LM739
1.50
LM741 (8-14) .25
LM747
1.10
1.25
LM1307
LM1458
.95
LM3900
.50
LM75451
.65
NE555
.50
NE556
.95
NE565
.95
NE566
1.75
1.35
NE567

.95
2.15
1.25
1.25
.95
2.95
.95
.25
.45

MEMORY CLOCKS
74S188 (8223)
1702A
MM5314
MM5316
2102-1
2102L-l
TR 16028/
TMS 6011
8080AD
8T13
8T23
8T24
21078-4

(8123)

.45
.75
.35
.35
.80
.35
1.05
.25

LlNEARS, REGULATORS, etc.

9000 SERIES

9301
9309
9322
95H03
9601
9602

.15
.15
.20
.20
.15
.25
.35
.55
.25
.15
.10
.25
.30
.45
1.10
.25
.40
.15
.30
.45
.15
.30
.35
.35
.25
1.15
.45
.85
.45
.65
.95
.95
.70
.25
.25
.20
.25
.40
.45
.40

TRANSISTORS,

SOCKETS/BRIDGES
ww
.25
ww
.25
ww
.25
.25
ww
.45
ww
ww
.35
ww
.35
ww
.50

DIODES/ZENERS
lN914
lN4005
lN4007
lN4148
lN753A
lN758A
1N759A
lN4733
1N5243
lN5244B
lN5245B

3.00
6.95
3.00
3.50
1.75
1.95
6.95
15.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
4.95

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED
7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92111
(714) 278-4394 (Calif. Res.)
All orders shipped prepaid
No minimum
Open accounts invited
COD orders accepted
Discounts available at OEM Quantities
California Residents add 6% SalesTax
AIIIC's Prime/Guaranteed. All orders shipped sameday received.

24 HourToll FreePhone1·800-854·2211

MasterCharge
/ BankAmericard/ AE
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SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS

Total Order
Deduct
5%
$35 - $99
$100 - $300
10%
$301 - $1000 15%
$1000 - Up
20%

COMPLETE MICRO and M IN I COMPUT E R POWER SUPPLY
5 Volts, 8 Amps
+ 12 Volts, 2 Amps - + 6 Volts 75 Ma.
Highly regulated supply, rated at 5 volts @ 8 Amps., and .±.12 volts @ 2 Amps., and .±.6 volts @ 75 Ma. Just about all you need for
Micro and Mini computers. Made for one of the largest prestige manufacturers of computer equipment, where quality was more
important than price. Removed from equipment that is being upgradeci; Fully checked out and guaranteed. Supply is fused and has
3 wire line cord. 10V2"x5'/2"x4V2". Shipping wt. 15 Ibs. The finest supply we have seen.
STOCK NO.5554

POWER SUPPLY

$34.50 ea.

2/65.00

EKG STRIP CHART RECORDERS

In our effort to provide the latest and best in electronic surplus, we have many
times come up with unusual items. This time we hit the jack pot. We have
acquired a limited number of STRIP CHART RECORDERS. originaly made to make Electrocard·
iagrams. This is the HOT STYLUS type, that records on standard EKG paper. The unit is complete
in that the input amplifier is encapsulated in the galvanometer. These instruments meet the demand·
ing requirements of the American Heart Association for frequency response, sensitivity and linearity.
The one we have, Model 103, normaly comes with a single channel, however, the ones we have
include an event marker, which is a ·second hot stylus, which records time, by marking the tape
when impulsed. These recorders were made by ASTRO·MED, a major supplier of strip chart recorders
to the Medical Electronics Industry.
The recorder has 2 speeds, 25 and 50 mm per sec. All
that is need to put this recorder in operation, is the control circuitry, which consists of 3 pots and
a switch. We provide the circuit diagram of the control circuitry. These recorders, are current
merchandise, and the OEM price is
plus $23.00 for the Event Marker option
STOCK NO. 5559K

STRIP CHART

DATEL ANALOG/DIGITAL

RECORDER, with EVENT MARKER

& DIGITAL/ANALOG

$75.00 ea.

CONVERTERS

DATEL Model 898B, ANALOG to DIGITAL CONVERTER, is an 8 bit A/D converter, using the counter method of conversion.
Analog input range is 0 to 10 volts, or .±.5 volts. Input impedance is 4.25 K Ohms. Parallel output, (8 parallel lines) held until
next conversion command. Coding, 8 binary bits. Resolution, 8 bits (i part in 256). Power supply requirements, .±.15 volts and
+ 5 volts. This converter is currently

being sold by the manufacturer

STOCK NO.5556K

DATEL

A/D converter

Mod. 898B

for $69.00

with data

2/54.00

$28.75

DIGITAL to ANALOG CONVERTERS, DATEL Mod. No. 198 and 298. Resolution, 8 binary bits, or 2 digit BCD. Input, DTL or
TTL compatible. Positive logic. Update rate 5 Mhz. typical. Output ,±,0.2% of Full Scale. (Can be adjusted to greater accuracy). Model
198 output is either current or voltage. Model 298 output voltage only. Output voltage 0 to 10 volts@ 5 ma. or .±.5 volts @ 5 ma.
Output settling time, Model 198,20 usec. Model 298 5 usec. Power requirements, .±.15 volts @ 15 ma. Size.2"x2"x .375"
Present factory prices Model 198, $29.00; Model 298 $39.00. Comes with application data and notes.
STOCK NO.S557K

DATEL

STOCK NO.5558KDATEL

MODEL
Model 298

198 D/A converter
D/A converter

$12.95

2/24.00

$18.95

2/36.00

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE BOARDS
WIRE WRAP boards are ideal for developing new
circuits, or using in place of a printed circuit board
where making one board is not practical. Up to now
.h.oweve!, the cost of these boards has been prohib·
rtive, wIth small boards running about $75.00, and larger .boards running to almost $300.00.
We ha~e acquired a substanttal number of boards, with prices more in line with prices
hobbYIsts and experimenters can afford. 2 of the 3 different boards we have. have been
removed from equipment, and the original wiring must be removed, which is a simple job with the inexpensive wire wrapping tools
available today. The third board is a new board and is ready for immediate use.
Board 6559K contains 40 to 50 sockets, both 14 pin and 16 pin. There is space on the board should you need more. Board measures
6"x6V.", has Vcc and Ground planes. Has 70 (double 35) gold plated edge contacts.
Board 6558 K is identical to 6559K above, except that it has 75 to 100 sockets, and2 sets of double 35 gold plated edge contacts.
Board 6592K is the new board, and has 40 sockets for either 14 or 16 pin ICs. It also has 4 LSI sockets (24 pins). If the LSI
sockets are not used they may be used for 4 additional ICs. All wire wrap pins are brought out to the top of the ~oard for
ease in wiring. Board has Vcc and Ground planes, and is made of G 10 Fiberglas, an is 73/."x8". Has standard 100 Pin contacts.
STOCK NO.6559K
STOCK NO.6558K
STOCK NO.6592K

40 to 50 socket board
75 to 100 Socket board
40 socket board(new)

V IDEOCUBE

$11.75 ea. 2/22.00
$18.75 ea 2/36.00
$24.50 ea. 2/47.00

EDGE CONNECTORS FOR 6558K & 6558K Boards.
Double 35 edge connectors, removed from equipment.
STOCK NO.6603K
Edge Connector. $2.00 ea. 3/5.00

THE COMPUTER / TV INTERFACE

VIDEOCUBE is a self contained RF
oscillator and modulator. which allows easy interface with the video output of any micro or mini computer,to a standard TV set. The device was described in Aug
issue of RADIO·ELECTRONICS.
We provide a reprint of the article. Kit contains all parts including PC board. Partial kit conta·ins
all hard to get parts, including PC board.
13.95
2/26.00
STOCK NO.5500K
Complete VIDEOCUBE KIT
STOCK NO.5500PK

Partial Kit

11.95

STEP UP/ STEP DOWN ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
output of 115 volts, or takes 115 input, and gives output
transformer in CRAMER catalog is $94.19
STOCK NO.6591 K

Step up/step down transformer
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Hard to find step up or step down isolation
transformer. Takes 208 or 230 input, and gives

of 208 or 230 volts. Rated at 800 VA.
Wt. 23 Ibs.

$24.50

DELTA ELECTRON ICS
7 Oakland SI. P.O. BOI 2,
Amesbury, Mass.01913

2/22.00

Comparable

2/47.00
Include sufficient postage. Excess refunded.
Send for new Catalog 18. 96 pages of
Electronic values.

Visit our retail outlets;DEL TA ELECTR6NIC
WAREHOUSE
OUTLET, 590 Commonwealth Ave. Boston, Mass. and DELTA
ELECTRONICS HOBBIES, 5151 Buford Hwy. Doraville,
Atlanta, Ga.
013

WIRE WRAP WIRE
TEFZEL
blue
#30
Reg. price
$13.28/100 ft. Our price 100 ft $2.00;
500 ft $7.50.

TOUCH TONE ENCODER KIT
MULTI COLORED SPECTRA,WIRE
Simplicity itself to complete. No other parts required, no crystal
required. The back of the touch pad has etched & drilled PC board
and you solder the encoder chip to it. Add your own small speaker
& 9 volt battery and you are done. A touch of the pad produces
the proper tone signal from the speaker. We furnish schematic and
instructions.
SP-149-B $12.95

Footage
10'
B Condo #24 $2.50
12
22 3.00
14
22 3.50
24
. 24 5.00
29
22 7.50
Great savings as these
book prices. All fresh &

50' 100'
9.00 15.00
11.00 1~.OO
13.00 21.00
20.00 30.00
28.00 45.00
are about 1/4
new.

TOUCHTONE ENCODER CHIP

CHARACTER GENERATOR CHIP

Compatible with Bell system, no crystal
required. Ideal for repeaters & w/specs.
$6.00

Memory is 512x5 produces 64 five by
seven ASCII characters. New material
w/data. $6.00

CONRAC VIDEO MONITOR

VIATRON CASSETTE
DECKS
The computer cassette deck-alone.

$35

Used, not checked. Operates on 115 volts 60 cycle
AC. In cabinets as shown 128 x 40 with bandwidth of
8 Me. Ideal for computer or TV monitor. Green
phosphor display, 9" tube. With data & schematic.
CONRAC phosphor, shipping wgt. 16 Ibs.
$62.00

IR NIGHT VIEWER $199.00
Custom made, complete with light source & viewer in
one piece. Comes with carrying strap. Ready to
operate with 6 volt lantern battery. Guaranteed by
the manufacturer. See in total darkness. Great for
scientists, viewing nocturnal animals & birds, criminal
investigation ... observe without being observed, and
a ball for just plain snooping!!!! Sorry to say but no
shipments to Calif. (lens may vary slightly from pic)
SPL-21 $199.00

Please add shipping cost on abo ve. Minimum order $10

FREE CATALOG NOW READY
# SP-10
P.O. Box 62, E. Lynn, Massachusetts 01904

M2
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COMPUTER
WAREHOUSE

CALL US NOWI (617) 261·270

ORDER OUR

NEW CATALOG

SYSTEM BUILDERS n

OLIVETTIP6060

• DISCOUNTS
UP TO 20%!
• WIDE RANGE OF MICROCOMPUTERS
• SUPER SELECTION
OF GOOD USED
AND COST SAVING PERIPHERALS!
• OVER 250 BOOKS DESCRIBED AND
READY TO SHIP!
• IN-DETAIL
DESCRIPTIONS
OF
HARDWARE, KITS,
PERIPHERALS!
• SPECIAL
SELECTION
OF PROFESSIONAL-GRADE
SOMPUTER SYSTEMS!

.• BRAND NEW-

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.

FAST EFFICIENT
COMPLIER
BASIC!
TWIN FULL-SIZE
FLOPPY DISKS!
80 CHAR./SEC.
PRINTER!
FULL FUNCTION
96-KEY
KEYBOARD!
HASSLE-FREE
MAINTENANCE
(OLIVETTI
48K EXPANDABLE TO 80K!

~:

~:~~~~\~~~l~:~~S,S;~~~~~N~~RIABLES

3.

9. OUTPUT FORMATS SELECTED BY PROGRAM!p.
10. COMPLETE INTEGRATED
SYSTEM

$8950completel
LUG IN and· USE

------WARRANTEED

• MEICROCOMPU$TER COMPARISON

CHART!

S ND 1 TODAV!!

COST-SAVING
USEDPERIPHERALS

LL an ASR33 is... and MOREll

OUR GREEN PHOSPHOR
DEO MONITOR
$.150
+ S25SHIPPINGI
HANDLING.

V P TO P COMPOSITE
IDEO,
16MHZ BANDW.,
RASTER SCAN, 7x9 IN.
24x80
DISPLAY
POSSIBLE
VID AMP, ANTIGLARE
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MM57109
Number.()riented

•

MOS/LSI
Microprocessor

Here we grow again I We1re moving
into our new location to serve you
better.
Check our new addre~s and
telephone
number.
Thanx for helping us grow! II !! III!

High quality sockets for lC's and PC interconnections.
Check our prices and qualityyou will see why TRI-TEK
is fast becoming the leader in IC sockets.

Low Profiie DIP Solder Toil (Tin)
End /Side

on .100n

stackable

SKT-0802 8 pin
1402 14pin
160216pin
1802 18pin
2oo220pin
229222pin
240224pin
2802 28pi~
4OO24Opin

3 level Wire Wrap
SKT-14OO
1600
1800
2400
4000

The MM57109 is an MOS/LSI number oriented microprocessor intended for use in ~umber processing.applications.
Scientific
calculator
Fonctions, test and branch

25-100
.14
.16
.18
.25
.27
.33
.34
.40
.53

capability ,internal

MM57109 can be used as stand a.lone processor with
external ROM/PROM and program counter •
Alternatively
it can pe configured as a peripheral
device on the bus of a micro processor or minicomputer

25-IOC
.36
.40
.59
.83
1.37

Length
12"
24"
18"
1.62
1.72
1.83
1.99
1.76
1.87
2.69 2.88
3.08
DQUBLE ~ND
2.87 2.97
3.08
3.13 3.24
3.36
4.75 4.94
5.14

14P •••••• 2.76
16P •••••• 3.01
24P •••••• 4.55

T U-:--~
••

:

-

':"

":

*Scientific
calculator
instructions
(RP.N)
Up to a-digit mantissa, 2-digit exponent
Four-register
stock, one mem register
Trig and Log functions,
yX, eX, pi, etc.
Error Flag generation
and recovery

a
o
o
a

"''j''~~":::"-

..

:

~

••

""

~

:

1.:1.

48"
2.26
2.44
3.87

3.30
3.58
5.54

3.51
3.81
5.93

IV/(JVING

<Flexible I/O

o Hold for single stepping and csync operation
o Asynchronous digit input with ready
a Multidigit I/O with F.P.,or sclenfific
o Programmable mantissa digit count for 1/0
o Sense input and flag outputs

*Branch Control
Conditional
and unconditional
branching
Increment/decrement
breech on non-zero
program loops

o
o

: :..

:

~..

'

*Interface

_

':.-'t~--

.

36"
2-:05
2.21
3.48

.. -:':.•
-

•

FEATURES:

IC INTERCONNECTS

6"
14P •••••• 1:51
16P •••••• 1.64
24P ••••••2.49

numberstorage, end input/output

instructions
have been combined "in this signle chip
device.
Programming is done in colc;ulator keyboard
level I~nguage with software development
simplified
and generated
code more reliable because algorithms
are preprogrammed
in an on-chip ROM.
Data or I
tions can be .synchronous or asynchronous;
I/O dig·it
count I I/O notation mode I and error control ore user
programmable;
a sense input and flog outputs are made
available
for single bit control.

Gold

10-24
•37
.41
•65
.91
1.51

1-9
.38
.42
.73
1.00
l.69

centers

10-24
.15
.17
.19
.26
.28
.34
.35
.41
.57

1-9
.15
.18
.20
.27
.29
.35
.36
.42
.60

1

'---'

Simplicity

~fr;~L.~."
o
a
a

far

Single p clock

Low power operation
_
Generation
of I/O control signals
digit input; output, and address

o Separate

QUs

.365-~~IDTH

PROFESSIONAL Keyboard
Check Ihese profession.1
-t:r

*

53

Keys, popular

Rugged
-t:r Iri-rnode

*-t,."

ASR-33

format!

Two-Key Rollover!
MOS/DTL/TTl
Compatible
Upper Case lockout I
Data

*

Low contact bounce!
Selectable
Parity!

*

Printed Circuit ",[: Jb(8)
Connectors
:__lifn.l "

fe.lures:

G-10 P.c. Board!
MOS encoding!

tt
tt

"*

Kit!

(9,271~~

and

Strobe

inversion

Custom
Keyceps!
Three User Definable
-:. MORE!

tt

(i~~-~

·s'·")

----r

~~

outputs!

2 X 50, .125"

option!

FOR THE S-100 BUS

.

.620
(15,75)

i'-l--.-l

so~~

Save memory space, lncrecse algorithm speed, add to
your BASIC or FORTRAN capabilities
with this super
number cruncher.
Put it on yqur 5-100 bus system and
be ready for the new soft-ware packages coming out in
the near future.

MM57109N ••.•••with spec booklet ..••••••• $21.92
Specs only for MM57109••..•.• :: .• _.•••••••$2.00

[O@::Ji::::~[loI

Keys!

HIGH QUALITY DUAL 50 PIN EDGE CONNECTORS.

For use in the

IMSAI®, VECTOR and other machines with the .25" row spcclng , 11'5'
body is high temperature
polyester
and will not chip, crack or flake
even after heating.
Can be pop-riveted
without crocking as phenolic
parts will. End stand ups allow for flow to top side and visual inspection. Offset mounting ears allow proper mounting on those machines
with side rails.
Solder-tail
length pins ore of heavy square cross-section
avoiding the
fold-over
problems associated
with light guoge.sheet
metal pins.
Available
in gold or the new NASGL~tin-nickel
plate which has
low current properties similar to gold.
.

Floa"ngpo'nt

Oa,~ length

e."mol

IC

~

'\Y

•

enclosure

•••.•••••••

tRI-t€k,

ROMI

PC.IJPo<FIFO
SIl~"'llm.,'h
",1'0

M'~l'm,m
n"m!>t,ol

PCC-100WW-G •••(Gold, 3 level wire-wrap) •••••••$4.50, 4/$17.00
PCC-100ST-G ••••(Gold, solder tail) ••••••••••••••
$4.50,
7.00
PCC-1OOWW-G•••(NASGLO, 3 level wire-wrop) •••$3.75,
4.00
Model 753 Keyboard (with free connector!) ••.••$59.95 Io~PC~C;-1~00~ST~-~N;:".
••_~~~~~so~l~de:r;':~_·."ii·ii·.·ii

digi.m.ntinal

ctlij><fo'
CPUlnd
RAM,

••
~$~3
••~~~4~.~0~0'"
F'GURE13Ibl"Mi",op'o><_o,~ftw.,.
fo'MMS11G9P.'iph •••
,IM ••••••

$14 95
Q

Inc.

7808 N 27TH AVENUE
PHOENIX,ARIZONA85021

We pay surface shipping on all orders over
in US funds.
Please add extra for first class or air mail.
Excess will be refunded.
Orders
under $10, add $1 handling.
Please add 50¢ insurance.
Master charge and
Bank America cords welcome,
($20 minimum).
Telephone orders may be

fA

Ifill.] -

IbN~ERIWDI

placed lOAMto 5:30PM' daily, Mon thru Fri. Call 602-995-9352.

!}

packed

Check reader service Card or send stamp for our latest
with new and surplus electronic components.
-

flyers

•

- COMPUTER DICTIONARY by Donald D.
Spencer. A compact compendium of computer terms for beqinners and professionals
alike. Defines words and acronyms used by
computerists in a clear, easy to understand
style. Over 2000 definitions are provided.
This reference is a must for the individual
getting started in the world of microcomputers. Published by Camelot Press,
$5.95.
-SCELBI'S
GALAXY GAME FOR THE
"6800" Here's a new twist in computer games
by Scelbi ·Computer Consulting and Robert
Findley/Raymond
Edwards. The game,
"Galaxy" pits the operator of a spaceship
against alien craft, as well as such variables as
speed, time, and ammunition. No two games
are the same! This game is described in
Galaxy Game for the 6800, published by
Scelbi Computer Consulting, Inc. $14.95
-6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE &
COOKBOOK If you have been spending too
much time developing routines for your 6800
microprocessor, try the new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. This manual,
680.0. Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook described sorting, searching, and many
other necessary routines for the 6800 user.
$9.95.
_8080
SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE
AND COOKBOOK If you have been spending
too much time developing simple routines for
your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. This manual,
80.80 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook described sorting, searching, and many
other routines for the 8080 user. $9.95
-CMOS COOKBOOK by Don Lancaster,
pub'. Howard W. Sams Company. Another
winner. from Don Lancaster, author of the
famous RTL andTTL Cookbooks. The CMOS
Cookbook details the application of CMOS,
the low power logiC family suitable for most
applications presently dominated by TTL.
The book follows the style of the original
Cookbooks. Eight chapters cover all facets of
CMOS logic, and the work is prefaced by 100
pages detailing the characteristics of most
CMOS circuits. The CMOS Cookbook is required reading for every serious digital experimenter. $9 .95
- HOBBY COMPUTERS ,II,RE HERE If you
(or a friend) want to corne up to speed on
how computers work ... hardware and software ... this is an excellent boo k. It starts
with the fundamentals and explains the circuits, the basics of programming, along with a
couple TVT construction projects, ASCI 1Baudot, etc. This book has the highest recommendations as a teaching aid for newcomers.
$4.95.
Use the order card in the back

_ BRAND NEW DICTIONARY This new microcomputer dictionary fills the
urgent .need for all computer people, engineers, scientists, industrialists,
communications people - as professionals, amateurs, teachers, or students - to
become quickly acquainted with the terminology and nomenclature of a new
revolution in computer control capabillties in areas that pervade most of man's
daily activities.
•
Over SOOOdefinitions and explanations of terms and concepts (704 pages)
relating to microprocessors, microcomputers and microcontrollers. There are also
separate appendices on: programmable calculators; math and statistics definitions;
flowchart symbols and techniques; binary number systems and switching theory;
symbol charts and tables; summaries of BASIC FORTRAN and APL. In addition
there is a comprehensive electronics/computer
abbreviations and acronyms
section. $15.95.
-COMPUTER PjilOGRAMMING HANDBOOK by Peter Stark. A complete guide
to computer programming and data processing. Includes many worked -but
examples and history of computers. $8.95
-MY COMPUTE·R LIKES ME ... WHEN I SPEAK BASIC An introduction to
BASIC ... simple enough for your kids. If you want to teach BASIC to anvone
quickly, this booklet is the way to go. $2.00.
-SCELBI'S FIRST BOOK OF COMPUTER
GAMES Need a game for'vcur 8008 or 8080
microprocessor? Try Seelbi's First Book of
Computer Games for the 800818080. which
describes three popular games, "Space Capture," "Hexpawn," and "Hangman." Complete flowcharts, logic description, program
listing, and instructions are provided. A must
for the game freak! $14.95.
.
-THE STORY OF COMPUTERS by Donald
D. Spencer is to computer books what Dick
and Jane to novels ... extremely elementary:
gives the non-computerist a fair idea of what
the hobbyist is talking about when he speaks
computer lingq. Attempts to explain what
computers are and can do to a spouse, child
or any un-electl'bnics-minded friend. $4.95.
-MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER by Mitchell
Waite and Michael Pardee, pub. by Howard W.
Sams Company. If you are afraid to get
involved with microcomputers for fear of not
understanding them, worry. no longer! The
MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER describes basic
computer
theory,
explains numbering
systems, and introduces the reader to the
world of programming. This book does not
elaborate on specific systems or chips, but
describes the world of mlcrccornputlnq in
"real world" terminology. There is probably
no better way of getting involved with the
exciting new hobby of micro computing.
$7.95
.
- INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS by Charles Rockwell of MICROLOG
Here is an ideal reference for the individual
desiring to understand the hardware aspects
of microprocessor systems. This book describes the hardware details of computer
devices in terms the beginner can understand,
instead of treating the micro chip as a "black
box." Addressing schemes, registers, control,
and memory are all explained, and general
information about hardware systems is provided. Specific systems are not described and
programming is only briefly discussed. Introduction To MicrOprocessors is a hardware
introduction ... and a good one. $17.SO US
and Canada, $20 elsewhere.
-THE
NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS! This
book takes it from where "Hobby Computers
Are Here" leaves off, with chapters on Large
Scale Integration, how to choose a microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming,
low cost I/O for a computer, computer
arithmetic,
checking memory boards, a
Baudot monitor/editor
system, an audible
logic probe for finding those tough problems,
a ham's computer, a computer aso machine
... and much, much more! Everything of
interest is there in one volume, ready to be
enjoyed by you. $4.95.

of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Book Deot., Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.

eNOVICE
STUDY
GUIDE This is the most
complete
Novice study guide available.
It is
brand
new. This is not only invaluable
for
anyone
wanting
to get started
in amateur
radio,
but also it is about
the only really
simple
book
on the fundamentals
of elec·
tricity
and
electronics.
And without
your
fundamentals
down pat, how can you go on
to really
understand
and work
with
cornputers?
First things first. $4.95

Test E~uipment
Lititaty

eGENERAL
CLASS
STUDY
GUIDE
This
book takes over on theory
where the Novice
book
leaves off -: You'll
need to know the
electronic
theory
in this to work with .computers and you'll
not find an easier place to
get the information.
It will also make getting
your
Tech or General
license a breeze
...
then you can get on the ham repeaters
and
interconnect
your micro with others. $5.95

t~/

SLOW
SCAN
TELEVISION
HANDBOOK

eVHF
ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
The NEW
VH F Antenna
Handbook
deta ils the theory,
design and construction
of hundreds
of different VH F and UH F antennas
...
a practical
book
written
for the average
amateur
who
takes
joy in building,
not full of complex
formulas
for the design engineer.
Packed with
fabulous
antenna
projects
you
can build.
$4.95

..~
~.:.-"'~

~:lIjJ

e WEATHER
SATELLITE
HANDBOOK
Simple
equipment
and methods
for getting
good
pictures
from
the
weather
satellite.
Antennas,
receivers,
monitors,
facsimile
you
can bu ild, tracking,
automatic
control
(you
don't
even have to be home).
Dr. Taggart
WB8DOT $4.95

eVOL.
I COMPONE:NT
TESTERS
Build
your own test aquipmerrt
and save a bundle
(and have a lot of fun). Volume
I of the 73
Test Equipment
Library
shows you how to
build and use transistor
testers
(8 of 'em),
three diodes testers,
3 IC testers, 9 voltmeters
and
VTVMs,
8 ohmmeter,'
3 inductance
meters,
and
a raft
of other
gadgets
for
checking
temperature.
crvstals.
O. etc. $4.95
eVOL
II AUDIO FREQUENCY
TESTERS
If
you're
into audio
... such as digital cassette
recording,
RTTY,
Baudot
vs ASCII, SSTV,
SSB, Touchtone
or even hi-fi ...
you'll want
to have this book
full of home built test
eouipment
pr ojec ts. Volume II $4.95
evoL.
III RADIO FREQUENCY
TESTERS
This is of more interest to hams and CBers ...
test equipment
you can build for checking
out transmitters
and receivers:
signal generators,
noise
generators,
crystal
calibrators,
GDOs, dummy
loads ... things like that. This
is Volume
III of the 73 Test
Equipment
Library $4.95

eSSTV
HANDBOOK
This
excellent
book
tells all about it, from its history and basics to
the present
state of the art techniques.
Contains chapters
on circuits,
monitors,
cameras,
color SSTV, test equipment
and much more.
Hardbound
$7, Softbound
$5
eWHAT
TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN
PCC's first book of computer
games ...
48
different
computer
games
you can play .ln
BASIC
...
programs,
descriptions,
muchly
illustrated.
Lunar landing,
Hammurabi,
King,
Civil 2, Oubic 5, Ta xrnan , Star Trek, Crash,
Market, etc. $8.00

eTHE
UNDERGROUND
BUYING
GUIDE
Here is a handy
guide for the electronics
enthusiast.
Over 600 sources
of equipment
and literature
are provided;
some are mailorder-only
outfits
that
do
not
advertise.
Sources are listed alphabetically,
by service or
product,
and by state.
The guide is crossreferenced
for ease of use. Electronic
publishing houses are also listed. Published
by PMS
Publishing
Co., $5.95 each.

e101
GAMES
IN BASIC Okay so once you
get your computer
up and running in BASIC,
then what? Then you need some programs
in
BASIC, that's
what. This book has 101 games
for you, from very Simple to real buggers.
You
get the
games,
a description
of the
games, the listing to put in your computer
and a sample
run to show you how they
work. Fun. Anyone
game will be worth more
than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7.50
e BASIC by Bob Albrecht,
etc. Self-teaching
guide to the computer
language you will need
to know for use with your microcomputer.
324 pages. Th is is one of the easiest ways to
learn computer
programming.
$4.95
eTVT
COOKBOOK
by Donald
Lancaster,
describes
the use of a standard
television
receiver
as a microprocessor
CRT terminal.
Explains
and describes
character
generation,
cursor control and interface information in
tvp ical, easy-to-understand
Lancaster
style.
This book
is a required
text for both
the
microcomputer
enthusiast
and the amateur
RTTY operator
who desires a qu iet alternative to noisy teletype
machines.
$9.95

e1976
PERIODICAL
GUIDE
FOR COMPUTER ISTS is a 20 page book wh ich indexes
over 1,000 personal computing
articles for the
entire
year
of 1976
from
Byte,
Creative
Computing,
Digital
Design,
Dr.
Dobbs
Journal,
EON, Electronic
Design, Electronics,
Interface
Age, Microtrek,
Peoples Computer
Company,
Popular
Electronics,
QST, Radio
Electronics,
SCCS Interface
and 73 Amateur
Radio. Articles
are indexed
under more than
100
subject
categories.
Price
$3.00.
New
January - June 1977 Edition - $3.00.

PERIOIU()AL
GUIO.)
FO.R
()(.lUPUTERISTS
1976

eTTL
COOKBOOK
by Donald
Lancaster.
Explains what TTL is how it works, and how
to use it. 0 iscusses practical
applications,
such
as a digital counter and display system, events
counter,
electronic
stopwatch,
digital
voltmeter,
and a digital tachometer.
336 pages;
5Y, x 8Y,; softbound
$8.95

eCHEMISTRY
WITH A COMPUTER
by Paul
A. Cauchon,
contains
a collection
of tutorial,
simulation
and problem-generation
computer
programs.
Tutorials
provide
individualization
of
assignment,
immediate
evaluation
of
responses
and a new set of problems
with
each
run.
Simulations
provide
models
of
lengthy
laboratory
experimentation
beyond
the limited classroom
timeframe
and enhancement of course stud ies by encouraqing prelaboratory
research.
Can be used with
almost
any chem istry
course
at the
high
school or college level. $9.95.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud
Book Dept., Peterborough
NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
Note: Prices subject to change on books not published
by 73 Magazine.

- SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS published by Adam Osborne & Associates,
Inc.
Perfect for non-technical
computerists
requiring ready-to-use
programs. Business programs
like depreciation
formulas,
loan. payment
solutions
and loan interest rates; math routines containing
statistical packages and polynomial
derivations
...
plus miscellaneous
programs.
MOst routines are short and some
provide
optional
statements
that
can be
inserted into the code to sl ightly modify the
results. Invaluable for the user who is not an
experienced
programmer.
All will operate in
the stand-alone mode. $7.50 paperback.
-AN
INTRODUCTION
TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOLS. 1 AND 2 by Adam Osborne
Associates, are references dealing with m icrocomputer
architecture
in general and specifically with details about most of the common
chips. These books are not software-oriented,
but are invaluable
for the hobbyist
who is
into building his own interfaces and processors. Volume 1 is dedicated
to general hardware theory related to micros, and Volume 2
discusses the practical details of each micro
chip. (Detailed review in Kilobaud m)
Volume 1- $7.50; Volume II - $12.50.
- 8080
PROGRAMMING
FOR
LOGIC
DESIGN Here is an ideal reference
for the
person desiring an in-depth understanding
of
the 8080 processor. The work is applicationoriented, and the 8080 is discussed in light of
rep lacing
conventional,
hard-wired
logic
systems .. Both
hardware
and software
is
described.
Practical design considerations
are
provided for the individual wishing to implement an 8080-based ,<;ontrol system. (Detailed
review in Kilobaud trI) Published by Osborne
Associates. $7.50.
- 6800
PROGRAMMING
FOR
LOGIC
DESIGN Oriented toward the industrial user,
this book describes
the process. by which
conventional
logic can be replaced by a 6800
microprocessor.
Both hardware and software
techniques
are discussed, as well as interface
information.
This reference,
and its companion
dedicated
to 8080
users, provide
practical
information
that allows an experi·
menter to design a complete
micro control
system from the "ground up." An excellent
reference!
Published
by Osborne Associates,
$7.50.
- FORTRAN
PROGRAMMING
By Donald
Spencer. If you are familiar with BASIC you
will appreciate
the additional
capabilities
of
FORTRAN,
a computer
language with most
of BASIC's features, and much more! FORTRAN was designed for complex
numeric
calculations;
and possesses extended I/O capability. It 'is easily learned, as ~t is an Englishlike computer
language.
FORTRAN
PROGRAMMING
is written
for the beginning
FORTRAN
programmer.
His reference,
in
conjunction
with the FORTRAN
WORKBOOK, provides
the student
of coniputer
languages with an easy method of mastering
FORTRAN.
Basic rules of syntax are discussed,
as well as the use of "built-in"
functions and I/O procedures $7.50.
FORTRAN
WORKBOOK
By Donald
Spencer.
Provides
practical
examples
and
problems
to solve. Flowcharting,
necessary
for most programming
applications,
is also
discussed. Almost all micros support BASIC it won't be long before FORTRAN
is commonplace.
Don't miss the programming
boat
.. , learn FORTRAN;
and be ready for the
next language boom! $3.95.

-THE SECRET
GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
Parts 1, 2, and 3 by Russ Walter. Part One
describes
computers
in general,
and after
reading for ten minutes you will be writing
simple
BASIC
programs!
The
reference
employs a step-by-step
teaching process, the
end result being' a working
knowledge
of
BASIC. Part Two discusses computer applications. It's one thing to master the syntax of a
language such as BASIC and another to solve
problems
using the new tool. This also provides useful techniques
in problem
solving.
The reference follows the light-hearted
style
of the first section.
Part Three describes
programming
languages. Ever heard of APL
and QLlSP? BASIC is not the only language
used to program computers, and as the hobby
industry
grows
additional
languages
will
become commonplace.
Get in on the secret
now - with THE SECRET
GUIDE TO
COMPUTERS.
Published by Russ Walker, 7th
edition. Part I - $1.75; Part II - $2.50; Part
111- $3.50.
-A QUICK LOOK AT BASIC by Donald D.
Spencer.
Here is a perfect reference for the
beginning
programmer.
A Quick Look at
BASIC assumes that the reader has no previous programming
experience.
This book is a
self-teaching
guide for the individual desiring
to learn the fundamentals
of BASIC, the most
common
hobbyist
programming
language.
Price: $4.95
-TYCHON'S
8080 OCTAL CODE CARD
Slide
rule-like
aid for programming
and
debugging 8080 software ... contains all the
mnemonics
and corresponding
octal codes.
Instructions
are color coded to indicate which
flags are affected
during execution.
Pocket
sized card only 6%x3 inches provides neat,
logical format for quick reference. Back side
of card is printed with an ASCII code chart
for 128 characters plus the 8080 status word
and
register
pair
codes.
Also available,
Tychon's 8080 Hex Code Card, same as above
only has hex codes instead of octal. Only
$3.00 each.
- SIXTY
CHALLENGING
PROBLEMS
WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS
Donald Spencer.
This book provides
the serious student of
BASIC programming
with sixty interesting
problems
and their solutions.
None of the
problems require a knowledge of math above
algebra and should interest the casual user of
BASIC on' hobby
machines.
A number
of
game programs are also provided, as well as
programs
for financial
interest, conversions.
and numeric manipulations.
Price: $6.95
- LIGHTED
TRAVEL
DESK Handy little
gadget, looks like a clipboard with a light and
plugs into the cigarette
Iighter of your car.
Read books or maps easily in the car, great
for note' taking if you come up with ideas
while driving ... helps make riding in the car
a little more enjoyable for kids who can use it
for puzzles or playing games at night. $7.50.
- FUZZBUSTER
Radar Detector judged most
dependable,
fastest
and overall BEST by
Wayne Green in a side by side three month
study of all the other radar detectors on the
market. Specially priced .at $85.00.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to
Kilobaud Book Dept., Peterborough
NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.
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As Computer Enterprises
Enters Their Second Year:

Brand New Products LoW, Low Prices. Save!

Made from finest grade white cotton with 4 color imprint.
ORDER NOW! (Supply limited.} Only $5.50 ppd.

Please send me the following tee shirts @ $5.50.
Indicate quantity and size. (Adult sizes only.)
Small

$--Medium
$--Large
$
_
Extra Large $
_
Total Order $
_
Enclosed $

0 Cash

o American

Express

o Check

Interbank

#

_

#

_

Expiration date
Signature

$275

$225

$449

$382

$749

$637

$495

$421

$659

$560

Low-Priced Items You
May Have Missed:
North Star Micro Disk System
Cromemco Bytesaver Kit
Cromemco Dazzler Kit
Cromemco Z2 Kit
Seals 250ns RAM Kit
Seals 8080 Wire Wrap Board
Our Own Extender Board
with Connector
IMSAI RAM 4A-4 Kit
RAM 4A-A Socket Set
Compucolor 8001
Polymorphic VTI/64
Vector Graphic SOOns
8K RAM Assm.
Vector Graphic Prom/RAM Kit
TDL ZPU Kit

List
$ 699.00
$ 145.00
$ 215.00
$ 595.00
$ 295.00
$ 37.50

Our Price
$ 599
$ 131
$ 193
$ 535
$ 240
$ 32

$ 30.00
$ 139.00
$ 22.00
$2750.00
$ 210.00

$ 12
$ 115
$ 10
$2475
$ 189

$ 265.00
$ 89.00
$ 269.00

$ 225
$ 80
$ 242

Shipping charges: $10 per CPU on larger units; $1.50
per kit. $2.00 min. per order.
Delivery is stock to 30 days on most items. Shipment is
immediate for payment by cashier's check, money order or charge card. Allow 3 weeks for personal checks
to clear. N.Y. State residents add approp. sales tax.
Availability,
prices and specs may change without
notice.

_
_

Name

_

Address

_

City
State

Our
Price

0 BankAmericard

o Money Order
o Master Charge
Credit card

IMSAI VIO Model B,
Video Kit
IMSAI 16K Dynamic
RAM Kit
IMSAI 32K Dynamic
RAM Kit
Cromemco 16K Dynamic
RAM Kit
Vector Graphic
VECTOR 1+

List

_
Zip

_

*u.S. & CanadaOnly. Others write for foreign prices.
Kilobaud.

Peterborough NH 03458

KB/11/77

Fayetteville, New York 13066
P.O. Box 71

Write or Call for

C33

COMPUTER ENTERPRISES'
DISCOUNT CATALOG!
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now you can have
commercials on your CitT...
---------*WFCSfi
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REM KB AD PROGRAM #1 BY SHERRY
REM KB = KILOBAUD
P.
P. "KB ... BEST COMPUTER MAGAZINE!"
P.
P. "UNDERSTANDABLE
4 BEGINNERS"

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

"AND

INTERESTING

4 EXPERTS"

"KB SUBSCRIBERS
R SMARTER!"
"THEY SAVE LOTS OF MONEY"
"OVER SINGLE COPY PRICES!"
"$15 FOR 1 YR ... SAVES $9"
"OVER SINGLE COpy PRICES!"
"$36

FOR 3 YRS ...

--,-

,,"S.
1••

--

--

SAVES $36"

--Send

, ,

me Kilobaud fo-;-

I

~

I
Or call in your subscription
IL
Toll Free: 1-800-258-5473
144

--0

\

Enclosed $
0 American Express

0

- $155.00;;-l

S;gn,tu,.

0 Bill me directly

Signature

0 Money Order
0 Master Charge

Inte.b,nk#

,I

_

Address
City

I
I

New sub.

0 Cash
0 Check
0 BankAmericard

~e~~:::!te

~~

Life Subscription

0 Renewal

3 years - $36.00**

s.•~~c.t\l)CI.
,-,,,

--

0 1 year - $15.00*
0

• •, ~
\

180 P. "OVER SINGLE COpy PRICES!"
190 P.
200 P. "SEE COUPON BOTTOM OF PAGE"
219 P.
220 P. "HAVE U SUBSCRIBED
2 KB YET?"
230 INPUT "YES OR NO
"; A$
240 IF A$ = "YES" GO TO 300
250 P.
260 P. "U R NOT BEING THRIFTY!"
270 P. "SUBSCRIBE
2 KB NOW AND SAVE!"
280 P. "CALL WATS lOR
SEND COUPON"
290 GOTO 30
300 P.
310 P. "CONGRATULATIONS,
U R A"
320 P. "CERTIFIED
COMPUTERMANIAC"
999 END

_
State

order * U.S. & Canada only. Others write for foreign rates.
**U.S. & Canada only.

I
I

Zip

I
KB 11/77

J

,
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73 Magazine has published articles monthly since February 1976 wh ich are
directed to the computerist and soon-to-be computerist.
Yes, there are computer articles in 73 ... a lot of them. There are also a lot of
articles that computer hobbvlsts will be needing to read which are not exactly
computer articles such as on regulated power supplies ... on making printed
circuit boards ... on how various circuits work ... things like that which
hardware men in particular need to read ... and which software people need even
more, since they are a bit behind on hardware.
In recent issues there have been articles on computerized satellite tracking
(with software), RTTY using a uP, using old (inexpensive) Teletypes, building a
Polymorphic video board, making instant PC boards using the new color-key
technique, the TTL one-shot, what computers can and can't do, a hamshack file
handler (software), the bit explosion - 8-12-16?, backward branch the easy way
with the 6800, the hexadecimal ... etc.
Anyone of these articles could easily be worth the cost of a full year of 73.
One good program could saveyou days of work. One good interface project could
make an enormous difference. In general, 73 tries to present not too complicated
construction projects ... things you can make in a day or two.
One of the fundamental policies is that no articles will be published in both 73
and Kilobaud. This is, in a way, unfair because it keeps some great computer
articles away from computerists. You really must get both magazines to keep up
to date with what is goi ng on. When you subscribe to both you wi II not be getti ng
duplication.
Subscribe now for all 1977 issues starting with Jan. 19.77's 73 for only $10.00
or start with the next published issuefor only $15.00.

Yes! Enter my subscription to 73 Magazine and send me

o

(i;)

T

I

L

o

Special all of 1977 subscription only $10.00 or
Regular 1 yr subscription starting with next
published issue only $15.00
.

- -.l

1.9

1

'.

I

Name
Call (if any)
Address
--------------City
State __ Zip
_
$__
enclosed
0 Cash
0 Check
0 Money Order
Bill: 0 Master Charge
0 BankAmericard
0 American Express
Card #
Expiration date
_
Signature
Interbank # (MC)
_
o Bill me direct (I've signed above) Allow 6 weeks for subscription processing.
.
Toll Free Subscription Number: (800) 258-5473
KB/11/77
73 MAGAZINE PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
This offer expires in 60 days

I
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what do you
give the man
who has
everything?

abQX
to put it in.

COMP TER

MAILING LIST

Kilobaud,
as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it
comes to standing on the bookshelf. Enter the new Kilobaud
Library Shelf Boxes, sturdy corrugated cardboard boxes which
will hold your magazines on the shelf and keep them from
flopping around.
Yes, we know all about binders .... we have them too ...
and we sell them, but binders are a' drag when you want one
copy of a magazine. And they cost like sin (which costs plenty).
Just to be rotten (a talent we are trying to develo p, but
which comes hard), we have self-sticking labels for the boxes,
not only for Kilobaud,
but also for 73 Magazine ... and for
Personal

Computing,

Radio

Electronics,

Popular

Completely re-written and updated to include dealers, clubs,
publications, and manufacturers. {It's the one we use for our
mailings and we update it daily.) The list has over 1,000
names painstakingly gathered from manufacturers,
magazine
ads, new product releases, hobby ..computer shows, and direct
mail. You can buy this list printed on self-sticking labels for
only $50.
'

Electronics,

kilobaud

and ... yep ... Byte. Heh, heh! Just ask for
whatever stickers you want and we'll throw 'em in with your
box order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio, if they get any of those magazines. This is a way you can
buy one set of matching boxes and line 'em up on your shelf ...
looks very nice that way.
The boxes are a white color and are particularly resistant
to dirt, a real plus for white boxes. There's some kind of funny
plastic finish on 'em.
You'll probably do like most people who have tried these
so far and order one or two for starters
then get a couple
dozen. The postage on these is the killer,
so one box costs
$2.00 postpaid and each additional is $1.50 each postpaid.
Unless the magazine gets whole. 'lot fatter than it is right
now these boxes should hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73.
One side is cut low to permit you to see the binding of
the magazine ...
and note that we are now printing the
information
on the top part of the binding so it will show in
these boxes. You can put the boxes on your shelves with the
bindings showing or with just the white board showing, there are
little marks to help you center your labels on either side.
Your magazine library is your prime reference, so keep it
handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes.
Interface

Age,

PETERboROUGIt Nit O"4~8

Send me
boxes for Kilobaud Shelf Storage at
$2.00 for the first box and $1 ;50 for each additional
box. Include the following labels:
_

o

$__
Enclosed 0 Cash 0 Check
M.O.
Bill: 0 American Express
BankAmericard
o Master Charge - Interbank #

o

Card #
Signature

-:-'

Expiration

_
date

~-------------

City

State __

issues
issues
issues
issues

I
I

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

,0 BankAmericard

_
....•••
Zip

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXES
Peterborough NH03458
or call Toll Free (800) 258-5473
KBfl Jf77

Please send me KILOBAUD

_

~---~-------------

Name
Address
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Did you manage to miss out on the first issues of Kilobaud?
Don't chance not getting these action packed thrillers. While they
last they are available for the astounding (we have a lot of gall)
price of only (only?) $3.00 each postpaid. Domestic orders only.

_

Card #
Expiration
Signature
Name

date

I

Address

IL...

issues
issues
issues
issues

0 Master Charge

.;....

MAY 77
JUNE 77
JUL 77
AUG 77

_ issues SEPT 771
_ issues OCT 77
_ TOTAL
'

0 American

Express
Interbank #-_
_

I
I
I

:=)_

City ---------_

77
77
77
77

Back Issues at $3 each!

State
Zip
Have credit card #handy and call
KBf11f77
TOLL FREE (800) 258-5473
KILOBAUD • PETERBOROUGH
NH 03458

UP AND RUNNING
TDL
TO PROCESS

EQU IPMENT USED BY NEW JERSEY PUBLIC TELEVISION
NEW JERSEY
GUBERNATORIAL
PRIMARY
ELECTION
RETURNS

John Montagna,
computer
engineer (above left),
lead this successful
network
team in generating
election results speedily, efficiently
and reliably
using predominantly
TDL hardware
and software.
Montagna
created three programs
to get
the job done.
The text for a SWAPPER program was written and assembled
using the TDL
TEXT EDITOR and Z80 RELOCATING
MACRO
ASSEMBLER.
The SWAPPER text and all
debugging
was run through
TDL's ZAPPLE
MONITOR.
The relocatable
object code was
punched
onto paper tape.
A MAIN USERS
program updated
votes and controlled
air dispplay.
An ALTERNATE
USERS program got
hard copy out and votes in. The latter two
programs
were written in BASIC,
Montagna
modified
the ZAPPLE BASIC to permit timesharing between
the two USERS programs.

TDL's XiT AN SYSTEMS have the capacity to do
similar tasks for you.
Write to us for XITAN
information
and the name of your nearest TDL
dealer.

Four screens were incorporated,
two terminals
entered votes as they came in and were used
to call back votes to check accuracy.
Montagna called on the power and flexibility
offered by TDL's ZPU board and three Z-16
Memory boards.
Montagna's
setup worked constantly
for over
four hours updating
and displaying
state-wide
and county-wideresults without
flaw.
"I chose TDL because they have all the software to support
their hardware,
and it's good;
it has the flexibility
to do the job."
John Montagna
We salute John Montagna and NEW JERSEY
PUBLIC BROADCASTING
for spearheading
the micro-computer
revolution.

TECHNICAL
DESIGN
••• ."LABS
RESEARCH PARK
BLDG. H
1101 STATE ROAD
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
(609) 921-0321

Powerful in computing muscle, yet
editor are included free with purchase.
small in physical size, the Altair'm680b offers many
"Process Control lnterface= A PC card that uses optically
special features at an affordable price. I?ased
isolated inputs and relay outputs that transmit sensory
on the 6800 microprocessor, the 680b comes with lK
information to and control signals from the computer. A
of static RAM, Serial I/O port, PROM monitor and
diverse world of control applications is opened up with
provisions for lK of PROM ,as ~tandard c?mpon~nts.
the Altair 680b-PCl.
It's good thinking, when you r~>mteres~ed in makmg a
*Universallnput/Output
Board -If your I/O needs exceed
modest investment on a highly reliable computer,
the serial port already on the main board, augment your
to consider the Altair 680b.
I/Ochannels···with·the·,680b-UIIO.By·implementing·,the
~W1M!'@1t@!j,"';iNi'O;ur'15ROJVtmoniforenm'inates'fhe'rleces~ifyfor-toggling'
"
optional serial port and two parallel ports, you can simulfront panel switches to load
taneously
interface to four
bootstraps or manipulate
terminals.
memory: contents t. Onlya
'"New "Additton '-"'K'arrsaS'"City
terminal ano'programming
Audio
Cassette lnterfacelanguage are required for
Use'tne 680b-KCACR to intercomplete system operation.
face your Altair' 680b with an
With Altair System softwareaudio cassette recorder for
Altair 680 BASIC, assembler
inexpensive mass storage of
. and text editor-you
may
programming languages, probegin problem solving
grams and data.
',,'
immediately with ease.
Available
in
either
full
front
By adding the 680b-MB
panel or turnkey models, the
Expander card, many options
Altair 680b presents many
are currently available:
computing capabilities at a
"16K Static Memory Boardlow cost-without
skimping
Increase your system memory
on performance. See it today
with 16K bytes of fast access
at your local Altair Computer
(215 ns), low power (5 watts
Center or contact the factory
per board) static RAM. 680
for further details.
BASIC and assembler/text

,

'v

Good-I'hiftking.

2450 Alamo S.E.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico 87106

dealer inquiries invited.

